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Unions will press for CoL pay increases this year

Staff Reporter

AGITATION from trade unions for cost-of-living compensation will intensify during the second half of the year, according to authorities interviewed in Pretoria yesterday.

Trade union leaders said they were shocked by the sharp increase in fertilizer prices. The limited Government concession to minimise the increase would have little effect on the expected escalation of food prices later this year, they claimed.

The South African Agricultural Union's commodity committees start a series of meetings in Pretoria next week at which price recommendations for the new season will be made to the Government.

Substantial increases will be requested for mealies, wheat, dairy products, meat and other commodities.

The trade unions fear South Africa is moving into another period of stagflation — a greatly reduced growth rate with a ballooning price structure.

Next month the Railways Artisan Staff Association meets for its annual congress in Port Elizabeth, and demands are expected to be made by delegates for swift compensation for CoL rises which, it is feared, will this year exceed last year's record of 14 per cent.

Soon after the Prime Minister announced pay increases throughout the public sector last year, the ASA executive told the Minister of Transport, Mr Muller, that it was dissatisfied with the 13 to 15 per cent increases granted its members. They had asked for 25 per cent.

They warned that they would press for the addition of ten per cent during this year.

The only development which can stop the ASA making early demands for compensation, it was learnt to be if the administration agrees to a new job evaluation plan for artisans which would raise their pay and status.

The National Union of Distributive Workers is also pressing for a review of basic minimum earnings among the country's 50,000 shop workers.
Evening the odds

Simon Brand, Deputy Economic Adviser to the Prime Minister.

At least some of the reservations you express (FM February 28) about the realism of the assumptions in the latest Economic Development Programme, some of which you find it appropriate to describe as "distinctly odd", are based on misunderstanding of the basic model and procedures used in drawing up the EDP.

First, in respect of the assumption about the inflation rate, it must be pointed out that all projections in the EDP are expressed in real terms, i.e., in constant base year (1973) prices.

From a purely arithmetical viewpoint, therefore, what the actual inflation rate over the programming period will be, does not affect the projections at all. However, from an economic viewpoint it must, of course, be taken into account that the high rate of inflation of the past few years may have had an autonomous modifying influence on income distribution and spending behaviour in the economy, and in this indirect way might affect the realism of the projections.

This would be relevant especially if such high rates of inflation should persist over the rest of the programming period, but whether that would be a realistic assumption is in itself at least open to question. Be that as it may, we only have historical experience of these high inflation rates for a few years, which means that there is as yet no reliable statistical basis for estimating the nature and strength of such hypothetical effects.

In view of this, no adjustments were made in the projections to account for them. The only reason that the inflation assumption was explicitly referred to in the EDP was to alert the reader to this qualification to which the projections are subject. As you may notice at a second reading, this is in fact spelt out explicitly in paragraph 93 of the published EDP, and some of the possible implications are pointed out elsewhere in the document.

With regard to the assumption about the level of the gold price, your remarks would seem to suggest that an increasing gold price should have been assumed, or at least one which is much higher than that actually adopted for purposes of the EDP projections.

Although in the EDP model all domestic prices are held constant it is, of course, necessary to allow for international price tendencies in projecting the international terms of trade. Consideration of exactly such uncertainties as those surrounding our future oil bill led to the assumption about the gold price which was in fact used.

The fears that you express about the effect of this assumption are unfounded, since in the projections of physical gold output, which were arrived at in consultation with the Chamber of Mines and the Government Mining Engineer, such factors as the expected relationship between escalating costs of gold mining and the gold price were taken into account as fully as is practicable.

Coming to the questions you raise about labour you are fully justified in pointing out the difficulties surrounding the measurement of employment in agriculture — with the present state of knowledge, anybody's guess in this regard can perhaps be made out to look as distinctly odd as you regard ours to be, and it is hoped that research in this field will help to clarify the matter.

On the other hand you seriously underestimate the provision made in the EDP for the better use of Black labour. Although it is not spelt out specifically in the latest EDP as it was in the previous one and, as I believe, was explained to your correspondent in discussions with the EDP staff last week, the projected composition of the labour force is based, to begin with, on an extrapolation of the historical trend in the Black/White labour ratio.

This trend, which in the projection of GDP growth is not treated merely as an arithmetical change, but taken to reflect fuller use of Black labour at marginal occupational levels, is then adjusted upward to allow for an acceleration in the rate at which this ratio increases. The 30 000 Blacks who, as stated in paragraph 162 of the EDP, "will have to perform work previously done by Whites", are an additional allowance over and above what is allowed for by this established procedure, to take into account specifically the additional momentum gained in recent years in introducing Blacks into higher-level jobs.

It would, as you suggest, be possible for a "non-government body" to draw up an alternative EDP and to make different assumptions in respect of the use of Black labour. Such an effort would have very little meaning as an indicative programme if it should assume away government policy.

However, even if its only purpose should be to make an objective estimate of the "cost of apartheid", it is open to question whether its authors would want to assume a much more rapid rate of upgrading of the Black labour force than has been assumed for purposes of the EDP. Discussions in the sectoral advisory committees in the course of drawing up the EDP certainly did not give the impression, generally speaking, that even abstracting from government policies, the rate at which Black workers are introduced into and trained for more sophisticated jobs can be stepped up very appreciably in the medium term.
Standing Advisory Committee on Inflation

Mr G H WADDILL asked the Minister of Economic Affairs

(a) What are the names of the members of the Standing Advisory Committee on Inflation, (b) what are their qualifications and (c) what interests does each member represent?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of member</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Representative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr G J J F Steyn</td>
<td>M Com</td>
<td>Secretary for Commerce and Price Controller (Chairman)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr C P Grobler</td>
<td>Matriculation</td>
<td>South African Confederation of Labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr R L Kraft</td>
<td>B A (Hons)</td>
<td>Trade Union Council of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof J I Weyers</td>
<td>M Com, M A and D Litt et Phil</td>
<td>South African Co-ordinating Consumer Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr S Shagman</td>
<td>Matriculation, Technical training in Textile Industry</td>
<td>South African Federated Chamber of Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr D G Paxton</td>
<td>Attorneys' Admissions Examinations</td>
<td>Association of Chambers of Commerce of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr M van den Berg</td>
<td>M Com (Stell) D Econ (Rotterdam)</td>
<td>Die Afrikaanse Handelsgemeenskap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr R G du Plessis</td>
<td>B A L L H</td>
<td>Motor Industries Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr E P Drummond</td>
<td>B Com and B Econ</td>
<td>Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr C J P Cilliers</td>
<td>B Sc</td>
<td>South African Agricultural Union Association of Building Societies of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr A J Marais</td>
<td>Bank Examinations</td>
<td>Building Industries Federation (S.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr G de C Malherbe</td>
<td>B Econ</td>
<td>Chamber of Mines of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr R A Plumbbridge</td>
<td>M A</td>
<td>National Development and Management Foundation of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr L P McCrystal</td>
<td>BSc, M Econ and PhD</td>
<td>South African Reserve Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr B van Staden</td>
<td>D Com</td>
<td>Appointed in his personal capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr H Goldberg</td>
<td>B Com</td>
<td>Secretary for Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr G W G Browne</td>
<td>B A (Cape Town), B A B Litt (Oxford)</td>
<td>Secretary for Labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr E G Lindeque</td>
<td>Matriculation</td>
<td>Secretary for Agricultural Economics and Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr C van der Merwe</td>
<td>M Com (Stell) and PhD (New York)</td>
<td>Secretary for Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr P F Theron</td>
<td>B Com (Hons)</td>
<td>Office of the Economic Adviser to the Prime Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr J Jones</td>
<td>D Phil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The MINISTER OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

(a) (b) and (c) The names of the members of the Standing Advisory Committee on Inflation, their qualifications and what interests each member represents are as follows.
TUCSA demands pledge from Govt

The Trade Union Council of South Africa (TUCSA) wants a firm indication from the Prime Minister that the Government will play its part in a "collective action programme" to combat inflation.

"We also require some proof of cutbacks in Government spending before we consider we are bound by our agreement on wage restraint," Mr. Arthur Grobbelaar, TUCSA's general secretary, said today.

"It was the first public statement on the pact between organized labour, employers' organizations and the Government in the Standing Committee on Inflation."

This is a subcommittee of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council, which adopted the pact unamended.

CONDITIONS

In the tripartite agreement, in which TUCSA pressed for important changes, wage restraint was accepted by the trade unions in return for:

- A reduction in Government expenditure
- More Black job advancement and retraining of displaced Whites
- Increased price restraint

If TUCSA were to reject the pact, the implication would be unrestrained wage demands by its members.

Clarifying the councils stand today, Mr. Grobbelaar said: "We accept completely that the Government has strategic priorities and must build up South Africa's infrastructure. But we want cutbacks in other spheres of Government spending."

TUCSA is dissatisfied with the Budget, which was "not anti-inflationary in itself," failed to produce a significant allocation to education, particularly industrial education, and offered no relief to the lower-paid worker by way of reductions in sales tax.

VORSTER'S VIEW

It is also upset over the failure of the Government to announce any economies in its own sector and by the Prime Minister's recent statement on inflation.

"Mr Vorster said the Economic Advisory Council thought it not unreasonable for employees to be satisfied with increases which did not necessarily compensate fully for the price increases of the immediate past and future."
Official plan urges new deal for Blacks

By JOHN IMRIE

FAR-REACHING and positive proposals are contained in the official plan to fight inflation which until now has been kept under wraps.

Called "A collective Programme of Action to Reduce the Rate of Inflation in South Africa" and accepted by the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council, the package deal of proposals calls for:

- Changes in attitudes and practices to allow for accelerated training of Blacks and their advancement in the labour field,
- Changes in the attitude of the whole nation to make everyone more anti-inflation conscious, and
- A Cabinet Ministers to be put in charge of implementing the wide-ranging proposals.

The plan, which is in the hands of the Prime Minister, lays heavy emphasis almost throughout on the need to train and advance Black workers.

It calls for an immediate and massive publicity campaign to motivate the whole nation to "be more productive, spend wisely, save income and cut down on expenditure, avoid waste in any form, and save on fuel."

An introduction to the document, which was originally drawn up and unanimously agreed to by the Standing Advisory Committee on Inflation, on which Government and organised commerce, industry, agriculture and the trade unions are represented, states bluntly: "By far the largest part of the present rate of inflation stems from internal factors and circumstances which have their origin either in Government policies and actions or in the behaviour and philosophies of our entrepreneurs, workers and consumers."

This may be taken to encompass criticism of racial policies and attitudes which inhibit Black advancement, as well as criticism of attitudes which result in spiralling spending, costs and wages.

The document says it is abundantly clear that these internal factors and circumstances, which contribute so much to our rate of inflation, can be changed and must be changed if our form of economic society is to survive."

Experience has shown, it says, that conventional measures alone cannot cure inflation in any economy like South Africa's.

It reiterates that such measures "have to be supported by changes both in Government attitudes and in the behaviour of our society."

Again, it seems that this is in part a reference to the attitudes which act as a barrier to the proper development of Black labour in South Africa. The plan lists a whole range of approaches, including the need for a more anti-inflation and training of Blacks in White areas to be "stepped up considerably." Coupled with "an orderly relaxation of policy" in regard to their employment in more skilled jobs in White areas.

Attempts to remove any legal or social impediments in the productive use of Black labour in better paid jobs in White areas should be coupled with an investigation into retaining the economic security of workers in the White areas.

The collective plan urges wage and price restraint by employers and workers, the cutting back of Government expenditure, and measures such as introducing improved budgeting and costing systems for all Government departments and examining the possibility of introducing more shift work.

Tucsa won't withdraw

By JOHN IMRIE

THE 200,000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa will not withdraw from the anti-inflationary pact approved by the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council — provided all the proposals are fully implemented.

Tucsa originally threatened to withdraw after the Budget when it appeared that the Government was not keeping its side of the pact and cutting expenditure.

However, the Secretary for Commerce, Mr. Joop Steyn, subsequently explained to Tucsa that excluding expenditure on defence and the infrastructure, all other forms of Government expenditure for this year would be up by about 13 per cent in monetary terms and that in real terms this would be only about two per cent more than last year.

Tucsa has accepted that in line with the anti-inflation proposals this represents an effort to cut current Government expenditure to the barest minimum, and agreed not to withdraw from the anti-inflation pact "at this stage."

However, it has strongly criticised the fact that only part of the anti-inflation plan — those dealing with wage and price restraint — have been announced by the Prime Minister, and that all the other important proposals were not made public.

Tucsa also claims that some of the things in Mr. Vorster's statement, after the Economic Advisory Council meeting which endorsed the anti-inflation plan, were inaccurate.

For example, it denotes that any agreement was reached that an appeal should be made to workers to restrict wage increases to less than the rise in the consumer price index.

- See Page 19
Savings will help beat inflation

Franz Albrecht

It is vitally important that savings in South Africa continue at a high rate if inflation is to be beaten, and in this respect, the local insurance industry plays a significant role, said Mr. A. B. Dickman, economic consultant to Anglo American Corporation, at the Guarantee Life Seminar in Johannesburg yesterday.

He was referring specifically to long-term insurance which had total assets of almost R4,000m at September last year, and which contributes to the growth and infrastructure of the economy as it does in the way it invests these assets.

The biggest proportion, 32 percent, is invested in public sector securities; 21 percent in equities, 23 percent in mortgage and other loans; 13 percent in fixed property and 9 percent in other items.

Mobilise

Mr. Dickman spoke on the role of the insurance industry in the mobilisation of savings. The industry's assets represent almost 25 percent of the contractual savings in the private sector, or the combined assets of insurers, private pension and provident funds and mutual funds.

The annual inflow into the industry has been on average about 30 percent of the total personal savings each year.

Inflation is still the big-
Savings will help beat inflation

Franz Albrecht

It is vitally important that savings in South Africa continue at a high rate if inflation is to be beaten, and in this respect the local insurance industry plays a significant role, said Mr A B Dickman, economic consultant to Anglo American Corporation, at the Guarantee Life Seminar in Johannesburg yesterday.

He was referring specifically to long-term insurance which had total assets of almost R4.000m at September last year and which contributes to the growth and infrastructure of the economy as is seen in the way it invests these assets.

The biggest proportion, 32 percent, is invested in public sector securities, 21 percent in equities, 25 percent in mortgage and other loans, 13 percent in fixed property and 9 percent in other items.

MOBILISE

Mr Dickman spoke on the role of the insurance industry in the mobilisation of savings. The industry's assets represent almost 55 percent of the contractual savings in the private sector — or the combined assets of insurers, private pension and provident fund and mutual fund.

The annual inflow into the industry has been on average about 80 percent of the total personal savings each year.

Inflation is still the big-
The plan to fight inflation

First, the economy is weakening, which is pushing down demand for goods and services. This in turn is leading to lower prices and a decrease in the rate of inflation. The government and central banks are working to stimulate the economy and increase aggregate demand. This can be achieved through various measures such as fiscal policy and monetary policy.

Second, the supply chain disruptions caused by the pandemic have led to shortages of certain goods and services, which has resulted in higher prices. The government and international organizations are working to address these supply chain issues by encouraging trade and investment in affected sectors.

Third, the energy crisis has caused the prices of oil and other energy resources to rise sharply. The government and energy companies are working to diversify energy sources and develop renewable energy options to reduce dependence on fossil fuels.

Fourth, the pandemic has disrupted the labor market, leading to higher unemployment rates. The government and unions are working to support workers and ensure their rights are protected.

Finally, the government is working to reduce government spending and control the budget deficit, which can help to stabilize the economy and reduce inflationary pressures.

In conclusion, the government and central banks are taking a multi-faceted approach to address inflation and stabilize the economy. The measures being taken are expected to bring inflation under control and promote economic growth in the long term.
Wage demands

Vorster’s plea for restraint might be falling on deaf ears.

Unionists have ears only for their grassroots

The Prime Minister, on March 21, said there would be no end to the inflationary spiral if every employee organisation demanded wage increases over and above increases gained through higher productivity.

Also “There should be no compensation for cost-of-living increases as pay rises over the past four years amply compensated for higher living costs.”

Vorster said industrial workers had received real pay increases of 4,9% in 1971, 1,1% in 1972, 1,6% in 1973, and 4% in the first nine months of 1974.

His appeal ended by cautioning workers not to look to higher company profits as evidence of ability to pay higher wages, as companies were “in for a hard time due to increased costs to finance plant replacement”.

What do the trade unions feel about this? Are they going to exercise the restraint Vorster has called for? We doubt it.

Already, within the past fortnight, the white gold mine workers have received a straight R54 a month pay rise and iron, steel, and engineering workers received an 8½-15% upwards pay adjustment. These increases alone will cost the gold miners R10m and the steel and engineering industry R66,5m a year.

Indications are that there will be many more such increases through out the economy in the weeks and months ahead.

Talking to union men this week the FM met with an almost unanimous response. Trade unions feel they are being warned to exercise restraint, while companies continue to raise prices of all basic commodities, irrespective of their composition — white, coloured, mixed, or African — the unions feel they cannot be asked to shoulder the burden of stemming inflation.

Despite Vorster’s appeal they say employers can expect wage demands that will at least match the 15% rate of inflation anticipated during the rest of 1975.

Grassroots pressure, they add, will force them to buck the PM’s appeal.

For restraint

Att Newoudt, president of the conservative Confederation of Labour (itself plagued by unexpected dissension in the ranks), told the FM “How can wages be held down? Our member unions will certainly ask for cost-of-living increases during 1975.”

Mr Vorster’s appeal, said Newoudt, “just won’t work. Workers are earning less in real terms, and companies do have higher profits and can afford to.

Van Reenen owns no car, saying “I’d really be in trouble if it wasn’t for my wife’s help.” He pays R15 a month or rent and gives his wife R20 to buy food each week. “She complains that this isn’t enough and we’re down to having meat only three days a week, whereas a year ago we had meat every night. We have a heck of a lot of tinned food.”

He estimates food for the baby alone costs R10 per week and his wife complains about the high price of milk. The Van Reenen’s seldom go out for dinner and their outside entertainment consists of one or two films each week.

Van Reenen has just completed a 2½-month course at training college so that he might qualify for his wife’s car in October. The course cost R60. He has to buy his own tools and estimates that these have cost him a thousand.

He and his wife have just finished paying off a R400 debt for furniture and are now paying off R10 a week for a new hi-fi. His wife visited a gynaecologist two weeks ago and medecine alone cost R20. Last week, he laid out R30 for baby clothes, nappies and toys.

All this has left nothing for savings and his top spending priority, when more money comes in, is to buy new clothes for himself and his wife.

How does Van Reenen feel about inflation? “It’s getting impossible. We’ve got another baby coming. The last wage rise we had was R2 a week in October. We must have more, and soon.”

Trevor van Reenen, 23, has worked in Johannesburg as an electrician for seven years. A member of the White Building Workers Union, he makes R80 a week before tax and excluding overtime. Van Reenen, like most workers, feels the strain of inflation.

He lives with his wife and 18-month-old daughter in a two-bedroomed flat in Yeoville. With another child on the way, Van Reenen says simply, “I can’t manage on my wages. To make ends meet I’m beginning this week on overtime, one extra hour a day and Saturdays.”

Van Reenen . . . more money now.
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share these with their workers. In fact, they must do so.

Coming from a generally pro-government body such as the Confederation such warnings can’t easily be dismissed. Wally Grobler, of the Railway Artisan Staff Association, and secretary of the Confederation, goes further. He says: “It is obvious that producers of basic commodities are not paying any attention to the PM’s appeal. They continue to raise prices, thus we as a union can’t be concerned about appeals.”

Union members have suffered a real loss. Railway workers received 12% during the past year, but this doesn’t keep pace with inflation. There is no question that we will ask for more in 1975.”

Grobler goes on to stress that unions like his are also not accustomed to merely keeping up with inflation. They expect to gain a real improvement in their standard of living. Furthermore, he points out, union members need money to finance the cost of television and such consumer goods as a dish washer.

In short, a determination on the part of these unions and a total unwillingness to accept anything less than wage increases that meet cost-of-living rises for 1975.

Wessel Bornman, general secretary of the SA Yster, Staal en Verwante Nijverhede Unie, which includes Iscor, Esscom and other industries and totals 37 000 members, says that until this week’s wage adjustment, its members were worse off than when their union signed a wage agreement with Sefsa in June 1974.

Errol Drummond of Sefsa (the employer association for the large sized and engineering industry, which employs 430 000 workers throughout SA), points out that this week’s pay adjustment in his industry was a straight COL increase. This stemmed from a provision in the union-management agreement for discussions on interim wage increases. Drummond notes that the current increase of 8%-15% follows the average wage rise of 12%-15% granted in terms of the 2-year industrial agreement reached with the unions in June 1974. He stresses that the rate of agreement the increase in the consumer price index has been 10%-12% on all items, meaning that workers in the industry are well off with inflation.

Drummond agrees with Vorster’s statement on wage restraint and adds: “Companies just can’t come up with the money to meet wage demands. There are severe cash flow problems stemming from higher costs and the bank credit squeeze. Beyond this there is a real threat of insolvencies.”

Most unions believe that wages should escalate automatically to meet increases in the cost-of-living, and that wage negotiations with employers should concentrate on the broader question of productivity gains linked to higher real pay.

Bornman of Yster en Staal would like to see cost-of-living escalator clauses built into industrial agreements, a situation now commonplace with large unions in the US. He states: “Either we build it in or we will have to shorten the duration of the agreement, and I don’t think anybody wants that.”

At present there are very few “escalator” clauses in industrial agreements.

In Natal and the Eastern Province, a trade union, the National Union of Motor Assembly and Rubber Workers, has a provision in its two-year contract for discussions every six months for wage adjustments caused by inflation.

Fred Sauls, the union secretary, told the FM that his workers received an average 23% increase in January when the new agreement went into effect.

Nonetheless, Sauls is adamant that come June, his union will ask for a cost-of-living adjustment.

Sauls is one of the few union leaders not in favour of an automatic cost-of-living escalator, he prefers discussions on the issue, citing the possibility that if prices come down, union members might suffer an automatic wage decrease.

Not surprisingly, most employers oppose escalator clauses for automatic wage increases. Drummond of Sefsa calls it “a dangerous device, something that breeds on itself and is highly inflationary.” Like Sauls he would prefer periodic discussions for increases during the course of industrial agreements.

However, the overwhelming consensus among unions is in favour, and employers can expect trade unions to push for an escalator clause during the remainder of 1975.

The current 15% rate of inflation means that prices double every five years.

Despite appeals from the Prime Minister, trade unions, under increasing pressure from members, claim they will demand what they feel is their due during 1975. But will they manage to convert their fervent words into hard cash? Employers, squeezed from the top by a business slowdown and from the bottom by rising costs, are not going to give way without a fight.

Robert Kraft of Tucsa says unions are expecting a tougher time this year than last from employers. He is candid in recognizing that the economy has turned down, that there is spare capacity of about 12%, and that companies may be hard pressed.

But Kraft is just as candid in saying that Tucsa, “no matter what the Prime Minister says, cannot advise restraint from its unions below the 15% rise in the cost-of-living.”

Your move, Mr Vorster.
WAAR de staat veronderstelt is om de groot beskermier van die wolve visse in sy verschillende vertakkinge te wees, is hy dinkens in werkelikheid 'n verneemde dwingelandy deur die wyse waarop hy deur die practiese en digitaal opgetel en kogerus is nie.

Kort na die afsluiting van die Verdrag van Handel en Nysiekerheid is ek versoek deur die Vereniging van Kamers van Koophandel by geleeheid van die wyse waarop hy deur die aandag geset en 'n uiters gewese ontwikkeling in die staat te hantering van ekon-

MISLINGE

Prise van landbouproduk
tie word van tyd tot tyd vas
gestel op grond van pro
ducente, proses- en verkoorgas
der toestand van die land
capitalisme, produk
tie- en markverhouding.

Deur na te laat om te sorg
door deur die verlaming
de wetenskaplike sko
ders van die landbouproduk
tie te die Departement van Landbou, Eksport- en Toerisme, is dit waarskynli
de gebeur wat die prise van landbouproduk
tie verhoog en die humiditeit van die land
gewes is.

Die tyd waarop die Departement van Landbou is aangetref het, was dit te laat en die prise van landbouproduk
tie is verhoog, wat die humiditeit van die land
gewes is.

Die Departement het besluit om die prise van landbouproduk
tie te verlaag en die humiditeit van die land
gewes is.

Onlangs is dit ontdekk
de dat die Departement van Landbou, Eksport- en Toerisme, die prise van landbouproduk
tie verhoog, wat die humiditeit van die land
gewes is.

Die Departement het besluit om die prise van landbouproduk
tie te verlaag en die humiditeit van die land
gewes is.
Labour Reporter

The Trade Union Council of South Africa has welcomed official publication of the "collective programme" against inflation — a social contract with far-reaching implications.

"I'm pleased it is out in the open so that everybody is aware of what is expected of the people and the Government," said Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of TUCSA.

The Government still had to indicate full support of the tripartite pact among Government, employers and labour before TUCSA considered itself bound by the agreement, he said.

Acceptance of the programme by heads of Government departments represented on the Economic Advisory Council had to be extended to Cabinet level, he explained.

"A key measure in Government approval will be the appointment of a Cabinet Minister to head the programme and take responsibility for its implementation," Mr Grobbelaar added.

The chairman of the Economic Advisory Council, Dr P J Rieckert, informed TUCSA of the decision to publish the programme following newspaper disclosures.

Apart from early measures to combat inflation by way of expenditure cutbacks in all sectors, wage- and -price restraint and the boosting of productivity, the tripartite pact provided for far-reaching later measures.

These included education, training and employment of Blacks in more skilled jobs in White areas. An orderly relaxation of policy in these fields should be introduced in consultation between employers and trade unions, the programme added.

TOO SLOW

The feasibility of retaining economic security of the worker in the White areas, while at the same time attempting to remove legal or social impediments in the way of more productive use of Black labour in better paid work in these areas, should also be investigated.

"There is a need for further rationalisation of labour, particularly in those cases where trade unions and employers are setting too low a price of adjustment to modern production techniques and technological development."
Labour rejects PM's pay appeal

Labour Reporter

The Confederation of Labour has rejected the Prime Minister's call to workers not to insist on being compensated for cost and price increases.

"The Government should take a lead with some noteworthy anti-inflationary action," the secretary, Mr Wally Grobler, said after a management committee meeting in Johannesburg yesterday.

Replying to the Prime Minister's statement after a meeting of the Economic Advisory Council, Mr Grobler said the confederation welcomed "anti-inflationary measures such as the investigation into monopolistic practices and the suggested policing of prices by the Prices Controller."

"GIVE A LEAD"

"The latter is considered long overdue," he said. But the confederation felt that it was necessary for workers to be strongly motivated in the fight against inflation. "In this connection the Government should give a lead. "A move towards dong away with two capitals (Pretoria and Cape Town) could, for example, demonstrate the Government's bona fides."

The governing authorities had also been "singularly lacking in example" in the pay increases which Ministers and members of Parliament voted themselves from last July.
The proposed "Collective Programme of Action to Reduce the Rate of Inflation in South Africa", released last weekend by the PM's Economic Advisor, Piet Riekert, is a significant document.

Though Riekert says it was drawn up by "various groups" in the private sector, the FMA understands top government officials were also consulted before its submission in January to the EAC's Standing Committee on Inflation.

The programme marks an important breakthrough in bringing home to government, private business, trade unions, and consumers the necessity for each group to make its contribution to fighting inflation. Admitting that little can be done to moderate price hikes on imported goods, the document lists a wide range of measures to deal with domestic inflation.

Most significant are:
- A Greater use of skilled Black labour,
- An extensive anti-inflation publicity and education campaign,
- Priority for the elimination of infrastructure bottlenecks, and
- Greater education and industrial training projects for Blacks in urban areas with government contributing more to their financing.

The variety of economic interests which had a hand in drawing up the package inevitably means many of its provisions are couched in imprecise terms which could make meaningful application difficult. In fact, Riekert himself is believed to think the recommendations do not go far enough.

Yet despite the document's compromises, the EAC has refused to sanction the programme in its entirety. It has, nevertheless, been adopted by Joop Steyn's Inflation Committee.

There are apparently three groups in the Council responsible for thwarting its unanimous adoption.
- Despite some arm-twisting, the Confederation of Labour objects to the recommendations on wage restraint and advancement of Black labour.
- Certain government departments, not represented on the Inflation Committee but included in the EAC (Bantu Administration is one), are resisting the call for "a cutting back of expenditure at all levels of government," and
- Ironically some members appointed to the Council in their individual capacities have reservations about the vagueness, and thus the enforceability, of many of the programme's provisions.

The EAC has referred the unamended package, together with dissenters' comments, to the Cabinet for a final decision. This should be known soon.

With the full recommendations now made public, Vorster's calls for wage and price restraint will fall on deaf ears unless the Cabinet is prepared to implement what is, in essence, a well-balanced and meaningful anti-inflation package.
Plan to boost growth and beat inflation

Fanle Kruger
Industrial Editor

A two-pronged and comprehensive plan to foster economic growth and counter inflation through an all-out training and productivity drive, has been put to the Government by the National Development and Management Foundation.

"Final touches to the proposals were recently put by the 60-member board of trustees of the NDMF, which is representative of the top echelons of the economic and administrative life of the country," Mr. de la H. Beck, president of the NDMF, said.

The recent findings of the Stellenbosch Bureau of Economic Research on growth expectations is "disquieting.

He stressed that inadequate growth will result in unemployment or underemployment of the vast labour force.

Pension and monetary measures must play their part in curbing inflation, but in the present environment these tools will merely bear on the effects on inflation, and so would price and wage curbs. Fresh approaches are needed.

UNIQUE

In the light of this, the NDMF trustees have taken a more fundamental approach aimed at overall increases of labour productivity and the use of plant, transport and other production facilities.

"South Africa is in a unique position to fight inflation in view of some considerable under-utilisation of resources." Mr. Beck said. Better use of labour requires systematic and planned advancement, adequate training and meaningful motivation and communication.

"By the nature of its activities the NDMF is advising on and providing the management tools for these objectives," he said.

"Business organisations that have systematically applied available techniques and approaches have in many cases achieved startling results, leading to improved remuneration and job satisfaction for workers of all race groups, and a reduction of costs."

Such approaches and measures must be applied over the entire spectrum in the economy. Just as in war-time, everyone must contribute to more effective work performance.

Everybody must be involved in the fight against inflation — housewives, businessmen, workers, farmers and officials, and the way to do this is to have a co-ordinated campaign operating at all levels. In this effective labour use, productivity, anti-waste action and intelligent spending all play a part.

"The objective," says Mr. Beck, "is peaceful progress, not only in our own country but in Southern Africa."
Mense 'byt'
mekaar oor inflasie

Deur Ons Finansiële Redaksie

DIE ongewing hol inflasiekoers wat die land beleef, het meegebring dat Suid-Afrikaners nou soos 'n klompt brakke al in die roonde hardloop en na mekaar se hakakene 'byt'. Kenner di is 'n tipes situasie wat ontsaan wanneer die inflasiekoerse hand-in-hand. In lande soos Britannie en Italia is dit 'n ou storie.

Die kooldheid van so 'n toestand is dat beskuldigings wild rondgelag en word oor nie-onverwoestelik nie vir die pryspatnaliteit sonder dat die sosiaal etiket raakgevest word. Intussen skiet prysryke die hoogte in.

Sorg vermaak die Regering van taf op by die gewone man en die handel en nuwe plicht na die hulle respectiewelik moet reken aan die uitdruk van geld en die splitt van prysryke.

Volgens 'n oorlaeë op naam van twee koerantgroep bedraai die prysrak nie onweer nie as reën onweerlik nie die inflasiekoers. Hy blaa voortdurend deur die handel en nuwe plicht vir binnenshuise prysryke.

Die handel, by monde van voorsitters van sosiale organisasies, het prysryke dan wel die gelykstelling van die prysryke met die salaris van die medewerkers in die bedryf. Dit het as 'n redelik persoonlike toestand beskryf:

"En seer onder die omstandighede dat die salarisskore moet in gesprek word met die mense van die bedryf om die salarisvoorstelling. Die nuwe plicht moet in die voorlopige nuwe plicht om salarisse op te hou.

En seer onder die omstandighede dat die salarisskore moet in gesprek word met die mense van die bedryf om die salarisvoorstelling. Die nuwe plicht moet in die voorlopige nuwe plicht om salarisse op te hou.

En seer onder die omstandighede dat die salarisskore moet in gesprek word met die mense van die bedryf om die salarisvoorstelling. Die nuwe plicht moet in die voorlopige nuwe plicht om salarisse op te hou.

En seer onder die omstandighede dat die salarisskore moet in gesprek word met die mense van die bedryf om die salarisvoorstelling. Die nuwe plicht moet in die voorlopige nuwe plicht om salarisse op te hou.

En seer onder die omstandighede dat die salarisskore moet in gesprek word met die mense van die bedryf om die salarisvoorstelling. Die nuwe plicht moet in die voorlopige nuwe plicht om salarisse op te hou.
Double digit inflation will boost jobless

Neil Bohmman

In the latest annual report of Federale Volksbeleggings, chairman Dr P E Rousseau warns that double figure inflation could increase unemployment in South Africa.

Dr Rousseau reasons that new investment—for example factories—is necessary to generate job opportunities.

But in today's world of double figure inflation, firms find it difficult to obtain finance for investment, which in turn creates jobs.

The share market for instance, is no longer an effective source of new capital. Dr Rousseau believes that investors realise that earnings contain an element of "fictitious" profit which is caused by inflation.

Higher dividends and insufficient depreciation erode capital during inflationary conditions. The share capital of a company shrinks even though it appears to grow in money terms.

Under these circumstances, an entrepreneur must borrow to finance his business.

NEW WAYS

This loan capital can adversely affect the capital structure of companies and to make matters worse the long term investor tends to disappear during inflation.

A company which is forced to borrow money on a short term basis could aggravate its financial soundness even further.

Dr Rousseau feels that new "ways" must be found to increase equity capital of companies. He says that South Africa must find finance to create jobs for a growing population.

It entrepreneurs operate with insufficient profit margins, the general public will experience a dangerous effect of inflation—a shortage of jobs.

Net asset value of Federale Volksbeleggings rose from 518c to 875c during the financial year ended December 1974. Net profit rose from R5,8m to R8m, earnings from 36c to 44c a share and dividends from 10,5c to 14c a share.
Index linking — economists are divided

Staff Report

At a symposium organised by Tucsa, a panel of economists was sharply divided on the practical advantages of index linking in South Africa.

Index linking means that economic contracts such as wages, loans and savings are linked to changes in the cost of living. For example, if an acceptable cost of living index rises by 15 percent, then wages, the value of loans and savings must automatically rise by 15 percent.

The panel included Dr J Cloete, Barclays Bank's chief economist; Dr J Hunkes, chief economist of Federali Volksbeleggings; Mr Robert Kraft, economist of Tucsa; Miss John Ishez, and Professor Arnold Spandau, of Witwatersrand University's economics department. Chairman of the panel was Mr George Palmer, editor of the Financial Mail.

SYMPTOMS

The two academics and Mr Kraft said they thought indexing could be applied in South Africa, but the other economists disagreed.

All the economists admitted that indexing tackled the symptoms and not the root cause of inflation. They talked about lowering the rate of inflation or keeping inflation at present levels. They did not firmly state that indexing would end inflation.

Dr Hunkes said that partial indexing was not a feasible proposition in South Africa. If wages were truly linked to a cost of living index, for instance, there would be unfair pressure on other groups and sectors of the economy.

"If we want indexing," he said, "then we must go the whole hog."

Dr Cloete remarked that there was already partial indexing in South Africa. Building contracts, rental agreements and some recent wage agreements were examples.
'Demo' on prices urged

Pretoria Bureau

An Afrikaans labour leader, Mr Gert Heetje, proposed today that a "national demonstration" be held to show the Government how strongly ordinary people in the street feel about the alarming rate of inflation in the economy.

What he had in mind, he said, was a national protest which would involve workers, housewives, pensioners, farmers and other affected groups. He would get them to prepare a petition which could be presented at the Bar of Parliament.

He made the proposal last night at a meeting of the Co-ordinating Council of South African Trade Unions — an affiliate of the Confederation of Labour — and said these present were all in favour of immediate action.

"The workers are fed-up about galloping inflation. They want to demonstrate their feelings, but we must still decide what form the demonstration should take.

"Inflation has become so serious that all our negotiations for higher wages for our working classes are pointless. An agreement signed today is not worth the paper it is on, because when the new scales come into effect the additional money has already been eroded away."

"I and all the members of my Blanke Boswerkersvakbond cannot see that any progress is being made in the curbing of inflation. We are going downhill all the time and a serious crisis is looming."

Mr Heetje said it was time the Government and economists stopped misleading the public. The Government should take a lot of the blame for the present state of affairs — and the people should be made aware of it.
Glass pushes 'everything' up in price

Staff Reporter

THE COST of "everything you like to think of" is likely to go up because of a 10 per cent Government-approved increase in the price of glass containers. The industry has asked for more.

A spokesman for Consolidated Glass Works, the largest supplier in South Africa, said yesterday the increase would affect "soft drinks, face cream, beer, milk and just about everything you like to think of."

The increase becomes effective from tomorrow.

The public already faces increases in the prices of butter, cheese, condensed milk and powdered milk next week.

And even the cost of writing out a cheque is to increase from Monday.

The major banks, including Barclays, Nedbank, Standard, Volkskas and Trust, have announced that cheque books are to cost up to 27 per cent more.

The banks blame the "alarming rise" in the cost of paper and printing for the increase.

A bank of 50 cheques will now cost R1.75 and 100 forms R3.50. Today they cost R1.40 and R2.75 respectively.

And the national executive of the SA Motor Traders Association will meet next week to discuss the Government's rejection of its demand for increased margins for petrol retailers.

According to a member of Samta, the executive will consider what course of action should be followed.

Until a decision is taken, most garages are expected to open for petrol sales this morning.

A senior official of the Dairy Board in Pretoria refused yesterday to say what the new prices would be for butter, cheese, condensed milk and powdered milk.

"We have been sworn to secrecy," he said.

Earlier this week the Minister of Agriculture, Mr Hendrik Schoeman, told the Rand Daily Mail the prices of industrial milk products would be increased by about ten per cent.

An official in the Minister's office said from Cape Town that details of the increases were still being considered.

But Mr Ralph Horwitz of OK Bazaars said yesterday he had just been informed by the manufacturer that the price of condensed milk would go up immediately.

At present the price of butter and cheese are subsidised — butter by about R15-million a year and cheese by about R1 200 000.

It is not known whether these subsidies will be increased to compensate producers for their claimed 20 per cent increase in production costs or whether the increase will be loaded on to the consumer price.

It seems likely that the consumer will have to pay.

If the Government increases the butter subsidy, there will be a sharp reaction from the trade unions.

The unions have pleaded with the Minister to remove the subsidy from butter — "a luxury product" — and transfer it to fresh milk, or other essential foods.
Leon wants CoL action

Staff Reporter

THE CHAIRMAN of the Coloured Representative Council, Mr Sonny Leon, called yesterday for a meeting between the representatives of Black and White workers and the Prime Minister to try to solve the worsening cost of living crisis.

Mr Leon said in Pretoria the contract between the Prime Minister and the private sector on wage restraint had been rendered invalid by the devastating increases in prices of basic foods and commodities controlled by the Government.

His view was supported by leading White trade unionists.

Mr Leon said there were two sides to the "tight inflation" bargain struck by the anti-inflation committee of the Prime Minister's economic advisory council.

The Government was to make an effort to slow down the price spiral and shrink its own expenditure. In return, organised labour was to muzzle wage demands.

"Well, it is there for all to see. The Government has not kept its part of the bargain. In the past few months there have been increases in the prices of those essential products on which the Coloureds, and other Blacks, spend the greater part of their earnings."

These included milk, mealie meal, and butter. Unless Black workers got swift compensation for the price spiral, labour unrest was unavoidable.
Row over pay is forecast

The general secretary of the 220,000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa, Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, believes workers will not "put up much longer" with annual pay increases of 10 percent or less.

"Everybody has misinterpreted what the Prime Minister really said about wage restraint in the overall context of a combined attack on inflation," Mr Grobbelaar said.

"Now employers all over the country think they have the Prime Minister's backing in their stand against pay increases."

LOSING OUT

"With annual pay increases of eight or 10 percent, workers are definitely losing out and I don't think they will put up with it much longer," Mr Grobbelaar said.

"They are virtually the only ones losing out, because commerce will never come out in support of the collective anti-inflationary proposals adopted by the Economic Advisory Council."

Mr Grobbelaar was asked to comment on reports of dissatisfaction over increases in municipalities and at Iscor which were disclosed this week.

Both the Johannesburg Municipal Employees' Association and the Johannesburg Municipal Trans-
Steel may go up 10pc

A 10 percent general increase in basic steel will cost the economy about R80m a year and increase the prices of all products with steel ingredients, from stoves to refrigerators to motorcars and washing machines.

The corporation has already applied to the Government for an increase following on the heels of the 9.8 percent general price increase announced by the then Minister of Economic Affairs at the end of December.

Because, however, steel is only one production ingredient, it does not mean that the prices of these products will go up by anything like price increases of steel itself.
both favour its introduction in wage agreements and have made this a priority in their discussions with management.

Kraft points out indexing of wages would make it unnecessary for unions to include projected rises in cost of living in wage agreements. He thinks it would go a long way in putting out inflationary fires within the economy, as consumers would no longer feel compelled to make unneeded purchases today in order to avoid tomorrow’s higher prices. He even believes it would greatly reduce the potential for wage strikes.

Wally Grobler, of the Railway Artisan Staff Association, says if Minister of Transport Louwrens Muller refuses indexing (and all railway staff associations have asked for it), he’ll have to find other ways to compensate workers for the present 15% rate of inflation.

Wits economist Joan Knox, long a crusader for indexing, feels it should be introduced as a tool of monetary policy to help government fight inflation. She proposes that government indices, linked bonds, which, she believes, would make long-term investment more attractive.

On the other hand, Serfsa’s Error Drummond probably represents the view of many employers when he says it would work only in a dictatorship like Brazil. It’s the kind of system that forces the private enterprise system to function in an environment where market mechanisms are tampered with by government’s very hand.

INDEXING

Would it help? (150A)

As inflation continues unabated, the lobby for introducing some system of index linking into the economy gathers strength. But should wages, pensions, loans, et al, be automatically linked to rises in the cost of living? Is this the best way to attain a stable relationship between prices and income in times of double digit inflation?

Increasingly, economists, trade unions, and some businessmen are saying yes. Robert Kraft, of Tucsa, and Att Nieuwoudt, of the Confederation of Labour, in a sustained, economy-wide basis. And in Brazil, indexing has by no means ended inflation. Far from being a cure, indexing is used only because inflation is such a chronic, ongoing problem that it is cheaper to fight it any longer than it is to subsidize the economy simply learns to live with it.

Psychologically, indexing is an admission of defeat in the battle against inflation. Furthermore, just what kind of indexing is proposed? The indexing of industrial council agreements only, which any good trade unionist would favour? Or indexing throughout the economy? If the latter implies a drastic level of government intervention in the economy: is an uncharted course, where have market mechanisms been tampered with by government’s very hand.

The problem is that government budgets and national income figures are affected. And unless government tightens its belt and controls its spending, there is no easy assurance that the rate of inflation will measurably decrease.

Other problems abound:

1. Is the present Consumer Price Index a true measure that can be applied to all sectors of the consumer society in calculating periodic adjustments to be made throughout the economy? And how does one tackle the question of social equity? Lower income groups in this country mean Blacks) are disproportionately affected by inflation, yet they spend a higher percentage of their income on such items as food and housing costs have been rising, for instance, at an average of 19% over the last year, while the CPI records an increase of only 15%.

Certainly there is a case for making some concessions to indexing: the case of old age pensioners, who have no bargaining power, is probably a special one. It could do no harm for government to consider indexing their pension schemes.

But in the end the battle against inflation will be won only when the government bites the bullet and brings prices to grips with its own accounts, which, more than anything else, have fuelled the inflation fires.
The latest burst of inflation is not the result of profiteering. It is the result, somewhat delayed, of government’s profligate spending and Church Square’s incontinent monetary policies.

Price hikes all round and Eugene Roelofse’s tiff with Price Controller Joep Steyn, organised commerce, and his former bosses on the Consumer Council have once again focussed the spotlight on inflation.

The psychological impact on our politicians of day-after-day headlines, critical editorials and probing questions in the House about consumerism, price control and buyer exploitation has been great. The Cabinet has placed inflation back on the top of its agenda and is giving urgent attention to the Economic Advisory Council’s proposals (FM May 2).

This new concern is certainly warranted. Recent price rises have brought home the fact that inflation is like a veld fire. Extinguish it in one place and it ignites with renewed vigour in another.

For several months this year, the inflation rate, as if inflation was slowing (see graph) Compared with the same months in 1974, the consumer price index rose 15.2% in January, 14.7% in February and 13.7% in March. Wholesale prices in March showed no increase at all over February levels. Food and import prices, especially, were rising more slowly. These two components of the index were widely blamed for last year’s price spiral.

But in April, the annual inflation rate bounced up again — to 14.6% Food prices, kept by no less than 1977% and the wholesale price index jumped again to stand 18.3% above its level of a year ago. Thus SA cannot escape another dose of double digit inflation this year.

...and indeed, with the exception of Britain and Australia, will probably end up with the highest 1975 inflation rate of any industrial country.

Two developments are behind the latest spurt:

- The growth of the money supply. This slowed considerably around the middle of last year, helping to curb inflation in the early part of this year. But since then it has again risen enormously in the three months to February, growth in the money supply (seasonally adjusted and compared with the previous three months) was running at an annual rate of 36%, mostly as a result of heavy government spending.

- In real terms, the US is in a jump of about 20% As might follow, a still higher rate of inflation must follow.

Monetarist Milton Friedman puts it aptly “No measures are likely to produce long-term inflation or to cure long-term inflation unless they affect the long-term rate of monetary growth”. The truth of this is shown in the recent experience of the US and Italy, to name only two countries that have managed to slash their inflation rates, chiefly through restrictive monetary policies.

And if there is to be any chance at all of at least containing inflation in SA, Church Square will have to limit growth of the money supply to the current rate of inflation plus the economy’s expected real growth rate. That is to between 15% and 20%. And, actually, to push inflation down, it will have to limit it to less than 15%. That would probably cause a protracted economic recession. But it is the only way.

- The second villain is price control
Among the products whose prices have recently risen substantially are milk, maize, butter, coal, fuel, glass, bricks, oilseeds and cool drinks. All have one thing in common; they are price controlled.

What has happened is this. Rapidly rising costs have eaten into profits to such an extent that supply has been endangered, and the Price Controller has had little option but to allow firms to recover costs. In short, consumers are now seeing the dark side of price control, the side they prefer to close their eyes to when advocating it. Inflation hits producers of price-controlled items as hard as it hits others. There comes a time when even they must be allowed to put up their prices substantially in order to make a reasonable return.

That time is now. Last year's price control has become this year's inflation and there's little that can now be done to soften its legacy. Joop Steyn would be wise to allow the further applications now before him, even if they do mean a further immediate and significant spurt of price rises. If he does not, he will only have himself to blame when he is confronted with a batch of applications for even bigger increases in a few months' time.

Delay would be particularly unwise bearing in mind that within a few months another sort of inflation — explosive wage demands — is likely to be ignited. For almost a year, many workers, both White and Black, have seen their earnings eroded by rising prices. They have been remarkably complacent about it, but pressures for more pay are starting to mount, and pretty soon the dyke could break.

Among the wage agreements expiring later this year are those of the textile and leather industries as well as the furniture industry in the Western Cape and Natal. A host of unscheduled wage demands may also be made. It is believed that public servants, as well as Railway and Post Office workers, have asked for wage indexation and an immediate pay rise. And to avoid a recurrence of the Durban strikes, it is vital for private business not to allow the pace of Black wage hikes to slacken.

What, then, is to be done? Certainly, more comprehensive and intensive price controls are the very opposite of what is needed.

A more determined attack on restrictive trade practices and a stronger, more aware consumer movement would help curb monopolistic profits where these are a factor. And greatly improved Black education, coupled with the abolition of racial job bars, would promote greater efficiency and more competition in the over-protected labour market. Also, a dearer rand would help — at the cost of export income — to curb rising import costs.

But the real cause of SA's inflation — let there be no mistake — is the steady slide into permissiveness by the fiscal and monetary authorities. In other words, by the Cabinet and the Governor of the Reserve Bank.

Until this slide is reversed, the cancer of inflation will continue to spread, decimating savings, distorting investment and crushing the weak until the body in which it is growing — our free-enterprise economy — is itself endangered.
TUCSA WARNS GOVT ON PRICE SPIRAL

Mercury Correspondent
PRETORIA — The Trade Union Council of South Africa has threatened to pull out of the anti-inflation programme drawn up by a sub-committee of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council unless the Government gets fully involved in the struggle against the price spiral.

At a meeting in Johannesburg yesterday Tucsa's Officers' Committee called for an emergency meeting of the sub-committee.

The general secretary of Tucsa, Mr. Arthur Grobbelaar, said: "The feeling at the meeting was that without whole-hearted Government participation we are all wasting out time. It was emphasised that the longer Government action was delayed, the more critical the inflation problem would become."

The Officers' Committee condemned the continued escalation of inflation as well as the lack of any "meaningful" steps by the Government to slow down the price spiral.

"We paid particular attention to the programme devised by the inflation sub-committee of the Economic Advisory Council and Tucsa involvement in the programme."

Mr Grobbelaar said he had been instructed by the Officers' Committee to express "deep disappointment at the lack of interest being shown by the Government in the formulated programme, and that the Government had not seen fit to give any indication what steps it would implement the recommendations of the inflation sub-committee.

Tucsa would decide whether or not to continue to subscribe to the programme's proposals following the meeting of the inflation sub-committee.
SOUTH AFRICA appears to be moving to some form of incomes policy in the battle against inflation.

The Government has consistently rejected the idea of sweeping statutory controls over wages and prices. But the indications are of a growing move to greater "voluntary" guidelines on wages and prices being laid down by the Government. That is an income policy effectively as understood in the United States and many European countries.

The Trade Union Council, Tucsa, has made clear that the countervailing weight of its co-operation in wage restraint and in participation in the anti-inflation programme drawn up by a sub-committee of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council is direct action to curb price rises.

CLIMATE

Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, the general secretary of Tucsa, says "Without wholehearted Government participation we are wasting our time."

Although Professor Leon Weyers, the new chairman of the Coordinating Consumer Council, has called demands for blanket price controls support for "communist or extreme socialist systems" South Africa already has a vast battery of price controls.

The climate of approval that has tended to surround the aggressive consumerism of people such as the former director of the Consumer Council, Mr Eugene Roulofsce, the attitude of Tucsa, make it highly improbable politically that the Government will move away from existing price controls.

The likelihood is that they will be supplemented with warnings of inevitable further restraints unless commerce and industry avoid "profiteering".

SEVERE

This de facto incomes policy approach has, of course, severe critics who believe it has little effect on inflation and mainly serves to distort natural economic forces to long-term disadvantage.

The Financial Mail last week spelt out the alternative and its consequences — supporting both it called for an end to the "steady slide into permissiveness" arising from the hefty increase in the money supply.
Labour body attacks inflation

Labour Reporter

One of South Africa's most reserved labour organisations, the 8,500-strong Building Society Officials' Association, today broke its tradition of silence to express "serious concern" about inflation.

"Our executive wholly supports the collective programme against inflation, but we are wondering what is happening to its implementation," Mr Peter van Wermeskerken, president of the association, said.

"We rarely speak up in public, but this is a matter in which everyone's voice should be heard," he said.

Mr Eric Stockenstrom, the general secretary, said his members were concerned with the impact inflation had on their individual purses and on their common morale.

It was self-evident that concerted action as provided for under the collective programme approved by the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council was vitally necessary.

But without outspoken Government support this programme had no hope of being effective.

COMMITMENT

"While organised labour, as apparent from recent wage agreements, has exercised marked restraint in wage demands, active commitment to the collective programme seems to be sadly lacking elsewhere," Mr Stockenstrom said.

"We fully associate ourselves with other calls already made for an early announcement of full Government commitment to this anti-inflation pact which is now more than two months old."

10/6/75
Indexation would be a 'serious threat' in anti-inflation drive

Johannesburg. — Barclays Bank has joined the big debate on indexation with a resounding 'No' to the system as a mechanism to deal with inflation.

Dr Johan Cloete, chief economist at the bank, argues in a new Business Brief that the use of comprehensive indexation would prove a 'serious mistake' if introduced in South Africa.

He argues that both employers and employees would add even more heat to inflation by building increases into cost and wage budgets based not only on the rate of current increases but also inclined to add their own 'safety margins'.

If the consumer knew that future money incomes were protected against price increases, it would mean the removal of the last vestiges of discipline over consumption expenditure already running at excessive levels.

**INTENSIFIED**

If anything, the struggle between capital and labour to protect and increase their respective shares of the total national cake would be actually intensified.

**Overall,** indexation would almost certainly result in the acceleration of inflationary pressures in the economy.

South Africa should acknowledge, instead, that its most urgent need was to speed up the rate of capital formation as much as possible, Dr Cloete argues. And a first requirement was the encouragement and protection of business profits.

Comprehensive indexation, he insists, would reduce the rate of capital formation:

- It would considerably extend government control over the economy to the detriment of the private sector.
- It would perpetuate and even accelerate the inflation rate and in turn the tendency toward excessive consumption leading to a reduction in savings and investment.

New investment would be seriously hampered since index-linked interest rates and wages would introduce so much uncertainty into calculations that the entrepreneur would find it virtually impossible to determine the future return on invested capital.

Indexation would serve as a rapid conductor of imported inflation, South Africa, because of its dependence on exports, would probably be forced — like Brazil — to devalue its currency constantly.

Dr Cloete concludes that excessive demand, with the inflation it causes, can only be overcome by greater productivity — or by a cut, at least temporarily, in living standards.
Cape Times Correspondent

PRETORIA. — The living standards of all South Africans are shrinking steadily, Mr Tom Murray, president of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, said in Pretoria yesterday.

He was commenting on the latest report of the Bureau for Economic Research of the University of Stellenbosch. The report, based on household surveys carried out in April and May, was released yesterday.

Among other findings the report showed that:

- The financial position of households was becoming "tighter".
- Real incomes were being affected by price rises.
- More were drawing on their savings.
- Debts were mounting.
- Also reported was a decline in the percentage of households planning to buy new cars and television sets.

Mr Murray said: "This process of price increases, eroding living standards, has been in progress for a long time but it has accelerated dramatically and disastrously recently. Wage and salary increases always lagged behind the ballooning commodity price-loyals."

This could have only one result — a painful adjustment to lower living standards by most Whites and larger numbers of poverty-stricken, desperate Black urban families.

The director of the SA Institute of Race Relations, Mr Fred van Wyk, said those at the bottom of the "earnings pyramid" — the Black workers — were being hit hardest, "so we expect a marked and humble acceptance of this situation, from desperate Black families, if it is reasonable. There must be a reaction."

Downswing

Mr Van Wyk said the Government, faced with price rises in basic foods and commodities like coal, was "hitting the townships" poor hardest.

The institute estimated that at least 70 percent of families in Soweto were living on or under the poverty datum line.

In its review, the bureau says the downswing in the economy has probably gained momentum. The bureau believes that the next upswing, phase is unlikely to come this year, but says that the high rate of Government spending will avert the decline to a deep trough.

Forced to make wage de-
Hugh Leggatt

The Assembly

A campaign in which everybody must be involved to fight inflation by producing more and spending less was announced by the Gov-

Releasing the plan the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Heunis, said everyone had to be made aware of their contribution to inflation and what could be done to combat it.

This involved:

- Educating and exhorting the public, business firms and government at all levels to be more productive, spend wisely, save incomes and cut expenditure, avoid waste and save fuel;
- Educating the public to immediately accept the need for standards of living to be brought into conformity with the country’s available resources;
- Educating consumers to accept a reduction in the ranges and varieties of goods and services demanded;
- Educating the public in the workings of the economic system such as the role of competition, the price mechanism and the role of profits.

To increase production it was essential within the framework of Government policy to give urgent attention to the better use of the country’s labour force.

Proper work study procedures should be used, consideration should be given to measures which would accelerate the use of shift work in preference to the expansion of productive capacity, and greater use should be made of productivity bargaining in wage determination.

Reluctant

The Government was reluctant to introduce compulsory wage and price freezes, so to break the inflation spiral “great restraint” had to be exercised by workers in framing and making wage and salary demands.

Equally, business should exercise restraint in introducing price increases beyond the barest minimum required to cover unavoidable cost increases.

Businesses should give an undertaking that wherever possible price reductions would be brought about by them.

For the Government’s part, the plan discloses that in future there will be greatly tightened budgeting, including cost-benefit analysis by State departments, provincial authorities and municipalities, and also cutbacks in expenditure, careful timing of wage and price adjustments and measures to encourage savings.

Planned increased use of Black labour is listed as part of the long-term phase of the campaign.
Curb prices, wages to fight inflation

Heunis leads watchdog body

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY. — A watchdog Cabinet committee to control a national anti-inflation programme based on increased productivity and restraint in wage demands and price increases was announced yesterday by Mr Chris Heunis, Minister of Economic Affairs.

Mr Heunis, who will be chairman of the eight-man committee, also foresawed increased education and industrial training of Blacks in White areas as a long-term measure to fight inflation.

Details of the programme were released by Mr Heunis, following a speech in Parliament during which he said that there was no panacea solution to inflation, only a painful one. It was everyone's responsibility to help solve the problem, and not the Government's alone.

The programme depends heavily on increased productivity through proper use of manpower, a cutback in Government spending at all levels, and appeals to exercise restraints on wage demands and profit margins.

Mr Heunis told Parliament that there would have to be an increase in productivity without increased salaries. Without a new attitude and discipline the fight against inflation could not succeed.

Dealing with the Government's plans he said it was against unnecessary intervention in the economy, and was also coordinated by the Cabinet committee and an advisory committee made up of senior officials and members from private enterprise covered immediate and long-term action.

For immediate implementation was a general educational and publicity campaign aimed at orientating everyone towards combating inflation and towards accepting that the standard of living depended on available resources and productivity.

Urgent attention had to be given to the use of the labour force, proper work study procedures should be used, and consideration should be given to accelerating shift work systems of expansion of productive capacity.

ENTREPRENEURS

In the private sector, workers should use great restraint in wage demands and entrepreneurs in increasing costs. Entrepreneurs should also undertake to reduce prices whenever possible.

In the public sector there should be extended use of integrated budgeting systems and cost-be nefit analyses by all Government departments, provincial administrations and local authorities.

Mr Heunis said that there should be a cutback on expenditure at all levels of Government, both in current and capital expenditure not related to the creation of productive infrastructure.

However, productive infrastructure had to be expanded to eliminate 'cost-increasing bottlenecks.'

There would have to be increased attention to wage adjustments and the adjustment of administered prices, as well as co-ordination of the adjustments.

Additional fiscal and monetary measures to encourage savings should also be considered.
Anti-inflation moves seen as peripheral

THE Government's anti-inflation campaign announced in Parliament yesterday has been welcomed with reservations by commerce, industry and consumer bodies as a step in the right direction.

While approving the measures in general, some business leaders and economists wondered whether the Government action would be sufficiently strong to produce short-term results.

The chief economist of the Bureau of Economic Research in Stellenbosch, Mr W. F. Kilian, said he did not expect any results in the immediate future.

The measures did not seem to face up to the immense complexity of the problem, he said. It appeared peripheral action was planned.

It would be politically unwise for the Government to take strong action against inflation because world events had shown that where strong Government action was taken against inflation, political power was lost, Mr Kilian said.

POLITICAL POWER

He outlined certain areas of planned action which were incompatible. The call for increased productivity was praiseworthy but was incompatible with the mention of job security, he said.

For the great labour masses, increased effort is a measure of job insecurity and we must not lose sight of this. We also cannot fight inflation and build it into the system. If we look at industrial council wage agreements, we find wage increases related to the consumer price index.

If nothing were done to the present system of taxation on a progressive rate, people earning an average wage would in a few years be paying super-tax.

Wage increases were granted to compensate for price rises. But although it would seem workers were then back to square one, they were not because the Government was getting a larger slice, Mr Kilian said.

'I welcome anything done to combat inflation but these are long-term measures which do not really face up to the intricacy of the whole problem.'

The cutback in Government spending at all levels and the appeal for restraint in wage demands and profit margins were welcomed by all sectors of the community.

The director of the Co-ordinating Consumer Council of South Africa, Mr C. J. Reinecke, said he welcomed the Government lead and looked forward to seeing how it implemented the proposals.

'The consumers need an example to follow,' he said. 'I am very happy about the call to entrepreneurs to pass on price reductions where possible and to consumers to discipline themselves.'

This was in line with the council publicity programme which encouraged consumers to look at their buying habits.

CO-OPERATION

Mr Reinecke promised the co-operation of the council in impinging information to consumers.

'If all the various bodies mentioned by the Government yesterday cooperate (the anti-inflation campaign) must succeed,' Mr Reinecke said.

Mr Raymond Ackerman, head of the Pack 'n Pay chain, agreed with the appeal to entrepreneur not to increase prices beyond the barest minimum required to recover unavoidable cost increase, but said unfortunately this was not done by many people.
Labour backs inflation fight

By DENIS BECKETT
Labor Correspondent

Organised labour is willing to co-operate in the Government's programme to combat inflation announced this week — but warns that labour's support will depend on equal effort by other groups in the economy.

Mr Robert Kraft, assistant general secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, said yesterday Tucsa welcomed the campaign.

"I don't think anyone will see this programme as the final word in the fight against inflation," he said, "but if we are going to protect our future incomes then all parties must give it a good try."

Mr Kraft warned that if workers were going to have to tighten their belts, then the other parties — Government and business — would have to be seen to be doing the same.

"Retailers in particular have a heavy responsibility to keep prices down."

Mr Kraft said Tucsa's individual affiliated unions would decide for themselves how to interpret the call for "great restraint" in wage demands.

However, Tucsa would not recommend its affiliates accept less than the rise in the consumer price index.

A significant aspect of the programme was the emphasis on Black job advancement, Mr Kraft said. This was now being seen as a vital anti-inflationary measure.

Mr Wally Grobler, general secretary of the Confederation of Labour, said he hoped the programme would achieve some imp...
Reef factory sacks strikers

Labour Correspondent

THE 320 African workers who went on strike on Monday have been fired.

The workers, the entire African staff of the Superoclai concrete and asbestos company's Germiston factory, were protesting against the treatment they were given at the factory and against their wages.

After spending the whole of Tuesday at the factory gates, the workers agreed to return to work yesterday morning, and to elect spokesmen to negotiate with management.

Yesterday, however, the strike continued. The workers refused to start work until their spokesmen reported back after meeting management, and management refused to hold the meeting until the workers were back at work.

After consultations by telephone with lawyers, police, and government departments, the company's area manager, Mr. E. Pearson, announced to the workers that they had all been dismissed. The workers cheered loudly and dispersed shortly afterwards.

The workers have been told to collect their pay today.

"We expect many of them to ask for their jobs back," Mr. Pearson told the Rand Daily Mail. "We will re-engage those we feel are the sort of people we want."

Mr. Pearson said the statutory works committee in the factory had been entirely ignored in the strike. The works committee members had participated in the strike, but completely different people had been elected as spokesmen during the strike.

Mr. Pearson said a large majority of the strikers had been forced to join the strike by intimidation.

Workers on the scene yesterday alleged that senior factory officials used abusive language and racial insults towards them.

They claimed that employees were being sacked at the rate of 10 a week, and said they were demanding an increase in the minimum wage from 40c to 60c an hour.

Mr. Pearson denied that the factory was dismissing 10 people a week. Many employees were going on their own accord, he said, often because they had found better jobs or for other practical reasons.

"A total turnover of 10 a week in a factory our size is not exceptional," he said.

The factory had recently been taken over by Superoclai, Mr. Pearson said. "We have had a lot of difficulty imposing discipline."
Behind the sheep's clothing

It had to happen. Government has consistently been afraid to tackle inflation with the only measures that really work — curbs on the money supply and public sector spending. As a result, the pace at which prices are rising has reached danger point and Pretoria has panicked.

Moves are now afoot to persuade organised commerce and industry — the FCI, the AHI, Sasfa, Assocom and so on — to accept "profit guidelines" which, in effect, would amount to interference with the market mechanism on a scale hitherto unknown in this country.

Behind the sheep's clothing of rhetoric, pleas for restraint and pious promises lurks the wolf of Chris Heurns' harmless looking text for combating inflation.

The wolf has already been sniffing around in Johannesburg. Called recently to an urgent meeting in the financial capital, delegates from commerce and industry were confronted with the first hard proposal to emerge from the programme. Spelt out by Secretary for Commerce and Price Controller, Joep Steyn, it amounted to a request that the leaders of organised commerce and industry should persuade their members to accept specific curbs on profits.

The curbs

- Any company earning more than 15% (before interest charges and before tax) on operating capital (whatever that may "mean") should be permitted to pass on only 70% of any local cost increases, the remaining 30% to be a charge against profits.
- No restraints would apply to price increases made necessary by higher import costs and no restraints at all would apply to companies earning less than 15% on operating capital.

Organised commerce and industry have been asked to respond to Steyn's proposals by June 30, which is only 10 days away. They could do so in one of two ways, it seems. They could reject the proposal out of hand. Or they could accept it on certain conditions.

The case for rejecting profit control of this or of any other sort is a strong one. In a free enterprise system, profits perform an essential function. They attract resources — entrepreneurs, capital, labour — to those parts of the economy where the consumer signals that they are needed; not to where some bureaucratic planning agency says they are needed, but to where the man-in-the-street, through his spending patterns, says they are needed.

If monopolistic practices are interfering with this adjustment process and inflating the prices and profits of some firms — as is many industries they are — these practices should be attacked frontally, by declaring them illegal, by encouraging competition from imports, or by using the many other weapons at the disposal of the monopolies division of the Board of Trade and Industries. There is absolutely no need to resort to price or profit control for this reason.

Once profits are distorted by arbitrary control, the consumer's signals become blurred and resources end up in the wrong places. They are wasted. That is the first and most essential point.

The second is this Profit controls, whether voluntary or enforced, do not, will not, and cannot, curb inflation. They only repress it. As every first-year economics student knows — and as Steyn himself would surely attest — if there is anything worse than open inflation it is repressed inflation.

Keep prices artificially low today and tomorrow (if you fail to remove the main causes of inflation, which are excessive money creation and government spending) you will have to raise them by double. Look at what Steyn himself is having to do in the steel, coal and cement industries.

Let it not be forgotten that the West German economic miracle of the Fifties was in very large measure the result of Ludwig Erhhardt's courageous decision to scrap all price controls.

Thirdly, if the economy is to become more efficient so that living standards can be raised, if it is to expand so that more jobs can be created, it will need more profit, not less, for investment.

Finally, SA needs an immense amount of foreign capital. On what that capital can earn and distribute are the surest way to frighten it away.

For these reasons Steyn's proposal should be rejected. But unfortunately there is a strong tactical counter-argument rejection could well invite an extension of compulsory price control. The Machavellism within organised commerce and industry might thus wish to consider an alternative approach: accept some voluntary restraint, but on one very specific condition.

The rationale

Profits, as Steyn has acknowledged, are already substantially overstated, not only in company reports, but also in tax returns to the Receiver. Declared profits are overstated because the Receiver insists that historic and not replacement costs (which in an inflationary world are much higher) be used as the basis for calculating depreciation.

Organised commerce and industry should insist that, in return for accepting Steyn's proposal, this should be radically changed. They should demand from the Minister of Finance a specific commitment that, as from the next budget, replacement costs should become the basis for tax purposes.

That would go a considerable part of the way towards compensating commerce and industry for the reduction in profitability that would certainly occur if firms earning more than 15% agree to absorb 30% of all local cost increases. It is the very least that organised business should demand as a quid pro quo.
Greater monetary discipline is the only way to douse the fires of inflation. So government must learn to curb its big-spending habits

**Flooded with money**

Inflation is solely and entirely a question of the quantity of money — Friedrich A von Hayek, one of the world’s leading economists, writing in *The First National Bank of Chicago’s Report of May 1975*

**Whether one agrees** with the great Austrian economist or not, there is little doubt that the double-digit inflation of the past couple of years has been closely linked (certainly in SA) with massive increases in the money supply.

There is little doubt, too, that without further huge increases in the money supply, it would be impossible for the general price level to continue rising as fast. It is true that the existing pool of money could be turned over more rapidly, but that would hardly be enough to finance price rises on the scale now being experienced.

One would therefore have expected the money supply to be one of the features of Chris Heunis’s long-awaited *magnum opus* on the subject of inflation. It is.

Yet at appraisals sounds ungenerous, let it quickly be added that these four lines are, (or, more correctly, could be) far by the most important.

"The increase in the money supply," they read, "should not be allowed to become excessive in relation to the actual or expected increase in the GDP and the appropriate interest rate mechanism should be effectively applied."

The key word of course is "excessive". Until it is defined, the whole programme of action is not worthy the paper it is written on.

In fact, the same criticism can be levelled at every part of the programme. There are plenty of good intentions, but as Dr Johnson once observed, hell is paved with those.

For instance, the programme aims at "a cutting back of expenditure, where possible, at all levels of government."

What does "where possible" mean? And how much of a cut is envisaged?

Again, "The education and industrial training of Blacks in White areas (in townships and industrial complexes) should be stepped up."

To what figure does that raise the 1976-77 Bantu Education Vote? By which date will free compulsory education for all be introduced? When will we see fully fledged technical training colleges for Africans opened in urban areas?

In fact, the programme, which also calls for wage and price "restraint" (where does that leave the laws of supply and demand?) is rendered almost totally ineffectual by its vagueness. Its only use, if indeed it has one at all, might be to persuade the Governor of the Reserve Bank, Bob de Jongh, who is supposed to be an independent guardian of the value of our money, that a great number of people are now very cross at the way the currency is being debased and that the time has come for greater monetary discipline.

Not for a sudden, severe, disruptive liquidity crunch, but for a gradual yet relentless return, within two or three years, to a position where, from one business cycle to the next, the money supply is allowed to rise by an average of no more than 10% pa, which ought to be plenty to finance SA’s real growth potential. And, equally vital, to a position where the government stops grabbing more and more resources at the expense of the private sector.
Inflation and unfair traders

Is there such a thing as unfair trading and if so what exactly is it? There are probably as many opinions as there are consumers. Next week the National Development & Management Foundation (NDMF) is to hold a seminar on marketing within the law, at which leading marketers, administrators and academics will air their views and hopefully hammer out guidelines for all those whose business it is to sell.

Among those speakers will be retailer Raymond Ackerman, politician Harry Schwarz and economist Arnt Spandau. As a curtain-raiser for this important conference* and bearing in mind the recent appointment of a commission to

Arnt Spandau . . . collusion should be severely punished

look into the state of competition in SA (FM last week), we gathered the three of them round a table to hear their views: We kicked off by trying to establish how much collusion there is between suppliers:

Ackerman: I believe it is very, very extensive. The Regulation of Monopoliastic Conditions Act has no teeth, which is the fault of those who softened the legislation to protect vested interests. I say this with a bit of knowledge. I have gone into it deeply.

One of the problems is to prove that there is collusion. To get proof of resale price maintenance (which is a crime) is easy — if you use a tape recorder. The number of conversations I have had that are totally illegal from other person's point of view would surprise you. But I don't tape record anyone.

Trying to prove collusion is more difficult, although we know it is happening. Take the recent increase in the price of cooking oil. I know this came through a government board. But the price of cooking oil has gone up from approximately 39c two years ago to over 63c. There is a complete agreement between the cooking oil companies. They actually carve up the country in a true cartel operation. When I try to throw light on the subject, I am told by the producers that it is really the Oils and Fat Control Board that defines the price. We can't help it. They say. Similar things are happening all over.

Spandau: In Germany the complete arsenal of the Criminal Procedures Act is used to investigate the files of companies. Employees of the Federal Cartel Office and the police sometimes invade companies on a Saturday night. They block off whole offices for a number of hours and look through all the files. A good and a very intensive job is done.

And the penalties are extraordinary. The penalty is 150% of the estimated additional revenue made by the company by having collusion. In one case it ran into something like R12m. Apart from this, of course, you have prison.

What I want to say is that the sort of situation we see in SA, namely collusion between big suppliers, should really be very severely punished.

What do you feel about price control?

Schwarz: Normally price control is undesirable, but in the type of inflationary system with which we are living, I think you may not be able to avoid it in respect of certain essentials.

One of the difficulties in SA is that you have a large variety of boards operating outside the ordinary price control regulations, which, in fact determine prices mainly in the interests of producers. Consumers are represented on the boards but you do not have completely free appointments. So the consumer actually has no real influence on prices, and it is only the government that can protect his interests.

Ackerman: Nor is the retailer represented. We, more than most, know the abuses that occur in the market. A retailer worth his salt must interpret what the consumer wants. So a consumer, retailer and producer on a board, the three together — would I think, do a far better job.

What other measures ought to be introduced to increase competition?

Spandau: Revise the currency and at the same time encourage imports. In my opinion the rand is excessively undervalued. If a currency is undervalued, there is a premium on exports and a penalty on imports. SA should pursue a policy that would allow overseas competitors to get a firmer grip on the SA market. I believe if it were not for this unfortunate undervaluation of the rand, price competition would be much keener in the internal market.

Ackerman: I believe one of the chief problems is the power of the big retail chains. I was confronted recently by one of the major retailers who came to me and said unless I changed every one of my suppliers, I am buying from the supplier. The power of the giant chains is being totally abused. When we opened our supermarket we first of all were boy-

Harry Schwarz . . . the consumer has no real influence

cotted by many of the branded goods suppliers, who said “we can't afford to give you goods because the chains would, and have, threatened us.”

So then we went into house brands. One of the house brand firms came to see me and said “if you don't stop buying from the suppliers who are making my quality house brands, we are going to threaten those suppliers that it is either Pick n Pay or us.”

I think these things must be aired and these people warned. I am not suggesting they should go straight to jail. But the big stick has to be used, otherwise we are going to have more and more inflation.

The Board of Trade should take one or two people seriously to task, as in Germany. Then I think we would have half of the problem falling away.

Schwarz: The difficulty is that the lobbies that are not supposed to exist in SA politics do exist. To a large extent producers have influential voices.

I think, however, there is a change.

*To be held on June 25 and 26 at the Carlton Hotel in Johannesburg.
Between a third and a half of South Africa's inflation could be caused by restrictive trade practices by businessmen, senior marketing executives were told today.

They are meeting in Johannesburg to consider the facts of marketing within the law at a time when angry consumers are criticising business practices and when the Government is moving towards changes in the law to bring price-fixing and monopolistic practices under more strict control.

The two-day symposium has been organised by the National Development and Management Foundation of South Africa.

Professor Arnt Spandau, head of the department of business economics at the University of the Witwatersrand, today outlined the wide range of restrictive practices open to South African businessmen.

Of these, Professor Spandau said, the four most prominent were cartel agreements, price recommendations, mergers and restrictive tendering.

"Cartel agreements, of which there was no general legal prohibition, had as their object 'control of the production or marketing of a commodity through the restriction of output, allocation of markets, joint price-fixing or other similar means.'"

"Prices," Dr Spandau added, "are usually fixed well above the competitive level by the prevention, restriction or elimination of competition."

BOYCOTT

Dr Spandau said that although resale price maintenance was "illegal," it was still lawful for manufacturers to recommend prices for their products. Many retailers simply followed the recommended price.

"It was certainly illegal for a manufacturer to withhold supplies from a retailer because he insisted on undercutting the recommended price," Dr Spandau said.

"Yet, provided the manufacturer does not reveal the true reason for his boycott there is very little the retailer can do to enforce delivery," Professor Spandau said.

'Selling methods trap the poor'

Some businessmen created an artificial demand for goods through misleading or false advertising often designed to trap the poor into buying goods they neither needed nor could afford, Mr Mike Katz, a legal man and company director, said today.

Mr Katz was first speaker at a symposium on "marketing within the law" being run in Johannesburg by the National Development and Management Foundation of South Africa.

He said the need for a variety of protections for the consumer was obvious.

Mr Katz quoted the American consumer advocate, Mr Ralph Nadar, as saying that consumers were beginning to vent anger and frustration on businessmen, and this was one of the reasons for the big increase in shoplifting.

Speaking on the Regulation of Monopolistic Conditions, he said this Act was "woefully inadequate" and it should be considerably strengthened.

SMALL PRINT

Among means which some businessmen used to obtain customers and to practice restrictive measures was the use of small print in contracts.

Parliament forced them to put certain clauses into hire purchase and other contracts, but use of small print had become widespread. In one case a judge had to use a magnifying glass to read some clauses.

Another means sometimes used was that of exclusion clauses written into contracts to protect merchants from implied liability for defects.

Even if the "very weak" protection offered by law was not strengthened there was need for voluntary restraint by businessmen.
Expert fears disaster

Labour Reporter

A leading economist has predicted disaster or "political change with unpredictable consequences" unless there is a reallocation of income in favour of the poor.

Mr Merton Dagut, manager of Group Economic Services of Nedbank and Syfrets-UAL Holdings, was speaking yesterday at a Black wages symposium held by the Institute of Personnel Management in Durban.

"Serious inflation occurs either because a fraud is being perpetrated or because a reallocation of resources and of income is being resisted, or both," Mr Dagut said.

He argued that the prospect of an easing in inflation next year presupposed that a reallocation of income had taken place, with the real incomes of the poor having risen.

EXACERBATED

The maldistribution of income in South Africa was already a source of tension. This was being exacerbated by the high rate of inflation, coupled with the income-squeezing effect of the economic slowdown.

If a reallocation did not occur, "the pleasant picture must be discarded in favour of either a disaster scenario or one of political change with unpredictable consequences," Mr Dagut said.

Mr Wells Nuth said inflated White wages could not be justified in terms of the contribution made by these people. Heavily inflated wages for people such as artisans represented the greatest obstacle to a redistribution in income.
Low income warning

African Affairs Correspondent

SERIOUS inflation occurred either because a fraud was being perpetrated or because a re-allocation of resources and of income was being resisted "or more usually because both are occurring simultaneously," Mr. Merton Dagut, Chief Economist for Nedbank and Syfrets-UAL Holdings, said in Durban yesterday.

Speaking to an Institute of Personnel Management conference on Black wages, he said inflation was an expression, through the price mechanism, of social or political forces.

The maldistribution of income in South Africa, already a source of tension, was being exacerbated by the present high rate of inflation, coupled "with the income squeezing effect of the 'economy slowdown.'"

If there was not a rise in the real incomes of the poor, the "pleasant picture must be discarded in favour of either a disaster scenario or one of political change with unpredictable consequences."

White spending accounted for about 80 percent of all private consumption spending in this country in 1973. "Few facts illustrate the degree of income maldistribution better than that one."

The problem of raising the living standards of the poor was urgent.
DENIS SACKS

on Dec 16/75

Their heads are still keeping

SA WORKERS ARE STILL KEEPING

THEIR HEADS ABOVE WATER.
To hold employees' living standards unchanged over the next 12 months, a staggering extra R1.5bn would be needed to finance an across-the-board 15% wage increase (see table). Rewards for productivity, promotion, and so on will have to come on top of that.

Trade union leaders, while prepared to have their arms twisted in the direction of restraint seem unlikely to settle for less. That, at least, is their stance now, following Chris Heunis' plea for moderation.

Recent wage hikes, which trade unionists see as no more than a holding operation pending wide scale linking to the CPI, includes:
- Mining: 14% increase for Whites and a 25% increase in the minimum wage for Black workers.
- Construction: 5% for White minimum wage scales and 2.5% for Black.
- Iron, steel and engineering workers: an 8% to 15% CoL allowance.
- Transvaal transport workers: a 7.5% to 15% hike in wages actually paid.
- Johannesburg and Pretoria municipal employees: 10% increase in actual wages from July 1 and a further 5% in January.
- Transvaal knitting industry: wages and salaries to be linked to the CPI from July 1.
- Wage Board: several minimum wage rates in various industries have been increased.
- Railway, Post Office and public servants: linking of wages to the CPI is being considered at Ministerial level. They have not been granted an increase since last July. The outcome will involve a major policy decision — and be a trend setter.

As a result of worsening inflation, wage agreements are revealing new trends according to Tucsa's Robert Kraft:
- Wage agreements tend to be for shorter periods.
- More sectors (like the engineering industry) provide for interim wage relief in the form of increments linked to the CPI.
- Negotiations are becoming tougher for both Whites and Blacks.
- Lower income groups are tending to get higher percentage increases than the better paid.

Unions are pressing harder for wages to be linked to the CPI. For example Transvaal knitters' wages will be linked with the "all items" CPI index from July 1 and reviewed every six months.

Employers, for their part, are anxiously awaiting the settlement of public servants' claims and will take their cue from the government's decision. At the back of their minds is the possibility of a package deal with government in which they will be required to absorb 30% of all local cost increases, including wages.
INDEX-LINKING still sounds a little vague and academic to most South Africans. But then, so did inflation not so very long ago.

Index-linking is in fact a child of inflation and is possibly, just possibly, a source of its decline. What it means is that wages are tied to the rise of living costs and thus increase automatically with the rate of inflation. A 10% increase in the CoL would mean a 10% increase in wages, provided a link is made between the two. The CoL goes up by 14% per cent and your wage automatically goes up by R14. Simple in principle, and there are obvious and enormous advantages.

But there are drawbacks, not least the incredible complexity of the actual detail. Lately, and dramatically, the subject of index-linking has become one of the hottest potatoes in industrial relations. The trade unions are pushing for it generally, while in some cases the employers are against it.

This would logically suggest that the system would be more advantageous to workers than to investors. But logic is a flimsy word in this untrodde emission sphere. Mr. Robert Kraft, Trade Union Council of South Africa's general secretary, recently made the point that while workers benefit from cost of living increases, employers benefit from cost of living decreases.

Mr. Kraft, a man with a point, says that index-linking is the only way to ensure that the money you make will buy you more than the money your neighbour makes.

Mr. Kraft, strongly supported by University of the Witwatersrand economics professor, Mr. Spandau, denies this. Not only would it not promote inflation, it sounds to incredible heights. Index-linking is haphazardly securing a foothold in South Africa and Transvaal municipal employees have just discovered that if you have to keep a positive trend going for at least equal to the consumer price index-rise without a link to industrial costs, the system has a full time. The public corporations are understood to be on the way to go into index-linking, but in keeping absolutely silent about it. The unions have followed, one of the inner circle says, "the butchers' lack and the candle-stickmaker all put their před 207.

Such fairly reveals one of the strongest arguments for index-linking in Africa's economic circumstances -- that a partial system is more comforting and, more unfair, than either a total one or none at all.

Partial linking benefits, the argument goes, is enough to secure it for themselves and solves the problem of everyone else.

Gains

Why, then, does the Government not take the hint? The argument that a full system -- which has been proposed at considerable cost, in Brazil, considerably less successfully in South America -- is a fact that has been missed by Mess. Joan Kirk, Economists' lecturer, Wits Stronger people more often gain from index-linking. In the view of these, the points out and the Government, if it is to profit the politically unpopular step of increasing tax rates.

The tax rates are being adjusted upwards, so the Government now gains higher revenue for itself through the higher nominal earnings of its products, without having to politically unpopular step of increasing tax rates.

Ultimately, index-linking would lead to more than a slowdown of the whole system. It has been measured against the economic system -- a system which is still in its infancy of production, more profitable than it has ever been before. The government's ability to control economic policies becomes more complicated. Moreover, a lot of tricky policy matters would be involved. There would have to be a cut-off point, for example, if index-linking is to benefit the 200,000-yearexecutive to the same extent as the 80-year labourer, the nominal wage gap
Oude Meester chief warns on price control

IT IS INEQUITABLE and even dangerous for the economy of a country to apply price control as a form of profit control, particularly if the inflation factor is ignored, Dr W. R. Hertzog, chairman, said in the annual report of the Oude Meester group.

The company must therefore follow a conservative dividend policy, said Dr Hertzog.

The highly inflationary conditions referred to in the previous annual report and the view that it is inequitable to tax company profits without taking replacement costs into account, are likely to be placed before the standing committee on taxation by the Minister of Finance.

Group profit after tax for the year ended March amounted to R10.3-million as against R5.7-million for the previous period of nine months.

SHARE CAPITAL

During the year Intercontinental Breweries increased its share capital by R5-million through the issue of 12-million shares.

Beer and Malt Development, which has a controlling interest in Intercontinental and in Oude Meester and Rembrandt, each have a 50 percent interest, underwrote this issue.

In the establishment of these trademarks a loss of R1.8-million is attributable to Oude Meester.

Joe Neppe
ALARM IN WINE INDUSTRY

By Don Lilford

The gathering momentum of the consumer backlash on expensive wines -- particularly reds -- is causing ripples of alarm over a wide spectrum of the wine industry in the Western Cape.

The prediction, in some quarters, is that unless merchants reduce their prices, they could be landed with large quantities of wine for which there is little public demand.

Exorbitant

It is widely conceded that the boom times of six months ago, when many varieties of red wines were virtually unobtainable and people were prepared to pay exorbitant prices for them, are gone. Today there is no shortage of red wine, but this has not arrested the recent trend of consumers to favour the cheaper red wines and even to give preference to whites.

Against the background of falling sales of table wines, the following developments have taken place recently:

- In mid-May, two of the biggest merchants -- Steenbosch Farmers Winery and the Ouda Meester group -- announced substantial cuts in the price of certain wines. Some reductions amounted to 50 cents a bottle.
- Many wines, which until last week were only available on quota to distributors, are now available in quantity from merchants.

A spokesman close to the industry gave the following synopsis of how the red wine consumer backlash has built up:

"When the red wine boom was approaching its zenith and cabernet was a magic word, people jumped in and bought in quantity -- not so much for consumption purposes but to store away" stock became depleted and there was the feeling in some quarters that merchants or distributors were holding back in the anticipation of higher prices. When large quantities of cabernet suddenly became available at the height of the boom when prices were at their peak, many consumers stopped and asked themselves why.

"Thus, in my opinion, was the nudge that stopped them from rushing for red wine. Rather than pay the high prices, many of them decided to use the stocks they already had in their private cellars and a fair percentage converted back to white wines, which are cheaper than the red in the noble category."

Mr I J. Sacks, chairman of a large organisation of liquor discount retailers in the Western Cape, agreed there has been a definite consumer resistance to high priced wines in both red and white.

"This has not, however, been the result of merchants holding back stocks," he said. "That, in my opinion, is simply not true."
Inflation’s other face

Less than a year ago a favourite trick of Ministers, when under attack for debunching the currency, was to turn criticism to advantage by drawing international comparisons. Even the Reserve Bank, in its last annual report, was able to put SA’s problem “in its proper perspective” by pointing out that “in an international comparison of the degree of inflation currently experienced, SA ranks among the countries with the lowest rates of price increases.”

And indeed it did. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), comprising 24 of the richest nations, regularly publishes a review of inflation rates in member countries.

The latest to hand is for April 1975. From the review of exactly a year earlier, April 1974, it can be seen that SA’s inflation rate then (9.6%) was lower than in fully 18 of the 24 OECD countries.

And it was certainly a good deal below the OECD average of 12.4%.

Yet what is the position just one year later? In the 12 months to April 1975, consumer prices in SA rose by 14.6%, a rate exceeded in only nine OECD countries, of which the more important were Australia, Italy and the UK. The OECD average, meanwhile, had fallen from its peak of over 14% last October to 12.1%.

So SA’s rate had soared to 2.5% above the OECD average.

True, with the onset of an economic slowdown in SA, the pace of inflation has recently eased. Taking the latest three months seasonally adjusted figures (March-May) and comparing them with the previous three months (December-February), it would appear that consumer prices in this country are now rising at an annual rate of 11% (see The Statistical Picture, page 170), compared with a peak of 18% in the third quarter of last year.

Under normal circumstances, one would expect the rate to fall even further in the months ahead, reflecting the continued downward swing of the business cycle.

That, certainly, has been the experience in many of the OECD countries. As economic recession has deepened, the rate of inflation has fallen.

In some countries the decline has been dramatic. This can be seen by comparing the increase in prices in the six months to April 1975 with the increase over the previous six months.

In Italy, for example, prices jumped by 13.8% in the six months to October with a 14.1% in the six months to April, compared with 6.7% in the previous six.

Unfortunately, “special reasons” are also to be found in SA. They concern price control.

Because of the way this has been applied over the years, a number of industries — steel is perhaps the best example — have become insufficiently profitable to generate funds from within for expansion, or to attract new capital from outside for new ventures. It is clear that many “administered prices” will have to be raised sharply over the next year or so to make investment attractive again, and this could arrest the moderate downward trend of SA’s inflation rate, evident since September last year.

But looking a year ahead, it is not at all impossible that the inflation rate in this country will remain markedly higher than the average abroad. Indeed, if the UK, which is still one of SA’s most important trading partners, succeeds in braking its inflation rate to 10% by September next year, as Chancellor Denis Healey has promised, it will, the gap could grow even wider.

This must surely be one of the most disturbing facts about the current inflation in SA, especially since foreign trade plays such an important role in our economy. If prices continue to rise faster here than abroad, both exports and import substitutes will rapidly become unprofitable, the trade gap will widen, economic growth will falter, and the vital process of job creation will slow down.

We could keep on deviating to regain our competitive edge. But, in the end, this would be self-defeating, unless the conditions making it possible for inflation to flourish are eradicated.

Those conditions are the Reserve Bank’s incontinent monetary policies (which boosted money and near-money markets) and the exploitative use of price control.
bank savings accounts and so forth (by 23% in 1973 and 22% in 1974) and government's profligate spending.

If these policies continue to be pursued, SA could soon find itself stuck out on an inflationary limb. With prices rising faster here than abroad, further devaluations would become unavoidable, prices would rise still faster and pretty soon the economy would be thrust into a hyper-inflationary spiral.

This is why fiscal and monetary moderation is imperative. Some pumping may be necessary during downward phases of the business cycle, as now. But in the long run — from one business cycle to the next — it is imperative that the money supply should rise on average by only a little more than the economy's real growth potential, which in the Economic Development Programme is estimated to be 6.4% pa.

Certainly, the average annual rise in the supply of money and near-money should be no more than, say, 10% pa — which is a lot lower than the 15% pa by which the Reserve Bank allowed it to rise over the last business cycle, measured across its peaks of December 1970 and September 1974.

Unless Pretoria really makes the effort to achieve this, SA can only slide further down the slippery slope.
PRETORIA—The Minister of Transport, Mr. Muller, has been asked to urgently relieve the worsening plight of about 40,000 Railway pensioners, including widows of former Railway workers.

The secretary of the SAR Pensioners Association, Mr. R. Abbott, said in an interview yesterday that the increases in living costs during the past few years had wiped out more than a third of the buying power of the pensions.

"We have asked the Minister to take into account the hardships being suffered by pensioners because of the price spiral. Hardships can only be significantly relieved by a substantial increase in pensions."

Mr. Abbott said he received letters daily from pensioners from all parts of S.A. complaining about the inadequacy of their pensions and their desperate need for relief.

Pensioners were getting a two percent increase a year to compensate for COL rises. But this, Mr. Abbott said, was patently inadequate when the present inflation rate of about 25 percent was taken into account.

Those in the most desperate plight were the workers who retired before December 1973, when substantial pay increases were granted to Railway workers.

"We have asked the Minister to increase the pensions of this group by a third to bring them into line with the other pensioners," Mr. Abbott said.

The former president of the Federal Consultative Council of Railway Staff Associations and of the Artisan Staff Association, Mr. J. H. Liebenberg, confirmed that the pensioners were having a desperate struggle to maintain living standards.

"When they retired, many of these people were relatively well off with their pensions. During the past four or five years, however, the effective buying power of pensions has dropped by nearly 50 percent."

Mr. Liebenberg said he retired three years ago and since then his pension had been increased by R1 a month, against a rise in the consumer price index of about 30 percent.

"This country and the Government must face the situation squarely. The number of aged people is growing rapidly. The problem of the aged is probably our greatest social problem."
Stop the wage war—Barclays

J. C. Campbell

The Government could face severe problems with a combination of controls and a pay freeze to ease inflation unless compensation for employees is kept at a manageable level. The Chancellor, Dr. John Maynard Keynes, said that if such steps were not taken, the basic discipline of the wage system would be undermined and wages increased excessively. He added, "We must not only control the level of wages, but also control the rate of wage increases."

Dr. Keynes warned that the "window" for wage increases should be reduced, and that employers should be prepared to take the necessary action to prevent the plan from being successful. The Chancellor said that the Government would have to take into account the possibility of further price rises, and that if necessary, "if the economy is to be preserved from going too far," the Government would have to implement the "window" for wage increases.

Dr. Keynes said that the Government would have to take into account the possibility of further price rises, and that if necessary, "if the economy is to be preserved from going too far," the Government would have to implement the "window" for wage increases.
JOSEPH C HARSCH recalls how Germany once met — and mastered — an inflation very much worse than anything today.

How to stop inflation—at once

That was when the German Government took matters in hand, and when the Western allies realised that their reparations policies were self-defeating. They trimmed down the reparations to a bearable level.

The remarkable thing about the story is that the German inflation was then corrected — within three months Germany has had a stable currency ever since — one of the most stable in the world. How? This is where matters can have some relevance to our times.

It was done by first issuing a new currency at one new mark to one trillion of the old. That meant a rate of four marks to the dollar which is close to what it has been much of the time since.

Next was the problem of keeping the new mark stable, which, of course, was hard and the important part of the operation.

That was done by issuing a very limited quantity of the new marks and by not letting any Government department or private industry have more than its budget authorised or its earnings justified.

Every Government department was required to live within its income, which also meant dismissing surplus employees.

For business and industry it meant no borrowing to support a payroll beyond earnings.

For everyone, it meant, a sharp rise in unemployment.

Within three months prices were falling. Within six months unemployment was also falling as business and industry steadily improved.

The price was acceptance of six months of high unemployment. The reward was a sound and prosperous economy.

It sounds hopelessly old fashioned and "square". Today's economists insist that it is possible to re-
Leading South African economist Professor Ludwig Lachmann remains acutely pessimistic about the effects of inflation on the world economy.

He sees a succession of short-term business recoveries stimulated by "Keynesian economic policies". But these spurts will be followed by further bouts of inflation and high unemployment.

It is quite evident that leading American officials like William Simon, Secretary of Treasury, Arthur Burns, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and Alan Greenspan, chief of the Board of Economic Advisors, understand that inflation is the great danger.

But economists influencing public opinion do not agree, and Professor Lachmann fears they will generate a kind of public pressure which will lead to fewer jobs in the end.

Professor LUDWIG LACHMANN is on vacation from a stint as visiting professor of economics at New York University. Interviewing him at his Parkview home NEIL BEHRMANN finds he is still worried that inflation will create more unemployment and the worst of both worlds - depression cum inflation. Nobel prize winning economist, Friederich von Hayek, has similar views.

"The severity of the American depression has tempered inflation," he says. "But I fear that, had economists realised the extent of the slump, they would not have attacked inflation with such fervour. Next time they will probably lack this zeal.

"We must understand that we cannot stop inflation which has been going on for 30 years without creating unemployment. And unemployment is the price we now have to pay for this "pseudo prosperity" of the past few decades."

Professor Lachmann reasons that when inflation is 15 percent or more and exceeds the net return of a business - before depreciation - capital is destroyed.

The higher the rate of inflation the harder it is to run a business. Businessmen find it difficult to replace more expensive capital equipment and cash flows can no longer easily renew stocks. As soon as they find they are losing, they reduce staff.

The situation is aggravated by arbitrary profit controls and unemployment increases. So this process of capital erosion leads the economy into a state of depression combined with inflation.

Professor Lachmann believes that Britain will soon be in this situation.

On a world wide scale, economies may remain depressed for years and still experience inflation. Rising commodity prices are not incompatible with today's type of depression.

He points out that South Africa's inflation rate is higher than the United States and, with the exception of Britain, steeper than Western European countries.

EROSION

"By trying to keep Black unemployment at low levels through inflationary measures, the authorities will defeat their own ends," he warns.

Since there is already some evidence of capital erosion in South Africa, the present rate of inflation will cause unemployment anyway.

"I can only stress that since workers depend on the maintenance and growth of capital, it is in the interests of employees that this capital should not be lost. Inadequate replacement of capital must lead to unemployment."

"By asking for profit curbs, consumers are in fact looking for more unemployment.

INDEXATION

"If we are all agreed that in all probability nothing will be done about inflation, as many money payments as possible should be linked to price index.

"However much we may try to resist it, I fear that indexation will be forced upon us in the end."

"Indexing is not a cure for inflation, but it would ward off those effects which are the most dangerous to economic and social stability."
Inflation and your pension

The dangers of continuing inflation are legion. Not least is the havoc it can play with the expectations of pensioners — and with the finances of those providing the pensions.

Inflation threatens to play havoc with the $2,000-plus invested in the privately administered pension funds, to say nothing of the many millions in State-controlled and other funds. As returns on assets drop further and further below the rate of inflation, a situation is developing from which nobody can possibly benefit.

With double-digit inflation likely to continue into the foreseeable future, so going up salary levels and consequent pension liabilities, a mix of superhuman investment skill and luck will be required for the funds to meet spiralling liabilities, without hefty increased cash contributions from their sponsoring companies.

By law, 50% of a fund's portfolio is required to be invested in government and quasi-government stock. Last year, the average return on this prescribed fixed-interest portion would have amounted to 6% (the return being negative when appreciation in market value of securities exceeds interest income).

Taking the inflation rate at 14%, pension funds last year would have had to show an impossibly high return of 34% on the discretionary portion of their assets merely to reach the break-even point for solvency — the point at which net income is equal to the inflation rate.

Of course, the essentially long term
property values have slumped compounded the problems of pension funds there.

While a prime SA CBD investment would today earn around 9% net, the fund must have confidence in the prospect of long term recovery to finance the gap between unattractive rental income and the erosion of inflation.

The outlook is scarcely heartening for fund managers, who can look forward to virtually nothing other than equities and property for the growing source of income on which they depend. Apart from the principle that the funds should be relatively independent from the particular needs of the companies they fund, the fact that the funds are in such large quantities and the need to maintain a diversified portfolio, means that the funds are more interested in the returns on their investments than in the long term performance of the companies they fund.

Apart from the principle that the funds should be able to stand on their own, there is an obvious limit to the extent to which companies can continue offering up funds as net of profit performance dictates the generosity of continuing contributions.

This raises the question of what contribution percentage is prescribed by law and is the amount to ensure safety. And now, naturally enough, government and the government boards are keen to get as much as possible of the R250m-plus which the funds have to invest each year.

However, yields on these prescribed assets are standard at under 10%, and growth is restricted. This necessarily limits the fund equity to less contributions, and investment performance with liabilities.

The time has surely come for government to consider the removal of the net of profit performance philosophy, in which the high interest on investment is paid, as well as the high return on property, which is made sense in times of monetary stability, makes nonsense in times of high inflation.

Compared to declining investment performance is the impact of inflation on wage and salary levels. As salaries have rocketed in recent years, the need to keep pace with the cost of living has become a more pressing problem. The value of an employee's salary after a year of inflation is less than the present value by the amount that it would have been worth if it had been paid in the previous year.

That salaries have risen out of all proportion to contributions creates difficulties as well. For the 'money purchase' pension schemes.

The former are under severe strain to meet liabilities by the nature of their structures, which relate the ultimate benefit to an employee's contributions over his entire working life and not to final salary. They are in the position of being forced to perform successfully so that the benefit will not collapse.

The former are under severe strain to meet liabilities by the nature of their structures, which relate the ultimate benefit to an employee's contributions over his entire working life and not to final salary. They are in the position of being forced to perform successfully so that the benefit will not collapse.
Inflation rate slowing: Horwood

30/7/75
The Argus Bureau

PRETORIA.—South Africa had to throw everything into its campaign to defeat inflation, the Minister of Finance, Senator O. P. F. Horwood, said in Bloemfontein last night.

In the first five months of this year the annual inflation rate had dropped to 12.2 percent from 18.2 percent for the second half of last year, but it remains unacceptably high, the Minister told the annual congress of the National Woolgrowers' Association.

All sectors of the community would have to make sacrifices if the fight against inflation were to be won. The Government had shown its serious intentions in its support of the joint action programme against inflation.

IN PERSPECTIVE

Senator Horwood said South Africans should keep inflation in perspective. Price levels in Europe were considerably higher than in South Africa. Incomes had also risen faster than prices in most cases.

The Minister said the recession in Europe appeared far more serious than had been expected, but he remained optimistic concerning wool and gold.

Woolgrowers' prosperity, he said, depended largely on economic conditions overseas, where he had been disturbed at the degree of pessimism and where recovery was expected to be slow.

ENCOURAGING

Though this did not bode well for South African commodity exports, the decline in prices was uneven, and there were encouraging signs. It was possible wool stocks which had overhung the market for so long had been substantially depleted.

'I believe there are sound reasons for optimism that a recovery in the wool market will not be long delayed,' he said.

Senator Horwood again affirmed his confidence in gold and claimed the gold market had shown encouraging strength.

As soon as the market was convinced that further substantial Russian sales were unlikely, there was a good chance of a resumption in the upward trend in the gold price.
The Minister of Finance, Senator O. P. F. Horwood, last night called on the farming community to help fight inflation by exercising moderation when it came to setting agricultural prices.

A lead from food prices would have a considerable psychological impact in containing the rate of inflation, he told the annual congress of the National Woolgrowers Association here.

And at the same meeting the Minister gave a cheerful forecast that the gold price should return its upward trend once large Russian gold sales were no longer considered likely.

In his appeal to the farmers, the Minister said that although the inflation rate had dropped, it remained unacceptably high. The country had put everything into the battle against inflation, which could only be won with determination, perseverance and whole-hearted co-operation.

All sectors of the community would have to sacrifice if we wanted to win the fight against inflation, he said.

The Government had already shown its earnest intention by its support for the principles of the joint-action programmes against inflation.

"From a psychological point of view, it would have considerable impact if food prices—which have shown rapid increases in the past few months—could give the lead in restraining our inflation rate.

"I would therefore like to make an earnest appeal to the farming community to act with moderation in setting agricultural prices."

The Minister said it was gratifying that a lower inflation rate had become apparent in recent months. Between the second and third quarters of 1973 the consumer price index, on a seasonally adjusted annual basis, had risen by 14.2 percent.

"But between December, 1972, and May, 1973, the comparable figure was 12.2 percent. This is a great improvement, but it still remains unacceptably high."

While inflation remained a serious problem, the Minister said, it was important "to keep the matter in perspective."

Income in South Africa, he said, in the main, was rising more than prices.

On the gold price, the Minister said Russian gold sales had been the most important factor affecting the market. The Soviet sales, presumably in order to acquire foreign currency to buy grain, had been substantial.

"This actually is a tribute to the strength of the gold market that the price has remained relatively stable in the range of 160 dollars to 170 dollars per fine ounce, he said.

"It is true that the Russians, nowadays, arrange their sales so as not to disturb the market unduly, but nevertheless my information indicates that, if these sales had not been taken place, the price would have been considerably higher," he said.

The Minister said that recent factors working against gold had in fact been arranged in favour of the metal.

He said the gold price was an important factor in South Africa's balance of payments, and here he believed there were good grounds for optimism.
EDEATING INFLATION
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Minister's pledge on Black labour

The Government will not stand in the way of changes in traditional work patterns which will allow Blacks to move into higher-paid jobs, says Mr Marius Viljoen, Minister of Labour.

Opening the annual national convention of the Institute of Personnel Management in Cape Town today, Mr Viljoen said, however, that the Government was not prepared to force workers in White parts of the country to make concessions in respect of traditional work patterns if they felt this would undermine their job security.

He said changes would be permitted only if they came about in an orderly fashion and with the concurrence of the trade unions, and did not cause an undermining of our social structure.

Referring to the need for training to improve productivity, Mr Viljoen said one of the most important facets of training was learning to communicate at all levels. Workers should know exactly what was expected of them.

Good communications reduced tension and made better productivity possible.

A recent survey by the University of the Orange Free State had shown that communications systems could be improved in 97.4 percent of South African firms.

It was the Government's aim that all workers, regardless of race, should enjoy rising standards of living. Increased labour costs without corresponding increases in productivity, however, were causing much of the wage-push inflation plaguing many Western countries.

The convention continues until Wednesday.
Grappling with an inflationary economy in difficult times

The gold price has stood up very well in the face of rising prices and the United States' reaction, since that nation plays an important role, it would be expected that the market will improve.

I doubt whether there will be any agreement on gold at the forthcoming conference, I do not think this will have an adverse effect.

What are the prospects for South Africa's future?

In the midst of a deep world recession, which is still encountering inflation, South Africa's economy continues to be strong.

But the country is not without problems. The most notable worry is an inflation rate of 12 percent, which is higher than most European countries and the United States.

Minister of Finance, Senator Wren Hordern, entered office in an awkward period.

Interviewed by Neil Behrman at the Union Buildings in Pretoria, he answers questions frankly.

In 1976, non-agricultural expenditure of the Government, including the expenditure of public authorities, was 12.5 percent of gross domestic product, and this is expected to be 14.4 percent in 1977.

In 1976, the public sector was 12.5 percent of the economically active population and are contributing to the recession in South Africa.

The real growth rate of South Africa is expected to be no higher than 1.5 percent in 1977, compared with a growth rate of 5.3 percent in 1976. The relative price rise of the European countries and the growth rate of the United States, together with expectations of a recovery in the European and US markets, will cause a price rise in South Africa.

The gap in the agricultural sector is to achieve greater stability in the farming industry, which is subject to great fluctuations because of the weather and other influences.

In 1976 agricultural production was increased by 11.3 percent, but these are non-food crops. It would be useful, however, if we could examine methods of determining the extent of Black unemployment.

During the last two years, government spending and the money supply increased at a rapid rate. Surplus on the balance of payments is mostly inflationary, what policy will be pursued in 1977 is not clear.

The Reserve Bank has recently raised interest rates to 8 percent, and it is hoped that this will bring inflation under control.

The South African economy is now operating below full capacity, so Government spending is not the money supply. The effective demand has only increased. The Reserve Bank has high interest rates to control inflation.

Outstanding bonds rose by 11.4 percent, which is less than the consumer price index. The Government controls both producer and consumer by subsidizing basic foodstuffs. The total amount budgeted for this purpose is R980 million.

In the period ahead, there will be an increase in inflation, during the next 12 months.

There are signs that the rate of inflation is decreasing, but the position is still unbalanced. The Government is determined to take firm action. The National Reserve Bank movement to control credit is one of these measures.

It is now time to improve productivity and to restrain wage increases in prices and wages.

If the Government finds it difficult to control inflation because of payments, the situation should improve. I am not likely to assist the balance of payments.

The capital flight to South Africa is being pursued by current policies in Southern Africa if devaluation is a must, since you encourage inflation. Although there is much opportunity abroad, for South Africa's policy of deflation, current policies in the other parts of Southern Africa are causing some uncertainty among the people.

In order to attract investment in South Africa, much foreign investment,
Wage gap fear

Cape Times Political Correspondent

WHILE the Government has pledged itself to narrowing the wage gap between Black and White, the Cape congress of the National Party will next month debate a motion opposing the narrowing of the gap if it is inflationary.

A draft resolution submitted by the Pietermaritzburg branch of the party requests the Government "to guard against the narrowing of the wage gap between Whites and non-Whites, and the consequent increase in the incomes of the non-Whites in terms of factors contributing to inflation."

This is one of the few controversial motions to be raised at the party's diamond jubilee provincial congress in East London on September 2 and 3.

Another potentially controversial motion submitted by the Pietermaritzburg branch, calls for stricter control measures to check the "unlawful influx of 'unlawful" Bantu' into the Western Cape and to combat the "concomitant squatting around our cities and towns."
Reserve Bank guns turn on inflation

Nell Behrmann

The efforts of the monetary authorities are concentrated on strengthening the balance of payments and countering inflation.

This appears to be the main policy objective which has emerged from Governor of the Reserve Bank, Dr T W de Jongh's annual address today.

"A high rate of real economic growth remains a major objective in the longer perspective," said Dr de Jongh, but it will depend to a great extent on the progress made in the months ahead in curbing inflation and maintaining a sound balance of payments position.

WORRIED

It is evident from the address that the government is very worried about the inflationary effects of the present government spending spree.

He said that the huge R885m increase in bank credit to the government sector was the main contributor to the 19 percent jump in the money supply during the year ended June 1975. This increased government short-term borrowing arose because government consumption spending rose by 12 percent during the year.

In fact more than R600m of the R885m increase in bank credit to the government occurred during the first half of this year.

Government spending not only fuelled inflation, but contributed to the leads and lags situation and the consequent speculation against the rand.

The spending helped pull down interest rates below levels seen overseas. It also eased liquidity so that banks were able to finance importers. These trends lead to an outflow of cash as importers paid their bills quickly with local finance and the speculation against the rand is now history.

The Reserve Bank has urged the Government to cut down on spending and to analyse the costs of large capital intensive projects.

"We should not attempt to live beyond our means," warned Dr de Jongh.

The government is confident that economic conditions will improve, but the recovery will be heavily dependent on a sustained business revival overseas.
Govt wage squeeze expected

PRETORIA — The Government regards a temporary freeze on wage demands as vital to the success of its anti-inflation campaign, according to authorities here.

It was reliably learnt yesterday that Prime Minister Mr. Vorster is almost certain to make a strong plea to the private sector to muffle wage increases in a statement and radio address this week.

At the same time he is expected to announce that public sector workers — railwaymen, Post Office workers and workers in State and provincial departments — will get no increases this year.

These will be deferred until, at the earliest, the beginning of next year and even then they are not expected to match the rise in the consumer price index.

This is seen as part of the Government's contribution to the joint action programme to fight inflation, devised by the Anti-inflation Sub-committee of the Prime Ministers' Economic Advisory Council.

Hopefully, private sector employees would follow the same hard line.

The last increases in the public sector came into operation in July last year. For the nearly 230,000 White and Black workers in the Railways the increases cost R111 million.
ORGANISED commerce and businessmen have welcomed the Prime Minister's anti-inflation address to the nation last night but trade unions have expressed only qualified approval. In Cape Town today the Chamber of Commerce was to meet to discuss the Government appeal.

In an address to the nation last night Mr Vorster called on workers in all fields to moderate their wage claims in an attempt to break the wage-price spiral that was threatening the country's economic and social system.

The rate of inflation threatened the country's standard of living and was a particular danger to the low-income groups, who stood to lose most through continued loss of monetary value.

He also called on commerce and industry to make their own contribution by controlling prices, possibly at the 'cost of high profits.'

'I fully realise that I cannot expect the worker groups to exhibit the necessary control unless employer groups also react positively to my appeal,' the Prime Minister said.

In Cape Town today Mr D. C. Benade, Chairman of the Western Province area division of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, said Tucad would back the Prime Minister's programme fully in those fields where real earnings were being maintained and the workers would be prepared to take foreign increases that would raise their standard of living.

Essential

However, the Government should not expect the workers to sacrifice their standard of living. It was essential that employers in commerce and industry should make an obvious contribution by holding down prices and profits, Mr Benade said. He called for a three-part effort involving the Government, commerce and industry and the workers to curb the 'galloping rate of inflation.'

Mr G. Fletcher, branch secretary of the National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers, said his union would be sympathetic to the Prime Minister's appeal if their real payoffs were restored to the levels of January 1974.

Keep up

Too much emphasis had been placed on the part the employers should play and too little responsibility had been placed at the door of manufacturers and distributors.

(Continued on page 1504)
Vorster attack on inflation

Further drop in our buying power, Mr. Altman said.

He echoed Mr. Fletcher's call for more emphasis on the part employers should play.

Mr. Norman Daniels, general secretary of the Textile Workers' Industrial Union, said: 'I feel the Prime Minister should have put the responsibility for breaking the wage-price spiral on the employers.'

'The worker does not put up the prices, he merely reacts to increased costs, and he will continue to do so,' he said. Not pleading for price control, but the emphasis should have been placed on commerce and industry, not us,' he said.

However, the unions would do everything they could to assist in cutting inflation. They also hoped to see 'those concerns making unrealistic profits curbing their earnings,' he said.

Mr. John Drake, president of the Cape Town Chamber of Commerce, said the Government's plan had been worked out after consultations with the various employer bodies, and it was assured of their full support.

Today the chamber was to meet to discuss its plans in relation to the Prime Minister's appeal, but the contents of the Government's plan had been known for some time.

'I feel the plan is a reasonable compromise. We would have liked to see greater emphasis on cutting Government spending, but we are satisfied that the scheme can succeed,' Mr. Drake said.

It would 'need the cooperation of all sectors of the public, but it had the ingredients of a viable plan. Manufacturers and distributors would cooperate by curbing price increases as far as possible,' he said.

In Johannesburg, Mr. Raymond Parsons, executive director of the Association of Chambers of Commerce, pledged full support. However, the scheme would require sacrifice and increased productivity from everyone.
Vorster stops short of a general freeze

Neil Behrmann

The Prime Minister's appeal to businessmen and workers to control price and wage increases, follows the tougher monetary stance of the Reserve Bank.

He has stopped short of legislating a general freeze of wages, prices and profits.

The Reserve Bank is tightening the money supply to curb inflation and has urged the government to cut its spending.

Mr Vorster said that he decided to make his appeal because inflation is a serious threat to the country's economic and social system. It is eroding valuable monetary assets and capital in both the private and public sectors.

The dangers of capital erosion have been spotted by the doyen of South African economists.

Professor Ludwig Lachmann, so the government seems to have finally accepted that political platitudes like "learn to live with inflation" or we can "grow out of inflation," are false.

Mr Vorster said that to alleviate the inflation problem, the government is relying on voluntary contributions and sacrifices of all sections of the community. It does not intend applying an incomes policy.

Business and labour are fortunate that the government does not intend implementing the restraints on wages, prices, and profits familiar to Britain.

Hopefully these groups — which have all played their part in the inflationary process — will heed his call. And hopefully also, the government will also follow its declared intention and curb its spending.

Mr Vorster said that the government intends to cooperate closely with consumers, labour and business groups.

TOP PRIORITY

The top economic priority at the moment is the fight against inflation. This policy should in turn counter the balance of payments problem and protect the rand. Measures which are being applied are:

- A tight control on the money supply and higher interest rates
- Curbs to Government spending
- Voluntary restraint on the part of business and workers to relax demands on prices and wages

The policy could be successful, provided imported inflation continues to slow down.
Inflation appeal

From Page 1 engineering, leather, textile and mining industries, had pay rises recently.

Comments from organised labour today made it clear that trade unions and staff associations were prepared to accept Mr Vorster's appeal.

But labour leaders emphasised that they would only do so on the proviso that commerce and industry also made sacrifices.

Trade unions "noted and observed" Mr Vorster's request for sacrifices, said Mr Wallace Grobler, general secretary of the Confederation of Labour.

But he warned that they would keep a close watch on the contribution by commerce and industry.

Mr Robert Kraft, assistant general secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, said TUCSA "welcomed and endorsed the appeal.

The chairman of the Public Service Commission, Mr J W G van Zyl, said he would get in touch with staff associations to see "what arrangements we can arrive at with regard to the requests already submitted."

He was referring to demands for increases to be tied to the Consumer Price Index.

The Public Servants' Association, railway unions and post office workers submitted their demands several months ago.

The CPI rose by more than 14 percent in the 12 months ending in June.

Mr R de Wet, Transvaal general manager of a leading supermarket chain, said his group fully supported Mr Vorster's call.

However, he stressed the group would not support a price freeze as this was impossible to implement and control and would push up administrative costs.

"The Government must encourage consumers to spend less. The authorities must tighten the monetary supply to curb overspending," he said

(See Pages 29 and 31)

Public service pay hike

John Patten, Political Correspondent.

The Minister of the Interior, Dr Mulder, said in an interview today that the question of when civil servants would get their next pay rise had not been settled.

He was commenting on the radio appeal by the Prime Minister last night that workers in the public service and State-controlled organisations hold back pay demands temporarily.

Dr Mulder said it was expected that staff associations would be influenced by Mr Vorster's call in any steps they might take.

He expected them to continue negotiations with the Government, possibly seeking improved fringe benefits instead of wage and salary increases or possibly postponing negotiations for a time.

Mr Lionel Murray, MP, said Mr Vorster's request meant civil servants would have to carry a heavier fighting burden.

The private sector chairman of the strong Public Association said they had not decided our representatives on the negotiating table yet. 

To Page 3, Col 5.
Wage freeze — chill wind for Whites

There will be a cut-back in White living standards if the Prime Minister's appeal for wage restraint is taken up by workers and trade unions.

This is made clear by the Reserve Bank's latest statistics which show that the real increase in White salaries and wages, after taking inflation into account, was only 1.3 per cent over the past year.

According to the Reserve Bank's annual report, White salaries rose by 15 to 16 per cent in money terms. But inflation has been around 14 per cent, leaving the average White worker only slightly better off.

REAL INCOME

The real income of other races rose by 11.9 per cent over the past year, although the money increase was around 23 to 25 per cent on average.

Factors to be borne in mind in this context are:

- Workers belonging to races other than White are, on average, low-paid workers who have to spend a greater part of their income on foodstuffs which have been subject to price increases substantially in excess of the rate of inflation.

- The Government and private employers generally concede that the Black-White wage gap must be narrowed just as the majority of workers are either below or above the average, so the sacrifices called for are expected to be unevenly spread.

Those who have had recent increases are the ones least affected.
New petrol price hike forecast

PRETORIA—Petrol consumption still had to be limited through speed restrictions to save foreign exchange, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. J. C. Heunis, told the Transvaal National Party Congress yesterday.

"The Minister said that although South Africa was still on the critical embargo list of oil-producing nations, consumption was a more acute problem than supply."

He pointed out that the additional cost in foreign exchange through the increased oil price was R100 million a year. Another increase was being predicted.

This would cost more foreign exchange and increase production charges and eventually prices.

"There were other ways to help security than putting men into uniform," he told delegates who had asked for a 100km/h speed limit for light vehicles.

"We must not underestimate the effect on our economy and political stability of our economic enemy," he said.

"It had been calculated that if each of us had kept to the speed limits— and we did not—we could each have saved R103 a year in petrol costs."

"Scientific tests have indicated that, irrespective of the size of a vehicle, or whether it has an automatic or manual gear box, consumption
Durban heeds call on pay demands

DURBAN. — Responding to the Prime Minister’s appeal for wage restraint, Durban municipal employees yesterday agreed to reconsider their demands for increases of up to 20 per cent.

The Durban Municipal Employees Society (DMES) at a meeting yesterday discussed Mr. Vorster’s appeal for wage curbs as an anti-inflationary measure, and decided to reconsider a seven-and-a-half per cent offer it had rejected last month, Sapa reported.

The DMES secretary, Mr. Peter Barnesley, said: “Mr. Vorster’s speech will definitely have a drastic effect on our attitude.”

A staff reporter writes that public and private sector workers want an unequivocal assurance from the Government that the wage sacrifice will be matched by a trimming of profits and prices in commerce and industry.

Although the Prime Minister appealed to public sector workers not to press for wage increases soon, he was in fact telling them that they had no hope of increases this year to compensate for rocketing living costs.

And trade unions warned yesterday that if commerce and industry fail to keep their part of the anti-inflation bargain, the country can expect an explosion of wage increase demands.

The unions are determined not to fight inflation alone.

The president of the South African Confederation of Labour, Mr. Attie Nieuwoudt, said it appeared that the pressure was heavier on the worker than on the employer.

He doubted whether commerce and industry would make the contributions expected of them.

The secretary of the Posts and Telegraphs Association, Mr. K. J. van der Linden, said his union would be happier if an assurance was given by the private sector that prices and profits would be limited. No such an assurance had so far been given.

“We need high level confirmation that the private sector will be forced to cooperate,” he said.

The president of the Public Servants Association, Mr. S. D. du Toit, supported the campaign but said the PSA wanted an assurance that the sacrifice called for by the Prime Minister would not only come from workers in the central government departments.

The secretary of the Federal Consultative Council of Railway Staff Associations, Mr. Johan Benade, was sceptical about the sacrifice which would be made by the private sector.

The seven railway unions represented by the council could be expected to make demands in the first half of next year for at least 20 per cent increases.

In April this year, the railway workers were already running 10 per cent behind the cost of living.

URGED

The South African Institute of Race Relations claims that low-paid African workers should be excluded from the temporary wage and salary freeze urged by the Prime Minister.

The director of the institute, Mr. Fred van Wyk, said that during the past nine months large numbers of African urban families had sunk below the poverty datum line because of the big increases in the prices of staple foods like milk, mealie meal, fruit, and other essential foods.

“In 1973 a survey showed that 60 per cent of the population of Soweto was living below the bread line.”

Mr. Van Wyk said much had been done to improve the earnings of black workers but many thousands were still earning only subsistence wages.

Mr. Van Wyk appealed to employers to exclude African workers from any temporary wage and salary freeze.
Drastic cuts in council and State budget

Political Staff

The Government, Provincial Administrations and municipalities now face drastic cutbacks on their spending, especially on non-essential services and projects.

It has become clear today that the State itself intends setting the example in the fight against inflation, cutbacks and salary curbs at all levels of government.

This follows a statement by the Minister of Finance, Senator Horwood, earlier this month that the Government was relying on the full co-operation of the public sector.

Treasury and other Government spokesmen expected today that the appeal, to State departments, Provincial authorities, municipalities and other public bodies, might now be "formalised" in the form of concrete suggestions about areas where savings could be affected.

The suggestions might come directly from the Cabinet Committee dealing with inflation.

With the Government's anti-inflation drive based on a voluntary contribution by all, it could be expected that the main stimulation would have to come from the authorities, a State Treasury spokesman said.

The Transvaal provincial and Pretoria municipal authorities could not give a firm indication today of the projects that might be affected by the curbs.

The Transvaal provincial secretary, Mr J G van der Merwe, said the executive committee might meet soon to discuss possible further savings.

The director of Provincial Works, Mr J D P Burger, said the province was already operating under an expected deficit of R6 million for this financial year.

"Our funds are so limited that we cannot help making all possible savings. It is also clear we cannot expect to get much in terms of the additional estimates this year," he said.
WAGES CURB PLEA GREETED

Industrial Reporter

There were still possibilities of wage increases based on improved productivity, Mr. Graham Gallow, president of the Durban Chamber of Commerce, said yesterday as he welcomed the Prime Minister's wage standstill appeal.

Mr. Gallow said it was good that the Government had given a lead by curtailing wage increases in the public sector. Wage restraint was but one part of the Government's collective programme of action against inflation.

Temporary wage restraint would have a significant impact on the wage-price spiral. Prices could not be contained in the face of continuing wage demands.

Mr. Gallow endorsed the Prime Minister's appeal and urged those who set prices to exercise maximum restraint.

But, he warned, a large part of the population could not make sacrifices as their incomes were already low. The Government's commitment to a policy of reasonable growth was a top priority.

Mr. Gallow believed that any wage increases arising out of increased productivity should favour the lower income groups who had little money available for unessential purchases and who were hit hardest by inflation.
Move will please the bosses

Financial Editor

A VOLUNTARY restraint on wage increases will be bad for business, cause consumer resistance and "go down well" with company managements.

This was the view of Durban businessmen yesterday who were commenting on the Prime Minister's plea to employers and workers to help the Government fight inflation by accepting a clamp on wages.

However, fears were expressed that the anti-inflation campaign would be used by management, as an excuse. Managers will now be able to say it was in the national interest that their employees should not be given a pay rise.

There was general agreement that inflation could only be beaten by consumer resistance. This had already begun.

There had been a marked drop in the sales of milk, butter, meat and clothing. Durable goods such as refrigerators, stoves and television sets, had also suffered from sales resistance.

If this trend continued and consumers turned away from a wide range of products, a powerful blow would be struck against inflation.

Mr. Roland Freauxes, director of the Natal Chamber of Industries, welcomed the Government's anti-inflation programme.

The Prime Minister's statement would help people to realise the seriousness of the problem.

"Industry has examined the matter in depth and, through the South African Federated Chamber of Industries, has signified its support of anti-inflationary measures. Provided the sacrifices entailed are borne by every sector of the economy including the Government."

Mr. Freauxes said that Mr. Dan Benado, president of the Federated Chamber, had recently warned against the dangers of price and profit control. However, he had commended to industry voluntary restraints on price and profits.

The Federated Chamber was prepared to accept, as general guidelines, the establish-
Fix prices too, say earners

Mercury Reporter

PEOPLE asked yesterday by the Mercury whether they would heed the Government’s call to fight inflation by not asking for pay increases nearly all said that pay increases were necessary to fight rising costs.

A curb on pay would be unfair to the consumer unless prices were also frozen, they felt.

Only one of the eight people interviewed, Miss I. Soges, a building society worker, was of the opinion that a wage freeze would help fight inflation and she was prepared to forego a pay increase.

One man, who said that Government and municipal workers did not always deserve increases, later returned and asked not to be quoted. “I don’t want any trouble,” he said.

DESERVED

Mrs. A. Haddad, an employer, said that she would continue to give her staff pay increases.

“They work hard and deserve them — besides costs are rising all the time.”

Mr. Ian Wylie said that an extended form of price control would help to fight inflation. “It is all very well to ask the public to help fight inflation but prices should also be fixed. Perhaps if price control was extended to more products it would be realistic to stop wage increases.”

Mr. D. Mumford had only a few words to say — “The Cabinet had a pay increase.”

The Prime Minister called for sacrifices from all employers and workers to aid the Government’s fight against inflation earlier this week.

Mr. Vorster said that the country’s security and stability were threatened by inflation.
TUCSA TO DISCUSS PAY CURB

29/10/71

Industrial Reporter

THE Prime Minister's appeal for restraint on wage and salary demands will form a major part of the Trade Union Council of South Africa's Congress in Cape Town next month, says Mr. Jock Espie, Natal area organiser for Tucsa.

He was speaking on the call made by Mr. Vorster for a "temporary" halt to demands in order to combat inflation. A spokesman for the Amalgamated Engineering Union of SA said: "The workers are not going to like this." Mr. Espie said yesterday that anything helping to curb inflation was "admirable" and would have TUCSA support. A wage standstill would be acceptable only if the Government and the employers played their part.

He called for legislation to prevent workers being offered goods not worth the price — "if we don't then we have to pay what is asked." Mr. Espie supported the president of the Natal Chamber of Printing, Mr. J. L. Krook, who condemned businessmen who took long business lunches, played Wednesday golf and took every hole. He said they should be at work to improve productivity. He said that while Parliamentarians with their recent large salary increase could withstand rising prices, the main burden fell on the workers who could not afford the constant rise in the price of goods.
Vorster’s appeal for restraint will not work

EAST LONDON — It will not work. That is my view of the Prime Minister’s appeal for wage and salary restraint. And I say that despite Mr Vorster’s statement being welcomed by organised commerce and by the Trade Union Council of South Africa, it will not work any better than did the appeals, and even a certain amount of legislation, that traders should not increase the prices of goods already in stock. Yet one often, even today, sees an item in a store or super-market that bears more than one price ticket, and the one applicable is always the highest.

It will not work any more than did the announcement in the last budget that cigarette and tobacco prices would be increased “the following week.” It was surprising how many shops in this area alone, for some strange reason, had their new stock delivered after the budget speech and at the “new” price. And they continued to sell them at the “new” prices until threatened with legal action.

It will not work as long as one single company in the Republic shows a higher profit for its shareholders than it did last year. It will not work for the simple reason that the rising prices are caused from trends set months ago. If no wage increases are granted from today onwards, the cost of living will continue to rise. If wages are to be frozen, so must prices.

In the past, the price controller, Mr. Jan Steyn, has been much too free in granting price increases to producers of controlled items — and fertilisers are but one excellent example of this.

An increase in fertiliser prices results in added costs for the farmers, who must pass it on to the consumer, who then needs a wage increase merely to maintain the same living standards, let alone improve them.

And what of the poor pensioners, and those on fixed incomes? To whom must they go for a wage increase?

The president of the Public Servants’ Association, Mr. S. D. de K. Venter, gave a pointed indication of the general attitude of those immediately affected, when he said his association supported any action to slow down the inflation rate, but “the PSA wanted an assurance that the sacrifices would not only come from central government employees.”

“We will support the temporary wage and salary standstill,” he said, “but provided it were a government organisation, a semi-government organisation including the municipalities and the whole of the private sector, make equal sacrifices.”

And the secretary of the Federal Consultative Council of the Railway Staff Association, Mr. Johan Benade, said the Prime Minister’s statement amounted to a wage freeze in the public sector.

“We will not rock the boat at this stage, but in six months’ time claims of at least 20 per cent can be expected from the Railway unions.”
Wage curb call tempts the bull

THIS WEEK'S call by the Prime Minister, Mr. B. J. Vorster, for wage restraint has injected a new and seemingly bullish element into the local investment picture.

The inflationary conditions of the past few years have seriously affected the economic health of the apartheid economy. Therefore, anything that helps to moderate inflation, as Mr. Vorster's call should do, can only be good for the country and for investors.

However, the share market showed little immediate reaction to Mr. Vorster's call. One probable reason is that investors would like to see what response this achieves. Another reason is that there are fears that the government's call for wage restraint might be looked upon as a call for profit reductions.

One difficulty here is that while probably every one in business agrees that no company should make excessive profits in these inflationary times, it is not easy to determine what rate of profit companies should be allowed to make.

The point is that what could be regarded as a reasonable profit in times of zero inflation could be hopelessly inadequate when prices are rampant, such as at present when expectation rates go through the roof and the capital requirements of business is greatly multiplied.

The fear is that the government could apply profit limits which ought not to be effective. Without a thorough discussion and indications in trouble should arise, the rate of inflation not seriously reduced.

I believe this fear exaggerated. Nevertheless it is clear that the government's anti-inflationary efforts are bound to affect the share market in the future.

For investors in industrial shares this has been another dreary week on the stock exchange. But they have been able to draw some comfort from the continued run of healthy company profits that are being reported. Statements of profit increases are still heavily outstripping those of profit reductions.

Another cause for comfort was the steady rise in the foreign exchange reserves. These are now at their highest level for eight months and if the government's plans to draw funds into the country are successful, as they are expected to be, a further rise in the reserves is on the cards.

Increased reserves mean greater liquidity, lower interest rates and more money for investment in industrial shares.

Investors in gold shares have had a disappointing week as well with the gold price fluctuating around the $151 mark. They have also had to contend with reports that the United States may hold another gold sale later this year and the International Monetary Fund could likewise become a seller of the metal. But this need not be against the metal's interests.

It appears the major Western states have reached an agreement that part of the IMF's original gold holdings should be returned to its original owners at the old official price of the metal and another part — about one sixth — should be sold in the free market and the profits used to aid the developing nations.

So far it is not clear whether this will be the case or whether the IMF will reconsider its decision.

But considering the Commonwealth finance ministers' difficulty at their meeting in Georgetown, Guyana, this week about how the proceeds from the sale should be used, there are obviously high expectations about the price which will be obtained for the IMF gold.

But current market conditions' a good price will only result if central banks are allowed to buy gold. And this is a strong possibility, seeing it is their gold being sold.

Accordingly, the proposal that the IMF should sell part of its gold stock in fact be a Trojan horse to open the way for resumed central bank dealings in gold on a large scale.

If this were to happen, gold's rehabilitation as a medium of international exchange would then be complete.

This week AE and CI, the country's biggest chemical enterprises, announced it had raised $5 million by way of two debenture issues, one carrying a 12.75 percent coupon and the other with a coupon of 13.125 percent but with no option rights.

These are attractive rates of interest and in contrast to previous debenture issues by other companies. AE and CI is also offering these debenture-holding shareholders new distribution. Moreover, there is no restriction on the quantity of debentures for which shareholders can subscribe.

Those investors
WAGE CURB APPEAL MAY BE JUST THE BEGINNING

Financial Editor

THE appeal by the Prime Minister this week for wage restraint is expected to be only the first of a series of Government moves aimed at curbing inflation. Among other measures in the pipeline is also believed to be a request to commerce and industry to limit their profits.

It is believed that the authorities would like companies to restrict the return on capital to 15 percent before tax. Moreover, it seems that official thinking is that companies earning more than 15 percent (before interest charges and before tax) on operating capital should be permitted to pass on only 75 percent of any local cost increases, and the remaining 25 percent to be charged against profits.

Although the Natal Chamber of Industries has announced that its members are prepared to abide by the 15 percent figure, the Cape Chamber of Industries in its latest survey expressed anxiety reservations about the proposal.

The view of its Economic Affairs Committee was that it would not be feasible to recommend for general application specific percentage levels of profit earning.

It continued that the level of return required on capital employed varies considerably from industry to industry and, whereas the 15 percent might be sufficient in some cases, it could be totally inadequate, even seriously harmful, in others.

The committee added that the suggested level of 15 percent profit on capital employed appeared to be based on conditions which were now outdated as a result of the sharp...
Black wage freeze 'is asking for trouble'

By GERARD REILLY
Pretoria Bureau

EMPLOYERS were warned yesterday by prominent trade unionists to maintain and supplement the buying power of Black wages, or face labour unrest on a disturbing scale.

The management committee of the 200,000-strong rightwing SA Confederation of Labour yesterday doubted whether the Government had the right remedy for South Africa's economic troubles.

Trade Union leaders said the Prime Minister, Mr Vorster had specifically excluded low paid workers from his appeal for wage restraint.

"Employers who took advantage of the Prime Minister's appeal for restraint to freeze the earnings of Black workers were asking for trouble and endangering industrial peace, they said.

"A vice-president of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, Mr Steve Sheepers, said economists were warning of an inflation rate boosted by devaluation which could reach 20% in the first half of next year.

"When the rises in price of all basic foods and commodities which have taken place this year are borne in mind it is vital for industrial peace that Black workers should be adequately compensated for recent living cost rises, and those which now appear to be unavoidable."

He added that the threat of unemployment could not be ignored. It could be a by-product of a too severe anti-inflation programme.

At all costs, Black unemployment with its obvious threat of unrest had to be avoided.

The president of the Garment Workers Union, Senator Anne Schoepers, said all Black workers should be kept above the Poverty Datum Line, and certainly they should continue to be compensated for rises in living costs, especially those which would certainly result from devaluation.

The secretary of the Confederation of Labour, Mr Wally Grabler, said yesterday his management committee was beginning seriously to doubt whether the monetary authorities had the answer or answers to the country's economic problems.

In a statement issued after yesterday's meeting of the committee said "For example, the Minister of Finance, Senator Herwood, said unequivocally as recently as August 13 that there was no question of devaluation.

"However, just a few short weeks after, the biggest devaluation in our history hit us," the committee said.

"The devaluation will make no easy judgments. It is absurdly waiting for announcement from the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, of the details of the action programme against inflation."

Meanwhile, the federation warned that trade-union leaders were finding it increasingly difficult to convince workers of the necessity for sacrifices.
TIGHTEN YOUR BELT OR ELSE

Inflation: It's now or never.

By Adam Payne
Mining Editor

The Prime Minister's call for a wage freeze is seen in economic circles as a move to prevent South Africa falling into an economic crisis such as Britain's.

South Africa is seen as a model of what America and Britain in facing inflation problems. It has chosen to raise the cost of living through wage and price controls, a move that could also help to avoid a wage freeze.

Merton Dagut, head of Nedbank's economic unit, said this week that the country was entering a crucial period. He added that industrial and other leaders who endorsed the Prime Minister's appeal

Leading

Mr. Dagut is one of South Africa's leading economists. His views carry considerable influence in banking and government circles.

He said that if the Government allowed an inflationary upturn, as in Britain, it would result in price inflation of 18 per cent by the end of the year. He believes this would be about 30 per cent next year. This would be dangerous — and could lead to an economic crisis.

Provided the Government policy is followed through, the results could be significant. The normal growth rate at the end of 1978. He believes the growth rate for next year is likely to be different from that of this year, which would be poor compared to last year's growth.

Bite

He said: "We are in for a difficult period of inflation correction. The pain of the adjustment is about to bite."

"The recovery will be different from a relatively higher rate of inflation than in the United States because of our high industrial growth. This recovery should produce a range of inflation of about 8 per cent to 10 per cent."

"That should be low enough to begin a recovery, which will need to achieve our growth rate."

Britain and the United States had parallels in our situation at the end of the first quarter of 1973. They had adopted a fairly tight money policy. The United States enforced a total freeze on prices and wages. The US is still in this recession, although it may have bottomed out. In the process, the rate of inflation has come down, the external trade balance has improved strongly and the dollar has strengthened.

"In Britain, by contrast, the price and wage freeze was maintained for one year and the result was very different," Mr. Dagut said. "The cost of living rose by about 9 per cent.

"In the end, Britain attempted another policy mix — yielding to the unions' wage demands and trying to grow out of its inflation with the exchange rate. The pound took the strain. The result was a false boom with rising incomes and people spending money to buy goods.

"A crisis with a rising rate of inflation, combined with recession and growing unemployment, is now afflicting Britain. Something has to break."

"If we hold our nerve with restraint now, we shall break the cycle and go into the downturn which should lead to a recovery without crisis."

"This did not occur and the Government had to take drastic measures to balance its budget."

Buster

"The budget made up a large part of last year's deficit by so far borrowed in South Africa rather than abroad and repaid abroad."

"That has aggravated the problems in the balance of payments, which was brought about by the strengthening of the pound and, along with it, the rand."

"The authorities acted wisely in deciding to protect the balance of payments by increasing the interest rates, which would lower the demand for payments in the near future — to destroy our growth potential."

On the rise in interest rates early in August — done by the Government, with the Reserve Bank's backing — liberalisation of the blocked rand mechanism to retain funds in South Africa — Mr. Dagut said: "The Budget in March was based on expectations that mining and company pro-
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Merton Dagut..."It will be painful."
Tighten your belt before it's too late

Continued from Page 1

Inflation is diminishing.

Import prices are increasing less rapidly, and the strength of the rand will also help in lowering the import bill.

The economy perked up In the second quarter. I think it will decline in this quarter and in the last quarter, and there is hope that just enough competition will percolate through to check the rise in prices.

In addition, we have economic technicalities going for us. The maize crop is not as good as last year. Therefore, the surplus of the farming sector will be down on last year, causing a drain on income. Mining and commercial profits are also down on expectations.

"If in the next six months wages and salaries and personal incomes can be made to stop rising rapidly, and at the same time there is a decline in prices, there is a fair chance that the inflationary chain will be broken."

"It won't end inflation. Rather, inflation will not continue to accelerate and will be held at less than 10 per cent."

"I would not be surprised to see a recovery in industrial equities next year. It will come from renewed confidence since companies and investors will see that the rate of cost inflation is decreasing. This will mean that their capital structures will be sound again."

"They will be able to plan for expansion."

"Our policy is also likely to result in gold and foreign exchange reserves increasing between now and the year-end. We know that normally an increase in reserves means a rise in share prices."

"The expectation of a decline in the rate of inflation should make it possible for long-term interest rates to ease slightly. But the picture is complicated by the need until the first quarter next year to raise large sums for public authorities."

"I see a big dip in interest rates about the middle of next year."

On the IMF meeting and the gold price, Mr. Dugat was not dismayed at the thought of gold being sold from IMF reserves. This could allow central banks to buy it, he said.

"I foresee the gold price rising. I would not be surprised if it is close to $180 an oz at the end of the year with a rise of 5 per cent on average through next year."

"These figures have enormous implication for the gold mines' profits."
Teachers deferred pay decision

New York, Aug. 12

The decision by the Prime Minister to defer the pay rise for teachers was reversed yesterday.

The Prime Minister's decision was announced in a statement yesterday, stating that the pay rise would be deferred due to the current economic situation.

However, the decision was met with widespread criticism from the teaching community, with many teachers stating that the decision was unfair and unreasonable.

The Teachers Union has said that the decision will have a significant impact on the morale of teachers and the quality of education in schools.

The decision to defer the pay rise has also been criticized by opposition parties, who have accused the Prime Minister of being out of touch with the needs of teachers.

The decision to defer the pay rise is likely to be a controversial issue going forward, with the Teachers Union and opposition parties likely to continue to press for a fair and equitable pay rise for teachers.
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Wage gap plea 'not verkramp'

EAST LONDON. — A delegate to the Cape Nationalist congress said last night that a resolution, warning against the inflationary effect of narrowing the wage gap, between White and non-White, was not meant to be 'verkramp.'

On the agenda the resolution asks the Government to guard against narrowing the wage gap and the consequent increase in non-White incomes as factors contributing to inflation.

Mr H. von Rondburgh, of Paarl, said the original resolution, which had been abbreviated, said it was important to teach Coloured people to save and invest their money in property. An increase should be accompanied by increased productivity, he added.
Cut down your prices, Heunis tells traders

THE Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. J. C. Heunis, last night urged businessmen to honour the letter and the spirit of the joint action programme against inflation by introducing price decreases wherever possible.

Speaking at an annual dinner of the Krugersdorp Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Minister said there were good reasons why he emphasised this appeal.

During 1974 the consumer price index had risen at a lower rate than the wholesale price index (which largely represented manufacturers' prices), and on more than one occasion Assocum had urged that this demonstrated a tendency in gross profit margins.

According to the latest figures, however, the same situation definitely did not apply this year. From January to May, 1975 the wholesale price index of goods for South African consumption had increased by 3.6 per cent, while the consumer price index had risen by 3.9 per cent.

The same sort of contrast appeared in the two most important classes of goods, namely food and clothing.

In food, the wholesale price index had actually dropped by one per cent from January to May, but the consumer price index had risen by nearly 1.1 per cent.

In the case of clothing the increase in the wholesale price index was 2.9 per cent while the increase in the consumer price index amounted to nearly 4.1 per cent.

The latest index figures showed there might be room for downwards price adjustments, the Minister said.

As far as the economic position of the country was concerned, the Minister gave reasons for strong confidence in the short and medium-term future, and added:

"In my view there is even more reason for faith in our long-term future.

"It is my belief that in the long-term, high gold prices and a keen world demand for many of our export products, primary and processed, will afford our country a favourable external balance-of-payments situation, which will in turn permit a sounder and less inflationary financing of our total investment programme than will perhaps prevail elsewhere." — Sapa
member of one of the six specialist committees appointed by Minister of Economic Affairs Chris Heunis to draw up concrete anti-inflation proposals, welcomes the voluntary element in the appeal, and thinks it will work provided the entire country swings behind it.

A spokesman for the Public Servants Association commented “We will not at this stage go for wage and salary increases, on condition that the private sector and other divisions of the public sector show similar restraint.”

Speaking for the unions, Robert Kraft, economist and assistant general secretary of Tucsa, and a member of two of the anti-inflation committees, said:

“We reiterate the commitment we made earlier this year, to exercise great wage restraint. I think it was a good speech by the Prime Minister.”

Dr Errol Drummond of Seifsa, who sits on a record-breaking four of the six committees, added:

“The announcement is a desirable step in the light of the inflationary period through which we have been, and that guidelines no doubt will lead to positive steps in arresting the current spiral.”

The six committees have the following broad terms of reference:

- **Publicity and educational campaign** (chairman: Dr Lawrence McCrystal, Executive Director of the Grocery Manufacturers Association) The campaign will be aimed specifically at each of the various interest groups in the economy — commerce, consumers, industry, and so on.

- **Short-term productivity of the labour force** (chairman: Dr Sebastian Kleu, Chairman of the Board of Trade and Industries) This committee is to recommend steps which can be taken to promote productivity in the short-term.

- **Long-term productivity of the labour force** (chairman: Johan Botha of the Department of Labour) It will deal with labour productivity matters in the long-term.

- **Fiscal and monetary regulations and policy** (chairman: Johannes Kitzhoff, chairman of the IDC). The committee is looking into the effects of monetary and fiscal measures on the rate of inflation, with particular reference to the rate of expansion of the money supply.

- **Legislation and regulations** (chairman: Dr Piet Riekert, Economic Adviser to the PM) This committee will examine cost increasing effects of existing and future legislation, and will aim at taking remedial steps.

- **Salary, wage and price increases** (chairman: Joep Steyn, Secretary for Commerce and Price Controller) This body is expected to recommend a formula for limiting salary, wage and price increases, to be applied voluntarily by the private and public sectors.
Govt given six months to beat inflation

Staff Reporter
THE big trade unions are giving the Government's coordinated anti-inflation programme six months to work, it was learnt in Pretoria yesterday.

If there are no indications that commerce and industry are making comparable sacrifices then a rash of wage and salary increase demands can be expected in the first half of next year.

In the interim, however, trade unions are not interpreting Mr Vorster's appeal for restraint in wage and salary demands as a wage freeze. It is expected that some will, before the six months is out, demand limited compensation from employers.

Already one of the seven railway trade unions, the Artisan Staff Association, has given notice it intends asking the Minister of Transport, Mr S. L. Tuller, for relief next week.

At least one of the Post Office's four staff associations is also expected to ask for improved fringe benefits during the "restraint period". This could be followed by demands from the Public Servants' Association.

The secretary of one of the associations, Mr L. J. van der Lande, said yesterday after a meeting of his executive, that at this stage there were certain aspects of the Prime Minister's appeal which the executive felt unhappy about.

Different interpretations had been placed on the Prime Minister's appeal for restraint. It was his executive's intention to make a closer study of certain aspects of the appeal, Mr van der Lande said.

Some leading trade unionists say large numbers of workers, including Iscor and municipal workers, were recently given salary and wage increases while there were many thousands of workers who had not had relief for two years and more.

The Cobden, it is understood, has ordered that the implementation should be given the "utmost priority."

A major reason for the crash effort to arrest the country's rocketing inflation rate is the fear of unrest among the millions of low-paid Black workers.

The Prime Minister two weeks ago warned that inflation was threatening the peace and stability of the country and constituted a danger to the social and economic structure.

On Thursday night the Minister of Labour, Mr Marcus Viljoen, sounded a similar and more specific warning.

Addressing a meeting in Carolina, Mr Viljoen said inflation could hit the country in its most sensitive area — race relations.
CHRISTMAS BONUSES and pay increases would be drastically cut this year, leading economists said this week in a survey conducted by Weekend Argus correspondents and reporters.

The forecast came as another snap survey showed some manufacturers and producers of foods and essential goods were almost ignoring the plea by the Prime Minister, Mr J. J. Vorster, to keep prices down.

Soaring prices are up to 30 per cent on food in 18 months. A threat to break down the anti-inflation campaign launched by the Prime Minister last weekend when he appealed to shop stewards to peg their wages.

In the survey economists predicted that:
- Prices will continue to spiral, in spite of the Prime Minister's plea.
- The Government may then have to take drastic action, by forcing traders to freeze prices.
- This could lead to economic trouble by pushing South Africa into inflation into freefall.
- The plan to contain the inflation rate was such a giant, as the Anglo American Corporation, the Chamber of Mines, Barclays Bank, Unifier SA and Standard SA.

The forecast, which will shatter the hopes of thousands of inflationary South African families, was made as a special Cabinet committee planned a nationwide, six-pronged attack to deal with the country's inflation crisis.

Six points

* All education programs to help the country's economic system works and to how they can help fight inflation and avert a major recession.
* The private sector through trade unions and commerce and Industry has introduced that it is prepared to follow suit and keep down wage and.

salary increases, but only if all sectors play their part.

Mr Wally Grobler, Secretary of the powerful Railways' Artisan Staff Association and Secretary of the South African Confederation of Labour said:

"We want to see the butcher, the baker, and the candlestick manufacturer keeping their prices down. There will be a big outcry against any price rise we see, and if they continue we will renew our pay demands."
Gloomy economists say:
pay rises down, but prices up

By ROLAND STANBRIDGE

END-OF-YEAR salary and wage increases will be kept to a minimum, a SUNDAY TRIBUN survey showed this week.

While the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, this week studied an urgent six-point plan to fig inflation, economists predict that:

- Prices will continue to go up — despite the Prime Minister's plea.
- The Government may then have to take drastic action by forcing traders to freeze prices.
- This could lead to economic chaos by putting South Africa in an inflation into recession.
- The six-point programme now being considered by Mr Heunis could contain the final death blow to job reservation.

Economists and businessmen throughout the country were buzzing with speculation this week about government moves in the nationwide campaign against inflation.

But the news for the average salary and wage earner is gloomy.

Among the big employers that yesterday told the Sunday Tribune that their next pay rises would be less than the 14 percent inflation rate were such giants as Anglo American Corporation, the Chamber of Mines, Barclays Bank, Unilever SA and Dunlop SA.

"We'll heed the call"

An Anglo American spokesman said: "The corporation is well aware of the importance of the fig against inflation and in its annual salary review we unquestionably pay proper regard to the Prime Minister's call for wage restraint.

Unilever SA, being a responsible member of the community will certainly heed the call by the Prime Minister for wage and price restraint.

The Chamber of Mines, Barclays Bank, Unilever SA, and Dunlop SA have welcomed the Prime Minister's initiative and regard positive action to take the heat out of the inflation increase as a matter of urgency. We shall do our utmost to comply with this appeal into full account in any consideration of wage and salary increases."

As other employers throughout the country were taking similar policy decisions about pay, Mr Heunis and his special Cabinet Committee on inflation were preparing to announce their six-point plan.

This includes:
- Slashing Government spending and revoking monetary policies.
- Stepping up the training and education of Blacks in white areas.
- Scrutinising and revoking all legislation that has a cost-increasing effect.
- A plan to increase short-term productivity and the utilisation of labour.
- Slowing down price increases and a virtual pay standstill.
- An education programme to teach the public how the country's economic system works and instruct individuals on how they can help fight inflation and avoid a major recession.

Details of the six-point plan have not been made public but top economists were this week impressed that the new fiscal and monetary reforms could include increased direct and indirect taxation and interest rates to make credit much more expensive.

And they speculated that the legislation might contain a move to wipe out job reservation. Said one economist: "Job reservation is inoperative in many spheres, but wherever it is applied it creates artificially inflated wages and salaries."
Rise in bank rate?

It effectively prevents competition for jobs between Blacks and Whites and certainly has a cost increasing effect in terms of the wage bill paid by industries. The economy will benefit if it is scrapped," Professor Jan Sadie of Stellenbosch University predicted that the Government would take several steps to make credit more expensive and less available.

"They will probably increase the amount of liquid assets that have to be kept by banks so that they have less potential for granting credit to firms and individuals. The Central Bank will raise the bank rate, and the private banks will follow the example by putting up overdraft rates. The Government would also like people to save money and might use increased interest rates as an inducement. They might use the bane of tax-free interest on certain deposits,"

Dr John Cloete, chief economist of Barclays National Bank, had a sharp warning for the Government. "If it tries to curb inflation too quickly, it could push the country into a depression. With real growth already so low, if the Government cuts back too fast on the money supply or too much on its expenditures, it will bring real growth to an end in the economy," he said.

A fight against inflation has to be approached slowly. As it is there is definitely going to be a deepening of the recession, because wages are going to be cut but prices will continue rising for some time. Only at a later stage, towards the end of the process, will prices start coming down. That will be when producers and retailers find they can't sell their goods at their old prices.

But if we want to beat inflation we've got to make these sacrifices. We have got to accept a deepening of the recession. I only hope the Government doesn't overkill it.

"It must not try to stop inflation in one go. It should set a target, try to get it down to about 10 percent by the end of the year, and down to a lower level next year." Businessmen expect Mr Heunis to announce the full six-point plan within a fortnight.

"This is the time now," said Die Vrystaatsche in its editorial, "that it's time to say goodbye to the dib and verborge wyse.
Master plan to beat inflation.

GOODBYE TO

..but Christmas will be grim-

THAT BONUS
Here is the most potent weapon

Next to wage and price restraint, productivity is widely regarded as the most potent weapon against inflation.

"The more successful we are in increasing productivity, the less we have to tighten our belts," says Mr Robert Kraft, economist and assistant general secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa.

The Star asked Mr Kraft whether South African workers are sufficiently productive.

"No," he replied, "But give us the tools and we'll do the job.

He pointed out that there is more to productivity than hard work:

**Action**

- Productivity starts with education, training and retraining.
- Maximum utilisation of all talent—regardless of race or colour—is an essential element of productivity.
- Management holds the key to productivity.

**Improved education, training and utilisation of all workers are major elements of the collective programme of action against inflation adopted by the Government.**

**Not trained.**

"The skills that are needed in industry are invarably not trained and we hope to change this situation," said Mr S. C. Ruben, a spokesman for the Institute of Personnel Management.

He pointed out that the number of training courses now offered in South Africa is insufficient.

The fact that the evening courses now introduced at universities have been arranged in collaboration with the Institute of Personnel Management raises some hopes of future employer involvement.

---

Reports by Siegfried Hannig, Labour Reporter

Senator Anna Scheepers—combat Monday absenteeism with an incentive bonus

Mr Robert Kraft—give us the tools and we’ll do the job.

Workers and trade unions regard management action as a necessary approach to control the wage-eroding inflation rate. The labour movement was fully committed to co-operating with employers in this regard, he said.

Senator Anna Scheepers, president of the Garment Workers Union of South Africa, said:

"My union, for one, is continually urging workers to play their part and to observe their responsibilities.

She admitted that so many of the workers in some Johannesburg clothing factories are absent on Mondays.

She blamed this on social conditions in Black townships. She sympathised with employers whose whole production line could be disrupted by the absence of one worker.

"But employers have the means of improving this situation by introducing an effective incentive scheme," she said.

A first move in this direction has been taken with the present introduction of a 16-week atten-
Rail workers shrug off PM’s appeal on pay

By GERALD RHILLY

THE FIRST wage demand in the public sector since the Prime Minister’s appeal for a no-pay-on-wage-increase will be made today.

After a meeting this morning with the general manager of the Railways, the Artisan Staff Association executive, led by the president, Mr Jimmy Zurch, will submit a claim for increases for the 29,000 technical workers of the SAR to the Minister of Transport, Mr Louwrens Muller.

Mr Zurch says that in submitting the claim the association will take into account the Prime Minister’s appeal. The Minister’s reaction is likely to reveal the Cabinet’s attitude to increases throughout the public sector.

This is expected to be that until the Government can measure the success of its anti-inflation campaign no increases are likely to be granted, and certainly not this year.

The railway workers have a strong claim for relief. Last year they asked for an increase of 25 per cent and in July 1974 they were granted about fifteen per cent.

Since then the consumer price index effectively wiped out that increase and the Artisan Staff Association claims it is back where it was before the increase.

If against all the odds the Minister agrees to relief for the railway workers, then the same relief would have to be given to the 800 White and Black public sector workers.

The annual wage and salary bill for these workers is about R2,400-million — so even a 10 per cent rise would aggravate inflation to the extent of R240-million.
INFLATION

Lobby for low-paid

While some sort of wage restraint policy seems inevitable, some people have reservations about applying it to the lowest paid workers.

Three unions in the motor industry, for example, the Motor Industry Employees' Union (White mechanics), Motor Industry Staff Association (White clerks), and Motor Industry Combined Workers' Union (Coloured and Asian) meet on October 18 to discuss wage increases for their lower-paid members.

Ronnie Webb, secretary of the Coloureds' and Asians' union, says his union accepts the spirit of the anti-inflation appeal but lower paid workers should perhaps be an exception.

Tusca's Robert Kraft said sacrifices made by the community cannot necessarily be expected from the lower-paid section.

Roeland (Dup) du Plessis, general secretary of the SA Motor Industry Employers' Association, agrees: "A lot of workers are below the poverty line, and ways must be found to improve their conditions."

As unions and employers are reluctant to fly in the face of the PM's appeal they have been looking at ways of increasing wages for lower-paid workers without adding to inflation. Their answer is an increase in productivity.

Both sides of the industry will consider recommendations in the celebrated report issued in March by the National Productivity Institute Productivity in the Motor Repair Industry in S.A., which recommends reorganisation of workshop planning and control. This, claims Jan Visser, director of the Institute, could double productivity, and reorganisation could be done in 25 weeks.
Wage freeze for 760,000

PRETORIA—The Government's temporary wage freeze is now in full operation throughout the public sector.

This means that about 340,000 Whites and 420,000 Blacks will have to bear the burden of an inflation rate, which is depreciating the purchasing power of their earnings by more than one percent a month.

Most are worse off now than they were before they got their last increases in July, 1974. The 15 percent increase paid then has been wiped out by the once-spiral.

Yesterday leading trade unionists warned the Government that unless commerce and industry were clearly seen to be playing their part, and making comparable sacrifices, they would ignore the Prime Minister's request for a go-slow on wage demands.

In Pretoria yesterday the chairman of the Public Service Commission, Mr. J. H. C. van Zyl, confirmed the fears of the president of the Public Servants' Association, Mr. B. D. de K. Venter, when he announced there would be no increases for State Department and provincial workers in the foreseeable future.

The headline on a Natal Mercury report of September 12 about the pay increase issue had been misleading.

"The Minister did not 'put a pay clamp' on the association. After negotiations we decided to defer the increase claim until April next year."
Blacks due to get pay rise

Mercury Correspondent

PRETORIA—Thousands of black workers in the motor industry earning on or below breadline wages are expected to get increases before the end of the year, it was learnt here yesterday.

Thus it is claimed, will not be a breach of the Prime Minister's request for wage and salary restraints—a cornerstone of the Government's fight against inflation.

In fact it will be in accord with the instructions given to one of the six appeal committees appointed to report to the Minister of Economic Affairs on wages and prices.

This was that the Prime Minister's appeal did not relate to those workers earning below poverty datum line wages.

The decision on higher earnings for lowly paid Blacks in the motor industry is likely to be taken at a series of conferences due to be held in Port Elizabeth from October 13 to October 15.

During this period the three trade unions in the motor industry—Motor Industry's Employees' Union (White mechanics), Motor Industry Staff Association (White clerks) and the Motor Industry Combined Workers' Union (Coloureds and Asians)—will meet to discuss earnings.
SA warned:
Pay rises cannot match inflation

SOUTH AFRICANS must be made aware that they cannot expect pay rises to match the increase in the cost of living, Professor J. L. Sadie of the University of Stellenbosch, warns in the latest survey by the Bureau for Economic Research.

He says, The excess demand at present being experienced in South Africa is, for the most part, not of an ordinary cyclical nature requiring bridging operations, but the result of a radical reduction in the effective supply of goods at our disposal.

'It is most simply explained by saying that because of a rise in oil prices — ignoring increasing prices of other imports — and in defence expenditure, we have to produce and sell abroad upwards of R1000 million worth of goods more than in 1973 just to maintain our living standards in real terms.

IMPOVERISHING

This impoverishing force has been hidden from us while the prices of our gold, agricultural produce and minerals were rising. But these have stopped rising, or have come down precipitously in some cases, while climatic conditions do not make for record crops.

The public has to be informed that a significant portion of the rise in the consumer price index reflects just this impoverishment and that it is not possible to compensate a community for such an event.

The forecast, compiled by Mr A. J. M. de Vries and Mr M. B. Desmet, says that with the gold price still in the doldrums, and no convincing sign of a upturn in the demand for exports in view, the outlook cannot be other than bleak.

'The economy has still to go through an adjustment process which must entail a decline in the rate of increase of 'real' aggregate demand.

The decline, which is now occurring, has come about because price increases are reducing the purchasing power of money incomes. In this environment the authorities seem to have a choice between only two basic policy options. They can either accede to or successfully resist a period the pay rises that will be sought as compensation for the erosion in the purchasing power of money.

REAL GROWTH

If they are able to resist demands for increased pay, the review visualises an aggregate real growth rate for 1976 of 2.5 percent, compare with 7.5 percent last year and a growth rate of 2.5 percent of about 3 percent.

It is expected that the economy will be subject to a crunch in the last quarter of 1976 and the first quarter of 1977. After that there will be recovery gaining momentum towards the year-end.

The subject of price review, among other things, the Government does not give salary increases until at the earliest, the middle of 1976, and follows a fairly restrictive monetary and moderately restrained fiscal policy, consumer prices on balances are expected to rise by about 8.5 percent in 1976 after 12.5 percent rise this year.

OVERKILL

The review dismisses the employment of a stringent monetary policy to rectify the internal economic situation on the grounds that it would cause a classical depression and lead inevitably to an unintentional overall.

It also dismisses the 'British solution, 1974 and early 1975' vintage — attempting to let natural forces work their way through the system until the adjustment is achieved, as this would cause balance of payments problems.
Inflation rise to 30pc foreseen

The Argus Financial Editor

The rate of inflation in South Africa could reach 30 percent by the end of next year if restraints are not imposed on wage increases, the Bureau for Economic Research of the University of Stellenbosch warns today.

If restraints are imposed on wage rises, however, it believes that the rate of inflation could be reduced to 8.5 percent by then.

In its publication, Prospects for 1976, the bureau emphasises that South Africa has not the resources to maintain the living standards of its population in the light of the steep increase in expenditure on oil and defence.

It estimates that in the past year increased spending on these items has cost the country at least an extra R1,000-million. And to maintain living standards in real terms it would be necessary to increase exports by upwards of R1,000-million worth of goods a year, it says.

Hidden

This impoverishing force was hidden from us while the prices of our gold, agricultural produce and minerals were rising. But those have stopped rising or have come down precipitously in some cases, while climatic conditions do not make for record crops, the bureau says.

Highlighting the bureau's case has been the steep drop in the gold price. Since the beginning of this month, this has fallen almost 20 dollars and almost 50 dollars since the beginning of this year.

As a result of this steep decline in the price of the metal, the value of South Africa's gold exports have already been reduced by around R1,000-million a year.

Requirements

To secure a drop in the rate of inflation to 8.5 percent by the end of next year, the bureau specifies the following requirements:

- The government sector will be determined not to give salary and wage increases 'until, at the earliest, the middle of 1976 and will, in addition, follow a fairly restrictive monetary and moderately restrained fiscal policy;
- The expected further levelling-off in the pace of domestic activity will discipline private sectors' employers to exercise a fair degree of restraint in granting salary and wage increases in that sector.

(Continued on Page 2, col 1)
WAGE RESTRAINT

Railmen show their hand

Prime Minister John Vorster's plea for wage restraint has been taken up by the 20,000 strong Railway Artisan Staff Association — but not without a rider that it will be paying close attention to the restraint measures taken by industry and government.

Says ASA general secretary Wally Grobler: "This is a holding exercise, but for restraint to work, everybody must play their part. We expect business to hold the line on prices and even roll them back."

The ASA — and other unions — are anxiously awaiting the Cabinet decision on wages and prices. Adds Grobler: "The government's programme is yet to be really launched."

The ASA has a strong case for increased wages. Its last rise was in July 1974. Since then — with a June 1974 CPI of 137.2 — the cost of living has risen 15.38% (based on a CPI of 158.3 for July 1975). Allowing for a 2% standard of living increment, the union had asked government for a 17.78% rise effective immediately.

Following PM Vorster's appeal the union pared down its demand to 10% immediately with the rest later. This was the package it presented to Transport Minister Louwrens Muller last week. It got none of it.

The union is, however, adamant that by April next year it must have the full 18% plus an amount equal to whatever the CPI increase is in the meantime.

Grobler points out that full employment on the railways has made ASA's situation better than most unions. But the union stresses that nearly 2,000 of its semi-skilled members are making less than R250/month and insists that government's austerity measures will hurt these workers hard. The average wage for union members is about R350/month.
Wage curb plan

For the next 12 months, employees and employers will be called on to limit all wage and salary hikes for middle and upper income workers to 70% of the annual rate of increase in the consumer price index over the preceding six months. In addition, any company earning more than 15% (before interest charges and tax) on operating capital, will be urged to pass on only 70% of any local cost increases. The remaining 30% should be charged against profits.

These are among the key recommendations of the reports submitted last week to Minister of Economic Affairs Chris Heunis by the six committees which he appointed last month to come up with concrete proposals to strangle inflation. These recommendations — which still have to be approved by Cabinet — have been agreed to by the government, employer and trade union representatives on the committees.

The wage curbs mean that if the CPI rises at an annual rate of, say, 12% in the second half of this year, wage settlements in early 1976 may not exceed 8.4%. Presumably, as the inflation rate starts coming down, those workers whose wages come up for renegotiation towards the end of the 12-month period will be worse off than those who negotiate at the beginning.

The restrictions on price hikes are substantially the same as those proposed by Secretary for Commerce Joep Steyn three months ago (FM June 20). These curbs were rejected in June by the private sector, since it felt then that government and workers were not being called upon to make equivalent sacrifices. Things are different now.

The most novel and welcome feature of the wage guidelines is that lower income groups will be exempt from the 70% ceiling. It is well known that many civil servants and businessmen are deeply concerned about inflation’s effects on the poor, especially Blacks. And the FM learns that during its meeting last month the Economic Advisory Council discussed the feasibility of making special provision, in any anti-inflation programme, for the poorer sections of the community.

Tucsa insisted there should be a specific cut-off income level. As a result, Steyn’s inflation committee has proposed that the Department of Statistics compile average Poverty Datum Lines for each racial group. Those earning at, or below, PDL levels will be exempt from the wage hike ceilings. (According to the University of Port Elizabeth, the monthly PDLs for average African and Coloured families in Johannesburg in April this year were R111 and R120 respectively; in Cape Town they were R109 and R127.)

It will be interesting to see what PDLs Pretoria comes up with, as this will be the first time that an official PDL — or one for Whites or Aspas — has been compiled. Since the Cabinet has still to give its formal approval to the new anti-inflation package, Statistics has not yet started on its task.

The strength of the wage/price guide-

lines is that they subtly combine voluntary restraint with compulsion. Voluntary because there will be no statutory or other formal power to back them up, compulsory in the sense that none of the parties involved — government, employers, farmers and trade unions — will want to be seen as the one to sabotage the anti-inflation offensive.

There are obviously still many fine details of the guidelines to be ironed out. One thing is certain: As the Prime Minister put it three weeks ago, everyone must “accept it as unavoidable that they cannot at a later stage expect to be fully compensated for their sacrifices”
TUCSA talks on inflation to be secret

SOUTH AFRICA'S workers will be kept in the dark about the most vital issue of the moment during the annual conference of South Africa's largest labour organisation here next week.

"Our stand in the fight against inflation will be debated in full at next week's conference," Mr. Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of the 210,000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa, said today.

"But we shall have to close the doors to the Press while this issue is debated," he said.

TUCSA hopes to be in a position to publicise its recommendations on wage restraint soon after the conference — probably next month.

"All we can say at this stage is that some degree of sacrifice will be expected of South African workers."

Mr. Grobbelaar added that it was impossible to reduce the rate of inflation to controllable levels without sacrifices by workers, private enterprise and the Government.

It is believed TUCSA's recommendations to trade unions on the extent of wage restraint expected from them under the collective programme of action against inflation hinge on clarification of Government policy.

According to a reliable source, an announcement on this is expected to be made by the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Heunis, at the end of this month.

RESTRAINT

A major unanswered question is what wage restraint is to be imposed on unorganised black workers whose wages are generally on or below poverty levels.

At the moment blacks in the Government sector seem destined to go without pay increases for another six months, like their white colleagues.

Asked about TUCSA's attitude towards wage restraint for blacks, Mr. Grobbelaar said TUCSA strongly contends that the poorer sections of the community cannot be expected to make sacrifices in the fight against inflation.

More than 300 delegates, representing most of TUCSA's 63 member unions, are expected to attend the week-long conference which starts on Monday.

Two unregistered black trade unions will be represented by fully accredited black delegates. They are among three black unions which became members of TUCSA after the decision at last year's conference to reopen the door to black membership.

Anti-union policy alleged

The Government is trying to break down the trade union movement by introducing works committees through the back door, a trade unionist claimed yesterday.

Certain Cape Town employers were now encouraging coloured workers — who enjoy trade union rights — to form works committees in preference to a trade union, warned Miss Christine du Preez, a secretary of the National Union of Cigarette and Tobacco Workers.

"There is nothing on this earth that can take the place of free trade union movement," she told the Federation of Leather Trade Unions.

Miss du Preez was pursuing a point made in the federation's presidential speech by Mr. L. W. Allen.

Mr. Allen said the committee system might be a long-term Government policy to create individual factory unions.

At its annual meeting yesterday the federation admitted to its ranks several unregistered black trade unions representing about 2,000 black workers.
IN a bid to halt inflation the Government is shortly expected to publicly appeal to employers and workers to limit wage increases to a figure equal to 70 percent of the rise in the cost of living.

The Government is also expected to request that wage increases be delayed if possible until the middle of next year.

At the same time, to justify its call for wage restraints, the Government is also expected to appeal to commerce and industry to pass on to their customers only 70 percent of any increased costs.

These recommendations have recently been discussed by organised industry, commerce and the trade unions, and are now believed to be awaiting Cabinet approval.

The need to restrain wage demands was spelt out this week by the Bureau for Economic Research at the University of Stellenbosch. It points out that wage increases equal to the rise in the cost of living could lead to a 30 percent inflation rate by the end of next year.

The Government's wage guidelines means that, should the cost of living rise by, say, 12 percent, the maximum wage increase would be 8.4 percent.

Since last December the consumer price index has risen 7.5 percent. Should this rate of increase continue, it means that the cost of living this year will rise by about 11.25 percent — compared with 14.1 percent in 1974. Under the Government's guidelines this would mean that pay rises this year would be limited to around 7.0 percent.

Although pay limitations of this type may seem to be harsh on the ordinary worker, economists point out that they could lead to an improvement in their living standards much sooner than could continued pay rises to compensate for increased living costs.

When wage restraints are in force suppliers of goods can no longer automatically increase their prices safe in the knowledge that cost of living pay increases will ensure a continued market for their products.

Instead, because of the pay restraints, increased prices could lead to a substantial loss of business. In fact, suppliers may find themselves having to cut prices merely to maintain their previous level of business.
Call for unions to end division

Own Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — Prospects of co-operation between the divided factions of the whole South African labour movement were raised today by Mr A I Nieuwoudt, president of the right-wing Confederation of Labour.

He was addressing the multiracial Trade Union Council of South Africa at its 21st annual meeting here today.

Mr Nieuwoudt appealed for co-operation not only between the two leading labour parties but also between them and other trade unions and staff associations.

He emphasised particularly the need for cooperation in the fields of education and inflation. "The education of our children — regardless of colour or language — is our assurance for the future of our country," Mr Nieuwoudt said.

COLONIALISM

He saw a dark future if education affairs did not improve. "We cannot say that we shall import by immigration our trained people for whom we have a dire need — our artisans, our technicians and our scientists. "

"Even if that were possible it would subject our country to a sort of colonialism. We would be putting our trust abroad and admitting that our own people are not really good enough," Mr Nieuwoudt said.

He called for "much closer co-operation" between various labour parties in the fight against inflation.
Unions point gun at Government on prices

Staff Reporters

The trade union movement yesterday raised a gun to the Government's head — warning that if prices rise unjustifiably because of devaluation there will be no wage restraints.

They threaten a barrage of compensatory wage and salary demands if the Government failed to police price rises properly.

The warning came from both the multiracial 210 000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa (Tusca) and the 200 000-strong SA Confederation of Labour, as well as from the Posts and Telegraphs Association and other unions.

The labour movement is committed in principle to limit wage demands except in the case of very low pay workers.

But their qualification all along has been that Government and business must do their bit as well.

The senior vice president of Tusca, Mr Leef van Tonder said: "We in South Africa cannot wait until we have an inflation rate of over 20 per cent before we take decisive action." He warned that at the slightest indication that the Government was "ratting on the workers" the trade union movement would demand raises which would fully compensate for the erosion of the rand over the past 18 months.

The secretary of the Posts and Telegraphs Association, Mr L J van der Linde, said: "We want more than an assurance from the Government. We want clear proof — we want to be able to see — that prices are not being raised, save in the most exceptional circumstances.

The president of the Railways Artisan Staff Association, Mr Jimmy Zuirich, agreed: "We are tired of generalisations from Government sources that everything is being done. This is not enough, he said.

The president of the Public Servants' Association, Mr S D de K Venter, said his association would sharpen the watch on prices.

Mr Robert Kraft, economist and assistant general secretary of Tusca, said: "Our major fear is of a sudden proliferation of unjustifiable price increases. Too much will be charged on imported goods and there will be price increases on items that should not be affected by devaluation.

He warned that trade unions would insist on "very strong State action" if there were unwarranted rises in prices.

"Last time, there was a 42 per cent devaluation, many firms took the public for a ride. There were no controls," Mr Kraft said.

Some Tusca unions, though, say that workers cannot afford a drop in the value of the rand.

Senator Anna Scheepers, president of the Garment Workers' Union, said workers earning R200 a week or more could be expected to make sacrifices, "but not those earning R150 and R200 per month. We can't compromise them."

She said: "If the profits of companies have to drop, then they must drop. Devaluation will increase all prices. It will fan the flames of inflation."

ANNA SCHEEPERS... "fanning flames"
Unions warn Govt on prices

Cape Times Correspondent

PRETORIA — Trade union leaders in the public and private sectors yesterday warned the Government that if devaluation led to a spurt in the price spiral, a barrage of realistic wage and salary demands was certain.

The Government, they said, would have to police the private sector to ensure that the sacrifice workers were not being shared equally by manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers.

The secretary of the 200,000-strong SA Confederation of Labour, Mr Wally Grebler, said devaluation would materially increase the inflation lead, and the Government should be warned that the wage and salary earner was not prepared to carry this lead on his own.

ABSOLVED

The secretary of the Posts and Telegraphs Association, Mr L.J van der Linde, said that unless the Government could clearly demonstrate it had a full control over prices and publicized the private sector, staff associations were likely to feel isolated from their commitment to moderate wage claims.

The president of the Railway Artisan Staff Association, Mr Jimmy Zurich, agreed with Mr Van der Linde.

The president of the Public Servants’ Association, Mr S D de K Vander, said his association would sharpen the watch on prices.

"And if prices continue to rise following devaluation, we would then have to consider what action to take."

‘Misleading comments’

Cape Times Correspondent

PRETORIA — The Minister of Finance, Senator Owen Horwood, said yesterday that he considered much of the comment which is doing the rounds on the likely inflationary effects of devaluation was exaggerated and misleading.

In a statement in Pretoria he said the prices of a number of imported goods had eased off lately because of the depressed conditions in countries from which the goods were obtained, and the counteracted whatever rise might take place in the cost of imports.

The industries which would benefit most from the devaluation — the mines and export industries — would be expected to proceed with responsibility in regard to their wage and salary policy.

"In other words, to practice wage restraint in terms of the Prime Minister’s injunction to the country."

South African manufacturers who imported part of their materials would justifiably raise their prices near the full extent of the devaluation.

"Finally, I must correct a comment which I regard as misleading — that the devaluation will lead to a fall in living standards."

By safeguarding the balance of payments, by curbing the otherwise excessive loss of capital which would have left the country, by giving a boost to the mines and export industries, and by encouraging the inflow of capital, the devaluation of the rand would have precisely the opposite effect.

Senator Horwood said in an SABC television interview last night that he was convinced the price of gold would recover once the present speculation had ceased, once the Russians had stopped selling gold to buy grain, and once the industrial demand for gold recovered as the price fell.
THE Government should clamp a temporary price-freeze on all goods, the deputy leader of the Progressive-Reform Party, Mr Harry Schwarz, said last night.

And the United Party MP for Hillbrow, Dr Gideon Jacobs, called on the Prime Minister to reconvene Parliament in emergency session to give full account for this week's devaluation.

"When a government debases the currency of the country to this extent it is under an obligation to justify its actions before Parliament," he told a branch meeting of the United Party in Rosebank, Johannesburg.

Mr Schwarz said in an interview there was no justification for price increases where goods were on the shelves or in the showroom.

"The public are therefore entitled to the benefit of buying imported goods at pre-devaluation prices," he said, adding that while most traders were behaving properly, there were already a number of cases of exploitation and attempts to increase prices merely by reason of the devaluation and in order to make extra profits.

Mr Schwarz said that while he was opposed to price freezes in general, there was an urgent need for one in the present circumstances to prevent exploitation.

"The Government appears to be doing nothing to protect the public in this regard," he said.

"What is needed now is the imposition of a temporary price freeze for a period of say, 14 days during which no one may increase prices without the approval of the Price Controller."

Ignorance

In a hard-hitting speech Dr Jacobs said the effect of the 17.5 per cent devaluation could increase the present rate of inflation to 30 per cent.

"When the Minister of Finance says this will not lead to a lowering of living standards, it shows either an ignorance of what is happening or a callous disregard of the rapid deterioration of conditions for the bulk of the people."

"A major question mark now hangs over the position of the Minister of Finance. His policies have been severely criticized and his financial ideas are now in serious dispute," Dr Jacobs said.

Arms's motor industry estimated yesterday that the devaluation when in effect with other factors combined could increase the price of petrol by as much as 20 per cent short-term or more than 3c a litre.

With the oil-producing countries expected to announce today a possible 10 per cent increase in the price of crude oil, this could eventually push the petrol price up even further.
SA move seen in U.S. as ominous sign

The Argus Bureau

WASHINGTON. — South Africa's massive rand devaluation was seen by monetary officials at the Treasury and at the International Monetary Fund as another ominous sign that the economic pressure on middle-level countries is becoming unbearable.

The annual report of the International Monetary Fund warned that the "more developed primary producing countries" — the category which includes South Africa — faced a combined deficit on balance of payments this year of $12,000 million dollars.

The other primary producers in the same category are Australia, New Zealand, Finland, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Malta, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, and Yugoslavia.

Most are in "dire trouble because their industrial powers are, in effect, passing on their oil deficits.

Monetary officials showed little inclination to criticise the rand devaluation even though, until a month or so ago, South Africa seemed to be bearing up rather better than most primary producing countries.

For one thing, the pressure of oil deficits and the related recession in the major industrial countries has caused more than 100 legal devaluations, mainly among the smaller countries, in the past year.

Moreover, officials here pointed to a number of specifics in the South African situation. Among them were the weakening in the prices of commodity exports, the strengthening of the dollar against all currencies, and the weakening of sterling.

"Last straw"

While these pressures could be absorbed by South Africa's ability to absorb the gold price caused by the uncertainties in the wake of the decision to sell part of the IMF gold stock was the last straw.

While officials displayed an attitude of understanding, some unofficial sources questioned the necessity for such a huge devaluation.

South African officials denied the charge but said it undermined the general fears that the middle-level countries might be forced by balance of payments problems to cut their imports and fight fiercely for exports.

In that event the loss of markets in these countries could crimp the recovery of the industrial economies, leading to a fresh slump next year.
Cost of devaluing: 3 percent inflation

The Argus Correspondent, JOHANNESBURG. — The inflation caused by devaluation of the rand will amount to no more than an additional 3 to 5 percent, says the Federated Chamber of Industries.

"Imported raw material in industry amounts to 15 or 16 percent of total costs," FCI director Dr Hennie Reinders said last night. "We have assumed that the capital goods effect will phase in over a number of years. We are not extreme pessimists about inflation."

FCI economist Mr Arthur Hammond-Tookey added that the devaluation was a one-off situation.

"Rolled through and with the full multiplier effect, I cannot see the inflationary impact amounting to much more than 3 percent," he said. "I cannot see devaluation alone resulting in a 30 percent inflation rate by the end of next year."

Other economists have predicted 30 percent inflation next year.

"Clearly we need not have devalued," Mr Hammond-Tookey said, "but the alternative would have been fairly serious. Devaluation will, moreover, have a stimulating effect on local production."

The FCI warns that implementation of the anti-inflationary programme is essential, and it must have the support of commerce and industry.

Over-emphasising the inflationary effects of devaluation could undermine the willingness of industry to adhere to a voluntary programme, it fears.
Move after urgent meeting of Cabinet

Govt acts on car prices

25/9/78

Cape Times Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, yesterday effectively froze the prices of motor vehicles and spares to pre-devaluation levels.

Those manufacturers who have already increased their prices to compensate for the 17,9 percent rand/dollar adjustment were told they must revert to the price levels ruling on September 19, pending clearance of higher prices by the Price Controller.

It is not yet clear whether the authorities intend to extend this price freeze to other products.

The price freeze decision was apparently made at an urgently-convened Cabinet meeting.

In his statement yesterday, Mr Heunis said: "In view of the statements made by various motor manufacturers on price increases of motor vehicles and spare parts after the devaluation of the Rand, and in the light of numerous complaints and inquiries received by the Price Controller, the Government has, requested motor manufacturers not to raise any price before they have been fully motivated, and cleared with the Price Controller.

These undertakings which have already increased, their prices after devaluation have been requested to restore their prices to the levels ruling before September 19, and to clear the increases with the Price Controller."
Robb warns on index-linking wages

INDEX-LINKING of wages should be approached with reserve by everyone who was concerned for South Africa. Only people who sought a short-term gain for a limited number of the country's population would oppose this point of view.

This was said yesterday by Mr F.C. Robb when he delivered his chairman's message at the annual meeting of the Southern Life Assurance at Rondebosch, Cape Town.

Mr Robb dealt with the impact of inflation on the assurance industry and said that inflation was admitted to be difficult to control when real growth was the objective. For South Africa real growth was essential, as the only alternative in a fast-growing society.

MANPOWER

South Africa was probably the only reasonably well-developed country where there was not only a substantial surplus of manpower which was not fully employed, but one which had never been fully employed, Mr Robb said.

This added to the inflationary pressure. It artificially created a scarcity of skilled labour, and this was why inflated wages were being paid in many skilled occupations.

The process of giving up certain jobs to Blacks without sacrificing the security of the employment of Blacks and Whites in certain areas must be speeded up if the growing scarcity of skilled labour was to be met.

Whites would have to be prepared to share their privileged monopoly of skills in order that South Africa might continue to grow or even survive, because the effective use of human resources held the key to non-inflationary real economic growth.

SALARIES

He expressed his appreciation of the fact that the government was doing its best to restrain salary increases in the public sector, because the insurance industry and other financial institutions drew their personnel from the same limited pool as the public sector.

It was essential that wage restraint be exercised, for this was to be the ultimate benefit of all, particularly those living on fixed incomes, such as pensioners.

Investment income of the company was up by 20.6 percent, dividend income up by 25 percent, and total premium income up by 16 percent.

The overall investment income of the Southern increased by 20.6 percent from R18.5m to R22.3m.

The dividend return based on the substantial equity portfolio that provides backing for policies other than limited policies was 10.5 percent. Dividend income on this portfolio (excluding share purchases during the year) increased by 26 percent.

Total premium income increased by 19.8 percent from R34.2m to R40.9m.

This growth was brought about by a substantial increase in a new annual premium in respect of individual policy and pension business.

Total income for the year was increased to R63m (R53m for the previous year) and total assets rose to R280m (R257m for the previous year).

Many favourable property investments were made, among them some in Johannesburg and one in Durban. These investments, together with other developments and Southern's already substantial property holdings, will bring the amount of policyholders' funds held in real estate to R57m.
Devaluation hits State corporations

By GERALD REILLY

Estimated costs of expansion programmes of the big State corporations, including the South African Railways, Iscor, Sasol and the Post Office have soared since the Government decision this week to devalue the rand by a massive 17.9 per cent.

It is understood that the first phase of Iscor’s 10-year R3 200-million expansion programme, costing about R1 600-million, is nearing completion, and that future plans are being delayed down for a number of reasons.

The decision to go slow on expansion, it was learnt, was taken some time ago.

The reasons then were the great difficulty being experienced in recruiting skilled workers to man the Newcastle works and the expanded plants at Iscor in Pretoria and at Vanderbijlpark, as well as international monetary uncertainties.

The massive devaluation has further convinced Iscor of the need to extend the time limit for the completion of the 10-year programme.

However work is expected to continue at normal tempo on the Sishen-Saldanha project.

Eighty-five per cent of the materials and equipment being used in the development of the harbour and the railway line is manufactured locally.

Most of the other 15 per cent has already been imported.

Asked yesterday how Post Office expansion would be affected by devaluation, the Postmaster General, Mr. Louis Rice, said the Government had clearly indicated that essential infrastructure development must continue.

The current financial year’s capital development costs amounted to R213-million, Mr Rice said.

Although the bulk of equipment was manufactured locally a fair amount still had to be imported.

For instance 75 per cent of switching gear was manufactured locally.

However, although Mr Rice declined to comment, it is clear that it is going to cost the Post Office substantially more since devaluation to achieve its growth targets.

In the 1974-75 financial year SA Railways spent nearly R400-million on purchases. The greater proportion of this amount was spent locally.

The expansion of Railways is regarded as basic to the country’s economic growth and it is hardly likely that significant cuts will be made for the 1976-77 financial year.

A Railways headquarters spokesman said the extent of next year’s purchases was not yet known but foreign purchases would obviously cost about 20 per cent more.

A Sasol spokesman said imported plant and equipment would now cost more.

Most of the estimated cost of the R70-million gasification expansion programme had been spent.

However, devaluation would affect purchases which are still to be made.

As asked whether the devaluation would affect the Sasol Two timetable, he said most of the initial construction would be with local materials.

However, the processes to be used at the new plant and the equipment which would have to be purchased abroad had not yet been decided on.

It was impossible, therefore, to say at this stage how devaluation would affect the total expenditure on Sasol Two.
Prices and Wages

A New Ball Game

While the men at the Department of Finance were preparing for devaluation, Department of Commerce officials were working on the much-heralded anti-inflation package agreed to by government officials and private sector groups (FM last week). Has the devaluation foreclosed any chance of success the anti-inflation plan might have had?

Judging by responses to the FM’s inquiries, Senator Horwood’s shokkula has cost the wage and price restraint plan much of its credibility and Pretoria is going to find it difficult to make a voluntary commitment stick. As one prominent industrialist put it: “It’s a different ball-game now. With something as inflationary as this devaluation, it will be every man for himself. We’ll give a horse laugh if government tries to implement this plan.”

Most sceptical of the plan’s chances now are the trade unions.

Delegates at this week’s Tusco conference expressed fears that commerce and industry will profit out of devaluation by using it as a pretext to put up prices even where the shrunken international value of the rand does not justify doing so.

Referring to the “tremendous sacrifices” trade unions are expected to make in the battle against inflation, Ronne Webb of the Motor Industry Combined Workers’ Union — and a Tusco vice-president — told the FM: “We are disappointed that government negotiated dishonestly and did not take the unions into its confidence when devaluation was in the offing.”

Senator Anna Scheepers of the Garment Workers’ Union echoed: “We were not consulted about devaluation. Why should we then be part of the anti-inflation contract if our numbers of our members are going to suffer? Our agreements in the OFS and Northern Cape expire in November 1976. We will start negotiating about May, and we are going to put in for big increases — at least as large as the CPI increase. I can only foresee trouble arising out of the devaluation.”

Says Ray Altman, general secretary of the National Union of Distributive Workers: “I am very worried that devaluation will be even more inflationary than we are led to believe. If imports go up 17.9% in price, by the time the goods reach the consumer that 17.9% will be very much more.

“If it is always easy to tell whether the trade unions are playing the game when it comes to wage restraint simply by measuring wage demands against the Consumer Price Index. But it is very difficult to pin down employers. We, in our union, will support Tusco in its participation in the government’s anti-inflation programme, but we will want a very firm assurance from the government on price increases if we are to consider ourselves bound by the package.

“If the CPI rises to unprecedented heights I can foresee that unions will not consider themselves bound any longer.”

Jimmy Zurich, president of the 20,000-strong Railways’ Artisan Staff Association, endorses Tusco views: “My feeling is that the rise in the CoL will continue unabated. The work of the inflation committees will be negated by devaluation and I can expect pressure to build up among my members for reconsideration of our agreement to hold back until next April on wage demands.”

However, speaking as secretary of the RASA, Confederation of Labour chief Walle Grobler added: “I don’t think we will renege on the April bargain. But the inflation rate then could well influence the size of our demands.”

Kcn du Preez, general secretary of the SA Engine Drivers, Firemen and Operators’ Association, articulates the mood of organised labour: “The devaluation is disturbing on all accounts. There will be reaction — it’s easy to control wages when you have the goodwill of people. But when they pack up the paper and see that the price of the car they were going to buy has gone up, what must they think?”

So it looks as if the plan’s chances will hinge on the ability of commerce and industry to hold down prices.

An encouraging omen was the joint appeal of Assocom, FCI and Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut presidents on Wednesday for restraint in marking-up prices on existing stocks of goods affected by devaluation, though it’s a pity they didn’t broaden its scope to include imports brought in after devaluation.

Wage Curbs

Referring to the report last week on recommendations to government in regard to wage and price restraint, the restraint period for employers and workers will, we understand, be six, not 12, months — the 12-month period was apparently contained in an earlier proposal.

In addition, the package would allow companies to pass on only 70% of all “unavoidable” cost increases, including hikes on imported goods.
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However the FCI, for one, takes a relatively sanguine view of the inflationary effect of devaluation. Its analyses lead it to believe that consumer prices should not rise by more than 2%-4% as a result. It looks as if the Chamber is still four-square behind the anti-inflation plan.

Unfortunately, since the package hasn't been officially unveiled yet, details of the price curbs won't be debated at the FCI Exec meeting in Port Elizabeth next week. So it'll be some time before we know the views of individual members and whether they say they will keep to the plan's guidelines.

No one would deny that the battle against inflation becomes all the more crucial with each upward twist of the prices spiral. Assacom president Melville Pels has called for speedy implementation of the anti-inflation programme. And executive director Raymond Parsons points out that it's quite impractical to start thrashing out a new one simply as a result of devaluation. "It's a question of either bucking it or going ahead as it stands," he argues. "If we're to have a programme, we must stick to what has been agreed to."

But, in the case of the FCI and other pressure groups which have endorsed the package, there's little evidence yet that Parson's view is shared by the shop-keeper-around-the-corner.

Farmers of course are delighted by the cheaper rand. They stand to gain much in terms of increased export earnings. Says SA Agricultural Union director Chris Cilliers: "We're prepared to go ahead with our anti-inflation sacrifices, provided the other parties stick to their side of the bargain."
"Some price hikes valid\" - Mr. G. de Beer, Deputy Price Controller, said yesterday that many companies which increased their prices immediately after devaluation were justified in doing so.

"Many people who complained about prices increasing felt the companies must obviously have had stocks on before devaluation, but in most instances we found the stocks had not actually been paid for, because of things like the extended credit systems these companies have," he said.

The price control office had issued special instructions to the regional inspectors to be on the lookout for price increases, and to ensure that existing stock that had already been paid for would not increase again. As a result, he had made recommendations for any further price increases, he said, that he could not comment.

A report from the Bank of England that the Bank of England had decided that it would devalue sterling and that the Bank would lower its discount rate. It had temporarily suspended the purchase of British sterling, and sterling postal savings as well as all government securities were on a special order.

Mr. Harry Irving, chairman of Union Castle Shipping, said yesterday that the increases would not be decreased before October 1st, but that they would be increased in crude oil prices could "easily the price increase substantial."
Big profits blamed for inflation

INFLATION was often blamed on wage increases but it was more correct to pin it on excessive profits and mark-ups, a union delegate told Tusca members yesterday.

Mr Ray Altman (National Union of Distributive Workers) said that profit levels in commerce had been rising over the past year at a rate "substantially higher than that of the inflation rate".

The profit increase for retailers was well above the 25 percent average shown for all sectors of the economy.

Not all retailers were to blame — some had complained that they could not sell below the "recommended retail prices" for fear of sanctions by the suppliers. In this and other ways the Monopolies Act was being contravened and Tusca would welcome an inquiry into this aspect, said Mr Altman.

The South African Consumer Council, a Government-appointed body, was not adequately serving consumer interests. What was needed was the watchdog type of body — such as the Housewives League — but with a full-time staff to become a strong and effective consumer organization.
Tucusa plan to curb demands

Cape Times Reporter 26/9/76

The 210,000-strong multi-racial trade union Congress of South Africa (Tucusa) yesterday agreed in secret session to a belt-tightening programme which committed member unions to limit wage demands to 70 percent of the rise in the consumer price index for the next six months.

This was to apply to all workers' earning above the poverty datum line or its equivalent for all race groups.

It is known that the Government anti-inflationary committee formed to tackle prices, wages and salaries tried to get Tucusa to accept a 12-month sympathy plan.

The unions said they would do this only if the cost-of-living changes led to the rise in the consumer price index. The compromise was a stringency plan with demand limited to 70 percent of the consumer price index rise for the next six months.

In a statement released after the secret session, Tucusa said it supported the final version of the Government programme to fight inflation (to be released by the Minister next week), but warned that the public "would not tolerate abuses by manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers in failing to fulfil their part in the collective programme."

Such abuses would compel Tucusa to review its "continued" acceptance of the programme. In determining its final decision, Tucusa delegates had taken the devaluation of the rand into account.
Tusca congress accepts limited wage demands

BY BOB MOLLOY

The Trade Union Council of South Africa came of age at its 21st annual conference this week in more ways than one — completing five days of hard-hitting debate that stayed clear of petty mud-slinging and spotlighted pertinent national issues.

Delegates ploughed through a heavy agenda — 29 resolutions of which more than 24 were put to the vote.

Pensions, crime, taxation, transport, housing and the cost of living came in for well-sourced comment that should serve Government and local bodies well in decision-making.

An important development was the appearance of affiliated Black unions as delegates for the first time in years, with a further group of Black union representatives as observers.

The multi-racial Tusca representing almost 250,000 workers, is clearly moving away from the old school of trade unions thought which saw a threat in the labour competition from other race groups.

Issues debated showed that Black and White unity is now a firm goal.

This became clear in the unanimous pledge to support a campaign for equal opportunities, to eliminate employment discrimination, and to end all race discrimination in Southern Africa.

It was unfortunate that the Government delay in announcing the programme to combat inflation forced the conference into secret session.

Public discussion would have pointed up the mood of the unions towards profit-makers.

Their acceptance of wage demand limited to 70 percent of the rise in the cost-price index for the next six months is an example that will hopefully shame other sectors of the economy into also limiting their share of the cake.

If not, Tusca had a sting in the tail of its stringency plan — excessive profit-takers would be acted against.
 Says Browne

EXPLORATION UNDER ATTACK

Rises in Prices

SUNDAY TIMES REPORTER

"Questions arise in connection with the situation of the moment. Is the coal company allowed to increase its prices?"

SUNDAY TIMES, September 30, 1929.
FCI is warned of high wage demands

PORT ELIZABETH. — If anti-inflationary measures failed, demands for wage increases may go as high as 30 per cent, Mr E. L. Klopper of the Transvaal Chamber of Industries said in Port Elizabeth yesterday.

Speaking at the annual convention of the Federated Chamber of Industries, Mr Klopper said workers were already asking for increases of 10 to 12 per cent.

He said industry had to play its part in the fight against inflation.

If this did not happen, future wage demands would "make the present ones seem small", Mr Klopper said.

He added that the recent devaluation lent particular urgency to an anti-inflationary stand by industry.

Mr Frank Lock, director of the National Association of Automobile manufacturers, said net profits in his industry had fallen below one per cent in face of rising costs. He said sales aggravated the problem.

For every increase in car prices, the Government was collecting more sales revenue, he said. — Sapa.
Time to question borrowing policies

Jomo KUNYATU

Referring to his battle plans being made to eradicate the cancer of inflation, Mr. Benade attempted to provide a clear picture of the consequences of unemployments as the fundamental problem of the economy. Mr. Benade, president of the South African Industry, has said yesterday that the government's present circumstances did not permit to hold the view that "Things will be better before they get worse before they get better."

He said international experience has shown that if unemployment has failed to "improve" the iron law of markets, "we see in Southern Africa the supply and demand game with our workers to which the government's Association of Industrialists has alluded." Mr. Benade added that the momentum of growth in Southern Africa must be maintained. "We must demand of ourselves that we live in an environment which is intolerant to failure."

It behoves all of us, therefore, to study the mistakes of others and to take appropriate and concerted action to protect our very survival," Mr. Benade added.

"Our government must act now and with determination. The study of the mistakes of others is a necessary condition for success, and we must act now and decisively," Mr. Benade concluded.
FCI priority is easing inflation

Fight against rising prices

The Argus Bureau

PORT ELIZABETH. — The fight against rising prices was the main theme of the three-day convention and executive council meeting of the Federated Chamber of Industries this week.

In spite of some strong language about the recent rand devaluation, delegates were unanimous in the crucial opening session that damping down inflation must be their number one priority.

The view of the FCI executive is that the inflationary impact will amount to about another four percent on top of the existing rate, but it is adamant that gloomy predictions of runaway inflation rising to 30 percent next year are far wide of the mark.

APPROVAL

FCI economist, Mr Arthur Hammond-Tooke, drew approval from the Secretary for Finance, Mr Gerald Browne, for his sober assessment of the economic position as the convention opened.

Mr Hammond-Tooke told delegates that the months to come would be a lean time for industry but the effects would not be uniform or felt.

With slow industrial growth this year, capacity utilization and investment level low and unemployment rising, the picture was gloomy, he conceded.

RUNAWAY

"But just how serious is it?" he asked. "I cannot give precedence to forecasts of runaway inflation. The real long-term growth potential of this economy has been assessed at 6.5 percent a year which is high by international standards. Changes under adjustments in the economy and the social structure will have to be made if this is to be attained."

"We will no longer be able to depend on our abidance of natural resources to carry us through!"

"All is not well with the structural position of our economy. There is an unhealthy reliance on imports. We have been borrowing internationally to satisfy our demand for capital.

"A workable programme against inflation has been put forward. With this package I don't think there are any major technical problems facing our economy that we cannot overcome."

The convention heard from Mr Tjaart van der Walt, Deputy Secretary for Commerce, that the Government anti-inflation plan would be announced on October 7.

EXCESSIVE

Mr Browne said the reaction to devaluation had been excessive and he agreed with the FCI calculation of a 4 percent effect on inflation which he pointed out would be a "one-time" effect.

He said a sustained upturn in the economy would depend on conditions overseas. With the first sign becoming evident that the United States economy has turned the corner, he felt the improvement here would not be too far away.

Dr B. A. van Staden, head of the economic section of the Reserve Bank, pointed out that the impact of devaluation would be imposed on a falling trend in prices.

Mr R. D. Smith, president of the Cape Chamber of Industries, said industry was in for a difficult six to 12 months.

"But devaluation will ease some of the blockages facing exporters," he said.

"In the canning industry for example a 40 percent increase in the cost of tin-plate has caused serious problems, but devaluation will make our products very much easier to sell."

Mr Ernst Hausmann of the Transvaal Chamber of Industries said he found incredible the statement by the Minister of Finance, Senator O. P. F. Horwood, that the country was on the verge of another unprecedented upsurge.

RECESSION

He felt the anti-inflationary measures would cause a recession before there was an upturn and the effect of devaluation on the man-in-the-street would be very severe.

Mr Hugh Archibald of the Natal Chamber of Industries said industry would not be able to absorb 30 percent of its cost rises as it had undertaken to do.

Though the FCI had calculated a four percent inflation, this was for the economy as a whole. Industrial inflation as a result of devaluation would be much higher, he said.
DURBAN.—The Government is expected to fire its first big gun in the war against inflation on Tuesday with the application of a moratorium on profit and wage rise demands.

Profits are to be limited to 15 percent before tax, on capital employed, and wage increases are to be limited to 70 percent of the rise in the cost of living.

The final draft of the anti-inflation project is due to be signed in Pretoria today by members of the Anti-inflation Committee of the Prime Ministers' Economic Advisory Council, which represents Government departments, employers' organisations and trade unions.

It is expected that the plan will be approved by the special committee on inflation on Monday before it is proclaimed to the nation at a Press conference in Pretoria on Tuesday morning.

Key points

There are three key points in the anti-inflation package. They are:

• All companies operating in South Africa are to be urged to limit profits on capital employed to 15 percent before tax for the next six months.

• Trade unions, represented by the Trade Union Council of South Africa, are to limit demands for wage increases to a maximum of 70 percent of what would be required to keep pace with the climb of the consumer price index.

• All companies are to be asked to absorb at least 30 percent of all cost increases.

Committee

This is the direct result of months of study by the Anti-inflation Committee and it is certain to be applied, since it was drafted by employer organisations and trade unions alike.

When the employer organisations signed the agreement on Tuesday, they will pledge to apply joint pressure to all member companies to stick to the rules of holding down prices and curtailing profit margins.

And the employer organisations are a powerful group spanning all sectors of Commerce and industry. They include the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut; the Federated Chamber of Industries of South Africa; and the Transvaal Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

Move on

(Continued)

Africa, the Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of South Africa, the Association of Chambers of Commerce of South Africa and the Afrikaanse Sakekamer.

Tuasa, as the biggest trade union organisation, has already agreed to the 70 percent level of restraint in wage demands and there are indications that all others will follow suit.

Government employees in the Railways and Harbours, Post Office and public service have already been told that any wage demand will not be considered until after inflation, and the anti-inflation plan, clearly aims to keep the entire work force within comparable limits.

(Continued on page 2, col 2)
Next Tuesday Minister of Economic Affairs Chris Hounslow will unveil details of the Collective Programme of Action against Inflation. Therefore, austerity provided all the participants in SA’s own social contract play the game.

Will they? Hounslow has praised “all sections of our community” for the exemplary manner in which they have faced up to the need for austerity. Combatting inflation, he says, is an aim which “should under the present circumstances after devaluation be pursued even more scrupulously.”

This certainly is the optimistic view of Seita director Errol Drummond. “There will now be a greater determination to make the guidelines work. In a sense this is a golden opportunity for management, labour and the community in general to pull together to fight this monster of inflation.”

Yet the behaviour of some entrepreneurs after devaluation has led to increased suspicion of commerce among unionists and consumers. There is bound to be some friction between the unions and commerce over this. In the initial stage of the programme Tuesday assistant general secretary Robert Kraft notes “Our people are concerned that commerce in particular will exploit the devaluation situation.”

This fear is not considered justified by Acoom executive director Raymond Parsons, who reiterates: “Our pledge to support the anti-inflation programme is a testimony to our good faith. Industry and commerce are victims of inflation like anyone else. It’s unfortunate that it’s the retailer who has to tell the consumer that the price has gone up, and thus gets the backlash.”

Yet worker-employer tension is inherent in the situation. And Confederation of Labour secretary Wallie Grobler points to another complicating factor — mistrust of government promises “Our people are getting fed up with officials saying one thing and doing another. In August the CoL index was up 12.9% on last year and devaluation will make it worse. What then are we to think about Senator Horwood’s recent statement that he would not devalue?”

Grobler points out that initial negotiations on the programme:

Kraft... play ball!

government kept mum about what it was going to do to restrain expenditure “When the package is announced next week we will be looking at this side of things most carefully.”

But if all the partners “play ball”, as Kraft puts it, the danger of a round of swingeing wage demands next year to compensate for the decline in real living standards during the restraint period will be lessened.
Creches to help beat inflation

Labour Reporter

More creches and kindergartens to free mothers for productive work may come into existence under the collective programme against inflation.

The manifesto announces a Government undertaking to investigate, in consultation with all interested parties, the desirability of extending such facilities.

Employers' organisations will draw attention to the advantages of such institutions and encourage their members to establish them.

Further hope is also being held out for separate taxation of married couples. The Government is to investigate the matter further.

"It would appear that the present system, whereby couples are taxed on their combined incomes, still restricts the greater use of female labour," the manifesto says.

Other productivity measures include an undertaking by employer and employee organisations to encourage firms to introduce integrated programmes for improving productivity.

One of the signatories, the National Development and Management Foundation, will arrange meetings of businessmen to alert them to the exact nature of productivity problems and the ways in which they can be overcome.

The National Productivity Institute undertakes to assist firms in measuring their productivity and identifying causes of low productivity and their training requirements.

Govt, workers sign pact on pay, wages

Employer groups and trade union leaders today aligned with the Government to steer South Africa into a six-month programme of sharp austerity in an all-out battle to curb inflation before it reaches crisis level.

Govt and workers in wages, pay pact

(From Page 1)

more productive capacity or infrastructure.

Also, the Government will request Provincial Administrations to curtail spending.

In turn, local authorities will be asked to limit increases in rates and taxes to a minimum.

The Government under-takes to see that investment takes precedence over consumption when it comes to the extension of bank credit.

And a Government band will hover over the level of aircraft hire purchase facilities if consumer spending rises back to excessive levels.

An investigation will start as early as possible into the possibility of offering tax incentives to encourage companies to plough back profits into the business.

Also to be expedited are investigations into whether the current system of sales duties ought to be replaced by a system of retail turnover tax.

Tucsa hails plan

(From Page 1)

the establishment of minimum living levels (poverty datum lines). This undertaking formed part of a clause in the manifesto which excludes workers below minimum living levels from the wage restraint affecting all other workers.

Mr Grobbelaar found it significant that no racial qualifications was attached to some of the Government's undertakings, particularly those pertaining to better utilisation of women labour.

Another major advance was the Government's commitment to look again at sales duties which Tucsa has long described as a major contribution factor in inflation.
Tucsa hails plan

STAR
7/6/75

Sieg Hanning, Labour Reporter

One of the key signatories of South Africa's manifesto against inflation, the 210 000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa, has welcomed the pact as "more than a temporary anti-inflationary measure."

"It is a collective programme to build a better South Africa for all of its people," said Mr. Arthur Grobbellar Tucsa's general secretary.

He said inflation had helped South Africa to speed up its flexiblility towards labour policies in general and the collective programme had been the vehicle in this process.

"In future, the Government will stop in with positive motivation when, say White Artisans refuse to train Coloured apprentices in order to overcome a particular manpower shortage in the national interest," he said.

To Page 3, Col 1

John Patten
Political Correspondent

The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Heunis, appealed this afternoon to all non-signatory sectors of the South African economy to commit themselves fully to the collective action programme against inflation signed in Pretoria today.

"People and firms not party to the signing of the manifesto must regard themselves as being equally bound by the contents of the document to the extent that its contents are also applicable to them," Mr. Heunis said.

Because he has a throat infection, Mr. Heunis's speech was read for him at a signing ceremony in Pretoria of all the participants in the Government's programme.

LARGE NUMBER

The Minister said a large number of firms and individuals were not associated with any of the private sector organisations which had accepted the specific commitments of the manifesto.

These included pharmacists, people in medical and para-medical services, dentists, opticians, radiotherapists, legal and other professions, property developers and lessees, transport contractors, and users of hotels, restaurants, and fruit and vegetable shops.

To Page 3, Col 1
All-out battle to curb profits, wages

is underway

The Star front-page main story last Friday gave South Africans the first alert to the sweeping anti-inflation measures announced today.

Undertaking for a formula on wage restraint

Leaders of the SA Confederation of Labour and the Trade Union Council undertake to recommend to their members that the exercise of wage restraint in the months ahead.

Plea to go to firms

All of the big employers' groups will address written requests to all members asking them to refrain from asking for increases that could affect wage levels in the country, which may put pressure on prices.

The system will be used until the Commission of Inquiry into the Regulation of Monopolistic Conditions completes its task and the main recommendations.

Meanwhile, all firms will be asked to:
- Unreasonably high prices, which restrict competition and influence artificially high prices.
- Maintain minimum resale prices ( resale price maintenance).
- Price discrimination when two and a half months ago, the Cabinet Ministers and leaders of all the main employer and trade union organizations today set their formal seal on a manifesto that launches South Africa into a full-scale battle on inflation.

Sweeping new guidelines introduced to hold down increases in wages, salaries, prices and profits.

It was the culmination of months of negotiations behind closed doors — made all the more crucial now by the threat of new inflation twists caused by devaluation and rising oil prices.

The manifesto made no effort to keep further price increases in the country within reasonable limits and to lower the rate of inflation to a more acceptable level, should probably be avoided, and that the contemplated reduction of the rate of inflation should be pursued.

Programme

"This, by means of a country-wide programme of action by all sections of the community in terms of which everyone would make concrete contributions towards the battle against inflation according to his particular ability.

State also that it is our firm conviction that these contributions, which will inevitably require certain voluntary temporary sacrifices by all sections of the community, will assist in lowering the rate of inflation within reasonable limits without jeopardizing the further economic progress of the country.

"And that all sections of the community will therefore eventually reap positive benefits from the respective contributions towards this collective campaign against inflation.

"Confirm our unanimous approval of the various steps, as set out in the manifesto, the time, which the representatives of our respective organizations have recommended to us as a means of launching such a collective campaign against inflation.

"Commit our different organizations to all our allies to the full observance of the manifesto and principles set forth in it to the extent to the extent of the contrary and principles are applicable to them, and to their wholehearted material support with all the other participating organizations or, if not possible, the faithful implementation of its intentions.

The manifesto will carry the formal signatures of the Ministers of Economic Affairs, Labour and Posts and Telecommunications, Finance, Agriculture, Housing and Social Welfare and National Relations. Signatures will also include the heads of the central and major employer organizations.

The presidents of both the SA Confederation of Labour and the Trade Union Council signed on behalf of labour.

The Economy Minister, Mr. M. J. du Toit, one of the main Cabinet Ministers and leaders of employer and trade union organizations to sign today's manifesto.

The Newspaper Press Union of South Africa undertakes to request all its members in future to exercise the utmost degree of self-discipline, cooperation and objectivity in their reporting on anticipated wage, salary and price increases, on any redress results in general, and on the nature and extent and impact of the inflation problem.

The NPU also undertakes, through the medium of the Advertising Standards Authority, to endeavour more constructively to restrict the publication of misleading advertisements in newspapers and magazines.
Immigration and worker undertakings

The promotion of immigration and improved training and use of workers of all races are major cornerstones of South Africa's social contract against inflation.

While the manifesto makes no mention of job reservation and influx control employers and employees' undertakes to continue with the "rationisation" of workers' work and the Government undertakes to review registration procedures for Black workers to simplify these.

The Government undertakes to simplify and expedite immigration procedures and to facilitate the setting in of immigrants.

ASSESSMENT

Employers undertake to assess the need for immigrant workers and to supplement the Government's immigration campaign abroad by assessing the need for immigrant workers and appointing specialised group representatives for recruitment.

The Government undertakes to "continue with its policy relating to the rationalisation of arts and work and to request existing organisations involved in labour investigations to give attention to this matter."

It also undertakes to make available speedy information about the demand for and supply of labour with a view to such rationalisation.

In addition it undertakes to bring to the attention of industrialists the exemptions for more advanced types of Black work available for border areas.

It is also intended that industrialists should undertake training to upgrade semi-skilled Whites along the lines of the journeyman's recognition scheme in the metal and engineering industry.

Employer organisations undertake to call for improved and accelerated training by way of the exchange of experience between sectors of industry.

They will also call for better use of facilities for the training of technicians to alleviate the pressure on engineers and middle management.

For Coloured and Indian workers, the Government undertakes to consider the granting of assistance to industrialists to enable them to establish their own training centres for skilled and semi-skilled workers where no training facilities exist.

HOMELANDS

At Black school level, the Government undertakes to expand industrial training facilities in urban areas as far as possible.

"The Governments of the homelands will be encouraged to establish similar training facilities." Fresh attention is to be focused on tax concessions for retraining Black workers and at the same time the Government and employer organisations will promote the use of industrial training centres for Black workers in White urban areas.

Profiteering

The public outcry against profiteering is expected to rise to a crescendo in coming weeks as a result of the announcement of South Africa's make-or-break attack on inflation.

"The Government has set aside a six-figure sum for a massive publicity campaign to put moral pressure behind the voluntary restraints, it was learnt today.

But the public and the Press will have to play major roles in making the programme a success, Mr. Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa said.

"We do not believe South African consumers are prepared to go down as martyrs for a lost cause," Mr Grobbelaar said.

As workers are tightening their belts, they will become tougher with exploiters and profiteers. With the help of the Press they can become their own policemen and expose any abuses.

His council also proposed to act as a watchdog and would call on its members to bring to its attention any breaches in faith of the collective programme.

"Publicity will be the backbone of the programme I believe services such as Starline and 545 a Bad Buy may well have to be adapted to cater for the upsurge in price consciousness that is bound to follow."
of pieces guidance

Commitment sought for new set
Everyone must take part, says Heunis

The Argus Correspondent

PRETORIA. The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr J. C. Heunis, appealed this afternoon to all non-signatory sectors of the South African economy to commit themselves fully to the collective action programme against inflation signed in Pretoria today.

People and firms not party to the signing of the programme ‘must regard themselves as being equally bound by the commitments of the document to the extent that its contents are also applicable to them,’ Mr Heunis said.

Mr Heunis’ speech was delivered by the Minister of Labour, Mr N. Viljoen, because Mr Heunis has a throat infection.

His speech launched a formal signing ceremony in Pretoria of the programme, which has been drawn up in collaboration with private enterprise.

PROGRESS

Mr Heunis also announced that the Government had decided that a working group should meet from time to time during the coming six months to evaluate and report on progress made.

The working group would consist of the people who had attended the final meeting last Friday under the chairmanship of the Secretary for Commerce, Mr M. Steyn, at which the document had been finalised.

The Minister said there was a large number of firms and private individuals in South Africa who were not associated with the private sector organisations which had accepted the specific commitments of the manifesto.

OTHERS

These included pharmacists, people in medical and para-medical services, dentists, opticians, radiologists, legal and other professionals, developers and lessors, transport contractors, and the owners of hotels, restaurants, and fruit and vegetable shops.

Call not to hold supplies

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. All big employer groups will address written requests to all member firms asking them to refrain from all practices that rest the free competition in the economy, which may put pressure on prices.

This will apply until the Commission of Inquiry into the Regulation of Monopolistic Conditions has completed its task and the Government has made a policy decision on its recommendations.

The requests:

1. Unreasonable withholding of supplies which restricts competition and thus artificially raises prices.
2. Maintenance of minimum resale prices (resale price maintenance).
3. Price discrimination.

IMPROVED TRAINING FOR SA WORKERS

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — The promotion of immigration and improved training and the use of workers of all races are major cornerstones of South Africa's social contract against inflation.

While the manifesto makes no mention of job reservation and influx control employers and employees undertake to continue with the 'rationalisation' of artisans' work and the Government undertakes to review Influx Control procedures for Black workers in order to simplify these.

The Government undertakes to simplify and expedite immigration formalities and to facilitate the settlement in of immigrants.

Employers undertake to assess the need for immigrant workers and to supplement the Government's immigration campaign abroad by assessing the need for immigrant workers and appointing specialised group representatives for recruitment.

Under the heading of Better Use of White Labour, the Government undertakes to continue with its policy relating to the rationalisation of artisans' work and to request existing organisations involved in labour investigations to give attention to this matter.

It also undertakes to make available information about the demand for and supply of labour with a view to such rationalisation.

In addition it undertakes to bring to attention of industrialists the exemptions for more advanced types of Black work available for border areas.

Where trade unions and employers are unwilling to take steps regardless of the 'reclassification' of work where this is demanded by technological development and manpower shortages, the Government undertakes to reach agreement on reclassification in the national interest.

TRAINING

The manifesto also acknowledges the need for 'further training of White workers' because of technological changes and the possibility of the replacement of White workers by machines.

With this in mind the Government undertakes to expedite the consideration of the possible erection of more artisan training institutions for adult Whites, such as that existing at Westlake, and to provide for the further training of semi-skilled Whites.

It is also intended that industrialists should 'undertake training to upgrade semi-skilled Whites along the lines of the youngerman's recognition scheme in the metal and engineering industry.

More kindergartens and creches may be opened

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. More creches and kindergartens, to free mothers of school-going and pre-school children for productive work, may be established under the collective programme against inflation.

The programme manifesto announces a Government undertaking to investigate, in consultation with all interested parties, the desirability of extending such facilities.

In addition, employers organisations have undertaken to draw attention to the advantages of such institutions and to encourage their members to establish such facilities.

Further to the plan, the Government says it will investigate the matter.

OTHER productivity measures include an undertaking by employer and employee organisations to encourage firms to introduce integrated programmes to improve productivity by means such as flexible working hours and staggered pay days.

One of the signatures, the National Development and Management Foundation, will arrange meetings of businessmen to alert them to the nature of productivity problems and ways to overcome them.

The National Productivity Institute undertakes to help firms measure their productivity and identify causes of low productivity and training requirements.
Rearrangement of pay demands was asked for by many workers in retail and industrial undertakings. Allied to this, the Government has made fair demands on the Union, particularly on the South African Retailers' Association, to act as mediator between employers and workers, and to prevent the formation of a new wage board. The document, which has been circulated among the trade unions and industry in the history of our country in the 20th century, has been endorsed by the Government and the South African Retailers' Association.

The document, which has been circulated among the trade unions and industry in the history of our country in the 20th century, has been endorsed by the Government and the South African Retailers' Association.
JOHANNESBURG.—Nine Cabinet Ministers and leaders of all the main employer and trade union organisations, today set their signatures to a manifesto that launches South Africa into a full-scale battle on inflation.

Sweeping new guidelines were introduced to hold down increases in wages, salaries, prices and profits.

**PRICES GUIDE TO ALL FIRMS**

The Argus Correspondent

**JOHANNESBURG.**—The big employer organisations are to ask all affiliate firms immediately to commit themselves to this new set of guidelines on prices:

- Only 70 percent of all unavoidable cost increases to be passed on by traders, industrialists and other employers to their customers in the form of effective price increases between October 1 and next March.

This covers increases in the costs of finished goods, machinery, equipment, spaces, apparel, raw materials and intermediate materials — plus increases in the cost of energy, transport and communications, also increases in rentals, municipal rates, wages and salaries.

The remainder of such increases must be absorbed by the individual firm, to the extent of existing profits or else must reduce the profit or means of increased output, improved productivity or cost savings in other directions.

**STATEMENTS**

**No price increases to be introduced by any firm except from price control merely with the object of raising its level of profitability, unless the firm can show statements that during its last financial year the rate of return on capital employed was less than 15 percent before payment of tax and interest on loans.

Even then, however, prices may be increased only to levels which enable such a rate of profitability.

**Firms not subject to price control which have experienced less than the public average over the current financial year, or with profits now falling below the rate merely because they have to absorb cost increases, will be allowed to raise prices at the start of the next financial year.

Again, however, the increase will be limited to levels that hold profit-ability to the 15 percent rate.

- Any reductions in direct costs, either of a foreign or domestic origin, which may be experienced by firms exempt from price control must be passed on to customers in price reductions.

These commitments will be requested from all members of the Federation of the In-dustries, Afrikaanse Handelsverbond, Amsec, Essec, Motor Industries Federation, Building Indus-tries Federation, Chamber of Mines, and the Grocery Manufacturers' Association.

In addition, the South African Agricultural Union undertakes to recommend to its members that, when formulating applications for higher prices in respect of controlled agricultural products from October 1, that they should absorb at least 30 percent of all unavoidable cost increases between October and next March.

**WORKERS**

A proviso adds that all entrepreneurs undertake to pass on to buyers the full benefits of any decreases in producer prices stemming from the agreement.

The Government will appeal to all workers and employers outside the authoritative organisations to follow the same guidelines.

**CONVICTON**

It was the culmination of months of negotiations behind closed doors — made all the more crucial now by the threat of new inflation trends caused by devaluation and rising oil prices.

The manifesto amounts to a blueprint to steer the nation into at least six months of austerity.

The appeal to South Africans is to cooperate with voluntary sacrifices in the months ahead — or face the prospect of inflation blowing up into a crisis.

Warning is given that inflation at current levels raises serious threats not only to the economic system but also to the basic maintenance of social peace.

The signatures to the manifesto:

- Confirm our firm conviction that it has now become imperative in the national interest that, in addition to these measures which have already been introduced, further positive steps should be taken to reduce the present rate of inflation to a more acceptable level, and, in this manner, to avert dangers to the country's economic and social stability which stem from the prevailing rate of inflation in South Africa.

**SACRIFICES**

- State also that it is our firm conviction that these contributions, which will inevitably require certain voluntary temporary sacrifices by all sections of the community, will assist in keeping the rate of inflation within reasonable limits without jeopardising the further economic progress of the country, and that all sections of the community will therefore eventually reap positive benefits from their respective contributions towards the collective campaign against inflation.

- Confirm our unanimous approval of the various appeals (Continued on Page 2, col. 9).

**Moves to curb pay demands**

The Argus Correspondent

**JOHANNESBURG.—Leaders of the South African Confederation of Labour and the Trade Union Council undertake to recommend to their members that they exercise wage restraint in the months ahead.

Workers will be asked to take into account only 70 percent of the increase in the consumer price increase between October 1975 and March 1976 — rather than the full rise in prices in new wage negotiations.

The same guideline will apply even to workers who have wage agreements that contain escalation clauses which provide for automatic adjustments of wages in pace with increases in the consumer price index.

**PROVISO**

In short, union leaders will advise their members to waive their right to press for the full 350 percent of increases.

However, both union organisations build in a proviso that various sections of the community have differing abilities to make even temporary sacrifices in the anti-inflation battle.
Job law stays.

Viljoen

The Minister of Labour, Mr. Viljoen, stated recently that job reservation would be dismantled as part of the Government's anti-inflation programme. He said job reservation would be abolished, he said, as it was necessary for implementing the anti-inflation policy.

Job reclassification had been taking place over the past 20 years, he said, and the Government had to continue with the assurance to White workers that their jobs would not be taken from them.

Job reclassification required the willingness and cooperation of all workers. This was achievable by the existence of job reservation.

Mr. Viljoen said the Government hoped to make use of the new skills by training White workers and expanding existing work, and, secondly, through the reclassification of work which would enable low-skilled workers to do higher-skilled work.
Railmen warn on wage claims

PRETORIA.—The seven Railway Staff Associations were likely to make wage claims before the end of the six month anti-inflation fight the chairman of the Federal Consultative Council of Railway Staff Associations, Mr Neels Botha, said yesterday.

When the claims were made however, the unions would take into account the restraints imposed by the Government's anti-inflation programme.

The administration was apparently heading for a deficit at the end of the current financial year and during the holiday months ahead Railway revenue would dip because of loss of traffic.

Mr Botha warned that if increases were delayed until the middle of next year there would probably be justification for claiming 20 percent increases.

• The possibility is strong that the Minister of Finance may decide to tax married women separately from the start of the 1976-77 tax year, next March.

The Government knows it was pointed out by authorities in Pretoria yesterday that the strong lure to attract women back onto the labour market would be the benefits of separate taxation.

In South Africa only 38 percent of married women are economically active.

• Irvin and Johnson is cutting back on prices of frozen fish and vegetables, and has challenged other frozen food manufacturers to do the same.

A spokesman for the firm in Durban said yesterday that special offers of frozen vegetables and fish were being made through retailers. He said the company had also decided to market a range of frozen peas, beans, cauliflower and Brussels sprouts at approximately 30 percent lower than the planned price.

• Mr Jean Basset, marketing manager of Irvin and Johnson Cape Town, said the lower prices were made possible by better crops and new techniques in production.

The most economic methods of packaging were also being used.

• Table Top's marketing manager, Mr. Collin Colister, confirmed yesterday that his company had taken up the challenge and reduced prices.

• Representatives of the motor industry, met the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. J C Heunis, yesterday to discuss an increase in motor vehicle prices.

• The Trade Union Council of South Africa yesterday assured its 210,000 members that during the next six months it would see that commerce and industry stuck to the price restraint undertaking incorporated in the Government's anti-inflation programme.

Further reports, Pages 5 and 7.
Roelofse unhappy with pact

MR. EUGENE ROELOFSE, former director of the Coordinating Consumer Council, has called the Government's programme to fight inflation a "very disappointing document".

Speaking from his home in Johannesburg last night, Mr. Roelofse said: "Everybody seems to have shouted, 'Hip, hip, hurray' for the newly announced programme but I regret that I am the odd man out.

"There has been so much ballyhoo about it that few people seem to have realised that the declaration says nothing about a possible shake-up in the Price Control Department.

"It also says nothing about the re-marketing of old stocks and about firms who are known to be reaping extra windfalls out of inflation because of the stocks they are carrying," he said.

Mr. Roelofse said he had seen two invoices, where an item, priced out at R35 on the day devaluation was announced was charged out at R76 the following day.

"I presume the firm concerned is a member of one of the organisations that upheld the Reins pact," he said.

"The ordinary consumer is going to be looking for a whole lot more than the mere price, patriotic and domesticate terminology which in fact is what the Reins pact amounts to," Mr. Roelofse added.
The road to Hell

Unfortunately most of the good intentions in Tuesday's Social Contract are irrelevant to the rate of inflation. And if they deflect attention away from its real cause, which is unsound government finance, they could be downright dangerous.

No doubt the anti-inflation Manifesto is a politician's delight. Its 70-odd proposals will provide plenty of scapegoats for those who seek to shift the blame for inflation away from the real villains - the Cabinet and Reserve Bank - and onto the shoulders of businessmen and their employees.

But as far as effectively fighting inflation is concerned, its 28 pages of vague promises, evasive commitments and lack of new ideas may well prove to be not worth the paper they are written on.

Certainly it is no mean achievement for the heads of 25 diverse private and public sector organisations to agree on any wide-ranging wage-price policy package. All credit to them for that. But in the final analysis, its success will be judged not by the degree of consensus achieved on Tuesday but by the rate of inflation next year. What with devaluation and the government's explosive borrowing requirements, that will almost certainly remain up in the stratosphere of double digits.

The cornerstones of the programme are firstly, the commitment by some upper and middle income workers to limit wage demands for the next six months (see box on next page), and secondly, the promise by some firms earning more than 15% on total capital before tax and interest (whatever that may mean) to pass on only 70% of "unavoidable" cost increases (what then is an avoidable cost) and how much of that may be passed on? 100% or 0%? in the form of higher prices.

Since simple arithmetic shows that these constraints are not likely to have much of a direct effect on the rate at which costs and prices are rising, presumably it is hoped that the main impact will be psychological, ie there will be a dampening of inflationary expectations.

But since inflationary expectations are likely to be as high as ever in six months' time, the programme may well have merely bought time at the cost of disturbing the whole fabric of private business.

- Cost-rising factors already in the economy are going to send prices soaring sooner or later. A petrol price shock is around the corner and the overall inflationary effects of devaluation have still to take their toll. Hefty jumps in rail fares are also on the cards.

- Voluntary restraint (or a compulsory wage and price freeze for that matter) is not in itself a change in expectations. It is merely an acquiescence in the postponement of those expectations.

Though the Manifesto lays down that neither workers nor firms may recoup their sacrifices after the end of the six-month restraint period, how on earth will anyone be able to determine the motives behind each fraction of a price increase or wage demand after next March? Or is the government's intention to extend the programme after then?

Many companies are already seriously under-capitalised. Long term loans at reasonable rates are difficult to come by, and Hollard Street is in the doldrums. Quite rightly the anti-inflation plan recognises that companies will have to finance more and more of their capital requirements from profits - government even undertakes to investigate tax incentives to help firms plough back more.

Yet incredibly, the same plan provides that 30% of almost all cost increases will have to be absorbed by profits, while no business (with a few exceptions) will be

DEAR BOSS,

In the past year, I have continued to make my contribution to this company and to the State. In the first instance I have worked hard and conscientiously, improving, at least to some degree, my productivity as my responsibilities have widened.

At the same time I have always responded to calls by management to cut down on costs when necessary. And it is with some pride that I look back on yet another year in which the company has, through good management and good sense, achieved its profit goal.

As to my contribution to the State, I have continued to pay my taxes, on income and on goods bought. I have even managed to save a little, have incurred no credit obligations - in short, though not without a struggle, have managed to live within my means.

I am most discouraged, therefore, that the State should think to penalise me, by suggesting that you limit what salary increase you intend for me this year as a reward for my labours, as part of a more-than-otherwise belated exercise to combat inflation.

I see no signs of the State having fulfilled its obligations to its citizens. It certainly has not lived within its means, its spending has been profligate, its debts unchecked. Where have been its efforts to increase productivity? I still cannot telephone a government department after 1600 nor can I pay my electricity account or telephone account after 15h30 (the offices are closed).

That we have grave inflation and that it must be controlled I don't deny. But must I and thousands like me be made scapegoats?

Your faithful employee
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allowed to post price increases "merely with the object of raising its level of profitability".

The curb on profits is of course likely to seriously damage corporate financial structures. Corporate credit ratings and companies' ability soundly to finance new investment will suffer. So will their ability to raise Black wages, particularly if a large part of their workforce is earning below PDL levels and thus not only

assessed at a level of decent wage hikes but also from a cost without then demanding more.

If we use an example to see how things stand, let's say the rate at which we have been doing things for another six months. Indeed, the restrictions on company profits could lead to a thousand different situations, but in this case, without the prospect of unlimited amounts of taxpayers' money to keep them in business.

Private enterprise and wage earners are being called on to make specific and hurtful sacrifices. Yet the real villain of the inflation piece - government - is hedging its commitments with any number of ifs, ands and buts. It will prune its spending "whenever possible", and then only spending "which bears no relation to productive capacity and infrastructure" (Is Defence then a candidate for major cuts? We doubt it.)

It will ensure that the money supply does not rise "excessively" in relation to GDP (even though it is helping it so to rise right now). It agrees merely "to give consideration" to the removal of infrastructure bottlenecks and to the establishment of capital spending priorities.

What does all this mean in terms of hard cash? Not much, judging by Pretoria's past record of pervasive finance and its refusal to commit itself to specifics now.

Another disappointment is the total lack of any meaningful or explicit commitment to better use of the country's labour resources. There is no sign in the programme that Pretoria has agreed to a sufficiently fast Black advancement in semi-skilled and skilled jobs. Indeed, a large number of the proposals dealing with labour are merely designed to communicate more effectively to businessmen existing government policies on immigration, Black training and productivity.

The curb on profits is of course likely to seriously damage corporate financial structures. Corporate credit ratings and companies' ability soundly to finance new investment will suffer. So will their ability to raise Black wages, particularly if a large part of their workforce is earning below PDL levels and thus not only

assessed at a level of decent wage hikes but also from a cost without then demanding more.

If we use an example to see how things stand, let's say the rate at which we have been doing things for another six months. Indeed, the restrictions on company profits could lead to a thousand different situations, but in this case, without the prospect of unlimited amounts of taxpayers' money to keep them in business.

Private enterprise and wage earners are being called on to make specific and hurtful sacrifices. Yet the real villain of the inflation piece - government - is hedging its commitments with any number of ifs, ands and buts. It will prune its spending "whenever possible", and then only spending "which bears no relation to productive capacity and infrastructure" (Is Defence then a candidate for major cuts? We doubt it.)

It will ensure that the money supply does not rise "excessively" in relation to GDP (even though it is helping it so to rise right now). It agrees merely "to give consideration" to the removal of infrastructure bottlenecks and to the establishment of capital spending priorities.

What does all this mean in terms of hard cash? Not much, judging by Pretoria's past record of pervasive finance and its refusal to commit itself to specifics now.

Another disappointment is the total lack of any meaningful or explicit commitment to better use of the country's labour resources. There is no sign in the programme that Pretoria has agreed to a sufficiently fast Black advancement in semi-skilled and skilled jobs. Indeed, a large number of the proposals dealing with labour are merely designed to communicate more effectively to businessmen existing government policies on immigration, Black training and productivity.

Workers are asked to build into wage demands, based on cost of living increases and negotiated after October 1, only 70% of the rise in the consumer price index from October 1-March 31 next year. Demands for increased pay based on productivity, supply and demand, etc., are unaffected.

All rises in the rate of inflation outside these six months can be claimed in full.

In practice, says Tuesday General Secretary Grobbelaar, the curbs will work like this. Assume a wage agreement comes up for annual renegotiation on January 1 next year and that the rise in the CPI is 10% from January to September and 4% from October to December 1975. The union would be entitled to claim the full 10% for the first nine months of the year and 2.8% for the last three months. In other words, instead of asking for a 14% increase, the union will be entitled to claim only 12.8% as Col compensation.

In addition, when the next wage settlement comes up in December 1976, workers can put in for only 70% of the Col increase between January and March, but for the total increase from March to December.

All workers below a still-to-be-determined Minimum Living Level are exempt from the curbs. The programme also makes no provision for those whose wage and salary increases are based on productivity, promotion, job reclassification, automatic annual reviews or blackmail. Nor are restrictions placed on improved fringe benefits.

Inflation will not be cured by price and wage curbs, nor by well-intended, but incredibly vague promises in a manifesto. Besides a tight money policy to shore up the balance of payments, and pave the way for sounder growth in 1977, what we need are immediate tax hikes to finance the yawning government deficits in a non-inflationary way, coupled with specific cuts in public spending and above all, an honest and realistic admission by our politicians that a drop in living standards over the next few months is both necessary and inevitable.
Apartheid wins again 10/10/75
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As far as Black labour is concerned, government's much-vaunted campaign against inflation is a non-event if ever there was one. If it goes down in SA's labour history at all (which is extremely doubtful), it will go down not for what it says, but for what it leaves out.

For example the trade unions undertake "to continue with the rationalisation of artisans' work," with "due regard" (predictably) to "the government's policy in regard to the labour structure.

No mention of scrapping the jobs colour bar, which shows these very same unions have by one means or another effectively written into dozens of industrial agreements, no mention of scrapping closed shop arrangements (in which both government and employers acquiesce), whose effect — and intention — is to keep Africans out of a large range of jobs, and no mention of allowing Africans to be trained as mechanics, say — which would do more to bring down the soaring cost of motor repairs than a hundred anti-inflation manifestos signed with much fanfare in Pretoria.

No mention of scrapping the untold number of restrictions which the unions still impose on the movement of Africans up the jobs ladder, thus creating artificial manpower shortages in many sectors of the economy and thereby pushing White wage rates way above the minima laid down in industrial agreements.

Nobly enough, the unions have agreed to exercise restraint in wage claims. But as far as the more productive use of African workers is concerned, one is left with the sneaking suspicion that the trade unions could happily sign the manifesto secure in the knowledge that nothing is really going to change any faster than n thirst when it comes to the jobs colour bar.

For its part, government solemnly promises that when unions and employers don't want to reclassify jobs, it will continuously "motivate" them to do so. No mention of whether or not government and the unions are going to scrap their own aversion to the employment of Africans as artisans in the Common Area.

The immediate abolition of this grossly unjust bar would do more to improve labour productivity in SA than a hundred conferences to "alert businessmen to the exact nature of productivity problems" organised by the NDMF or anyone else.

If the NDMF is going to hold a conference, perhaps it could invite the entire Cabinet and alert it to a few problems.

For example if large-scale systematic training of Africans as artisans is not going to start now, by the time the economy kicks up again there is simply not going to be the manpower to produce the goods to meet stepped-up demand — and a situation like that can send prices sky-high.

Furthermore, the exemptions were withdrawn if White workers 'were available at a lower wage'. But the "not condoning exploitation" policy?

How's that for an incentive to an industrialist — if he can be induced to go on a border area in the first place — to upgrade African workers and spend money on training them and increasing their productivity?

The Social Contract also says that government is "sympathetically disposed towards cases where additional Bantu labour is required in terms of the Environment Planning Act to replace Bantu labourers who are receiving training in the metropolitan training centres" But it then adds "any allocation of Bantu for this purpose will, however, be made on a purely temporary basis."

Government also "undertakes to review the existing procedures relating to the registration of Bantu labour with a view to the simplification of such procedures." As of Wednesday this week, the usually well informed PRO of Bantu Administration knew nothing about this and "would have to go into it."

As far as the training of Africans in the Common Area goes, the manifesto refers to the "good progress" being made with the private industrial training centres, and government and employer organisations undertake to "propel" their use amongst industrialists.

But as far as the development of a free and fully competitive labour market, or the free and fully productive use of SA's Black workers, is concerned, the Social Contract is not worth the paper it is written on.

Apartheid wins again.
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Viljoen ... Never mind, you can always go to a Border Area

But businessmen — and Black workers — should not despair. There's always a Haitus or a Border Area. Government undertakes to furnish information on the opportunities available to them in border areas for the introduction and utilisation of ad hoc training schemes for their workers. And it undertakes to tell them: "more promptly," what's more — about paragraph 11 of the White Paper on Decentralisation.

The manifesto proclaims that this paragraph deals with "exemptions", which will be considered by the government in cases of shortages of skilled labour in Border Areas so that Bantu may perform the advanced types of work which would otherwise have had to be done by other groups of the population.

What the manifesto does not mention, however, is that paragraph 11 also says that these exemptions will be granted on certain conditions workers of different "national groupy" may not be employed on the same level of work, separate facilities must be provided, Blacks cannot supervise Whites, there may be no displacement of White workers, and "in these Border Areas no Bantu apprentices will be trained."
Builders first for pay curb?

Labour Reporter
The Transvaal's 60,000 building workers—more than 10,000 of whom are well-paid Whites—could be the first to be called on for sacrifices in terms of the manifesto.

"We are looking into the possibility of applying the provisions of the manifesto," Mr. Z. L. Pretorius, director of the Witwatersrand Master Builders' Association, said today.

He was asked about the possibility of changes in automatic pay adjustments in line with the rise of the Consumer Price Index. Adjustments were due to be made next month.

Mr. J. Els, assistant general secretary of the Building Workers' Union, said his union had not yet taken a stand on the matter. He felt the November increase would not be affected.

Artisans in the Transvaal building industry were to receive a shilling-a-hour rise next month under a special provision of their latest agreement, thus in addition to the cost of living adjustment.

Meanwhile, three trade unions representing almost 60,000 workers are meeting employers at Port Elizabeth next week to start negotiations on a new industrial agreement to replace the one expiring next June.

The collective programme against inflation and its bearing on the new agreement will be thrashed out first.

It was also learnt today that arrangements have been made for a meeting on pay between the South African Society of Bank Officials and the Standard Bank and Barclays Bank.

The negotiations are not expected to affect normal notch increases due in January.
UNIONS TO DEMAND MORE

By Christopher Prophet

MANY trade unions are going ahead with wage increase demands in spite of the underlying of certain trade union organisations to recommend wage restraints in the months ahead. They feel many of their workers are living below the poverty datum line.

The South African Confederation of Labour and the Trades Union Council are to ask workers considering wage negotiations to take into account only 70 percent of the increase in the consumer price index.

Both organisations have made it clear that sections of the community have differing abilities to make sacrifices in the anti-inflation battle. It is upon this that many unions are to negotiate new wage claims.

This is in accordance with the national agreement by the Government, trade unions and employer groups, but it highlights that many feel unable to cope with rising costs and that they are unable to make ends meet on their present incomes.

The secretary of the Western Province Building Workers' Union, Mr. H. G. Simmons, said: 'Of course we are pushing for wage increases. Wouldn't you? All our unskilled workers are below the poverty datum line. Most get about $25 a week. They are unable to come out on this.'

Referring to the national agreement, he said: 'We never belonged to the Trades Union Council of South Africa. They cannot speak for the majority of workers. They are taking advantage of the fact that they are a registered organisation.'

Mr. L. A. Petersen, secretary of the Garment Workers' Union of the Western Province, said: 'We are negotiating at present for wage increases and are going ahead with our wage claims. We feel many of our workers are below the poverty datum line.'

He said the wages for his workers were 'marginally low' and the union would now go for fringe benefits more than ever.

The secretary of the Transvaal and Orange Workers' Union, Mr. D. C. Benade, said: 'We have just concluded a number of wage agreements, which are going to offset the period of restraint. We asked for increases commensurate with the consumer price index.'

He said: 'The agreements would last for a year and be fully supported by the Government's proposals to curb inflation.'

The secretary of the National Union of Distributive Workers, Mr. J. H. Aftman, said: 'We have got a promise of a wage board revision from the Minister of Labour for early next year. We hope it will be after the six-month period of restraint. Then we will be free to put forward motivated demands.'

The secretary of the Textile Workers' Industrial Union, Mr. G. Norman, said: 'Our union is affiliated with TUC. We have pledged our support to fight inflation. We want to see the end of inflation/contraction.'
Controls in SA failed miserably

By LEWIS JAMES
WASHINGTON - George Shultz, the US Secretary of State, was reminding the other day on his rather unconvincing, even to the extent that he had three separate Cabinet posts in the Nixon administration, he emerged with his personal and professional role is becoming even more important in the world, and I know you would fail.

I led a life on how bad the controls were. I think from this point of view, that a good man, I think that the controls were one of the most important and liberal American ambitions of the time is to agree on a point - starting with Richard Nixon's Phase One up through the oil price controls set to expire November 15, the experiment has done more good than bad.

But in retrospect, however, even the doubling of controls could be said to some extent, that the architects and administrateurs of the various controls were a considerable number. I could have still been up to my better self in 1971 late as 1975.

And it led to the problems, the problem of the controls and the other advisers in the 1971 period were relatively small. During the winter of 1974, inflation was averaging 5.2 percent (3.9 percent today) with unemployment edging up 6.5 percent (down 1.5 percent cent now). And the war, all of it, continued in the year to talk of a "peace dividend" was respectable.

But the summer of 1971 saw the White House looking as much as the 1972 election campaign as at economic indicators. And although gross would have been reduced by 7.2 percent annual rate, the 2.6 percent of that was nearly 90 days. Inflation was stopped by its tracks, and the prices of all retail prices and 5.7 percent, because raw materials had been consumed. Controls of prices. Prices of industrial commodities were almost flat.

Then, it was as a man on the lack of the tag. Phase Two set up a pay board to rule on wages in two steps. In a step up to a price board to administer price increases and the administration's sectors with the support of the public, and the trade unions had shown an agreement to increase wages and prices under the public support.

Phase Two lasted through 1976, and the index for the consumer price index to a four percent annual rate. In the meantime, prices of labor unions to "catch up" on an addendum, wholesale prices were rising near 7 percent by 1977, creating a wave of new gasoline prices and increases.

The note about the controls are ended by controls, as an increase in prices. More conservatives such as Shultz say, "never have a larger group complained that the controls were poorly advised."

What Shultz and his allies charge is that one can never control a complex industrial economy for very long, the longer one tries, the worse the economy does, and increased the competition for goods and services and the prices for the public support.

From January 1973, through December 1975, the index for consumer price index was 12 percent in a 12 percent per year.

The distortions of the oil embargo and subsequent OPEC price hikes have finally gone.

It is that the note about the controls are ended by controls, as an increase in prices. More conservatives such as Shultz say, "never have a larger group complained that the controls were poorly advised."

The British tried it too

By CLIFFORD GERMAN
LONDON - The map of Europe is littered with prices and controls, as a result of various shapes and sizes, and varying degrees of efficiency. Nearly every country has its own system of price and controls, and they are tailored to the country and the details vary from place to place, and from time to time.

But no student of the subject can complain about a lack of variety.

The table prices are to be found in countries which have traditionally taken care to avoid the risk of serious inflation. Germany and Switzerland, which have been particularly cautious, are the exceptions, as well as a few others, which have virtually no controls.

As an official German publication on the Federal Republic has learned the lesson of severe inflation, wages are not subject to controls, but employers are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The British Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

These countries have been subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The French Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

In Sweden, the control system is quite developed and the price stability is the main concern for the Swedish Government. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The Danish Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The Dutch Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The Belgian Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The French Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.

The Italian Government applies any necessary controls, but its record of tax increases and monetary policy is also quite good. The prices of food are not subject to controls, but they are supervised by "connected action" in wages. The rules of the employers, the federal and regional regulations.
Roelofse to attack inflation manifesto

Cape Times Chief Reporter

MR EUGENE ROELOFSE, former director of the Co-ordinating Consumer Council, is expected to deliver a "fighting" reply in a speech in Johannesburg tomorrow to statements that South Africans must accept an immediate lowering of their living standards.

The anti-inflation manifesto signed in Pretoria last week will be Mr Roelofse's theme, in an address to the Housewives' League of South Africa. He is expected to say that the public will require certain undertakings from the Government and from organized commerce and industry before it is prepared to reduce its present standard of living.

It is understood that Mr Roelofse will reply to a statement in Cape Town last week by Dr Jan Hupkes, assistant general manager of Federale Volksbeleggings Bekere.

Dr Hupkes was quoted as saying the public must be educated in the real purpose of devaluation which, was acceptance of an immediate lowering of living standards so as to obtain eventually higher standards than would have been the case if the rand had not been devalued.

Mr Roelofse is known to be dissatisfied with the Government's price-control system as well as with the role of the commercial branch of the CIB in protecting the public from exploitation. He has hinted that he will have a lot more to say about this tomorrow - as well as about areas of the South African economy in which he feels excessive profiteering is occurring at the expense of the man and woman in the street.

Curbs may have to stay longer

Cape Times Correspondent

PRETORIA — The Government may have to extend its six-month anti-inflation programme if it wants it to make a significant impact.

This is the view of a leading businessman who spoke yesterday.

Mr M D Marais, chairman of Union Steel Corporation and a director of more than 30 other companies, said yesterday that the full inflationary impact of the recent devaluations would probably not be felt till the second half of next year.

If after the end of the six-month period it could be seen that the programme had had the desired effect then the Government might appeal for further voluntary sacrifices if these were not forthcoming, it might have to impose new measures.

Manifesto backed

PRETORIA — The legal profession yesterday expressed full support for the collective campaign against inflation and appealed to attorneys to limit costs, wages and fees.

In a joint statement released here by the Association of Law Societies the presidents of the four provincial law societies said the anti-inflation campaign deserved the support of every attorney.

"The legal profession unhesitatingly supports the purpose of the declaration, despite its not having a part in the discussions which led to its issue," the statement said.

Another professional group not included in the signature to the manifesto, the South African Medical Association, had also expressed full support for the campaign — Sapa.
Blunt warning on growth of inflation

Michael Chester

Blunt warning was issued in Johannesburg today that inflation is likely to be even worse next year — even if there is fair success with the sweeping attack on prices under the inflation manifesto.

The warning came from men of senator and Dr Fred du Plessis, chairman of the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council.

He told business leaders at the annual Financial Mail investment conference:

"Taking into account the effect of devaluation, and even allowing for a fair measure of success in the anti-inflation campaign, the inflation rate will be higher during 1976 than in 1975."

Forecast

He forecast that the next three months should show signs of a slight decline in the rate of inflation, mainly as a result of success with the anti-inflation drive.

However, inevitable and unavoidable price increases were in the pipeline and would emerge early next year.

Price increases on capital goods from overseas and other imported items could not be ruled out because of the delayed impact of devaluation.

It was also likely that evidence of price increases would appear next month when the public drew near the end of the extraordinary period of voluntary price and wage constraints under the inflation manifesto.

Dangers

The danger was that in the absence of sufficient and comprehensive public commitment, the public would resume the habits of the past.

"I don’t want to be pessimistic but there are the realities," said Dr du Plessis.

All would depend on how well the Government managed to publicly reassure the public to avoid mistakes that had already been committed and whether the public did not make the mistakes which were the underlying cause of our inflation.
Warning on inflation battle-plan

Mercury Reporter

MARCATE — The implementation of the country's anti-inflationary programme had to be monitored carefully to ensure a balanced outcome, Mr. J. Melville Fels, president of the Association of Chambers of Commerce of South Africa (Assocom), said last night.

He warned that the economic machine which sustained and expanded the country's standard of living for all sections of the population was so delicately balanced that the dangers and risks of interference were as great as anywhere else on the continent.

Mr. Fels was giving his presidential address at the 73rd annual congress of Assocom.

He said the consequences of severe inflation and its correction could defeat all efforts to achieve economic goals.

"Production is set back, often very sharply, employment declines, unemployment, especially among Africans in a country like South Africa, rises and incomes are reduced."

"In the process, financial losses are incurred by individuals and families on a large scale and, sad to say, will be felt most severely by those least able to protect themselves."

Although, in a limited sense and for a limited time, controls could prevent this they were precisely what should be avoided.

"Our object is to achieve our economic goals within the framework of a free economy and not introduce a battery of controls in its place, abandoning the institutional framework of open, competitive markets in the process. At present there is no alternative to an anti-inflationary policy."

"That is why Assocom has pledged itself to support the Government's anti-inflation programme."

"No doubt there will be those who find fault with the programme, as one always can with any compromise formula which involves a balance of interests in the economy."

"But it is a programme which enjoys the full co-operation of the private sector in the economy and which — in the aftermath of devaluation — is required more urgently than ever before."

Mr. Fels said that Assocom intended to be active in promoting the image of private enterprise in the years ahead and would try to reduce the ignorance and misunderstanding upon which so much of the anti-business sentiment was based.
PREDICTION OF WORSE INFLATION

JOHANNESBURG — A blunt warning was issued here yesterday that inflation is likely to be even worse next year—even if there is fair success with the sweeping attack on prices under the new inflation manifesto.

The warning came from Dr. Fred du Plessis, chairman of Sembank and a prominent member of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council.

He told business leaders at the "Investment in 1976" conference: "Taking into account the effect of devaluation and even allowing for a fair measure of success in the anti-inflation campaign, the inflation rate will be higher during 1976 than in 1975."

He forecast that the next three months should show signs of a slight decline in the rate of inflation, mainly as a result of success with the anti-inflation drive.

However, inevitable and unavoidable price increases were in the pipeline and would emerge early next year.

Price increases on capital goods coming from overseas and other imported items could not be ruled out because of the delayed impact of devaluation.

It was likely that evidence of price increases would appear next March when the public drew near the end of the six-month period of voluntary price and wage restraints under the inflation manifesto.

The danger was that there might well be disillusionment about prices among the public who would then decide to withdraw their efforts in the anti-inflation programme. — (Sapa)
Inflation pact is ‘anaemic’

The former director of the South African Consumer Council, Mr Eugene Roelofse, today launched a hard-hitting attack on the Government's inflation manifesto — which he described as "nothing more than threadbare and anaemic."

During a talk to a meeting of the Housewives' League in Bedfordview, Mr Roelofse said the best that could be said of the pact was that it was sincere, polite and entirely offensive...

PROBLEMS

"The present document...is threadbare, anaemic and tries to be all things to all people. I would not be a bit surprised to learn that the whole idea was dreamed up by some public-relations consultant.

"If this is the best our leaders can do then we are in for some serious problems," he warned.

Mr Roelofse continued: "This well-meaning but patently woolly effort is hardly going to appease consumers faced with the stark reality of rising prices and pegged incomes, once all the ballyhoo has died down."

Mr Roelofse, who told Housewives' League members that he was standing before them as an individual consumer "and not a representative of a 100 percent State-subsidised organisation," said he did not have to obtain prior approval for his speech today.

OBJECTIVE

He stated that the first objective of the pact on inflation was to educate the "poor, ignorant" consumers.

"No doubt we will be urged to shop around, buy for cash and be more responisible, to be constructive and to co-operate.

"What's the bet we won't be told how to spot racketeers, con-men and price-jugglers, that we won't be told what the fair price for a TV set is, or why so few prosecutions for retail-price maintenance take place?"
New moves in inflation fight

Labour Reporter

Efforts are being made to join the forces of consumer interests and the entire labour movement in a plan to monitor the collective programme of action against inflation.

Hundreds of thousands of South Africans could be called on to implement the plan. Such a move would counter the big shortcoming of the manifesto — its lack of "teeth." It would also constitute the first joint action by the country's divided labour factions — the 210,000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa and the 150,000-strong Confederation of Labour.

The first suggestion of such a move came last month when the president of the confederation, Mr A J Nienwoudt, called for "much closer collaboration between Tucsa and the Confederation and other associations in the fight against inflation."

He suggested combined planning to ensure the success of the collective programme against inflation by "playing policeman" to see that the other side contributed its part.

Nine days ago, Mr S C "Nelis" Botha, the railway union leader, said all trade unions should join forces to expose malpractices and breaches of faith.

This week, Tucsa announced that "some planned developments in which the full-trade union movement will play a leading role will be brought to fruition in the near future."

The announcement came in a circular explaining the manifesto to all Tucsa unions.

Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of Tucsa, declined to elaborate. "All I can say at this stage is that something big is afoot," he said.

But in previous statements reported by The Star, Mr Grobbelaar made it clear that a public outcry against profiteers, backed up by a publicity campaign, would be the backbone of the manifesto.

Among other things, he said, Tucsa would call on its members to bring to its attention any breaches of the collective programme.
Manifesto is toothless, says Roelofse

JOHANNESBURG — A woolly, toothless politician's dream fit for a Robert Kirby satire is how Mr Eugene Roelofse yesterday described the recent inflation manifesto.

Former director of the Co-ordinating Consumer Council, Mr Roelofse was addressing the Housewives' League in Bedfordview.

The "threadbare, anaemic document" would hardly appease consumers faced with the stark reality of rising prices and pegged incomes once all the "ballyhoo" had died down, he said.

Mr Roelofse said that "not surprisingly, the first objective of the pact is to 'educate' us poor, ignorant consumers. No doubt we will be urged to 'shop around' to be 'more responsible', to buy for each - if we still have cash, that is - to be constructive' and to 'co-operate'. "

"But I'm willing to bet that we won't be told how to spot racketeers, conmen and price jugglers, that we won't be told what a fair price for a television set really is; that we won't be told the profits of oil companies, and that we won't be told why so few prosecutions for retail price maintenance contraventions take place."

The Government should also have promised:

- To expand the staff of the Registrar of Financial Institutions for steps to be taken against those who exceed the finance charge rates laid down by law on hire purchase transactions.
- To restructure the price control system.
- To let applications for price increases on controlled goods be heard in public.
- To let local manufacturers' applications for protective duties be heard in public.
- To allow supermarkets in black townships.
- To place all petrol in a national pool and ban advertising which exaggerated the differences between brands.
- To shake up the commercial branch of the police.
- The Motor Industries Federation should reduce the more than 200 models of cars being offered and put an end to the sale of complete assemblies to customers who only needed a small replacement part.
- The Federated Chamber of Industries should create a public rogues' gallery of shoddy and dangerous products.
- Assocom and the Händelshuis should sack any members found guilty of a second price control offence and formally object to renewing the trading licences of firms which make Blacks pay more for goods than Whites, Mr Roelofse said.
Curb price rises, says economist

Mercury Correspondent

THE MOST urgent challenge facing commerce and all other sectors of S.A.'s economic community in coming months was to contain price rises to the absolute minimum, Dr. P. J. Bickerdike, Economic Adviser to the Prime Minister said here yesterday, addressing the 4th annual congress of the Association of Chambers of Commerce (Assacona).

Dr. Bickerdike said only in this way could the disadvantages of devaluation be checked and the advantages exploited. Unbridled price increases would simply froth away the benefits of devaluation into the inflationary gap.

"The rate of price increases has decreased considerably since the third quarter of 1974 and this downward momentum will still exert pressure for some months."

He said the stimulating effect of devaluation on the demand for local products could easily be absorbed by the idle capacity in secondary industry.

"I am convinced that although sectors such as the oil and motor industries have been hard hit by recent overseas price increases and devaluation and that compensating price increases will have to be granted to them, our rate of price rises can be kept on a lower level than those of our trading partners without depressing unduly our development rate."

GOLD PRICE

Dr. Bickerdike said he was confident that the dramatic drop in the gold price a few weeks ago was no indication of future trends.

Another speaker Mr. P. R. Dolling, managing director of Barclays National Bank, said South Africa's financial institutions should operate...
MANIFESTO TO FIGHT INFLATION

NINE Cabinet Ministers met representatives of commerce, industry, agriculture and labour in Pretoria on October 7 to sign a "manifesto of firm undertakings... to launch a collective campaign against inflation."

The manifesto makes six main points and is reportedly augmented by a 28-page annexure which details proposals accepted by both the Government and the private sector as firm undertakings in the fight against inflation.

Groups earning at or below the minimum living levels are specifically excluded by the manifesto from those who will have to sacrifice earnings in the national interest.

The general principles signed at the meeting make the following points, reports the South African Press Association:

1. The present rate of inflation creates hardship for all and is a serious threat to the maintenance of social peace and the country's economic system.

2. Further positive steps should be taken to reduce inflation to an acceptable level.

3. Additional direct Government control should preferably be avoided and a country-wide programme pursued in which everyone makes "concrete contributions towards the battle against inflation."

4. The voluntary temporary sacrifices which will inevitably follow, will not jeopardise further economic progress and all sections will eventually reap positive benefits from their respective contributions.

5. Unanimous approval is given to the various steps set out in the annexure which have been recommended as a means of "launching a collective campaign against inflation."

6. The signatories commit themselves to full observance of all the undertakings and principles contained in the annexure to ensure their faithful implementation.

The manifesto advocates maximum voluntary wage and price restraint, a review of all Government spending, increased workers' training facilities to boost productivity and the introduction of a country-wide educational, publicity and information programme.

Training at all levels is to be increased. The Government, to increase productivity, undertakes to reclassify work and thus facilitate the upgrading of White workers and in some cases to replace them by Blacks.

All firms are to be asked to absorb 30 per cent of unavoidable cost increases. Only 70 per cent of these rises between October 1 and March 30 next year should be added as effective price increases.

Labour groups, in turn, undertake to recommend that only 70 per cent of the increase in the consumer price index be taken into account in wage and salary adjustments based on cost of living increases.

Businesses are to be told that no price increases may be made merely to raise profitability. Companies with profits before tax of less than 15 per cent may increase prices to bring them up to this level. Those whose profitability drops below 15 per cent because of the restraints may increase prices for the same reason.

Government measures include curbing State expenditure, maintaining price stability and avoiding the creation of money.
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**Municipal Finance**

Cut-back on debt

FM 17/10/75

Sharply rising costs, historically high interest rates, and the recently announced anti-inflation programme are causing municipalities numerous headaches. They are being forced to review expenditure programmes in general and capital projects in particular.

A number of municipalities scheduled to come to the market have already withdrawn, or intend withdrawing Germiston (R8m), Pinetown (R4m), Witbank (R3m), Uitenhage (R3.5m), Welkom (R2m), Pietersburg (R1.5m) among others. Alternatively, loan requirements have been scaled down. East London reduced its issue from R6m to R4m, Kempton Park (R8m-R7m), Alberton (R3m-R1m); Worcester (R3m-R2m).

And further cuts are planned — Johannesburg has indicated that its forthcoming loan may be reduced.

These moves reflect a determined attempt to pare non-essential expenditure. Germiston, for instance, has decided to postpone indefinitely the construction of its proposed new R14m civic centre. Alberton intends deferring the construction of non-income earning facilities, such as parks and sports grounds until next year. Cape Town has lopped R20m off the first draft of its 1976 capital budget, by delaying road-widening and other schemes. And Kempton Park hopes to save R1m by postponing the building of certain main road arteries, a branch library and municipal stalls.

Serious consideration is being given to revenue accounts, though pressure from ratepayers — following substantial rate increases over the past few years — has already ensured tight budgeting.

Johannesburg's Management Committee has requested all department heads to attempt at least a 10% saving on revenue expenditure. A 10% reduction in staff numbers — through natural wastage — is also being sought.

In Alberton budget estimates are being maintained despite the 18% increase in many costs as a result of devaluation. Kempton Park is clamping down on outstanding rates to improve its cash flow.

It is thus clear that the coming year will see tight finance in all areas of municipal affairs — and that ratepayers cannot expect much relief.
Staggering in the dark

Depression and inflation between them have shattered investor confidence. They have also shattered the pundigts' crystal balls.

If ever there were a need for a one-armed economist, it was at the FM's conference this week on Investment in 1976. On the one hand, things were bad but could improve. On the other, they were bad and might worsen.

It was a hazardous season for economic forecasting. The gold price has taken a hammering. The stock market is in retreat. Inflation mounts, the rand has suffered a hefty devaluation, bank liquid asset requirements have been tightened, and the world economy is taking longer than anticipated to recover (see previous story) from the worst depression since the 1930s.

In the circumstances, it would take a brave man to stick out his neck. Fortunately, there were several.

For Finance Minister Owen Horwood, who delivered the keynote address, negative thinking had reached unreasonable proportions. He had confidence in business cycles and was not alone. It was a theme repeatedly mentioned, most forcefully by Hambros Life chief executive Mark Weinberg. "Investment managers," he said, "are better for having lived through a depression."

On the SA scene, naturally enough, there was still contrariness particularly on the future of the gold price. As usual, Horwood was bullish. The recent IMF understanding gave new life to the monetary role of gold because official gold reserves would again become usable, being bought and sold by central banks among themselves and in the private market. If the metal were to be revalued at its present price in the private market, it would be "as would be logical under the new understanding," it would jump from 20% of official reserves in non-common countries to the official valuation, to 50%. The understanding would enhance its importance as a primary reserve asset, and make it more usable as such.

Horwood was supported by Rothschild's Robert Guy, chairman of the London Bullion Market, who considered it unlikely that gold would disappear for some considerable time from the international monetary scene.

It was essential, he argued, that for the IMF to be successful in its selling, it should also be successful in convincing buyers that sales will be conducted in such a manner as not to depress the price. Central banks would not buy if the price did not merit support, and the free market would not buy unless there were inflationary profits and bearish relationship to the ability to pay dividends. High gearing, viewed with favour four years ago, is viewed with extreme caution these days as spiralling interest rates have knocked returns on capital employed. And instead of the "diminutive conjurers" who used to be in vogue, when cash in the bank was considered a sign of unaggressive management, analysts today seek a track record of management which actually knows the businesses it is running.

As for fixed interest investments, Weinberg held out little hope that lost fortunes would be recovered.

Nor did Sanbank's chairman, Fred du Plessis, rate new rates could hardly come down, he said, because of the vast sums needed for financing capital projects in the pipeline, and because the inflation rate (on which long-term interest rates largely depend) is likely to be higher next year. Further, a possible official policy action would be to restrict the rise in interest rates at the risk of causing a new issue to fall, which would in turn strengthen investor anticipation that rates would rise.

However, without a "very sharp rise in the gold price in the immediate future," he predicts a downturn in the industrial equity market which could take the RDM index from its current 193 to 150 and possibly lower, a decline which "should last at least until the second quarter of 1976, but could well last somewhat longer."

Should the gold price drop to below $128/oz for an extended period, the RDM index could fall to "well below" 150.

Adding to this gloom was Weinberg's reminder that in the UK equities had failed as a hedge against inflation.

However, investment criteria had radically changed and, provided the investor knew what to look for, he enjoyed a reasonable prospect of seeing his wealth restored.

The new criteria, though well known, are worth repeating. Earnings and PE ratios now take second place to dividend yields. The rising of the dividend payments - particularly once reported earnings are often backed by annual returns of 15% or 17% - has been the key to investment success.
ASSOCOM FEARS

Hard yardstick

The anti-inflation pact was endorsed by delegates at Assocom's congress in Mar-
gate this week. But they expressed some
reservations and made it clear they'll be
keeping a close watch on government to
see that it keeps its side of the bargain.

Assocom past president Lou Sher, for
instance, feared the restraint on firms
earning more than 15% on capital —
though only a guideline for the next six
months — could become a permanent
government yardstick which could send
some firms into bankruptcy overnight
and would be useless in attracting long-
term risk capital.

Durban's Gordon Bond centred
devaluation as smelling of panic, called
on government to be more frank and lay
facts, however unpleasant, before the
public instead of trying to gloss over
them. The lack of information about the
need for devaluation could only create
uncertainty and so strike at the heart of
the economy.

What was needed was sober assess-
ment instead of Finance Minister Owen
Horwood's complacency and even opti-
mism. Cracked Bond: If Horwood was
tight that devaluation was such a good
thing then "we can expect it regularly"

Secretary for Finance Gerald Browne
denied devaluation was either a panic
move or one of weakness, and said there
was still every reason for confidence in
gold. While it could be argued that
instead of devaluation there could have
been intensified import control or drastic
deflation, neither was reckoned the right
course.

As for inflation, he noted that though
the rate of increase had come down
markedly since the second half of last
year, it was still unacceptably high.
Government, he assured, would be stick-
ing to its undertakings to reduce it
further.

Assocom executive director Raymond
Parsons pointed out government's com-
mmitment was to consult wherever possible
in advance with the private sector. What
was needed, he said, was "more use of
the radar and far less of the rear view
mirror" in running the economy.
Weekend Argus Bureau
PORT ELIZABETH. — One of South Africa’s biggest trade unions — the powerful Motor Industry Employees’ Union — has agreed not to press for a new wage agreement until after the six-month period of the anti-inflation manifesto.

The National Industrial Council for the Motor Industry meeting which followed the annual congress of the Motor Industries Federation was adjourned late yesterday after the union and the employers’ association had agreed to a deferral of six months on wage talks.

However, the employers’ association agreed to an immediate 15 percent pay rise to labourers and some operatives in the trade.

This increase for lower paid workers follows hard on the heels of a 3c an hour increase which came into effect on September 1. It means that the workers will be getting nearly 25 percent more in pay.

The increase will come into effect as soon as it can be gazetted, probably in six weeks’ time.

In an interview, the president of the employers’ association, Mr E. J. Keevil, and the president of the employees’ union, Mr Clive Finnack, said both sides had agreed that it would be in the best interests of the motor trade and the country as a whole to wait six months before negotiating a new agreement.

‘At the same time we felt that those who are really feeling the pinch, living close to the breadline, should be given another increase,’ said Mr Keevil.
New car prices roll in

Five of the major motor manufacturers have announced their new car prices, following a decision by the Price Controller to allow a 10 percent increase.

The increase in the retail prices of motor cars were granted to the manufacturers to help compensate for the cost increases resulting from the devaluation on September 10th.

Prices have been announced by Alfa Romeo, Mazda, Wolseley, Volkswagen/Audi, and the commercial range of Chrysler.

Not all manufacturers have increased their prices by the maximum of 10 percent, and those who have not said that their present increases do not take into account the full effects of the devaluation, and that increases are likely in the future.

Following on the agreement between the manufacturers and the Government, the 10 percent maximum increase is effective until the middle of next year, and the manufacturers have undertaken to absorb up to 30 percent of the cost increases.

FURTHER IMPACT

Statements made by some of the manufacturers have said that they will not be passing on the full impact of the issues brought about by the devaluation to the consumer, but will address the Government in all its anti-inflationary measures.

Some manufacturers have been hesitant to announce their price increases, and are waiting to see what the general trend in increases is going to be. It is expected, however, that by the end of the month, they will have announced their increases.

Mazda and Volkswagen further stipulated that the price increases would only affect the 1976 models in the case of Volkswagen, and the new stock in the case of Mazda.
Greed fever
Union vice president Mr Sakkie Uys assesses
South Africa's latest anti-inflation project

The Argus Municipal Reporter
WORKERS' union official Mr Sakkie Uys speaks for 4000 people in Cape Town who have sacrificed a possible pay increase to help the national economy. And he says, "Greed will rule in South Africa - I don't think the industrialists are going to stick to the agreement."

Mr Uys is president of the City Council branch of the South African Association of Municipal Employees and national vice-president of the 45,000-strong union.

The agreement which disturbs him is the set of rules drawn up by the Government to elect public co-operation in a tough bout against inflation. The agreement was recently dismissed by consumers' advocate, Mr Eugene Roelofse as a toothless political dream more at home in satirical theatre.

Mr Uys and SAAME colleagues recently told the Cape Town City Council the association was working in a strange thing... But his working day is spent in the Electricity House office, where he checks their licensing section. Revenue has doubled since he took over, but it's a matter of productivity. "People say, "but don't think the answer is simply adding up for sales..."

He believes workers are getting the blind eye. A strange thing has been happening in this regard. "Whenever anyone talks about wage increases, costs go up immediately. And I wouldn't see industry facing the knock." The big boys... "We must prove industrialists are going to do the right thing at the same as the workers. But I'm glad the industrialists have to go to..."

Mr Uys, of course, will be no fault of the country's workers. They have shown they are trying to help. We thought if we show the Government that we were willing to go along, perhaps they could force the big boys to follow. "Somebody must take the lead. We are willing to help, but the other side must do its bit.

"As they wish..."
By law workers are forbidden to strike and must put claims and grievances through arbitrators. But there is no arbitration, industrialists have to go to, if they want to put up costs. They do it just as they wish. That's why I say, the only thing that happens is the rising cost of living or inflation that the worker suffers.

SAAME has agreed to restate the position of Cape Town's White municipal employees in March next year. This year, in January, they received 10 percent of their average 17 percent claim from the City Council. SERIOUSLY... But even that improvement, says Mr Uys, may just matched the pace of inflation and costs. Mr Jack, a salary retention will be decided in the municipal. We will have to think very seriously then, because the workers cannot be expected just to sit back in the face of all this and say, "We have to take it."

But he is satisfied that the City Council will take this into account. In its structure. "In that we can probably put everything right. We are confident that we will get things right..."

...there is no arbitration industrialists have to go to if they want to put up costs. They do it just as they wish."
Plan to bolster private enterprise

BY CLIVE EMON

The subject will be the future of capitalism and the role of enterprise system, but the pupils will be the Government, consumers, business and even old children.

The talks centered on the vagaries of government at all levels, consumers and businessmen themselves, and school children, was the need to promote economic liberalism as a key to the survival of the capitalist system.

Mr Parsons said discussions at the recent International Chamber of Commerce Congress in Madrid related closely to the relationships and balance of power between governments, private enterprise, trade unions and the general public.

The talks centered on how private enterprise could come to terms with the mixed economy of today and still retain a positive role in the economic system.

It was established that there had been no satisfactory alternative to the market economy and emphasised that profits were fundamental to social progress.

Mr Parsons said acute inflation had led people to question the system. The result has been that the case for capitalism has largely gone by default. Hence the need for a long-term educative project for all.

Mr Parsons is to spend the next few weeks addressing Chambers of Commerce around the country on the Government's plan to fight inflation. He will also gauge the effectiveness of the campaign so far.

He declined yesterday to list the proposals, he will be outlining during his tour.
Wage, price restraints can work, says Cloete

JOHANNESBURG - Wage and price restraints could work: that is the opinion of Dr Johan Cloete, chief economist of Barclays National Bank Ltd, writing in the latest issue of Barclays Business Brief.

Dr Cloete argues that if the South African economy is to derive any benefit from devaluation, then the inflationary effects of the devaluation will have to be effectively counteracted.

"Strict control over the money supply must be an essential part of any such anti-inflationary action, and this presupposes, in particular, that the Government should keep its money creation through the banking system down as much as possible," he says. "No anti-inflationary policy will be effective if there is too much money around, which people can only spend. However, it seems that the wage and price restraints which the Government has now introduced also have an important - and perhaps even the most important - part to play in the efforts that are being made to contain the inflation.

"If Government policy could operate to hold back wage and price increases directly, then the inflation rate could be brought down without the need to create a large amount of unemployment first.

"The application of wage and price restraints will mean, of course, that we will still be called upon to give up part of our claims on the domestic product, as well as on products from overseas, and hence give up part of our standard of living - in the same way as a restrictive monetary policy would operate to reduce our demands for and force us to cut back on our consumption of goods and services," says Dr Cloete.

"But wage- and price restraint is a reduction in living standards that is controllable. Nobody needs to lose his or her job, and no employer needs to go out of business," he says. "It will be the case with the application of an anti-inflationary monetary policy which first causes unemployment and business cut-downs, and only then brings down prices.

"Wage and prices policy, the adjustment need not be via unemployment and a cut-back in output; prices, or the rate at which prices are increased, are influenced first and directly, and therefore we need to go through the painful process of having to bring them, and to keep employers and employees to the guidelines laid down, or because the controls over prices and incomes have not been accompanied by adequate controls also over increases in the money supply and in government expenditure.

"Wage and price restraints, will, of course not be effective if the Government and the banking system are left free to increase the money supply at excessive rates." - DDC.
That one of the more interesting things to do with the Anti-Inflation Manifesto is to compare it in its final form with earlier drafts — to see what got left out along the way?

One draft listed "the education, training and employment of Blacks in more skilled occupations in White areas" as an item requiring "further attention" by the public and private sectors. It also referred to "attempting to remove any legal or social impediments in the way of more productive use of Black labour in better paid jobs in these areas".

Neither of these key points was specified in the manifesto finally adopted, whose section on African labour is another pipe-dream about Bantuans and border areas.
Taking inflation by the tail

THE DEVALUATION of the rand announced by the Minister of Finance, Senator Horwood, on Sunday, September 21, is now history, but four vital facts must now be stated.

They are that:
- The economic circumstances against which the Government took its decision were in large part due to its mismanagement of the economy.
- There were other courses of action apart from devaluation available to the Government.
- The devaluation will cause the price of primary products to increase.
- The immediate result will be a reduction in living standards of substantial proportions for all races, even if the hope is that it will prove to be temporary.

This Government, by its failure to exercise self-discipline in its own expenditure, produced the situation in which we, as a country, were living beyond our means and the day of reckoning had come. On Sunday, September 20.

The tragedy is that the 25 million of us and the tragedy is that it is the policy of this Government to refuse to turn to the only possible source of the manifold riches of our land, and thereby restrict what is available to us.

Campaign

As the aftermath of devaluation, it must be realized that all of us will have to work harder and sell more of our country's produce to try to get back to where we were, or merely avoid our country's economy from the brink of inflation.

The Government has now sponsored a voluntary campaign against inflation. It is overdue, since we are a disease from which no one is immune. We all must cooperate and support the plan, we believe that it is a war which the Government is not prepared to tackle the root causes of the problem.

If we fail to win the struggle against it, inflation will severely undermine the wealth and the standards of living for Black and White as well as for Brown hopes for an enduring prosperity.

A plan for prosperity

Mr Harry Schwarz, MP, and Mr Gordon Waddell, MP, spokesmen on Finance for the Progressive-Reform Party, and leading businessmen, in private, analyse the Government's devaluation move and offer a seven-point plan for recovery from inflationary ills.

(1) Abolish the policy of separate economic development and decentralization, where it is based on ideology.
(2) Conduct campaigns to save fuel, to minimize non-essential imports (encourage the public until they all South Africans) and prevent exploitation.
(3) If these seven steps are taken, then immediately, resources would be released for the purposes we set out below, which, in turn, would increase the momentum of our economy.

Naturally we appreciate the R5.5 billion which was made available at one hit, but the point is that in time, with the continuing savings from cutting back on current expenditures, now and in the future, it would be more than sufficient to present what we set out below.

Education

The Government should apply the resources thus made available to:
- (a) Give free compulsory education to all, at a cost of about R15 million for salaries and R40 million for classroon costs.
- (b) Provide basic housing units for the poor.
- (c) Provide facilities for technical education, and training for substantially expenditure on social welfare services for White Black and Brown South Africans.

To finance a housing programme for the construction of 100,000 basic housing units a year. The programme has been reduced to a cost of R100 million.

The list is by no means comprehensive, but it goes to the heart of increasing our productivity, which expand so will our economy's tax for the dismantling of the multitude of other barriers which have become so natural, others will fall away naturally.

Conventionally, the Government does not propose a new programme, or one thing similar to it, it will be acting immediately and future detriment of all.
First shots fired in price war

Cape Times Reporter

WHAT promises to be one of the fiercest price-slaughtering wars in South African supermarket history today.

While the supermarket chains are busy loading up their gun racks with the world's worst cuts of meat, the Tyneside branches of Coop's, a well-known food wholesaler, are busy firing a salvo of heaving存在 fire at the other stores. Mr Khan, who runs the Tyneside outlet, said yesterday that he had sold 1,000 loaves of bread in the first hour of business.

"This is our way of showing them who's boss," Mr Khan said. "We're not going to sit idly by while they keep selling sliced loaves at the same price."

Mr Khan is not the only one with a gun. The other stores have theirs as well. The battlefield will be the bread and butter of the war, with the Tyneside outlet having the advantage in this battle.

Mr Raymond Ackerman, managing director of Pick 'n Pay, said all lines would be slashed in a hard-fighting price war. "This is to be a war with no holds barred," he said.

Last week, Checkers, who fired the first shots in the price war, announced they would be selling 100 loaves at cost. Grand Zebraats has also announced they would join the battle.
CITY PRICE-FREEZE FRENZY

FRANTIC activity was taking place behind the scenes today as supermarket heads worked out the details of their price war.

Some shoppers were disappointed on Monday to find goods still on sale at the old prices at branches of Pick 'n Pay and Grand Bazaar.

This was because there had been no time to change them since the heads of these chains decided to accept the challenge of Checkers—the group which started the price war.

Cuts are now being made daily at Pick 'n Pay branches and Grand Bazaars announce that although they have made some already, the main price cuts would come later this week.

Meanwhile, Checkers have announced they are freezing the prices of their own brand canned goods for at least six months, however much production costs go up.

And Checkers, Grand Bazaars and Pick 'n Pay have all succeeded in lowering the price of frozen chicken, although there were forecasts of a rise still before Christmas.

A spokesman for Pick 'n Pay said today they were cutting more prices as they went along.

A spokesman for Grand Bazaars said the public would have even more to gain if manufacturers joined in the price war.

"Many of them have no competition," he said, "and if their costs go up, because of increased petrol prices for instance, they pass it all on to the public."

Mr Larry Olivier, provincial general manager of Checkers in the Western Cape, said his firm had decided to freeze prices of their own brand tinned jams, fruit and vegetables for at least six months.
FOOD MANUFACTURERS are helping the supermarkets in their war against prices. Supermarket executives are trying this week to negotiate lower prices with suppliers so that further reductions can be made in the shops.

And a spokesman for Grand Bazaars said today: 'We are getting quite a lot of co-operation from all the people we have approached. So far Checkers and Pick 'n Pay, the two chains who began the price war, are the only ones with their new lower prices in force.'

Some prices have been reduced at Grand Bazaars, who entered the battle late on Monday. But the main ones are still to come. 'We stock about 30,000 items,' explained a spokesman. 'We have decided on price cuts for things important to the consumer. But it takes some time actually to change the price tickets on goods in 15 stores.'

It was only this morning that Pick 'n Pay had altered the tickets on a quarter of their range to be cut in price. 'But we are reducing more prices as we go along,' said a spokesman.

'Massive'

OK Bazaars, who decided yesterday to enter the price war, will have some prices reduced by tomorrow. 'But the whole impact of our campaign will come at the end of the week,' said regional manager Mr Carlo Pullini. 'It will be a massive operation.'

Mr Pullini said the OK price-cutting campaign would be carried on for as long as possible, to support the Government's anti-inflation manifesto. No time limit had been set.

The crunch will come at the end of the week, when thousands of people who have just received their monthly pay cheques do their shopping.

Volume

The price cuts mean the supermarkets will need a greater volume of trade to make up their losses.

A Grand Bazaars spokesman said: 'Without that I do not see that the price war can be carried on for very long.'

Both he and a spokesman for Checkers said they were disappointed to find the public thought the price cuts should be more than a few cents.

'I think that when they have seen how much these cuts of two or three cents an item reduce a big monthly shopping bill, housewives will appreciate their effect,' said a Checkers spokesman.

Two other firms said today they had been waging a war against high prices for years.

A spokesman for Ackerman's department store said, 'We have been selling some basic necessities, including milk and bread, at cost price for years.'

And Mr S. Khan, head of Robot Supermarkets, who have six branches in the non-White areas, said his policy had always been to sell as cheaply as possible.
Roelofse questions
R2-m consumer plan

KEMPTON PARK. — The Government's plan to spend R2-million on a publicity campaign to educate the consumer raised many questions, Mr Eugene Roelofse, the former chairman of the Consumers' Council, said last night.

'Judging from Press reports we ordinary consumers are indeed an uninformed, ignorant bunch of wustrels. Presumably few of us think before we spend money, few of us try to live within our means, few of us try to buy the best quality and few of us compare prices.'

He said Dr Lawrence McCrystal, the Chairman of the Government's Inflation Committee, should be well placed to broaden the consumers' minds.

CONSUMER LEADER

Dr McCrystal, an economist who is also director of the Grocery Manufacturers' Association, had an expert knowledge of the marketing policies of grocery manufacturers, he said.

However, he asked, 'Why did the powers-that-be, not appoint a consumer leader as chairman of the committee which is going to educate us consumers?'

Mr Roelofse said it was nonsense for the Association of Chambers of Commerce (Assocon) to suggest that there was a 'rising tide of anti-business sentiment.'

'The sentiment which is rising is an anti-exploitation sentiment, an anti-price-juggling sentiment and an anti-fiddle sentiment,' he said.

Referring to Assocon's plans to spend R100,000 per annum to educate the consumer on the free-enterprise system, Mr Roelofse said the consumer already knew its advantages and appreciated its benefits — Sapa.
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KONFERENSIE OOR "SOEKIG OF INFLASIE - DIE KRUIDENIERSBEDRYSF SOEK ANTWOORDE".

OPENINGSREDE GELEVER DEUR DIE SEKRETARIS VAN HANDEL, JOHANNESBURG, 29 OKTOBER 1975.

Mnr. die Voorsitter en Geërde Aanwesiges -

Ek verwelkom die geleentheid om u vanmeeë na nemen my Minister te kan toespreek by die aanvang van hierdie Konferensie wat u Vereniging belê het om die inflasieprobleem van Suid-Afrika onder die soeklig te stel.

En, laat my ook dadelik byvoeg, ek vind dit besonder paslik dat u Vereniging, waarby die verskillende ondernemings in ons land wat kruideniersware vervaardig, ingestakel is, 'n Konferensie van hierdie/...
bring oor stappe wat die kruideniersware bedryfstakke kan doen om die pryse van vervaardigde voedselsoorte binne redelike perke te hou.

This Conference is meeting at an almost unique time in the economic history of our country - a time when South Africa is experiencing a relatively low rate of economic growth, a downward trend in consumer expenditure, a fair degree of surplus productive capacity in manufacturing industry, a relative easing of the pressures on our available manpower resources and, by way of contrast to these conditions of relative slackness in the economy, a high rate of inflation which is a cause of deep concern to all sections of the community.

But, also in other respects, the Conference is meeting under somewhat/...

somewhat unique circumstances. Firstly, we have witnessed during the past year or more the emergence in South Africa of a strong wave of public resentment towards the constant wave of price increases which have so seriously eroded the purchasing power of our consumers. These feelings of resentment have, almost without exception, been accompanied by persistent accusations from the public that the problem of inflation is, in essence, a reflection of practices of greed and exploitation by the private entrepreneur at the expense of the consumer.

And, secondly, on a more positive note, we have experienced in recent times one of the most constructive examples of close co-operation between the Government and all private groups in the community in an effort to seek solutions to a problem of such national/...
national importance as our high rate of inflation.

The constant wave of price increases with which South Africa has been confronted in recent years has undoubtedly caused great hardships to the lower and middle income groups of our community. These people have suffered greatly under the impact of our high rate of inflation. And it is only natural, therefore, that they should be filled with deep resentment because they find themselves totally powerless in the struggle to maintain a reasonable standard of living at a time when they see their earnings being constantly eroded by price increases.

It would be entirely inequitable to dismiss these critical reactions on the part of our consumers as a mere reflection of prejudice on /their part towards the private entrepreneur in South Africa who, generally speaking, belong to the more prosperous section of the community/...
also essential in the broader national interest that we should progressively work towards a narrowing of the more extreme differences in the income levels and living standards of the various sections of the community. In fact, the Government is very conscious of this need and has already on various occasions expressed itself in favour of a progressive raising of the earnings and living standards of the lower income groups in the community, particularly if this could be achieved with some increases in their output levels and standards of productivity. In these circumstances it is only natural that wages and salaries should have risen more in real terms in recent years than increases in the consumer price index.

In terms of the Collective Programme of Action against Inflation the workers in our country have, of course, temporarily accepted the principle/...
omstandighede in ons land, alle seksies van die gemeenskap hulself liefst streng moet weerhou van die versoeking om die blaam vir ons inflasieprobleem aan die deur van ander groepe te werp. So 'n proses van rekruminasie en wedersydse beskuldigings kan slegs tot uiteindestlike gevoelens van vyandskap en vervreemding tussen die verskillende groepe in ons samelewing lei.

Die Regering het 'n dure plig om in sy pogings om oplossings vir ernstige vraagstukke te vind, noodwendig die belange van alle groepe van die gemeenskap deeglik in aanmerking te neem. En dit geld eweseer vir sy pogings om die inflasieprobleem te verlig. Hy sou beslis teen die breë landsbelang optree indien hy hierdie probleem sou probeer oplos deur middel van maatreëls wat die verbruiker se belange in alle opsigte bo dié van ons ondernemersgroepe sou plaas.

Hy/...
11.

aan bande gelê moet word in 'n poging om die verbruiker teen die ontberings van standhoudende prysetyings te beskerm, moet Suid-Afrika noodwendig sy huidige ekonomiese stelsel in so 'n mate omskep dat hy 'n sociaalisteise staat sal word.

In terms of the Collective Programme of Action against Inflation the signatories to this document have all accepted the principle that our problem of inflation is due to the action, or lack of action, of all sections of the community, and that this problem can, therefore, be relieved only by means of positive contributions and sacrifices on the part of all sections of the community. This philosophy of the Action Programme is also completely consistent with the views of many overseas experts of repute who in recent times have made a study of inflation as an international problem and who/...
13.

I want to reiterate that the Government has nothing against high income levels and high living standards as long as these good things of life are being fully earned by those enjoying them.

En, as ons nou meer in besonder kyk na die kruidenierswarebedryfskerke in ons land wat, soos ek reeds gesê het, verantwoordelik is vir die vervaardiging van so'n groot verskeidenheid van voedselprodukte wat alledaagse benodigdhede van die verbruiker verteenwoordig, dan is dit na my mening absoluut noodsaaklik dat die bestuurspersoneel van hierdie ondernemings onder die huidige inflasietoe-stande die grootste mate van verantwoordelike, beheersing en besigheidsvernuw aan die dag sal leë ten einde kostebesparings as die eerste prioriteit van hulle funksies te aanvaar, en om enige kostebesparings wat hulle in hulle ondernemings mag verwesenlik, tot voordeel van die verbruiker aan te wend.

Ek/...
15.

Dit is die natuurlikste ding in die wêreld vir hierdie ondernemers om, wanneer hulle met kostestygings te kampe kry, maar net eenvoudig hierdie kostestygings op iemand anders se skouers - en dit is die verbruiker - te wil afwetel solank hulle weet dat die verbruiker nie sonder hulle goedere of dienste kan klaarkom nie.

Maar hierdie soort van optrede is eintlik geen ware maatstaf van die betrokke ondernemer se besigheidsvernuif nie. 'n Veel meer betroubare aanduiding van die besigheidsbestuurder se bekwaamheid is sy vermoë om, wanneer hy met kostestygings in sy onderneming te kampe het, al sy deskundige kennis, ervaring en vernuuf aan te wend ten einde moontlike vorms van optrede te vind waarvolgens hy in staat sal wees om enige kostestygings waarnem hy te kampe mag kry, deur middel van besparings en groter doeltreffendheid in alle afdelings van sy onderneming se bedrywighede te neutraliseer.

However/...

16.

However, this is not solely the task of management in our business and industrial undertakings, but it is also a philosophy which should be purposely cultivated at all levels throughout each of these undertakings. And it is a philosophy that should be developed throughout our private sector by means of the introduction of positive management techniques and the positive motivation of workers at all levels.

When we now look more specifically at the role which our grocery manufacturers may be able to play in the national campaign against inflation, I would ask all these manufacturers please to consider carefully whether the time has not arrived for them to embark on a greater degree of standardisation and a reduction in the ranges of products which they supply to the consumer.

I know/...
17.

I know it is frequently being said that the manufacturer who wishes to retain his share of the market, must consistently introduce such innovations in his product ranges as will enable him to make available new products to the consumer. I also know that some of our dealers are equally at fault in the sense that they constantly demand new products from our manufacturers which they can offer to their customers in an attempt to maintain or to boost their sales. This is the inevitable result of our society's constant craving for progress, innovation and novelties which, more often than not, show a total disregard of the cost of these concepts to the community.

But I must seriously question the justifiability of this craving for constant change in the product ranges supplied by our grocery...

18.

grocery manufacturers at a time such as the present when the need for greater standardisation and longer production runs in our factories as a means of reducing unit costs has become a matter of prime national importance.

I suggest that this is a field in which the manufacturers and dealers in South Africa should now urgently join forces in order to convince the consumer that his constant craving for variety and diversity can be satisfied only at great cost to himself.

There are also two other fields of action in which substantial cost savings could, I believe, be attained by our grocery manufacturers as a positive contribution from their side towards our fight against inflation.

Firstly, I would suggest that they should resist the temptation of/...
of continuously using more expensive forms of wrapping and packa-
ging for their products merely in an attempt to satisfy the con-
sumer's constant craving for novelty and luxurious outward appearances. It is certainly regrettable that, at a time when the cost structure in the economy as a whole is continuously escalating, so much ex-
pensive materials should be used for the wrapping and packaging of various types of goods in this country merely in order to give brief feelings of inward satisfaction to the buyer after which these materials are usually thrown into the garbage bins of the house-
holder. I feel that these expensive forms of wrapping and packa-
ging could, in many cases, be dispensed with without in any way jeopardising the security of the contents of individual parcels and that the elimination of this wasteful application of expensive ma-
terials could result in substantial cost savings by the manufacturer and the/... 

20. 

and the dealer to the ultimate benefit of the consumer. I trust that this matter will likewise receive the serious attention of your Association.

Finally, I would ask our grocery manufacturers to look carefully into their advertising practices and to consider whether substantial cost savings could not be effected by the elimination of unneces-
sarily lavish and expensive forms of advertising.

I fully realise that advertising is an essential ingredient of our type of economic system. And I do not advocate the substantial curtailment or elimination of this form of sales promotion. But I do feel there is definitely scope for some restraint in the extent and the nature of the advertisements which frequently appear almost/...
almost in a monotonous sequence in our advertising media and which must contribute substantially to the distribution costs of our goods without necessarily bringing positive rewards to the advertisers in the form of increased turnovers and lower unit expenses.

I understand that the Grocery Manufacturers' Association has already actively pursued a number of projects designed to reduce the distribution costs of its members, such as the promotion of a closer understanding amongst its members of the *modus operandi* of the South African Railways; the analysis of off-loading problems at retail outlets; and, more recently, the launching of an in-depth study of the whole distribution function. I would also like to point out that the number of persons employed by the members of the Grocery Manufacturers' Association did not increase during the past year, whereas the volume of their turnovers increased by 6 to 7 per cent/...

22.

per cent which is indicative of a substantial productivity improve-
ment compared with the food manufacturing industry as a whole where employment rose by 3.75 per cent during the same period.

A substantial productivity improvement of this nature by all sectors of manufacturing industry will provide the best ultimate solu-
tion to our problem of inflation. However, as I have already poin-
ted out, I am certain that there is still scope for further produc-
tivity improvements amongst manufacturers in the grocery industry.

I trust that these manufacturers do their utmost, in collabo-
ration with the retailers, to keep the costs of groceries at the lowest possible levels. I am sure that there must still be many spheres in the chain of distribution from the manufacturer to the consumer which leave scope for rationalisation and cost savings to the/...
the ultimate benefit of the consumer.

On the other hand the consumer can also make a positive contribution towards the fight against inflation by spending judiciously and by satisfying his daily needs from those dealers which offer their goods at the lowest prices. By doing so, the consumer will be able to reap the full benefits of the competitive conditions created by our free enterprise economic system.

The annual sales of grocery articles in the country are estimated to amount to some R1 500 million which represents almost 30 per cent of all retail sales in South Africa. Of this amount the sales of members of the Grocery Manufacturers' Association alone account for almost R650 million per annum. It is clear, therefore, that a massive volume of goods which constitute day to day requirements of the ordinary householder, is represented at this Conference and if/...

and if this is at all an indication of the measure of concern with which the grocery industry is approaching the problem of inflation, then we have every reason to be optimistic about the results which will be achieved at this Conference.

We cannot win the battle against inflation if all of us merely adhere to practices which collectively have contributed towards this serious economic disease. President Ford, of the United States, has described inflation as a cancer of the economic body. And everybody knows that a disease of this nature in the human body cannot be cured without timeous and painful treatment. The same applies to the treatment of such a serious disease in the economic body. The American President has said that if the disease of inflation is not treated intelligently and in good time, the economies
of the Western World must inevitably die.

I trust that your discussions at this Conference will enable you to identify areas in which the grocery manufacturers can contribute in a more positive manner to the healing of this serious economic disease, and thus also to the restoration of the health, the stability and the strength of the South African economy.

ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AT THE REQUEST OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

PRETORIA.

29th October, 1975.
Action needed, says economist

People living in inflation syndrome

Dr. Lawrence McCrystal told the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants this at a conference in Durban yesterday.

While there had been previous bouts of inflation none had been so long as the present phase which started in 1966.

The course of annual price rises since then was: 1966 — 3.7 percent followed by 3.5 percent; 2.1 percent; 3.2 percent; 4.1 percent; in 1970; 5.7 percent; 6.5 percent; 9.5 percent; 11.6 percent last year and an estimated 14 percent this year.

Dr. McCrystal said inflation had not been as steep as or followed by the kind of collapse seen in the 1930s. It had been a process of attrition, where purchasing power was eroded.

Criticising the abandonment of conservative fiscal policies in South Africa he said that the 1971 budget was a fiasco, the effects of which the country was still trying to overcome.

This had been followed by a spending spree as the price of gold rose. Two other factors were the huge American deficit financing of the Vietnam war and efforts to demonetise gold.

Other contributors to inflation had been the Government’s aim of full employment and the agreement with the demands of trade unions for “more pay and less work.”

Dr. McCrystal said technological developments had slowed down but a large number of unproductive workers who expected annual rises were being employed.

There had been a decline in the rate of improvement in output of the worker as a result of improved technology and this meant that it could not be assumed that incomes should rise each year.

Pointing out that the inflation syndrome was deeply rooted in the fabric of society he said that short-term measures might help but would not eliminate the expectations bred in society.

These were that prices would rise, living standards increase, wages rise, full employment would be maintained.
Labour Reporter

The Government has set R125 a month as a poverty guideline in terms of the manifesto against inflation.

R125 is the income limit for workers who are not expected to make sacrifices under the manifesto.

The Trade Union Council of South Africa welcomed the figure — the first poverty guideline agreed by the State — as “what we have been striving for over many years.”

But a spokesman for the Department of Statistics stated: “This limit should not be interpreted as a poverty line or a minimum living level.”

He confirmed that all available studies on minimum levels had been referred to in arriving at the figure, but added: “It represents only a guideline in terms of the manifesto.”

RELEVANT

The guideline, regarding the application of the “minimum wage” in increments of wages, salaries and profits in a circular sent to signatories of the manifesto:

It refers to the relevant passage in the manifesto and goes on: “The limit for workers who are not expected to make a sacrifice in terms of the manifesto in respect of income in the campaign against inflation is set at R125 a month (including remuneration in kind, such as housing. . .).”

Mr. Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of the National Union of Textile Workers, said: “Now we must have an authoritative figure.”

“The discrepancies between poverty lines set by various institutions had been used by employer interests to exploit the trade unionists’ pressures for an adequate minimum income level.”

“No, we have a figure which — in spite of its limitations — we can use as a starting point in efforts to adequately reward the least skilled worker,” Mr. Grobbelaar added.
PERSVERKLARING DEUR DIE MINISTER VAN EKONOMISEE SAKE,
MNR. C. HEUNIS, OOR DIE ANTI-INFLASIE PUBLISITET- EN
OPVOEDINGSVELDTOG: 18H30 SATERDAG 1 NOVEMBER

"Ons gaan nie Suid-Afrika voeg by die lys van lande
wat deur inflasie lamgelê is nie", sê die Minister van
Ekonomiese Sake, mnr J C Heunis.

Hy sê die privaatsektor werk gesdriftig saam met
die regering in die stryd teen inflasie.

"Waar die Staat hom tot die volle implementering van
die gesamentlike manifes verbind het, is dit redelijk om te verwag
dat die privaatsektor as geheel dit ook doen - vir sukses teen
inflasie kan die stryd nie net in die hande van die amptelike
manifes-ondertekenaars geplaas word nie.

"Ek is bly om te kan noem dat die reaksie reeds op
hierdie stadium van beide manifes-ondertekenaars en ander
groepie wat hulle ook openliet die manifes-aegisinsels geskaar
het, vir my optimisties maak oor die krag van ons poging
teen inflasie.

"As deel van hierdie manifes is verklaar dat 'n
opvoedkundige en publisiteitsveldtog onderneem gaan
word. Aan die stuur van hierdie veldtog staan 'n komitee
wat in hoofsak die private sektor se denke verteenwoordig,
terwyl die Staat die fondse voorsien.

"Die komitee, onder die voorsitterskap van dr L P McCrystal,
het reeds met die organisasiewerk vir die veldtog begin en
sal bygestaan word deur 'n private firma, wat gespesialiseerde
reklame en publisiteit betref.

"Die veldtog sal bestaan uit 'n akieprogram waarin
aangedui gaan word wat elke sektor van die gemeenskap self
aan doen. Ons verwag dat die sakeman produksiwiteit gaan
bevorder en dat hulp hiermee verleen gaan word deur die Nasionale Produktiwiteitsinstituut en die Nasionale Ontwikkeling- en Bestuurstigting. Ek self gaan aan al die besturende direkteure van alle maatskappe in Suid-Afrika skryf om te sê wat van hulle verwag word. Die werkers van die land word gevra om die besture met hierdie produktiwiteitskampanje te help.

"Ons verwag ook van verbruikers om vermorsing in hul huise te verminder en om verstandig vir uitgawes te begroot sodat die land se inkomste so doeltreffend moontlik in die bevrediging van verbruikersbehoeftes gebruik word.

"In hierdie veldtog gaan ons u almal betrek -- deur u sosiale klubs, stads- en dorpsraade, vakbonds, beroepeliggings, handelsverenigings en verbruikersorganisaties. Ons gaan die pers, die radio, Televisie, bioskope, spesialistekomitees en gemeenskaplike gebruik om die boodskap aan u oor te dra. Medishoofde gaan Donderdag in Pretoria 'n openbare leentog van die opvoedkundige veldtog byvoon, wanneer verdere besonderhede verstrekk sal word.

"Was dit nie vir die basies gesonde ekonomie waarvoor ons almal so hard gewerk het nie, sou ons die uitwerking van inflasie veel kwazier geveel het as wat tans die geval is. Maar selfs die gesonde ekonomie kan net soveel dra, en maks meer nie. Ons moet dus nou, voordat inflasie 'n onbeheerbare monster word, ons ekonomie 'n blaaaskans gee van al die aanslae wat dit moes verduur.

"Weslae in die bestryding van inflasie gaan tot ons almal se voordeel wees -- vir huisvrou, deurdat dit makliker gaan word om gesinsuitgawes te hanteer; sakelui, deur dit makliker te maak om u besigheid te bestuur; en werkers, deur u te help om genoegsaam vir u gesinne te voorien. Hoe gouer ons inflasie kan klop losser kan ons die ekonomie weer tot sy volle potensiaal laat groei."

UITGEBRUK DEUR DIE DEPARTEMENT VAN INVULING TE VERSOEK VAN DIE MINISTRIE VAN EKONOMIESE SAAM.
PRETORIA 31.10.1975
Blacks and Whites in efficiency agency

PROBABLY the first management consultancy in South Africa to specialise in efficiency, productivity and assimilation of problems in areas of commerce and industry, where Blacks and Whites work together has opened in Cape Town.

Vic Maharaj, managing director of V. Maharaj Associates, says the anti-inflation manifesto demands improved productivity from all population groups.

"The manifesto raises the question that if Blacks are to receive more skilled training, does the environment provide for their entry into the economy?" says Mr Maharaj, an MBA graduate of the University of Cape Town.

"At the moment it doesn't, and this is where we come in: We are working on an interface to create change, which will satisfy the aspirations of Blacks, on the one hand, and rationalise this change for Whites on the other."
Inflation piles pressure on SA manufacturers

Ivan Philip

What are South Africa's manufacturers doing to fight inflation? Plenty, according to a leading maker of household appliances — and the figures seem to bear him out.

This is a story of struggle to absorb the increasing costs of labour, power and raw materials by devising more efficient means of production and distribution.

But the strain is beginning to tell, and prices must go up again soon before they reach a plateau.

For all that, price increases in these products have nowhere near matched the steep upward trend in the manufacturer's basic costs. The degree to which these costs have been absorbed by the company is impressive.

WASTAGE

'Said a company spokesman: "We have had to clean up our operation, cut down on labour and the wastage of raw materials. We even collect and sell waste paper."

"But South African industry is now working more efficiently than ever," he added. Again, the figures bear him out.

"We were spoiled in the past," he went on, "and we have wasted labour. Now we are spending a lot on training, but it will pay off."

But what about the facts behind this manufacturer's claims of greater efficiency?

But what has happened to the prices of the company's appliances in the same 24 years?

These are the increases in factory gate prices for

Starting in January 1973, before the oil crisis and the raw materials boom, the figures below represent the increases in costs of factory inputs up to mid-September — just prior to the devaluation

Wages and salaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of hours</th>
<th>Number employed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3 500 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6 000 kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Raw materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>12%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enamel raw materials</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiberglass</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon steel</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminaum</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

live of the most popular models in the range:

- Washing machine — up 33 percent
- Medium-size cooker — up 19 percent
- Medium refrigerator — up 16 percent
- Large freezer — up 12 percent
- Double-door refrigerator — up 10 percent

The units used for this comparison are of the same quality and capacity in each case.

SIMPLIFIED

Increased costs have been largely absorbed by greater working efficiency in the plant and by changes in design.

Components have been simplified and standardised throughout ranges. Another example of cost cutting has been the redesign of linings to reduce the man hours needed to fit them.

The company says that the biggest increase on the washing machine is accounted for by the number of imported parts in this model. One of these parts went up from seven dollars to $15 in a five-month period — before devaluation.

Since the 15 percent devaluation, the company has started a crash programme to substitute locally-made parts for imported wherever feasible.
warns on
Cape Times
wages

THE TRADE union commitment to the recent anti-inflation manifesto was "relatively meaningless," the Cape Employers' Association said in its latest newsletter to members.

The reason for this, according to the association, is that very few wage agreements fall due for renewal during the period covered by the manifesto.

"And even in the case of those that do, the 50 percent of the increase in the consumer price index is more than what a number of trade unions have settled for in the past."

The association said that the manifesto was therefore mainly a plea to employers for restraint in the matter of wages.

The only specific guideline in the manifesto was a statement that people with incomes below or equal to minimum living levels could not be expected to make further sacrifices.

The association suggested that employees who earned R25 a week or less should be given post-manifesto increases.
Mobeni strikers ‘scared’

Mercury Reporter

INTIMIDATION is keeping more than 500 workers from the Natal Cotton and Woollen Mills at Mobeni away from work, directors of the company say. About 600 blacks at the mill went on strike on Monday after they claimed 20 had been unjustly dismissed. All 600 were fired and told yesterday they could re-apply for their jobs. However only about 50 of the workers turned up.

"I know that 95 percent of them want to work, but intimidators are keeping them away," said Mr. B. Johnson, a director.

"We have observers out, and we know who the culprits are. They are standing in strategic positions and are keeping people away from work."

Mr. M. Dye, managing director, confirmed that only 50 workers had returned.

"They are drifting in slowly. We have employed about 40 new workers. If they don't come back we will just hire new workers." He was adamant the company would not give in to demands by the workers that the mill's new personnel manager be fired.
Anti-inflation manifesto
is a naive exercise

The past few years demonstrated that South African economists should not focus their attention purely on local factors when they consider the inflationary problem. Yet this is precisely what Government economic advisors are doing.

The anti-inflation manifesto is a naive exercise. It has little chance of success because of international money flows.

For instance, the devaluation — a highly inflationary move — came about because of overseas events. New money poured into the country on revaluation rumours. This, too, is inflationary because the inflow increases the country's money supply.

DOOMED

Arthur B Laffer, associate professor of economics, Chicago University Graduate School of Business, recently wrote in the Wall Street Journal that national attempts to hold prices are doomed to failure if world inflation continues.

Money can easily move across borders because of the close interrelationship of world financial markets.

Restrictive money policies at home will not work against inflation if the world money supply is growing.

Mr. Laffer's chart illustrates the close association between world inflation and money growth. The United States money supply, Eurodollar market exchange-rate fluctuations and cash supplies of other nations all contribute to this growth.

No man is an island. All attempts and proposals to counteract inflation in South Africa are unlikely to succeed unless world inflation is destroyed. NEIL BEHRMANN explains why money flows between countries are likely to frustrate any anti-inflation plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gold price Rand</th>
<th>Money supply % increase</th>
<th>Inflation % increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>28.87</td>
<td>+5.6</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>29.27</td>
<td>+7.3</td>
<td>+7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>+13.7</td>
<td>+7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>65.26</td>
<td>+23.1</td>
<td>+10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>108.31</td>
<td>+32.3</td>
<td>+14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975*</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>+12.2</td>
<td>+13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Denotes eight months ended August.

The growth of the world money supply — the domestic money supplies of 15 nations converted into dollars plus Eurodollar deposits — compared with the world inflation rate — also measured in dollars.
Mr. Laffer contends that other countries, rather than the United States, were the villains behind the expansive rise in world money over the past five years. He calculates that American money growth accounted for less than 25 percent of total world cash expansion during this period. Eurodollars were a more important source than United States domestic dollars, too—and in the past six years increased international money by as much as 20 percent.

Eurodollar growth moved in an opposite direction to domestic money supplies and tended to offset the actions of national monetary authorities.

Mr. Laffer concludes that inflation, a world-wide phenomenon, policies of individual countries are far less potent in the inflation fight, than is currently believed. South Africa is a prime example.

Huge Rise

The huge rise in the world's money supply and the inflation which followed in its wake encouraged the run into gold. Commodity prices boomed too.

The table shows what happened. Money poured into the country as gold revenue jumped. As the gold and foreign exchange reserves grew the money supply escalated and was followed by accelerating inflation.

Economic policy in 1972 aimed at "growth." Yet had the Central Bank attempted to cut the increase in money supply at the time, it is likely that it would have been unsuccessful.

For example, the Reserve Bank tried to neutralize the big cash inflow into the banking sector during the past few weeks. Yet regulation rumors are drawing cash into the country and the Central Bank's holding attempts are failing.

The banking system is awash with cash and short-term interest rates are falling despite the declared intention of the authorities to keep them high.

So again international flows are offsetting efforts against inflation.
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Workers homes lashed

Mercury Reporter

The 400 workers at the North Geelong Mills yesterday collected pay due to them at the factory and then dispersed until another meeting on Monday to discuss their next move.

The workers hope that the dispute will end yesterday; "we were told that we would be re-employed.

The stoppage has now lasted for two weeks.

A large number of police and security branch members were present at the factory when the workers arrived to collect their pay.

A security branch member with a video camera filmed workers and also a Mercury Reporter who was at the scene.
Article hits at manifesto

THE importance of the Government's anti-inflation manifesto should not be over-stressed, according to a leading article in the November edition of the Postal and Telegraph Herald, a monthly magazine published by the Postal and Telegraph Association of South Africa.

The plan set out in the manifesto, says the article, is "unfortunately nothing new and consequently not imaginative. "It is simply the same plan which was made known in June 1979 . . . and since that date very little has happened to inspire the ordinary man in the street to do his share. "With the exception of the salaries officials in the public sector who have already been disappointed since their demands were finally refused on August 17, 1979, when the Prime Minister made his radio speech, nothing further has happened with which we can go 'to the man in the street' and say 'Here is positive proof that it is the duty of every citizen to make sacrifices in the fight against inflation."

"We still find ourselves in the dark maze of planning—hoping that everything will go according to plan and that the inflation bug will turn up its toes at the end of six months and thereafter remain a thing of the past."

But, the article asks, what will happen at the end of six months? "Has so much progress been made in the planning that things will remain stable after that, or will there be a wild rush which will destroy everything which may, hopefully, have been achieved?"

"We are part of the wide world and . . . cannot throw up defences to keep us economically healthy in isolation. Imports and exports there will always be and we shall have to take account of world conditions and adjust ourselves to them."

CO-OPERATION

"Immediate action is necessary to obtain the co-operation of the ordinary man in the street, otherwise the plan will not be successful. We must get away from vague concepts and expectations — they do not inspire the masses."

"Long-term planning is absolutely essential but it should not be delayed; it should be combined with short-term action."

"Please, not too much stress should be laid on the so-called Manifesto. History has taught us that a manifesto is not always honoured and that there is very little that can be done about that."
Sacked biscuit workers taken back

Labour Correspondent

WESTON BISCUITS has reinstated the 16 African women workers sacked earlier this week and the company will hold talks with the Sweet Food and Allied Workers' Union, to which the women belong.

This was confirmed by Weston's managing director, Mr. Albert Yates, yesterday and by the union's general secretary, Mr. Shakes Sikhashane.

Both also confirmed that the women would be taken on in the same capacity as all other workers, except they would not be forced to do night work and would not have to work overtime if they did not want to.

Mr. Yates said the women had also been given an assurance there would be no victimisation resulting from their sackings.

He said he wanted to meet the union general secretary to thrash out a number of issues.

Mr. Sikhashane said one issue which the union would take up with the company was the question of night shift for women.

"We want them scrapped for all women workers," he said.

The women who have been reinstated were sacked on Monday. Management at Weston claimed this was due to their falling productivity as a group.

The women said they were sacked because they had refused to work 12-hour shifts on night work.
Pay claims of 10% are expected

Mercury Correspondent

PRETORIA — Senior Government officials expect an across-the-board increase in salaries and wages in the public sector of at least 10 percent from April next year.

The Government's total wage and salary bill for the State departments - including police, prisons and SADF personnel and provincial administrations - amounts to more than R1 800 million a year.

This means that if the minimum expectation of public servants is met by the Minister of Finance, Senator Horwood will have to make provision for an additional expenditure of R150 million in the 1976/77 budget.

The R150-million, according to economists, would be almost totally inflationary money as little if any increase in productivity could be expected from the public service.

Public sector workers got their last increases in July, 1974.

The Government, according to authorities in Pretoria, dare not delay increases beyond next April. To do so would be to risk an increase in the already disturbingly high resignation rate in the service.
Rand spent is a rand earned

David J Rees and Patrick Gardner, School of Economics, University of Cape Town:

Is the general public fully aware of the implications of the Annexure to the Anti-Inflation Manifesto?

The document states that organisations representing firms, wage earners and farmers will ask their members not to recover through price or wage increases more than 70% of the unavoidable costs incurred by them during the six months from October 1 1975.

For example, if costs (of firms and wage earners) rise by 10%, prices and wages will not be increased by more than 7%.

However, one person's expenditure is another person's income. A rand spent is also a rand earned. Bearing this in mind, consider the economy as comprising three sectors: private, government and foreign.

In equilibrium, total expenditure must equal total income. Thus we can say that: government expenditure (GE) + private expenditure (PE) = government revenue (GR) + private revenue (PR)

Then exports (X) must equal imports (M).

If GE + PE is greater than GR + PR then clearly X is less than M because elementary national accounting tells us that: GE + PE + X = GR + PR + M.

Suppose that PE rises by 10% in money terms. If PR rises by only 7% then one or more of the other variables must change for the identity to balance. GE and/or X must fall or GR and/or M must rise. In other words, a change in the relative amounts of PE and PR must be accompanied by a compensating change in one of the other variables.

In the present situation this can be achieved by a tighter fiscal policy. The government can increase GR, by raising taxes or the price of public services, or decrease GE by reducing expenditure.

The alternative is a fall in X and a rise in M, in other words a deterioration in the balance of payments situation (despite any advantages that may accrue from the recent devaluation).

We must choose our strategy. An improvement in the current account of the balance of payments can only be achieved by an increase in GR or a decrease in GE. This necessitates tightening belts. We must accept a lower standard of living until the economy has made the structural changes needed to ensure recovery.

If we won't accept this strategy, the only alternative is to continue to pile up debts abroad and hope for an improvement in the terms of trade and the price of gold. But the risk in following this is surely quite unjustifiable. We would be relying for our salvation on the thrift and savings of others and not on our own. In the present economic climate this is not the answer to our problems.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MEETING OF THE CONTINUATION COMMITTEE ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME OF ACTION AGAINST INFLATION ON 17 NOVEMBER 1975

PRESS STATEMENT ISSUED BY THE MINISTER OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

As I indicated in my address on the occasion of the signature of the Manifesto in connection with the Programme of Action against Inflation on 7 October 1975, a Continuation Committee was appointed to meet from time to time to review the progress made with the implementation of the Programme and to report thereon to the ministerial committee entrusted with the execution of the Programme.

The Continuation Committee met for the first time in Pretoria on 17 November 1975. On this occasion the representatives of both the private and public sectors reported fully on the progress already made by their respective organisations with the execution of the specific commitments which the latter entered into in terms of the Programme of Action.

According to the reports submitted by the respective representatives good co-operation is forthcoming on the part of all the signatories to the Manifesto and encouraging progress is being
made with the implementation of the Programme. Details of the steps already taken by the various sectors to give effect to the commitments entered into by them in terms of the Programme will be announced at an early date through the medium of the Publicity Committee.
ZULU LEADERS CALL BACK INQUIRY

NONGOMA — The Zulu Executive Council yesterday postponed an inquiry into corruption in the KwaZulu Public Service. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.

The council's decision was reached after leaders of two members of the KwaZulu Public Service addressed the inquiry. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.

The council's decision was reached after leaders of two members of the KwaZulu Public Service addressed the inquiry. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.

The council's decision was reached after leaders of two members of the KwaZulu Public Service addressed the inquiry. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.

The council's decision was reached after leaders of two members of the KwaZulu Public Service addressed the inquiry. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.

The council's decision was reached after leaders of two members of the KwaZulu Public Service addressed the inquiry. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.

The council's decision was reached after leaders of two members of the KwaZulu Public Service addressed the inquiry. The council has not yet decided when the inquiry will be held.
Those with a lot may get only a little

By JOHN LAMBE

The wage restraint agreed to by trade unions as their contribution to the anti-inflation programme may be extended to high-income employees. The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. C. H. Mein, confirmed yesterday that proposals for such a move were discussed this week by the special committee set up to monitor the progress of the anti-inflation campaign, but said no decision had been reached.

I understand it was proposed that:

- People earning more than R15 000 a year should be asked to go without a salary increase altogether during the six-month wage restraint period, October to March.
- Those earning between R12 000 and R15 000 should be asked to absorb three-quarters of the increase in the cost of living, by accepting a wage rise equivalent of only 25 per cent of the rise in the Consumer Price Index.
- Those earning between R9 000 and R12 000 should be asked to absorb half of the cost of living increase, by limiting their wage demands to 50 per cent of the rise in the CPI.

Pressure for these sacrifices to be extended to higher paid employees is said to have come from the trade union movement, which has committed itself to membership mainly of people earning below R9 000 a year. It is a wage to limit their wage demands to 70 per cent of the rise in the CPI, a "wage sacrifice" of 30 per cent.

The feeling among trade unionists is that it is only equitable that higher-paid workers, should make a proportionately greater sacrifice.

The committee, which represents the Government, employees and trade union leaders, is said to have been in favour of the proposals, but the final decision rests with the Government.
**Bonus boost for inflation**

Mercury

Correspondent

PRETORIA—Millions of rands in year-end and holiday bonuses will be paid to thousands of workers throughout commerce and industry and parts of the public sector during the next few weeks.

The bonuses will give a new thrust to the Christmas shopping spree and unhappily, according to economists, boost the country's inflation rate.

In February the Department of Inland Revenue will repay the 1969 savings levy plus interest—an amount of about R80 million.

It is expected that the bulk of this amount will be spent on settling accounts accumulated during the Christmas and New Year period.

Over the past 20 years, and particularly during the past decade with its acute shortage of skilled workers, the year-end bonus has been used increasingly by employers as a lure to fill vacant posts.

At the end of last month the 240,000 White and Black railway workers shared an amount of more than R25 million in holiday bonuses.

Nearly 100,000 workers in the country's building industry will get leave pay and bonuses totalling more than R13 million.

About 35,000 workers in the Transvaal furniture industry will share nearly R4 million.

In other industries, too, big pay-outs will be made before the industrial *shut-down* on December 15.
Labour union backs petrol price cuts

Labour Reporter
The 100,000-strong Confederation of Labour is sending a telegram to the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, to condemn efforts to stifle petrol price cutting.

"Why should there be such an outcry when a single petrol outlet in this vast country acts in the spirit of free enterprise," asked Mr Attie Nieuwoudt, president of the confederation.

"We welcome this breakthrough in a field which is notorious for its non-competitive, and inflation-fueling practices — from petrol price fixing right through to high repair bills and exorbitant prices for spare parts.

"That is why we are anxious to give the East Rand hypermarket every support at a time when all of the country is fighting to keep prices down.

"We only hope that others will follow this commendable example," he said.

Mr Nieuwoudt said the confederation's telegram to Mr Heunis would also express members' concern about the recently announced rise in short-term insurance premiums.

"We are not happy with the explanation given for the premium increases. We don't believe they are in the spirit of the manifesto against inflation," Mr Nieuwoudt said.
Longer work week to fight inflation

Cape Times 12/12/75
Staff Reporter

THE Murray and Stewart group of companies has introduced a 5½-day working week for all monthly paid staff members as the giant construction firm's contribution to South Africa's economic fight against inflation.

This was announced by the managing director, Mr D E Baker, in a press release yesterday.

The scheme was started at the head office in Cape Town and the more than 50 subsidiary companies throughout the country have been asked to follow suit.

Two reasons were advanced for the decision to introduce longer working hours. The first was that it would be anti-inflationary and the management of Murray and Stewart wanted to play an active part in the country's drive towards higher productivity. The longer hours would help in this respect, the release said.

The other reason was that the new scheme would bring white-collar workers in line with construction workers on all Murray and Stewart sites who already worked Saturdays and even on Sundays.

SURVIVAL

A Murray and Stewart spokesman had also said that such moves were not only anti-inflationary but essential to the survival of capitalism and freedom in the country.

"With Marxist states building up on our borders, it becomes imperative that we prove to labour forces as fast as possible that the individual is better off under a capitalist system than under any others yet devised.

"This can only be done by stepping up training, increasing productivity and giving them the chance to better themselves further."

12. Should there be more or fewer tests? Essays and tutorials exercised? General comment.
PROGRESS WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME OF ACTION AGAINST INFLATION

PRESS STATEMENT ISSUED BY THE MINISTER OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

The Honourable the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. J.C. Heunis, stated today that he was very pleased with the active support which the Collective Programme of Action Against Inflation had received from a large and fully representative section of private entrepreneurs and consumers in the country.

Positive evidence of this support had emerged not only during the first meeting on 17th November of the Continuation Committee of Government and private sector representatives which was appointed to review from time to time the progress made with the implementation of the Programme, but was also reflected in the press statement released a few days ago by the Publicity Group appointed in terms of the Programme.

The aforementioned statement which was published by certain sections of the press on 4th December, had referred to the action which had been taken by various sectors of commerce and industry in order to keep their costs and prices as low as possible.

Mr. Heunis added that, as Chairman of the Cabinet Committee which took the final decisions in respect of all important applications from price controlled firms for price increases, he had had lengthy discussions since the signature of the anti-inflation programme with industrial and commercial organisations/...
organisations about the applications for price increases they had submitted on behalf of their members and which were fully justified in terms of the relevant sections of the anti-inflation programme.

In the course of his discussions with them the majority of these organisations had agreed, as a further contribution from their side to the anti-inflation campaign, to abide by price increase awards which were substantially less than those to which they were entitled even in terms of a very conservative interpretation of the relevant terms of the Programme.

The Minister said that this applied particularly to his discussions with the motor manufacturing industry in respect of its application for increases in new motor vehicle prices, as well as his discussions with the oil companies about their application for increases in petrol prices.

Referring to the five main components of the Programme, Mr. Heunis said that a Publicity Committee had been constituted to supervise the implementation of the educational, publicity and information campaign which represented one of these five programme components. The Minister added that this Committee had employed the services of a private sector public relations organisation in order to disseminate, on a country wide basis, full information to the public about the reasons for, and the dangers of the problem of inflation, and to urge everybody within the limits of his or her own particular ability and circumstances to make a positive contribution towards the fight against inflation. The Committee, in conjunction/...
The Price Controller has also entered into arrangements with the importers/wholesalers of motor vehicles spare parts as well as with the local component manufacturers in order to ensure that their prices for spares will likewise be kept at reasonable levels in future.

As far as the retail distribution of vehicle spare parts is concerned, the Price Controller has entered into a firm agreement with the Motor Industries Federation and the Motor Chamber of the Afrikaans Handelsinstituut which are the representative bodies of garages in the country, in terms of which the latter's prices will not exceed the suggested maximum retail selling prices of the motor manufacturers and other suppliers of spare parts, while garages may also not increase their existing tariffs for repair work to vehicles without the approval of the Price Controller. However, if their cost structures should enable them to do so, garages would of course, be free - and indeed, would be expected by the Government to pursue this line of action - to reduce their selling prices for spares as well as their repair charges to the public.

I am confident that all the abovementioned arrangements will ensure that the prices of motor vehicle spares as well as motor vehicle repair charges will henceforth be kept at reasonable levels.

ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AT THE REQUEST OF THE MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

CAPE TOWN

10 December 1975
ADDRESS BY THE MINISTER OF FINANCE, SENATOR THE
HONOURABLE OWEN HORWOOD, AT THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP 100
COMPANIES BANQUET, JOHANNESBURG, 8 DECEMBER '75.

For Release: 20h00 on 8/12/75

It is appropriate on an occasion such as this to
reiterate the Government's commitment to private
enterprise as the basis of the South African economy.
Both on the broader philosophic ground of spreading
the economic power in our country, and on the more
pragmatic ground of securing the most efficient use
of our resources, the Government is convinced that
private competitive enterprise is the best foundation
for our economy.

Gedurende die afgelope jare is kritiek uitgespreek oor
toenemende Staatsdeelname in ekonomiese bedrywigheid
en bewerings van "kruipende sosialisme" is gehoor.
Myns insiens is hierdie kritiek oordreuwe. Daar was
altyd goeie redes vir die uitbreiding van hulle
bedrywighede deur die Staat of die openbare korporasies,
hoewel daar natuurlik meningsverskil kon wees oor die
geldigheid van hierdie redes. Ek kan u egter verzeker
dat 'n uitbreiding van aktiwiteite nie ligtelik aangepak
word nie. Voorts het die Departement van Nywerhede, op
aanbeveling van die Ekonomiese Adviesraad, masjinerie
daargestel vir oorlogspleging met die private sektor waar
'n Staatsdepartement of semi-Staatskorporasie na bewering
die terrein van die private sektor oortree.

'n Verbintenis tot private onderneming implisier eerder
vir die wensmotive, en is Minister van 'n- ansies het ek
die ............. 3/.
The Anti-Inflation Campaign

The collective campaign against inflation is consequently not aimed at profits as such, any more than it is aimed at wages and salaries. Since there still seems to be some misunderstanding about this, I should like to say something about the nature of the campaign.

The main thrust of the campaign is the promotion of productivity and efficiency and the elimination of waste. In the modern competitive world our economy must be fighting fit if we are to build the sort of South Africa that we should like to bequeath to our children. There can be no room for inefficiency or feather-bedding, whether in management in labour or in government. The penalty for failure here will be, not only further inflation, but a decline in our stock of values and, in due time, in our status as a nation.

As a more immediate measure against inflation, both the Government and the private sector felt that some action
on prices and wages was essential. But in South
Africa's situation price and wage freeze, such as has
been tried in some other countries (usually with little
or no success) does not seem to be the answer. First-
ly, in our open economy where imports of capital
equipment, raw materials and semi-finished prod-
ucts play such an important part, a price freeze which
takes no account of rising prices of imports is obviously
impracticable. Secondly, in our dynamic economy a
wage and price freeze would be unduly rigid and would
tend to stultify economic growth.

The collective campaign against inflation therefore
provides, not for a wage and price freeze, but for

moderation ...... 6/.

moderation and restraint in wage bargaining and price
fixing. The manifesto spells out guidelines to be
observed in this respect.

The success of the campaign will therefore have to be
judged, not on whether price and wage increases still
take place (as they must do) but on the moderation of
such increases. In this respect I have been greatly
encouraged by the spirit of co-operation and good faith
shown thus far, not only by organised agriculture,
mining, industry, commerce and labour but also by
individual firms and entrepreneurs.

The Government is also one of the partners in the
collective campaign and will rightly be expected to
play its part.

One .............. 7/.
One contribution from the Government side which has, I believe, received inadequate recognition is the fact that there has been no general increase in public service salaries and wages for the past eighteen months. In the spirit of the collective campaign, no general increase is contemplated at present. In this way the public service is, I believe, playing a decisive role in the campaign.

I must emphasise that the Government and, I believe, the public at large are placing the greatest reliance on the private sector to practise an equal measure of wage and salary restraint. I hope that the business sector will co-operate to the full in this important sphere of the .......... 8/.

- 8 -
the anti-inflation campaign.

Government Expenditure Policy

It is in respect of restraint on State expenditure in general, however, that the Government's contribution will be mainly judged. For the past several weeks the Government has been wrestling with this problem, and as Minister of Finance I fear I have had to play a part not at all in keeping with the generous spirit of the Christmas season which is fast approaching. Nevertheless, I must pay tribute to the co-operation and understanding of my Cabinet colleagues in this difficult and thankless task.

In passing I should like to say that there has been much irresponsible talk about Government over-spending in the past ............ 9/.
past few years. Between 1971 and 1974, for example while the gross domestic product increased by 61 per cent, total Government expenditure (on Revenue and Loan Account) rose by 65 per cent - not, I would have thought, a very serious degree of over-spending. But, furthermore, if defence expenditure is excluded - and who, in today's conditions, would question the Government's wisdom in stepping up defence expenditure - then the increase in all other State expenditure over the same period was 59 per cent, which is actually less than the increase in the gross domestic product. This, however, does not reduce either the need or the Government's determination, in present circumstances, to keep an even tighter rein on its expenditure.

It ................ 10/.

- 10 -

It is not easy to cut State expenditure, especially at short notice. One cannot simply turn off the tap. Salaries, wages, pensions and interest have to be paid, orders have been placed, contracts have been signed - often with escalation clauses to cover increased costs. Moreover, the Government cannot disregard the urgent requirements of the country for essential and costly infra-structure or the interests of industries largely dependent on Government orders.

With the increase in costs (other than salaries) since the current financial year began last April it is inevitable and indeed normal that few Government departments will be able to cut this year's expenditure below their budgeted amounts and that some will require additional money before the end of the financial year.

In ................ 11/.
In fact, Government departments requested a total net increase of 5 per cent above the amount originally budgeted for 1975/76. Their requests have, however, been severely pruned and the actual increase permitted will be very much less than that.

Confusion seems to have arisen in this connection because there was a considerable concentration of Government expenditure during the first half of this financial year, and fears have been expressed that, on this basis, expenditure over the whole year may be very much higher than originally budgeted. This, however, is definitely not the case; Departments will have to keep within their budgeted amounts and only the barest minimum ....... 12/.

minimum increases have been allowed where absolutely essential.

Even for the next financial year which begins in April 1976 it is not easy to cut expenditure, since inevitably many contractual commitments have been entered into far in advance. Nevertheless, the Treasury has had to be ruthless and even the most sacred cows have not been spared.

In putting forward their requests for funds for the financial year 1976/77 most Government departments have shown a realistic sense of moderation, but even these requests have been pruned by a total well in excess of R600 million.

The cuts in expenditure range over the whole field of Government activity. Important priority decisions are involved ......... 13/.
involved, and particular attention has been paid to those forms of spending which can reasonably and with the least disruption be reduced, eliminated or postponed. It is invicious to single out particular departments by name because the circumstances differ in each case, but I can tell you that in the case of six major departments the pruning has been of 9%, 12%, 12%, 16%, 21% and 22%.

The point I wish to stress is that total State expenditure will exceed the current year’s figure by a smaller percentage than the expected increase in prices and costs. In other words, what I am saying is that State expenditure in real terms will be reduced in the

coming 

coming financial year. In view of the many fixed commitments to which the Government is bound, and the cost escalations involved, this is no mean achievement, and I should again like to express my appreciation to my colleagues for their co-operation in this extremely difficult operation.

Non-Inflationary Financing of State Expenditure

The Government’s task does not end here. It is committed to financing its expenditures, as far as possible, from non-inflationary sources, that is, from current revenue and savings. I think this calls for a little explanation.

My budget of last March was designed, in the prevailing circumstances, to be moderately stimulatory. Because
the economy was in a phase of slower growth, a mild fiscal stimulation seemed appropriate. For this reason, rather than to increase taxation further, it seemed preferable to draw upon our accumulated surpluses and reserve funds to finance a portion of the budget. This policy undoubtedly helped to sustain the growth of the economy during recent months.

The comparative stagnation of the gold price up to August and its subsequent decline in September have led to a substantial fall in the revenue from gold mining taxation, so that the deficit to be financed from sources other than current revenue will be larger than originally expected. On the other hand, the prolongation ...

prolongation of the depression overseas, as well as the fall in the gold price, made our balance of payments more vulnerable. It is also desirable, with a view to countering an eventual re-emergence of demand inflation, to keep the money supply under control. For these reasons it is necessary at least to restrain the expansionary influence of the financing of State expenditure.

One method of doing this is by normal monetary policy measures, that is, by increasing the minimum liquid asset ratios of the banks. This the authorities have done twice—in August, and again after the devaluation in September. In August also the Bank Rate was raised to 8 1/2 per cent.
Last September the Government issued domestic loans on very favourable terms, to which, I am glad to say, there was a good response. The weekly issue of Treasury Bills has also been stepped up to record levels.

Further measures are desirable, however, to obtain additional loan funds for the Exchequer. Four steps are being taken with this object in view.

Firstly, as recently announced, the 10-year and 25-year Government loans issued in September have been re-opened and are still available to investors through the Public Debt Commissioners.

Secondly ........ 18/.

Secondly, as has also been announced, the Registrar of Building Societies has withdrawn his approval of investment by building societies in negotiable certificates of deposit issued by banks, and I am directing an appeal to the societies to divert the funds so made available to investments in the Government sector.

Thirdly, I have addressed a letter to every insurance company and pension fund in the country, asking each to invest, before the end of 1975 - that is, as a purely temporary measure - an additional 2 per cent of its liabilities or assets (as the case may be) in Government securities which will involve an amount of about R160 million. As pension funds and insurers are among the main sources of non-inflationary funds for the public sector, and as these institutions themselves have a

strong .......... 19/.
strong interest in the success of the fight against inflation, I hope for and expect a good response to this appeal.

Fourthly, I have authorised the issue of a new 4-year 8 1/4 per cent Government stock, which will be of especial interest to banks in their present liquid condition. The issue will, however, be open to all subscribers and will be made available through the Reserve Bank in amounts of not less than R100 000 as from tomorrow. I want to appeal to banks in particular to support this issue, which has the double attraction of carrying a relatively high interest rate and of becoming a liquid asset before the end of next year.

It ................ 20/.

It will remain open for approximately two weeks.

If these steps elicit the response for which I hope, then there is every chance that, despite the fall in State revenue, we shall be able to conclude this financial year without drawing upon our reserve funds for financing the Exchequer Account - and, what is more, we should have achieved this in a substantially non-inflationary manner.

I have tried to show that the Government is doing its part in the battle against inflation. In the long run, however, the future of our economy will depend far more upon what you, the private sector, can achieve in improving efficiency and productivity. I should like to express my appreciation to the Sunday Times for this annual event, which must help to stimulate interest in
this vitally important field. I also wish to congratulate those companies which have achieved the distinction of being in the Top 100; may their taxable incomes continue to increase in the years to come.

In conclusion, my message to you is one of good hope and a sure faith in the future for all South Africans. If we can, together, hold the line against the most intractable inflation the world has ever seen, and if we can keep our eyes riveted on raising efficiency at all levels, all the time, we shall rise above the challenges engendered by a current world depression worse than anything experienced since the Great Depression ...... 22/.

Depression of the early Thirties, sustain the soundness of our economic institutions, and raise the living standards of all sections of our growing population.

ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION AT THE REQUEST OF THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE.

PRETORIA. 3 December 1975.

UITGEREIK DEUR DIE DEPARTEMENT VAN INLIGTING OP VERSOEK VAN DIE MINISTERIE VAN FINANSIES.

PRETORIA. 8 December 1975.
Vir onmiddellijke vrystelling

PERSVERKLARING UITGEREIK DEUR SY EDELE J.C. HOUNIS,
MINISTER VAN EKONOMIËSE SAKE

VERGADERING VAN DIE VOORTSETTINGSKOMITEE INSAKE DIE
IMPLEMENTERING VAN DIE AKSIEPROGRAM TEEN INFLASIE

Tydens 'n vergadering op 8 Januarie 1976 in Pretoria het die ondertekenaars van die Manifes teen inflasie die verslae van die onderskeie samestellende lede bespreek en dit het uit die verslae en die besprekings wat daarop gevolg het, geblyk dat 'n aanmerklike mate van sukses met die veldtog behaal is deur die samewerking van die onderskeie samestellende organisasies, instellings, hul lede en die breë publik.

Daar was algemene eenstemmigheid dat, terwyl die uitwerking van die anti-inflasie veldtog op die koers van inflasie nie in terme van 'n spesifieke persentasie gemaak kan word nie, hierdie uitwerking soveel meer opmerklik sou genees het as dit nie was vir die inflacionistiese uitwerking wat die onvermydelike devaluasie van die rand op die korter termyn gehad het in

Daar was algemene ooreenstemming dat die program vir 'n verdere ses maande eindigende 30 September 1975 voortgesit behoort te word. Die ondertekenaars het onderneem dat hulle die omvang, aard en inhoud van die voortsettingsbepalings met hul samestellende organisasies sou bespreek.

Daar is ooreengekom dat gedetailleerde inligting so ver moontlik oor die openbare sektor se hydrae om die doelstelling van die veldtog te bevorder aan die breë publiek beskikbaar gemaak sal word met die oog op die verdere effektiewe toepassing van
die program.

Daar is 'n versoek gestel dat die Minister van Ekonomiese Sake die Konferensie van Redakteurs sal ontmoet om metodes vir verdere en noue samewerking tussen die komitee en die pers te bespreek. Daar is verder besluit dat gereelde perskonferensies gehou sal word.

Dit is noodsaaklik dat almal sal verstaan dat die program nie 'n algemene bevriesing van salarisse, lonne, pryse en winste behels nie.

Die Komitee wil herbeklemtoon dat die program redelike ruimte laat vir beperkte aanpassings in die loon- en prysstruktuur om die regmatige belange van alle sektore te beskerm, om onbillike opoffering deur bepaalde gedeeltes van die gemeenskap te vermy en om wanaampassinge in die volkshuishouding te voorkom.

Ek wil graag afsluit met 'n beroep op alle betrokkenes om net soos in die verlede saam te werk en te help om van die program 'n sukses te maak en om daardeur die noodsaaklikheid vir die instelling van ander waardëls te vermy.

'n Verdere vergadering van die Komitee sal op 12 Februari 1976 gehou word.

PRETORIA
8.1.1976
Our current world inflation started during the Second World War. It has now lasted for thirty years and has been quite relentless.

Professor Ludwig Lachmann, until recently senior research fellow in the Department of Economics at the University of the Witwatersrand, points out that during this period we find not a single year during which retail price indices were not higher than the year before.""This experience has affected our expectations. When we learn that the price of coal or milk has once again gone up, none of us expects to see it back at the old level during our lifetime.

"In former ages of inflation this was not so. It is a social fact which lends a unique character to the inflation of our age. It also helps to explain why it has by now become so difficult to stop it. It would be necessary to break these expectations before prices could become stable. Needless to say, this is no easy matter, nor can it happen now without causing economic and social shock."

"To be sure, there have always been periods of rising prices, but they were followed, and were expected to be followed, by periods of falling prices. Why, then, asks Professor Lachmann, has our experience been so different?"

Causes

In the first place, ever since World War II, governments have been pursuing policies of full employment and rapid economic growth. The 1950's and 1960's witnessed an unprecedented rapid increase in living standards, particularly in the industrialised countries. From this followed an accompanying improvement in education and in communications.

This served to raise the expectations of the working classes. According to Dr. Johan Cloete, chief economist of Barclays National Bank, "People generally, and hence also their governments, have come to regard security of employment and increases in living standards year by year not only as an inalienable right of every able-bodied member of society, but also as virtually automatic. Moreover, the working classes have come to believe that they are being deprived of their fair share of the total national cake and have become very much concerned that their share should be

"The present inflation is due to all people together trying to buy more than there is on the market and insisting that they be given enough money to enable them to buy at current prices what they expect to get. In this, they must always be disappointed by a new rise of prices caused by their demand, and the vicious circle can be broken only by people contenting themselves with a somewhat lower real buying power than that which they have been vainly chasing for so long."


CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF INFLATION

Dr. Johan Cloete, Barclays National Bank
increased.

Cloete notes that five important results have flowed from the heightened expectations of society as a whole and of the worker groups in particular.

Firstly, it has become an accepted social norm that no wage earner, for whatever good economic reason, need ever suffer a drop in his money wage. On the contrary, regular increases in wages have come to be the norm. The acceptance of this norm in the Western World has had far-reaching repercussions.

In the words of Professor Lachmann, "A world in which money wage rates can never fall is a world in which prices can never fall, since prices must at least cover costs – of which wages are the most important ingredient. Thus the market economy of the West has suffered a far-reaching curtailment of its capacity to respond to economic change."

Changes in relative price resulting from changes in taste or technology now have to take the form of increases of some prices, while the rest remains the same. (Normally, of course, some prices would rise and others fall.) The result is an increase in the general price level. Lachmann continues, "We are in a world in which, during boom periods excess demand makes prices rise, but during slumps excess supply can no longer drive them down. All economies obviously contain a strong bias towards permanent inflation.

Secondly, the rising expectations of workers and of the community in general, and their constant demand for further wage increases, has evoked a reaction on the part of employers in the form of constant price increases. "In fact," says Barclays' Cloete, "employers and employees have come to play a wage/price 'game.' Employers merely build provisions for wage and other cost increases into their budgets - allowing for a safety margin. Commissions prompt employees, for their part, to protect themselves from rising prices by including a substantial risk premium in their calculations. And so the process continues, with prices and wages going up to ever higher levels.

Thirdly, the removal of the fear of unemployment, coupled with the relatively easy way in which profits are made in a situation where governments operate to maintain high levels of demand in their economies, tends to affect adversely productivity and efficiency - both of employees and employers. This adds to costs and hence leads to further price increases.

Fourthly, it stands to reason that the rising expectations of countries throughout the world and the demands for higher wages and greater productivity to which such expectations give rise, must inevitably place increasing pressure on scarce resources of production - capital, management, materials and, of course, labour itself. It inevitably requires more and more effort (that is, it costs more and more) to provide the raw materials and capital resources needed to produce the ever larger product required.

"If," says Cloete, "we add to this the tremendous pressure exerted on productive resources and on raw materials by the war in Vietnam and by the 'cold war' in general, the sharp rise in prices of commodities and of industrial raw materials during the early 1970's is not at all surprising."

These price increases enter as rising costs into productive processes throughout the world and contribute materially towards continual cost push inflation.

Fifthly, in addition to the constant struggle for the available data that is taking place within countries, there is also a wider struggle - a struggle for a bigger share of the global product among different countries. According to Cloete, "This is basically a struggle between the 'have' and 'have-not' countries. The 'have-nots' are no longer satisfied with their relatively small share of the global product and, in an effort to redress the position more in their favour, they are using their political power to negotiate higher prices for the commodities that they produce and supply to the industrialised countries. The recent increase in the oil price is, of course, an example of this.

The industrialised countries, on the other hand, protect their share of the global product by continually raising the prices of the capital goods and industrial materials which they supply to the undeveloped countries - with inevitable inflationary consequences for the world as a whole.

Thus, the underlying causes of inflation are to be found in our socio-economic attitudes and in the way we organise our economic activities. The direct cause of the inflation of our times, however, is the excessive demand for goods and services and for the good things of life to which our attitudes and our actions have given rise.

Now, the fact that there is an excessive demand for goods and services will not in itself lead to inflation. "Indeed," says Cloete, "given our basic economic problem of scarce resources and of insatiable wants, we are always faced with a situation of excessive demand. It is only when additional money is provided to translate this excessive demand into actual demand and actual bargaining between different groups in the market place that we get inflation. In other words, there can be constant increases in wages, in costs and in prices only if there are corresponding increases in the money supply to finance these increases."

The political and moral obligation of governments to maintain full employment and to promote constantly rising living standards has led to deficit financing and to the creation of new money at a fast rate. This deficit financing, according to Cloete, is "undoubtedly one of the most important factors responsible for constantly pushing up inflation rates in Western economies.

"Through the credit process - that is, by borrowing from the banking system or by guaranteeing country loans - you have made possible for consumers, firms and government to obtain money - or purchasing power - in excess or ahead of their contribution to the total output of goods and services available in the market. It is this excess of money in relation to the available goods and services that has lead to price increases.

Inflation in South Africa

If these are the causes of inflation throughout the Western economy, then what specific form have they contributed to South Africa's current inflation rate of 12 per cent?

The huge rise in the world's money supply six years ago and the inflation which followed in its wake encouraged the run into gold. Figure 1 shows what happened - money poured into the country as the gold price jumped five-fold. This was followed by accelerating inflation.

---

**Figure 1**

**South African money growth and inflation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gold price increases</th>
<th>Money supply % increase</th>
<th>Inflation % increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>25.67</td>
<td>+ 5.6</td>
<td>+ 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>29.27</td>
<td>+ 7.3</td>
<td>+ 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>45.07</td>
<td>+ 13.1</td>
<td>+ 7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>65.26</td>
<td>+ 25.1</td>
<td>+ 10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>108.31</td>
<td>+ 22.3</td>
<td>+ 14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>+ 12.2</td>
<td>+ 13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Eight months ended August

(The Star, 5 November, 1975)

Notwithstanding the increase in gold revenue, our imports shot ahead of our exports. The value of the goods we export amounts to a little over 70 per cent of the value of those imported.

Compounding this situation, Government spending in the past eighteen months, instead of drawing on current income, has drawn on loans from the banking system. In this way, Government, is in fact, printing money. The very rapid increase in Government spending - 21 per cent in 1971 compared to a growth rate of only 3 per cent - has further
This, of course, adds to inflationary pressures and contributes to the increasing shortage of capital needed to expand our existing productive capacity. The result is that, particularly where there is a growing population, sufficient employment opportunities cannot be provided, a satisfactory rate of increase in the standard of living cannot take place, and satisfactory productivity and efficiency levels cannot be maintained.

**Beating inflation**

Since we cannot live with high inflation, how should we go about reducing it to a more acceptable level?

If it is accepted that excessive demand made possible by excessive money and credit creation is the cause of inflation, it seems that all that needs to be done to overcome the problem is to see that money is not made available to finance it. This is, however, easier said than done.

Dr. Johan Cloete indicates that the main obstacle in the way of restricting monetary expansion to fight inflation, is the substantial unemployment which would cause "in this country in particular," says Cloete, "it is probably part of the question to rely solely on traditional monetary and fiscal policies to bring down the inflation rate. This is because of the hardship that it would impose on our Non-White population and the adverse socio-political consequences that might ensue.

The second argument against reducing the money supply to fight inflation is that this will not necessarily have the desired effect. The process of wage-price bargaining is now so firmly embedded in our attitudes that even a drop in demand and the resultant unemployment may not stop worker insistence that their wages should continue to rise. "Th us," says Cloete, "rigidities in the economic system could maintain prices at an inflationary level despite a falling-off in demand. This could lead to the under-employment of resources and the seemingly anachronistic situation of inflation with some unemployment (stagflation)."

But, as indicated above — whether we cut back on monetary expansion or not — we cannot have a continuation of the current rapid rates of inflation plus full employment and rapid economic growth for any lengthy period of time.

The 1974 joint winner of the Nobel Prize for economics, Friedrich von Hayek, puts the position this way:

"We have, in fact, been led into a frightful situation. All politicians promise that they will stop inflation and preserve full employment. But they cannot do this. And the longer they succeed in keeping up employment by continuing inflation, the greater will be the unemployment when the inflation finally comes to an end. There is no magic trick by which we can extricate ourselves from this position which we have created."

"We must face the fact that, in the present situation, to stop the inflation or even to slow down its rate will produce substantial unemployment. Certainly nobody wishes this, but we can no longer avoid it."

Dr. Cloete and other leading South African economists three years ago proposed that steps should be taken to bring down the inflation rate gradually over a period of years, so as to avoid inflicting substantial unemployment and loss of production on the economy.

Moreover, to avoid the negative affects of suddenly reducing monetary expansion, they proposed the introduction of prices- and income policies. They felt that, since our inflation is generated largely by the bargaining process between employees and employers, it is here that corrective action should begin. This implies that the bargaining parties must somehow be persuaded to cut back on excessive wage demands and on excessive price increases and, in particular, to keep their demands within the realms of what can be produced.

Their gradualist policy envisaged "coercion" along three directions simultaneously:
- A gradual roll-back in the rate of increase in the money supply until its rate of growth has been brought in line with the rate of expansion of real output.
- A gradual roll-back in the rate of increase in annual government expenditure.
- A gradual roll-back in the rate of increase in prices through exerting pressure fairly directly on the main price setters and possibly also on the main wage setters in the economy.

This second of the economists felt would reverse the process whereby prices continually climb to even higher levels. In particular, says Cloete, they felt that "once success had been achieved by the initial roll-back of price increases, and a reduction in the inflation rate became visible, expectations about likely future inflation would change and it would become progressively easier to bring about still further reductions in the inflation rate."

The Government's Anti-inflation Campaign does, in fact, contain all three of the elements that were originally proposed. It now remains to be seen what impact this campaign will have.

If the campaign were to fail, it would not be because there is something inherently wrong with the policy, but because the authorities have failed to apply it with sufficient resolution and skill. "It is for this reason," he says, "that prices and incomes policies and anti-inflationary policies in general have so far failed elsewhere in the world."

How can South Africa succeed in an area where other countries have failed? Says Cloete, "There is little doubt in my mind that the key to the solution of the problem of inflation in South Africa lies in the hands of our business managers themselves. It is largely up to us to see that — in our headlong pursuit of profits — wages are not increased above productivity and prices are not increased at a rate faster than wages.

"Unless we accept the measure of discipline that has been imposed on us in a form that represents only a very moderate sacrifice of profits, I am afraid we will plunge steadily deeper into the mire of inflation."

"Price/economy restraint is one way of containing inflation. However — because our inflation is the result not only of an over-supply of money, but also of a low level of efficiency — it is equally important for us to increase productivity and efficiency — that is, to boost output."

Much of the material for this section is adapted from the Inflation Supplement to Barclays National Review, December 1974.
The recent increases in Black wages — which have not been met by increased productivity — have been particularly inflationary. Black wages have gone up by about 13 per cent per annum over the past two years, whereas the output of Black workers has gone up by about 2 per cent.

"Even after correction for increases in the Consumer Price Index (CPI)," Gouws points out, "the annual increases in per capita remuneration were higher than the annual increases in real product per worker in 9 out of the 11 years between 1954 and 1974."

"What", Gouws asks, are the implications of these pay increases for individual organisations?" Figure 6 shows the escalation of costs of a manufacturing and of a banking operation from 1970 to 1976, in a situation where the manpower composition of the firms has remained constant.

---

**Figure 4**

**Productivity and Pay in the Manufacturing Industry**

![Graph showing productivity and pay trends](image)

National Productivity Institute

---

**Figure 5**

**Sales per employee - 1971**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sales per Employee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>39 941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>51 477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>26 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>13 197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top 10 companies — Fortune magazine

---

**Figure 6**

**Manpower Costs of a Manufacturing and of a Banking Operation 1970-1976**

![Graph showing manpower costs](image)

Perennes Salary Surveys

In 1973 — because of the rapid increase in Non-White pay — costs began rising much more rapidly for the manufacturing operation employing a majority of low-level workers, than for the banking operation. In the case of the manufacturing firm, the basic salaries and wages bill will have escalated from R7 860 000 p.a. in 1970 to R14 930 000 p.a. in 1976.

In Gouws’ words, "A labour intensive operation faced with this kind of manpower cost explosion (90 per cent in 6 years) would give careful consideration to increased mechanisation and automation. If the real growth rate of the economy should lag at the same time, increased unemployment must follow — and this would become a serious threat to social peace."

Since the cost of labour is an important component of the price of most goods and services, there can be no doubt that the pay practices that we have followed over the past decade have contributed markedly to the escalation of prices. Gouws continues, "The vicious cycle will be in full swing when we as employees — after having for so long enjoyed increases far in excess of increases in productivity — demand, and get, increases that at least equal the corresponding increase in the CPI. The initial losers will be (and already are) those with fixed incomes, such as pensioners, those whose wages are near the subsistence level and those who have low mobility or little negotiating power.

"However, if inflation increases by 14 per cent or more during 1976, and present pay trends continue, even the remuneration of higher level Whites will start falling behind. There should be no doubt about it — if inflation isn’t checked, all of us will eventually suffer."

---

The productivity figures in this section were provided by the National Productivity Institute, and the pay figures by Perennes Salary Surveys.
Qualifications for Administrators

The problems facing industry and commerce are likely to become even more complex in the future than they are today, and professional administrators will be needed to fill the top positions in these fields.

The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators is the only body offering internationally recognised formal qualification for the professional administrator. The syllabus includes finance, business law, economics, and management.

A Chartered Secretary has to pass sixteen papers at degree level examinations and to prove extensive experience in the field of administration. Many members have already obtained first degrees before entering for the Institute's professional examinations.

If you wish to have qualified administrators on your staff you should encourage your trainees to become Chartered Secretaries. For further information complete the enclosed coupon to-day.

Chartered Secretaries
P.O. Box 1917
Johannesburg 2000

Name
Company
Address

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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formance and contribution of divisions or functions, and they may relate to specific products, markets or levels within the company.

INDICES
The next step is the identification of indices reflecting performance trends in the key result areas selected. The relevant index may be an output/time ratio or an output/variable ratio or angle figure measurements such as wastage level, customer complaints, or debtor age. It's important. Jackson stresses, that monitoring of the chosen index (by means of a chart or a daily print-out) is communicated, understood, and accepted by all those who can contribute to its rise and fall.

CAUSES
Now the problem analysis process begins. What influences are causing the results to be unsatisfactory? The possible alternatives vary enormously depending on the nature of the business, but in most enterprises they might include matters relating to:
- marketing — e.g., uneconomical product ranges
- finance — e.g., unsound credit policies
- work organisation — e.g., cumbersome methods and procedures
- work competence — e.g., skill deficiency in employees

STRATEGIES
A decision must now be made regarding the strategies to be adopted to reduce costs, improve efficiency, and boost revenue. The selection of strategies is naturally dependent on the analysis of causes and the location of the problem in terms of level and function. Typical strategies might include:
- method improvement
- organisational restructuring
- better staff selection, training, supervision, communication or reward
- or streamlining of administrative systems

OVERALL PLAN
The establishment of co-ordinated plans, the allocation of specific personal accountabilities, and the definition of realistic targets and deadlines, must precede the implementation of the action.

MONITORING PROGRESS
The final step is the creation of a system for monitoring progress and feeding back results and for motivating progress through setting up a reward system that rewards productive effort, both by individuals and teams.

Cost
Many managers will ask, "How can we find the time to do all this in addition to our day-to-day jobs? How can we afford the commitment not only of time but also of money and personnel?" The answer depends on an analysis of the cost of living with present problems, and a comparison of this with the cost of solution, analysed over a two to three year period.

Jackson believes that, all too frequently, managers compare the cost of solution with the cost of not implementing that solution in the sense that "not implementing" is so much money saved. "The true comparison — of the solution plus its likely impact on savings and revenue, with the cost of unresolved problems plus their impact on market standing and internal efficiency — is seldom made. In terms of this second type of analysis, the solution is unlikely to prove more expensive than the problem.

Structure
It is one thing to list a number of isolated factors influencing productivity, and another to be able to co-ordinate these within a framework that spells out who should do what, in what order. There is hardly a person in the organisation who is not likely to become involved in some way or another, but the nature of that involvement will differ

Figure 7

**The Productivity Improvement Cycle**

- Measurement and analysis
- Monitoring & motivating progress
- Development of overall plan
- Selection of key result areas
- Identification of productivity indices
- Identification of remedial strategies
- Analysis of causal factors

Figure 8

**A structure for productivity improvement**

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

**TOP MANAGEMENT**
(Quartonic functions, units and divisions)

**MANAGEMENT HIERARCHY**

**WORKER HIERARCHY**

The five structural elements which are particularly important in productivity improvement are shown in **Figure 8**. They are the board of directors, top management, the management hierarchy, the worker hierarchy, and the task force, which comprises representatives from each of these levels.

Strategy
We come now to the strategy by means of which the key factors for productivity are set in motion within the structure of the work force.

The Institute of Personnel Management's action plan for productivity improvement consists of ten steps. These are shown in **Figure 9** and set out below.

BOARD-LEVEL APPRECIATION
The first step — and for that matter, the plan as a whole hinges on the realism of the board of directors. Jackson believes that, "Truly economic attempts at productivity improvement must derive their initiative, their authority, their direction and their sustaining force from this level. Somehow, the board must be persuaded to commit itself to the cause of productivity improvement — or the programme will run out of steam."

The directors must be convinced of the need for productivity improvement and made aware of the problems that companies typically encounter in achieving it. They must have some understanding of the key factors related to productivity improvement in various types of business enter-
prise and the kind of interaction between supervisors and subordinates which will lead to its achievement. They must study the strategy required to achieve this end result, and decide who needs training in order to bring about the change. Finally, the implications for responsibility at top management level must be analysed.

The immediate steps which confront the board if it wishes to proceed with the action plan include a detailed discussion with top management and, in collaboration with them, the selection of a task force co-ordinator.

**TOP MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT AND SELECTION OF TASK FORCE CO-ORDINATOR**

The next step is the discussion with the top management team including representatives from all major functions, divisions and operating units. These are the people who must commit themselves to successful management of the programme. They have the authority to ensure that all sections of the organisation contribute to the programme, and it is their determination and discipline which ensures that the all-important monitoring and feedback of results happens.

Top management must be given an outline of the entire action plan and its implications for people at various levels in the company.

If the plan is accepted, top management and the board must select a co-ordinator to lead the task force. This person is critical to the success of the whole programme. In Jackson's words, "He or she must be the manager who the company can least afford to spare. Delegating the responsibility to a man near retirement as a token of management's esteem for his loyal service will be the kiss of death for the whole project."

**TOP MANAGEMENT TRAINING**

The next step is for the co-ordinator and the top management team to undergo training to equip them with the knowledge and skill to fulfil their responsibilities. In addition to reviewing the picture presented on board level, the training must deal in depth with six very important responsibilities which top management must fulfil. The first concerns an initial identification of key result areas for productivity improvement in terms of company perspectives. The emphasis is on determining the areas where effort and attention is likely to yield the greatest benefit, and the analysis is critical because says Jackson, "It determines the direction and emphasis of the whole programme. It also influences the second responsibility, which is to select the remaining members of the task force."

The third responsibility of top management is to determine at company level the indices which will measure progress and the sort of objectives or targets which should be achieved. Equally important, top management carries the responsibility for planning the sequence of action plan activities at company level, and the introduction of the programme to the company.

Top management is also responsible for authorising a review of any company-wide systems on which the success of the programme may depend. Finally, it is top management's responsibility to monitor progress on the action plan. Strategies for doing this effectively must be discussed in detail during the training session. The training should focus finally on the immediate action steps required.

**KEY RESULT AREAS AND TASK FORCE SELECTION**

The training enables the action plan to move into its fourth phase - preliminary identification of key result areas with potential for productivity improvement. In terms of this analysis, it is possible to select the members of the task force. These must include people with technological know-how relevant to the areas and functions which are to be the focus of the programme. This phase is carried out by top management together with the task force co-ordinator.

**TASK FORCE TRAINING**

Now it is the task force's turn for training. This, according to Dave Jackson, is the most critical of all the development sessions, for, through the task force, key skills will have to be communicated to line managers and supervisors, enabling them successfully to achieve the cyclic process of activity leading to productivity improvement. There are a number of reasons why an independent inter-disciplinary task force is required.

To begin with, Jackson says, "Special effort to improve productivity requires time and normal business activities and the priority of 'keeping the wheels turning' squeezes out the additional tasks and actions required unless they are the prime responsibility of some individuals. Secondly, the very sections of the business where improvement is most justified will tend to be those where vested interests will resist..."
he multiracial face of Tucsa

In a country where both law and prejudice segment people of different races in almost every facet of life it is not tenanted that one organisation transcend these racial barriers.

That organisation is, of course, Tucsa which had a non-racial constitution ever since its inception in 1954. For more than 21 years there have been any limitations on the direct participation of its non-White members as opted to its White members.

TUCSA at present comprises six White trade unions, and of these only 11 are White unions; of the unions are Coloured or Indian unions; and 3 are African trade unions.

These trade unions represent some 2,004 individual members of which 935 are sites, 149 are Coloured or Indians and 300 are Blacks. It can thus be seen that by far the majority of the membership the Council consists of non-Whites.

VOTING RIGHTS

What is even more important, however, is to see at the composition of the governing bodies of TUCSA. The premier governing body is its White Executive Committee, whose members are elected at annual conferences, when equal voting rights apply for all individual members of the Council.

The 21st Annual Conference of the Council held in 1973 was marked by a pattern that has remained virtually unchanged over the last few years, which is basically a form of electing its Government, irrespective of race, sex, or creed.

The current N.E.C. of TUCSA has in its 22 members, five persons who are either members of Coloured or Indian groups. The rest are all sites, but in many instances these Whites are officials of either the 'mixed' trade unions, or officials employed by the Coloured or Indian unions.

If clear differentiation had to be made as to which persons on the N.E.C. of TUCSA are representing purely White interests, then only 3 persons fall into this category. However, because TUCSA is a non-racial Institution, it does not like to have individuals labelled as representing a particular racial group. They are elected as representative of the total membership of TUCSA, irrespective of the racial group to which they belong.

Of significance is the fact that of TUCSA's Vice-Presidents, only the six are Coloureds - the First Vice-President of TUCSA being a Coloured.

Of the Council's 11 specialist committees, approximately half of the membership of these committees consist of members of the Coloured and Indian racial groups, and in addition, not only Coloureds and Asians, but also Africans are co-opted into serving on these Committees, in view of their specialised knowledge in certain subjects.

There are five Area Divisions as part of the structure of TUCSA and a classic example as to how non-Whites actively participate in the activities of TUCSA in the decision-making bodies of the Council, is to quote the composition of the Officers' Committee of the Natal Area Division of TUCSA.

The Officers' Committee of this Area Division consists of five people - a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary/Organiser, and two Trustees. The Vice-Chairman and one of the Trustees of the Natal Area Division are members of the Asian racial group.

TUCSA works on a system of universal franchise and open elections for positions on the various Committees and boards of TUCSA. It is one of the few institutions in South Africa which can proudly claim that it functions as a meritocracy.

The Wage Board probe into laundry trade

The laundry and dry cleaning and rubber and rubber products industries fall under the Wage Board's scrutiny during November. The following are the dates and venues for the Board's public sittings to hear evidence:

November 10 — Pietermaritzburg, laundry and dry cleaning trade.
November 12 — Durban, rubber and rubber products.
November 17 — Pretoria, rubber and rubber products.
November 19 — Johannesburg, laundry and dry cleaning.
November 24 — Worcester, laundry and dry cleaning.
November 25 — Cape Town, rubber and rubber products.
November 26 — Kimberley, Port Elizabeth, East London and Bloemfontein, dry cleaning and laundry.

The Wage Board has committed investigators into the wool industry and the brush and broom industry and is busy compiling its reports and recommendations for these industries.

In the pipeline is an investigation into road passenger services in the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging complex. Hearings may be held before Christmas.

OFFICE-BEARERS FOR THE NEXT YEAR

At Tucsa's recent annual conference in Cape Town the new president and six vice-presidents who together comprise the Officers' Committee, which runs Tucsa's day-to-day business, were elected.

They are E. Von Tander, President; R. C. Webb, first vice-president; A. Molhave, second vice-president; L. C. M. Schepers, third vice-president; D. Daniel, fourth vice-president; L. A. Petersen, fifth vice-president, and C. A. Dotes, sixth vice-president.

The alternate members of the Officers' Committee, who polled the highest number of votes in the Transvaal and who may participate on the committee when any of the other officers are absent, are J. E. Kuswaly, L. P. van Tonder, and M. C. J. van Rensburg. In the Cape Province the members are selected in a similar manner.

LETTERS

The General Secretary,
Tucsa

Dear Mr. Grobbelaar,

I write to you because I am very concerned about the prospect of the next conference of the Tucsa organisation. I am very interest about the potential candidates for the position of President. I believe that it is important to have a well-prepared list of candidates in order to ensure that the best person is chosen.

I would be very interested in hearing your thoughts on this matter. Please let me know if you have any suggestions or recommendations.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
We want new manifesto, say labour men

By CLIVE EMDON

THE TWO major labour federations, representing more than 400,000 workers, say that when signatories to the Government's anti-inflationary campaign meet in Pretoria today there is little chance of the federations agreeing to a six-months extension.

The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, and the Price Controller and Secretary for Commerce, Mr Joop Stryn, meet today with 60 representatives of industry, commerce, agriculture, labour and the State to review the campaign.

It is known that the State, organised agriculture and certain manufacturing interests will propose an extension of the austerity programme six months beyond April to ensure that the full effect of the campaign is felt throughout the economy.

However, Mr Attie Nieuwoudt, president of the SA Confederation of Labour, said yesterday: "There is no chance of us agreeing to any extension.

And Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of the Trade Union Council for South Africa, said: "We are not prepared to enter into another six month period unless the manifesto is totally redrawn. We would want significant changes."

Mr Nieuwoudt said the unions he represented - white workers in the Railways, Icom, mines and municipalities would not agree to any extension of the programme.

They had made sacrifices through their full commitment to the programme and had been through hard times despite a firm commitment to the programme by industry and commerce, prices had continued to rise.

Mr Grobbelaar spelt out the kind of changes in the programme Tucsa would demand before agreeing to any extension:

- The programme would have to be broadened to include some interests not a party to the programme - such as banking and other financial institutions, particularly the insurance companies.

- Bigger sacrifices had to come from wage earners in the higher income groups. The unions had agreed to curtail COL demands to 70 per cent of the rise in the Consumer Price Index.

Those earning R9 000 to R12 000 a year should have their salary rises cut to 50 per cent of the CPI; those earning R12 000 to R15 000 a year to 75 per cent of the CPI, and those earning more than R15 000 should not receive any increases during the programme.

- The current minimum wage level to which the programme applies is R115 a month at present. This should be raised to R300 a month.

- Loopholes in the manifesto should be closed to ensure stronger commitments from entrepreneurs.

AFFLUENT

Mr Grobbelaar said the more affluent sections of society had been the cause of inflation and should make the greatest sacrifice.

He said Tucsa felt the publicity campaign organised to run during the programme had not been the success it could have been.

In the first three months of the campaign six Tucsa unions - representing about 70 000 workers - had negotiated new wage agreements.

More than half of these workers were in wage categories which were not affected by the campaign, but about 24 000 bank workers, to whom it did apply, gained an 8.5 per cent.
White-collar workers told:

Give up your Saturdays

in fight to beat inflation bogey

CLERKS, secretaries and other white-collar workers will find themselves working longer hours without extra pay at more than 50 companies next year.

The companies have decided to bring in a 55-day working week for their monthly paid staff as an anti-inflationary measure.

More than 4,000 workers, Black and White, are already affected by the move which could snowball throughout the country.

The scheme has been started in Cape Town at the head office of the Murray and Stewart group of companies. Their subbranches have been asked to follow suit.

Spokesman for other large employers told the Sunday Tribune yesterday that they would also consider adding Saturday mornings to the salaried staff's working week if the scheme appeared satisfactory.

By ROLAND STANBRIDGE

Individuals are better off under a capitalist system than any other.

Under the new scheme, white-collar workers will no longer be required to work every Saturday morning.
The list

The industries involved include electrical, mechanical and other specialist contractors, quarrying firms, brick manufacturers, construction concerns, ship repairers, producers of metal pressings for motor cars, helicopter services and many others.

The Bureau for Economic Research of the University of Stellenbosch has welcomed the move and Mr. Attie de Vries, deputy director of BER yesterday called on the Government to start a 5½-day working week in all its departments.

The problem

"It does create some problems if Government departments are not open for a Saturday morning to get licences and so forth, so perhaps it would help if the service Industries introduced a 5½-day week."

Two reasons for the decision to introduce longer working hours have been given in a statement by Mr. R. E. Bicker, manager-director of the Murray and Stewart group.

It was, anti-inflationary, and white-collar workers would be brought closer in line with workers at country sites, many of whom worked 8am to 7pm, seven-day weeks.

A group spokesman said such moves were essential if capitalism and freedom were to survive.

"With Marxist states building up on our borders, it becomes imperative that we prove to labour forces that individual public relations officer Mr. Tiny Cartwright said: "The two main problems are that there is a certain amount of sport on Saturday mornings and, in the case of women employees, shopping. But there are shops that stay open in the evenings."

The effort

"It's very unfair that a chap here should have time to go home, play squash, go to his club and then have a good dinner. It just doesn't seem right, with the effort put in on site."

At Boainting uranium mine, people work 12-hour shifts, seven days a week and get every eighth weekend off.

"At Sidmara-Sishen, people who for four years have been working 12-hour days definitely have picked up the feeling that they are 'carrying' the people in the offices."

Mr. Cartwright said he thought the 5½-day concept would snowball.

A warning that the five-and-a-half-day week might not lead to increased production came from the Bureau of Economic Research.

"At, Said Mr. Attie de Vries, "if the people spread their usual work over five-and-a-half days then it's no use."

He added: "This whole business is, in a way, unique for South Africa in that in the past they have all clamoured for shorter working week and more pay. Now it's the other way round. It does show a change in attitude on the part of the workers. I find this very encouraging."
Inflation
fight
extended

PRETORIA — The signatories to the anti-inflation manifesto have agreed that the campaign should be extended for a further six months to the end of September.

This was announced last night by the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Heunis, after an all-day meeting of the signatories here yesterday.

Mr. Heunis said a marked measure of success had been attained in the campaign by the co-operation of the various constituent organisations, institutions, their members and the general public.

"The signatories undertook to discuss the scope, nature and contents of the continuation provisions with their constituents," he said.

It was generally agreed that while the effect of the campaign on the rate of inflation could not be measured in specific percentage terms, the effect would have been much more noticeable had it not been for the shorter term inflationary effects of the unavoidable devaluation of the rand.

It had been agreed at the meeting that for the further effective implementation of the programme, detailed information as far as possible of the public sector's contribution in future the objectives of the campaign should be made available to the general public.

"There has been a request that the Minister of Economic Affairs meet the Conference of Editors to discuss ways and means of further and closer cooperation between the committee and the press," Mr. Botha said.

"It is imperative that men were at the end of the road, must understand their responsibility and make financial relief urgently. They were prepared to start freezing of wages, salaries, etc., put their part in the anti-inflation struggle but were not convinced that all those who should be involved in the programme provided a solution and room for limited adjustments in the wage and price structure to safeguard the legitimate interest of all sections, to avoid unnecessary sacrifices burdening adversely the community and to prevent disadvantages in the economy."

TOKYO — Chou En-lai, Premier of the People's Republic of China since its creation in 1949, died yesterday in Peking after a long illness.

The 74-year-old descendant of Mandarin forebears, who turned communist revolutionary in his youth, had been confined to a hospital for months of the time since 1974 when he was struck down with a heart ailment.

His death was announced by the official Chinese News Agency, monitored in Tokyo. He was said to have died from cancer.

Mr. Botha said: "The programme provided the best way of doing this."
Some doubts as costs pact is extended

Labour Reporter
The signatories of the manifesto against inflation have reached "general consensus" that the programme should be extended to the end of September. But adaptations to the original provisions of the manifesto were not ruled out today as the various parties prepared to put the six-month extension to their members.

The president of the Confederation of Labour, Mr. Attie Neuwoudt, said he was arranging a special meeting of his organisation within a fortnight.

His membership was worried about the rising cost of living and might not be in a position to go ahead with the anti-inflation programme in its present form for an additional six months.

"Serious attention must be given to Government employees who have been making sacrifices in excess of the provisions of the manifesto," he added.

"In effect these people have been experiencing a wage and salary freeze for the past 1 months."

Included in this group were teachers, about whose position he was particularly worried.

In a statement after yesterday's meeting, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Heemraad, said a marked measure of success had been attained in the collective programme against inflation.

It was imperative that everybody should understand that no general freezing of wages, prices and profits was involved, the Minister said.

He concluded with an appeal for co-operation and assistance in making the programme a success, thereby obviating the need for other measures.

Mr. Harry Schwarz, the Progressive-Reform spokesman on finance, said in Pretoria today that the Government was doing the least and the little man the most in the inflation battle.

He called on the Government to curb its spending, "especially its ideological expenditure," and asked for more information about the Government's anti-inflationary activities.

Higher rail pay demand in the offing

Pretoria Bureau
Railway workers are poised to demand more pay to compensate for the rising cost of living.

Mr. J. Zurch, president of the Artisan Staff Association, said in Pretoria today, that his 20,000 members contributed their share in the anti-inflation programme.

They have made wage demands, but have decided to wait until April when they would have an interview with the Minister of Railways.

He said he did not have details of the latest anti-inflation programme, but his members were not prepared to wait another six months. They already estimated they should be compensated by a 30 percent wage rise.

The association would hold its annual meeting in March in Johannesburg and wage demands would be the most important item on the agenda.

The SA Footplate Staff Association would hold an executive committee meeting soon to decide on their next step in pressing for higher pay.

1
The war on inflation

If the inflation rate is down to single figures by the end of the year — and stays there — much of the credit will go to Economic Affairs Minister Chris Heunis. He’s the man charged with ensuring the success of the Anti-Inflation Programme.

Are you disappointed with any aspects of the campaign so far?

There has been a marked measure of success. I don’t want to imply for one moment, that there is no room for improvement.

An improvement that could be made would be to ensure that the sectors that have not been involved by actually signing the agreement should now become involved. We are taking steps to arrange this.

The professions should be brought into this. The legal profession, the medical profession, the architects, the engineers, and also financial institutions and insurance companies.

Are there people who have committed themselves to the programme but not lived up to their commitments?

Apart from exploitation in certain instances my Department has identified, people have been adhering to the commitments of the programme. I think the inflation rate is evidence of that.

In price-controlled industries like Iscor, there is not a danger that prolonged restraint on price increases will so erode their profitability as to do real damage to their financial structures.

I wouldn’t want to discuss Iscor because it’s a State corporation with certain wider responsibilities which distinguish it from private enterprise.

As for private enterprise, it is clear in the programme that only under circumstances where the profitability of companies exceeds a certain margin in terms of return on capital do they have to absorb part of their cost increases.

I think if the danger mentioned by you had in fact existed then all the undertakings subject to price control would have been out of business today, because the yardstick for price disciplines that we have formulated under the programme is very much in line with the general policy which is being applied by the government with respect to price-controlled undertakings. What we tried to do was put the non-controlled undertakings temporarily on the same basis as the controlled ones.

At the moment we are at a low level of economic activity. The sacrifices that are being made by private enterprise in terms of the programme are not as great as one might think.

The 15% cut-off point is for some industries a very low figure. Is there not a danger that the mood of the programme will tend to cut into profits just when profits should be rising so that we can encourage a new investment upturn?

Theoretically you are right. But you must understand industries have bound themselves to this programme and the impression that I have is that the industries are prepared in the short-term to weather that particular problem so that in the longer-term they can improve their position.

Would fiscal and monetary measures not have been a more effective way of slowing the inflation rate — without resorting to the Pretoria manifesto?

If you think you can solve this problem only by monetary and fiscal measures, I believe you are completely misinterpreting the causes of inflation, because the causes are not only to be found in excess money supply, for example.

“If you think you can solve this problem only by fiscal and monetary measures, I believe you are completely misinterpreting the causes of inflation.”

It is generally accepted by all economists of standing that we have cost-push inflation. The National Productivity Institute has undertaken investigations in respect of measurable levels of productivity of seven industries. With one exception they found that these industries have not performed to 50% of what could be expected of them. Is there not reason then in general terms at least to improve productivity?

Do you think that improving efficiency brings down the rate of inflation?

Of course it does.

Why has government delayed announcements of increases in certain administered prices — tyres for instance?

I know of no government announcement that has been issued about the recent increase in tyre prices or, for that matter, about any increases in administered prices. With few exceptions, such price increases are not formally announced by government.

It is, however, a long-standing practice that decisions by government in respect of applications for price increases do not necessarily become effective immediately they are taken.

In fact, it frequently happens that such decisions are taken well before the relevant price increases may be made effective. The applicants are then advised of government’s decisions on a strictly confidential basis, particularly since some of them need some time to have new price lists published and issued to their dealers.

In the case of the recent tyre price increase, the Press apparently came to know of government’s confidential communication to the industry that its prices could be increased as from January 1976.

Unless this disclosure of confidential advance notifications to price increase applicants of the government’s decisions on price increases can be effectively eliminated, we will have no alternative but to discontinue the procedure of advance notification, since it is clear that disclosure to the public of this type of information invariably results in a consumer scramble for supplies at the lower prices before the increased prices become effective, and a consequent disruption of distribution of the relevant commodities.

By tampering with the passing-on of devaluation costs, are you not in fact destroying some of the purpose of devaluation?

I don’t think so. It depends on the priorities that you have as your objectives.

After all, devaluation was intended for the purpose my colleague, the Minister of Finance, indicated at the time. Because of the depression in other countries our exports had gone down, the price of gold had gone down considerably, there had been speculation against the rand, and the leads and lags went against us. We devalued to protect our reserves and our balance of payments on current account.

Naturally we had to see how the inflationary effect of devaluation could best
That the guidelines of the anti-inflation programme aren't as voluntary as you might think?

Honorary life president of the Transvaal Chamber of Industries, Ernest Klopper, this week appealed to Chamber members to co-operate in achieving the aims of the programme. He reminded them that "the Price Controller wishes to be informed of any (our statistics) proven price increases which have taken place since October 7 1975, in order to establish if such increases have been justified and sanctioned by his department".

Surely the implications of such disclosures go beyond the "voluntary" nature of the anti-inflation guidelines?
What's Steyn going to do?

The anti-inflation pact has made its mark and support is growing for its extension. But is that the best way to cool expected price and wage demands?

The Anti-Inflation Campaign has passed the half-way mark. Or has it?

Despite last October's agreement between government, employers, trade unions and farmers to stick to specific wage and price guidelines until the end of March, it's now on the cards that some restraint will be called for after that. Indeed, extension of the guidelines beyond March 31 was on the agenda of yesterday's meeting of the Anti-Inflation Continuation Committee which meets regularly to review the campaign.

The FM's enquiries reveal a strong groundswell of opinion in favour of extension. Not only has Secretary for Commerce Joep Steyn warned that government will not tolerate massive price increases after the end of March, many leaders in commerce and industry support some form of extension SA Agricultural Union's Chris Callies, for instance, would like to see guidelines maintained for up to two years, though most go for a three- to six-month extension.

One exception is organised labour: says Tucsa General Secretary Arthur Grobbelaar, "I won't be prepared to recommend extension of our commitments beyond the end of March without substantial revisions to the restrictions."

It's not unlikely revisions will be made to favour labour. It's recognised (even among some employer groups) that wage restraints cannot stick much longer without causing widespread dissatisfaction among workers. And the main economic effect so far of the anti-inflation pact has undoubtedly been a squeeze on wages rather than prices, not only have negotiated wage settlements been smaller than they might otherwise have been, but the manifesto has given many companies a ready excuse to chop Christmas bonuses and salary increases.

What can be gained from continuing the campaign after March 31? Those in favour argue it has only just started to gain momentum and that an every man-for-himself may erupt if wage and price restraint is abruptly abandoned at the end of the six-month period.

They also claim that recent warnings of price shocks after March will increase inflationary expectations and destroy the work done since last October both to cool price hikes and to make the public more aware of the inflation problem.

Others favour a gradual de-escalation of restrictions on wage and price hikes. This could hopefully avoid the much-feared avalanche of increases when the restrictions are finally lifted while, at the same time, sustaining the "do something now" spirit.

This alternative has many pitfalls: Who will be favoured in the de-escalation process? How long should it take? Might de-escalation not have the same "damping up" effect on price and wage demands as a continuation of the present set-up?

It's fair to ask whether wage and price restraints won't have served their purpose by the end of March, and whether an extension in any form isn't both unnecessary and undesirable?

Remember that only the commitment to pass on no more than 70% of cost increases in the form of higher prices comes to an end at the end of March. Wage negotiations after that will still be based on only 70% of the CPI increase between October 1975 and March while commitments on productivity, training, government spending and so on continue unaffected.

As for prices, the deepening recession will in most cases ensure that increases are kept to a minimum. And growing consumer awareness could act as a deterrent to those trying to recoup in full costs absorbed during the six-month restraint period. Devaluation's after-effects and hikes in administered prices are inevitable whether or not restraints are extended.

There are also several real dangers in extending the wage and price chill:

- The main attraction (and achievement) of the present campaign is its voluntary nature. Pretoria has long rejected a statutory freeze. But the longer the restraints last, the greater the sacrifices involved and thus the more difficult it will be to sustain voluntary commitments.

Already there are signs that voluntary commitments are on thin ice. Civil engineering contractors and the building industry met with the Department of Commerce earlier this week to argue their inability to limit price increases as envisaged in the programme. Not only is it difficult to apply its provisions to one-off tenders, but engineers and builders claim they are already working to such fine profit margins that it's impossible to absorb even 30% of cost increases.

- By asking the private sector to absorb...
Staggered pay days and flexible hours move

EAST LONDON — In a major effort to reduce wastage, one of the primary aims of the fight against inflation, the National Development and Management Foundation, under the auspices of the Collective Campaign Against Inflation, will launch a nationwide campaign in which flexible working hours and staggered pay days will be propagated.

According to Dr Ray Hinds, senior manager of the NDMF, flexible working hours and staggered pay days would definitely reduce daily peak hour traffic, which would lead to an enormous saving of time and fuel.

He added that an important spin-off of this scheme would be that productivity would automatically be increased.

After the Collection Action Movement Against Inflation had asked municipalities throughout the country to give consideration to the possibility of introducing flexible working hours and staggered pay days, the NDMF has invited 31,000 companies in South Africa to take part in the workshops which will be staged in all major urban centres.

The workshop leader will be Dr Johan Gouws, an expert on personnel matters, according to the notification from the Collective Campaign’s publicity committee.

East London’s workshop is scheduled for 2 March, from 0900 until 1200.

While any effort to increase production and efficiency, and to eliminate peak hour traffic snarls, cannot raise any enthusiasm over these workshops, the claims one at a time. First, that flexible working hours will lead to increased productivity. Perhaps, if the system was as well in practice as in theory, but flexible hours have been tried in this country over a period of years, with a marked degree of failure.

In fact, one firm at least in Johannesburg, even went to the expense of committing itself to a large number of special machines which record individual hours, giving running totals and showing when a person had completed the required number of weekly working hours.

So many worked extra hours early in the week, then took Friday (and even Thursday afternoon as well) off for a long, long week-end, that utter chaos was the end result.

That staggered pay days will also help. This has been tried to some extent, with the sole result that fewer, “special, month-end offers” are available at retail outlets as with spending-spree evenly over the month, they have no need to try to attract the “last cent” of the housewives before payday. So, to me, staggered pay days is inflationary if nothing else.

Then we come to the workshop leader himself, Dr Johan Gouws, an expert on personnel matters who was the subject of a leading article in the Daily Dispatch on 22 April, 1975, under the heading “There are none so blind.”

The leading article was critical of Dr Gouws, who had told a symposium in Johannesburg the previous week that a black worker should not be paid the same as a white worker could manage on R136 a month while the white worker would need R342 a month, and this would leave the black worker with much more left over to spend than the white worker.

Dr Gouws, the expert, added that paying the same rate to black and white would lead to industrial unrest.

While he may be an expert in flexible working hours and staggered pay days, I would hardly concur with Gouws an expert on “personnel matters” as expressed in the notification from the publicity committee of the Collective Campaign against Inflation as was pointed out in the leading article. Unions will only accept “rate for the job” circumstances when bringing other “factions” into their particular trade.

And this is accepted fact throughout the world, let alone in South Africa.

For these reasons my personal view is that the workshops will not be as successful as the NDMF expects. Still, it will cost little to go along and listen on 2 March, except four hours of productive time for representatives of local companies who tell that by 31 000 throughout the country and, to use the Campaign’s own advertising theme, “We could assemble goodness knows how many vehicles.”
Who buys the products of extra production?

EAST LONDON — There is something about the anti-inflation campaign that has been puzzling many people, myself included. It is this.

We have been urged to increase production at all costs, even to the extent (accepted by some firms) of working on Saturday mornings without extra pay, and even though they were not in the habit of working more than five days a week.

We have also been urged to reduce spending, especially on luxuries (although few can afford luxuries nowadays anywhere, to my knowledge; one would presume they include such items as television sets, hi-fi sets, new cars, refrigerators, deep freezers, washing machines, and even wines, spirits, beer and smoking requisites such as pipes, cigarettes and tobacco.

In other words, everything except essentials, although to many people some of the above listed items would be considered essentials rather than luxuries.

But, that's what the Collective Campaign to Fight Inflation has asked everyone to do, so presumably they know what they are asking for.

Now, the problem is if everyone increases production as they have been asked to do, who is going to buy all the goods they are producing if everyone is cutting down on their purchases?

Of course, if manufacturers took the obvious line and reduced production because of the anticipated reduced demand, unit costs would increase, in some instances quite considerably, so those who ignored the Campaign's plea and continued to buy would have to pay much more for the goods concerned.

And, of course, those firms would require less labour to produce those fewer goods, so there would be mass unemployment, and that would not look good in the Government's statistical reports, or in the Government's stated intention of maintaining a certain growth rate.

But on the other hand, what are those companies going to do with all the surplus goods they are producing? It is a question I have so far been unable to have answered. Has any reader a solution?
DUAL THREAT TO THE ECONOMY

Herbert Correspondent

PRETORIA — South Africa will this year have to face up to the twin threats of economic stagnation and mounting unemployment, according to Mr Chris Hurns, Minister of Economic Affairs.

Mr. Hurns has warned that 1976 could be the second successive year of negative growth. And in spite of this, demands for higher earnings by public sector workers will have to be satisfied, at least in part.

This will significantly aggravate the fight against inflation. Any increase granted will largely not be accompanied by higher production.

The increases will neutralise, at least part of the anti-inflationary effects of the R500 million cuts in State spending promised by the Minister of Finance, Senator Horwood.

Another grim prospect in the expected all-round increase in basic food prices. The South African Union's Commodity Committee starts a series of meetings next month to study the extent of production cost rises during the past 12 months.

The S.A.A.U. has indicated there will be ample justification for higher prices, and the committee is expected to ask for hikes in maize, wheat, meat and dairy products.

Unless the Government agrees to raise food prices, the Black population will be hardest hit. And if the higher basic food prices go with greater unemployment — a distinct possibility — it seriously disturbed socio-political situation could result.

The unemployment situation would be exacerbated by more than 400,000 new African male workers who enter the labour market every year.
11½ pc inflation ‘too high’

DR LAWRENCE McCRYSTAL, chairman of the Collective Action Movement Against Inflation, said in a statement yesterday that South Africa’s inflation rate was still too high at 11.5 percent a year.

Although the rate of inflation in January was lower than in December and well below the 15.2 percent of January 1975, "the unavoidable devaluation of last September is starting to work through now and that is one reason why the rate of inflation is still too high".

And in a press conference in Pretoria yesterday he said South Africa had one of the most successful anti-inflation movements in the world. About 90 percent of Whites were aware of the campaign, 76 percent thought it was in the country’s best interest, and 70 percent were doing something about it by cutting down on consumer credit, shopping around and reducing fuel consumption, he said.

At the same time, he said, there was a recession in South Africa. "It is not so severe that there is vast unemployment, but there are companies with liquidity problems."

"It is not so bad that there is zero or negative economic growth but a two percent growth is recessionary because it means that the per capita income is decreasing."

Speaking about overcharging on price-controlled goods, Dr McCrystal said it was a matter of the public becoming more aware. "It is up to the public to create a massive police force, and to report cases of overcharging," he said.

He said the increases in rail tariffs should have little effect on prices. Transport accounted for less than five percent of the cost of most products, and a 12 percent increase in rail tariffs meant a rise of 0.6 percent in the producer’s costs.

He said it was also felt that too much use was being made of consumer credit and, this would be emphasized later this month.
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Time for radical appraisal

J. A. CROBBELAAR, General Secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa.

It appears that the time for radical appraisal has come. The process of inflation has been gathering momentum for some time now, and it seems that the only way to stem it is through a concerted effort on the part of all the relevant parties. The problem is not new, but has been exacerbated by recent events, including the world economic crisis, the increase in oil prices, and the policies of the government.

The situation is critical, and action is required immediately. The key to success lies in a combination of measures, including fiscal and monetary policies, as well as structural reforms. It is clear that the traditional approaches are no longer sufficient, and that a more comprehensive and innovative approach is required.

The government has taken some steps in this direction, but more needs to be done. The private sector, including business and the unions, also has a role to play in this process. It is hoped that a collaborative effort will lead to a successful outcome.

In conclusion, the time for radical appraisal has come. It is up to all of us to ensure that the necessary action is taken to address this critical issue.
Unemployment is threat to expansion

THE THREAT of substantial unemployment is the main obstacle in the way of restricting monetary expansion to fight inflation, says Dr. Johan Cloete, chief economist of Barclays National Bank.

He warns that in South Africa in particular it is probably out of the question to rely solely on traditional and fiscal policies to bring down the inflation rate.

This is because of the hardship it would impose on the Black population and the adverse social-political consequences that might follow.

Dr. Cloete argues that the process of wage-price bargaining is so embedded in South African attitudes that even a drop in demand and the resultant unemployment may not stop worker insistence that wages should continue to rise.

Friedrich van Hayek, joint winner of the Nobel Prize for economics in 1974, puts the problem in the following way: "We have, in fact, been led into a frightful situation. All politicians promise they will stop inflation and preserve full employment. But they cannot do this. And the longer they succeed in keeping up employment by continuing inflation the greater will be the unemployment when the inflation finally comes to an end. There is no magic trick by which we can extricate ourselves from this position in which we have created."

Van Hayek states that to stop inflation or even to slow down its rate will produce substantial unemployment. "Certainly nobody wishes this but we can no longer avoid it."

Dr. Cloete and other leading economists proposed three years ago that steps should be taken to bring down the rate of inflation gradually over a period of years, so as to avoid inflicting large-scale unemployment and loss of production in the economy.

And to avoid the negative effects of suddenly reducing monetary expansion, they proposed the introduction of prices and incomes policies. They felt that since inflation was generated largely by the bargaining process between employers and employees it was here that the corrective action should begin.

This implied that the bargaining parties should somehow be persuaded to cut back on excessive wage demands and on excessive price increases, and in particular to keep then demands within reasonable limits.

Their gradualist policy envisaged coercion along three lines simultaneously:

1. The gradual rollback of the rate of increase in the money supply until its rate of growth has been brought in line with the rate of expansion of real output;
2. A gradual roll back in the rate of increase in
Campaign successful – McCrystal

Rate of price rises falling

PRETORIA — The rate of price increases was coming down and there was every indication that the South African anti-inflation campaign was one of the most successful in the world at present, Dr. Lawrence McCrystal, chairman of the Collective Campaign against Inflation, said here yesterday.

About 90 percent of the white population was aware of the campaign, 75 percent believe it was in the country’s best interests, and 70 percent were doing something about it by cutting down on consumer credit, shopping around and reducing fuel consumption.

"I believe we have one of the most successful anti-inflation campaigns going in the world at present," said Dr. McCrystal, at a Press conference in Pretoria.

At the same time, he said, there was a recession in South Africa.

"It is not so severe that there is vast unemployment, but there are companies with liquidity problems.

INCOME RISING

"It is not so bad that there is zero or negative economic growth — there will be: medium of growth in the rest of this year — but a 2 percent growth is recessionary because it means that the per capita income is decreasing."

Dr. McCrystal added: "We can say with a fair degree of assurance that the larger companies are playing the game, but it is the thousands of smaller companies we are worried about."

He said that the regional committees of the campaign had been asked to "keep an eye on them" and that it was "up to the public to act as a massive police force."

RAIL TARIFFS

Referring to the recently announced increases in rail tariffs, Dr. McCrystal said that they should have little effect on prices. Transport accounted for less than 5 percent of the cost of most products and a 12 percent increase in rail tariffs thus equalled a raise of 0.8 percent in the producer's costs.

Dr. McCrystal pointed out that South Africa was a "free enterprise country" and that free enterprise and rigid price control were not compatible. — (Sapa.)
The Anti-Inflation Campaign has given many employers an excuse to prune bonuses and salary rises. Others have been forced to cut back because of the squeeze on their profit margins. It will be some months before the expected public service pay increases come into effect. Overall consumption spending is thus likely to stagnate for the time being.

Pretoria's squeeze on public spending will hit many businesses hard, especially in the civil engineering and construction sectors. Work was given out until late last year but since then several big tenders have been cancelled or projects delayed;

High interest rates, restricted credit and a lifeless stock exchange make it difficult for businesses and corporations to raise money for new investment.

Last year's estimates of a 2%-3% growth in real GDP for 1976 now look wildly optimistic. We'll be lucky to get 1%.

Rumblings among the unions

As the Anti-Inflation Campaign enters Phase II, union leaders representing about 400 000 White workers this week warned government of snowballing pay demands unless steep price rises are rapidly curbed. What lies behind the unionists' tough stand?

The working man is a victim of inflation, not its cause, and we cannot associate ourselves with a campaign which penalises victims.

— Richard Beech, general secretary, Amalgamated Union of Building Trade Workers

As Phase II of the Anti-Inflation Manifesto gets under way, trade union leaders are men in the middle of a potentially explosive situation. Prompted by intense grass-roots disaffection, unionists have been indulging in tough rhetoric directed at the role of employers and government in the programme's implementation. Some, unaffiliated to the major trade union federations, will have nothing to do with the programme. Others, while unwilling to employ the ultimate sanction of withdrawing, face repeated requests to do so from branches.

Where will the rhetoric lead? Many of the unionists, of course, were involved in the negotiations which led up to the signing of the Manifesto and therefore regard it with a fair measure of paternal pride. Threats of pull-outs, therefore, will be fought off within union ranks.

It should be remembered, though, that the issue of the Manifesto is something of a decoy. While the unionists' criticisms and suggestions for the programme's improvement are important, much of the disaffection felt by union members is a reflection more of the economic climate than of the failures of the programme which seeks to improve it.

In a situation in which all economic sectors are feeling the pinch, it is inevitable that a need for tough wage demands will be felt, and equally inevitable that employers, facing a profit squeeze, will not be able to satisfy all expectations. It was a similar situation which led to widespread grass-root revolt in British unions during the late Sixties and early Seventies.

While the relatively privileged position of White workers in SA should head-off a confrontation of that intensity, the groundswell is still important. The unionists' bark may be worse than their bite, and the programme itself may be in no immediate danger, but the criticism is still a foreboding barometer of a stormy economic climate.

Thus, for example, Ken du Preez, general secretary of the SA Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Operators' Association, writes in the union's journal: "All the workers have seen is a continual rise in prices. . . . they can hardly be blamed if they come to the conclusion that labour is bearing the brunt in the fight against inflation.

"When Phase II came up for endorsement," says Confederation of Labour general secretary Willie Grobler, "we barely obtained the two-thirds majority required by our constitution. If the CPI doesn't level out in the next few months we can expect severe criticism from our members."

The unions, then, hardly greeted Phase II with a fanfare of delight. Confederation President Attie Niewoudt was quoted as opposing a renewal unless price rises were curbed, and Tusca was only prepared to renew if the wage floor of R125 was raised to R200. Tusca got its way, the Confederation didn't — but both voted to support Phase II.

Nevertheless the unions are pointing a warning finger at employers and government. "Our members are forced to work overtime to make ends meet while employers fill the golf courses on Wednesdays," says SA Boilermakers' Barney Bouwer. "Managerial efficiency still leaves a great deal to be desired, and prices continue to rise. On the government side, the Railways Budget is hardly likely to help. Our members are growing restless, and are demanding full compensation for CPI rises."

Some unionists claim that employers are using the current climate as a pretext for denying legitimate increases. "Profits in our industry seem to have remained good," says Transvaal Distributive Workers' vice-president Morns Kagan. "Nevertheless some firms have deferred traditional increases." Kagan points out that many workers in his industry fall below the R200 formula. This does not mean that they are unaffected, however.

"A factor which is often hidden is the effect the programme has had on actual wage rates, rather than the statutory minimum. It is here that our members are affected." The case of the distributive and catering industries may be an isolated one. But complaints about price rises are
ANTI-INFLATION PACT

The tug-o-war is on

Last week's meeting of the anti-inflation men raised more questions than it answered. No sooner had Minister of Economic Affairs Chris Heunis announced that "the signatories agreed that the programme should be extended for a further six months to the end of September" than the Press reported strong resistance among organised labour to extension of the campaign.

Will the pact be renewed, or won't it?

Chances are that it will, but there's no saying in what form.

Few of those attending last Thursday's meeting had mandates to bind themselves to any specific formula (which explains the vagueness of Heunis' statement), and bargaining is likely to be tough when the parties meet again on February 12 to thrash out details.

Pressure for far-reaching changes comes mainly from organised labour which is likely to ask that:

• The net of price restraints be spread more widely (On the other hand, some employer bodies fear real harm to company balance sheets if the "30% of cost-increases-to-be-absorbed" rule were prolonged. Already, the construction industry and the Department of Commerce have discussed new guidelines.)

• More low-income workers be exempted from wage restraints. Tuesday general secretary Arthur Grobbelaar for instance thinks the present cut-off point of R125 should be raised to R300.

• Higher-income groups should make greater sacrifices. For instance, it's proposed that earners of salaries above R9100 should be called on to limit increases to 50% of the increase in the consumer price index, while those drawing over R15 000 would forego all
I'm overpaid, says R18,000-a-year boss.
Railmen out of inflation fight

JOHANNESBURG. — The Artisan Staff Association, representing 20,000 railway workers, has withdrawn from the anti-inflation campaign and "will do its utmost to persuade the SA Confederation of Labour (200,000 members) to follow suit," it was announced by the ASA president, Mr Jimmy Zurich, yesterday.

It was also announced that the Minister of Transport, Mr. S. L. Muller, "would not and could not" deport from the 10 percent increase with effect from July 1 and the possible further increase of five percent in January.

Mr. Zurich's statement says the executive committee had a "strong confrontation" with the Minister at their meeting in Cape Town on Tuesday.

The confrontation, on the modus operandi for future salary negotiations, ended in the extraction of a declaration that there would not be any future salary announcements till the Minister had completed the round of negotiations with the railway unions.

"The association is disgusted not only with the modus operandi followed in this instance but also with the meagry of the 10 percent salary hand-out," Mr. Zurich said.

He said that the union demanded a rise of 16.66 percent for the bulk of its membership.
Inflation

savings

of R50m

Mercury Correspondent
PRETORIA — The Minister of Transport, Mr. S. L. Muller, yesterday said the National Road Fund and his department had saved R50.6 million in their fight against inflation.

He was replying to the Collective Action Movement against inflation which has asked the signatories of the joint manifesto against inflation what progress they have made carrying out the undertakings given in the manifesto.

Mr. Muller said the National Road Fund had effected a saving of R23.4 million for the 1976/77 book-year, while the Department had saved R350 million for the 1976/77 book-year and R1.2 million for the 1976/77 book-year.
Angry unions will attack prices policy

By GERALD REILLY

Representatives of more than 200,000 White workers at the annual congress of the SA Confederation of Labour in Johannesburg this week, will attack the Government for its failure to slow down the price spiral.

The unions affiliated to the Right-wing confederation are expected to voice their dissatisfaction and anger at the apparent collapse of the anti-inflation programme after only marginal success.

This anger has spread throughout the trade union movement, including the giant Trade Union Council of South Africa.

Two weeks ago the executive of the confederation decided to withdraw from the inflation fight, but it decided to continue its support "for the time being."

The executive warned, however, that continued support would depend on the ability of the Government and the private sector to slow down the price spiral.

According to the president of the confederation, Mr. A. I. Nieuwoudt, the congress is likely to call on the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Chris Heunis, to convene an urgent meeting of the signatories to the anti-inflation manifesto.

Earlier this week, Mr. Nieuwoudt said breaking point had been reached and drastic measures were needed to slow down erosion of workers' living standards.

Other prominent members of the confederation, including railway union leaders, supported Mr. Nieuwoudt and said there was ample evidence that the Government in particular was not playing its part in the battle to keep prices down.

They claimed the trade union movement had lost faith in the programme which called for a maximum sacrifice from wage and salary earners while the Government continued to authorize price increases and the private sector to raise prices with little or no justification.

The confederation meets against a background of a series of recent price increases — all sanctioned by the Government.

These include steel, meat, maize meal, margarine, power — and within the next few weeks coal will rise by at least 35 per cent.

A prominent member of the confederation, Mr. Jimmy Zurich, president of the Railway Artisan Staff Association, said:

"The Government has the power to stop price rises but it has failed to do so. Virtually every organisation or company which asks the Price Controller for a price increase gets it."

The Government should review its formula for granting price increases and reduce the permissible profit margins, he said.

"This was the only way to fight inflation. "Workers alone cannot win this fight. Workers feel the programme is riding on the backs of wage and salary earners with only token support from other sectors. "

31/5/76
Angry railwaymen, asserting that the spiralling cost of living has cancelled out their 10 percent pay rise, are to hold more protest meetings.

Mr Wallie Grobler, general secretary of the 21,000-member White Artisans' Staff Association, said today that there was widespread dissatisfaction among most railwaymen over wage and salary negotiations.

Protest meetings would be held in Pietersburg on June 12 and in Durban and Durban Meteors had already been held on the East and West Rand and union members were upset about the 10 percent pay hike, which becomes effective on July 1.

"The Prime Minister announced the increase in April, but this hike does not come close to restoring the purchasing power of our pay packets," he said.

Since June 1974, when railwaymen last had a pay increase, the consumer price index had shot up 21 percent, he added.

Negotiations were being carried out with the Minister of Transport, Mr S L Muller, at the time of the Prime Minister's announcement.

Mr Vorster's statement annulled these talks. "The effect of this is that our salaries have been frozen," Mr Grobler said. "Members are fed up, and motions of no-confidence in Mr Muller have already been passed." Railwaymen had made representations to the Administrators of the Transvaal and the Cape on the increase in motor licences, he added.
JOHANNESBURG — Trade union leaders reacted with anger at the Prime Minister’s statement on wages yesterday.

The 66 unions affiliated to the Trade Union Council are likely to withdraw from the anti-inflationary campaign, while the railway unions find the ten per cent wage hike to them totally unacceptable.

Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of the Transvaal Provincial Council of Trade Unions, representing 230,000 workers of all races in the private sector, described Mr Vorster’s statement as shocking.

"It spells the end of trade union participation in the anti-inflationary manifesto for the government has clearly reneged on its agreement."

Referring to the wage rises to the public sector he said "you may get the Civil Service Association accepting the ten per cent rise, but I’m quite sure the trade unions will not."

"We entered into an extension of the anti-inflationary campaign two months ago and the only changes demanded to the programme came from the Transvaal Provincial Council of Trade Unions. Now there has been an abrogation of the conditions of the agreement," he added.

The trade unions accepted in the manifesto that wage increases during the period of the campaign would be geared to only 70 per cent of rises in the consumer price index.

Mr Grobbelaar said last night he would be calling an urgent meeting today of Transvaal’s officers committee to discuss the Prime Minister’s statement.

Mr Wally Grobler, general secretary of the Artists’ Staff Association for railwaymen said: "This wage rise is totally unacceptable to our members. The ten per cent doesn’t even touch wages.

Mr Grobler added: "We were called on to make sacrifices in the anti-inflationary campaign, and this is what we have done. This increase is way below what we expected."

He said he expected all the railway unions to reject the increase.

Meanwhile economists and trade unionists yesterday described the salary increase to civil servants as "very little" but necessary, and "not inflationary."

Mr J R Altman, general-secretary of the National Union of Distributive Workers, said the increase could have a "disinflationary" effect because employers in the private sector may now hold back from granting larger wage increases.

Dr S van der Merwe, of the University of Stellenbosch’s graduate school of business, said it was not a question of whether the increase was good or bad because the government had little option.

“Strictly speaking, the increase could have an inflationary effect, but the government has responsibility to maintain the standard of living. People need this to be productive and productivity counteracts inflation."

Prof Z S Gurzynski, director of the school of economics at the University of Cape Town, said no specific provision was made in the 1978 budget, but allowance had been made for necessary increases.

"The increases would not have a worse effect than any other government expenditure," he said.

"Most civil servants will gain something, but with the progressive tax structure a good portion will go back to the government. On one hand they are giving, and on the other, taking," Prof Gurzynski said.

The South African Teachers’ Association welcomed the "interim relief" of the increase, but said it was basically the structure of teaching posts which was unsound.

Mr J H van Zyl, vice-chairman of the Public Service Commission, said he was surprised by the Prime Minister’s announcement.

"We have been negotiating wage increases for sometime but we did not expect them so soon," he declared. — DDC-SAPA
Back to the old 2s. 6d. 1/6 pound note!

When the R1 note is replaced shortly by a new nickel coin more people will switch to drawing R2 notes for spending money, a Reserve Bank spokesman believes. But he does not think this will have an inflationary effect or encourage people to spend more. "I do not think that the fact that the R1 will be a coin instead of a note will have the psychological effect of making people feel it is worth less," he said.

AVERAGE LIFE

"And the replacement of a R1 note by a coin will fight against inflation by saving the Government money. There are 75-million R1 notes in circulation — it is a popular note — and their average life is five or six months. That means that the press are continually busy printing new ones and that is a costly business. The new nickel coin will have a life of about 20 years."

A spokesman for Nedbank in Cape Town said: "I am sure people will draw money out in R2 notes instead of in piles of coins. It will really almost be a return to the old 2s. 6d. 1/6 note."

POPULAR

"When the R1 note came in it replaced the old 10 shilling note and it became very popular. People did not seem to take to the R2 note so easily. "But in fact a R1 note does not buy very much these days."
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Plea to unions on wage claims

By ALAN DUGGAN

THE Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr J C Heunis, yesterday appealed to trade unions to avoid "unrealistic" wage demands while the country laboured under economic stress.

The appeal comes against a background of criticism from trade unions and salaried workers as the country reels from the latest Budget increases.

In an interview in his Cape Town office yesterday, Mr Heunis said labour had so far exhibited a responsible attitude.

He hoped trade unions would maintain their restraint in the continuing battle against inflation.

Mr Heunis was unable to say at this stage whether he would recommend an extension of the wage restraint policy after its expiry in September, but said that most of the plans were medium and long-term anyway, and would be unaffected by expiry dates.

WINNING

The minister's advice to the man in the street was: "Spend your earnings judiciously, work as efficiently as possible and hold on to your job."

South Africa was slowly winning the war against inflation, but caution was necessary and people should not live beyond their means.

One method of combating inflation was by buying South African goods. "From time to time this country suffers from a lack of a balance of payments problem. In those cases I therefore regard it as obligatory in the national interest that everyone give consideration to the idea of buying South African products."

"Our economy will benefit from reduced imports, our balance of payments situation will be far healthier and local industry will be stimulated. And if you give my assurance that in many cases locally manufactured commodities compare very favourably with imported products." For the consumer he had this advice: "You have a maternal short-term sacrifice to make if you want security and long-term benefits. Spend money on the right things and not on things you nor the country can afford."

PRODUCTION

Commerce and industry could contribute by applying scientific methods of utilising labour forces and increasing production.

Continued growth, and the maintenance of South Africa's high standard of living was dependent on the curbing of inflation and restoration to acceptable levels.

On the question of commercial exploitation of inflation the minister said: "I am aware that there are abuses. But these should be eliminated without destroying our system of free enterprise."

"There are two ways of doing this. First, there can be voluntary action by commerce in adopting a code of business ethics. Then there is Government intervention. Steps have already been taken in regard to price control, rent control, price banding and monopolies.

ENTERPRISE

"What we want to avoid, however, is too much interference, which can have the effect of stifling free enterprise." Mr Heunis said he frequently received complaints from consumers who compared prices of commodities in various firms and then claimed that those charging more were guilty of exploitation."

"But the fact that different firms charge different prices for the same article places the onus on the customer to exercise his freedom of choice to his own advantage."

On the other hand, the businessman's future was dependent on his ability to provide goods or services to the public at prices they found acceptable. If he could not do this, he would have to cease operations.

There were instances in which businesses were exploiting the public with exorbitant prices, but these being fought by the Government, said Mr Heunis.
The Budget

Unions warn of R500m pay demands

BY GERALD REILLY

Representatives of workers in the private and public sectors yesterday warned of the certainty of pay increase demands which could pump more than R500-million of inflationary money into the economy before the end of the year.

Their warning comes hard on the heels of last Friday's appeal by the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, to unions not to make "unrealistic" demands.

The country's two largest trade union organisations, Tucsa and the SA Confederation of Labour which represent about 400,000 white workers - are committed to the wage restraints in the collective action programme against inflation.

Leaders of both organisations warned that the extent of claims would be measured by the rise in the consumer price index (CPI).

Railway union leaders said they want what they are entitled to - the CPI increase minus the restraint commitment.

All seven Railway unions meet the Minister of Transport, Mr Muller, later this month and early in May to press for rates which most want backdated to April 10.

The Artisan Staff Association is to ask for at least 20 per cent to fill the gap which has opened since the last round of rises in July 1974.

The Public Servants Association has again stressed the urgent need for salary adjustments in representations to the Public Service Commission.

Senior Government workers expect a 10 per cent rise for Government workers from the beginning of October.

The President of Tucsa, Mr E van Tonder said there was a great need for pay adjustments. Within the framework of the anti-inflation manifestos, unions would demand full compensation for rises in the CPI.
Hamming the workers too

The Budget will jolt the country's labour movement. It could also jeopardise the anti-inflation campaign.

Although the bulk of the trade union leadership is committed to the Anti-Inflation Manifesto, there has been rumblings at grass-roots (FM March 26).

Some unions have been faced with demands from members to withdraw, complaining bitterly that business men are not playing the game because they are not holding down prices.

Steeper income tax, sales duties, heavier excise on booze and smokes, and the extra 2.5c that Howrd has slapped on petrol, will fuel the flames of discontent.

Ben Nicholson, general secretary of the SA Electrical Workers' Association, tells the FM “The increases in sales duties, and particularly the rise in the petrol price, seem to knock the anti-inflation programme on the head.”

He warns: “The working man is in for a tough time and the rises will have considerable influence on trade union thinking — in particular our attitude to forthcoming wage negotiations. The restraint which trade unions have shown up to now will be severely jeopardised.”

Piet Roodt, general secretary of the SA Footplate Staff Association on the railways echoes these sentiments: “The Budget will hit us hard. We have got no choice but to press a bit harder for increases now.”

Ray Altman, secretary of the National Union of Distributive Workers and of the National Union of Commercial and Allied Workers, tells the FM the anticipated higher petrol price “will not do the working man any good”, since it will push up transport costs and consumer prices. Sales duties would also hit the working man.

“J fear that these moves could undo the effect the collective programme on inflation has had on the CPI. The trade unions are unlikely to accept a further programme of wage restraint.”

Tuens's vir vir Grobbelaar feels that Howrd has presented a “reasonably fair Budget. The tax increases have not been as severe as anticipated.”

Grobbelaar adds, however, that sales tax should not have been increased at all — “as the poorer sections of the community will have to bear a disproportionately heavy burden”. He is disappointed that sales tax has not been discarded in favour of a turnover tax.

While the registered union movement, on the one hand, will find itself under stronger pressure from the grass-roots to press for wage increases, businessmen, on the other, will also find themselves squeezed for cash. There is the making of a clash here, particularly in the public sector, where employees have done without wage rises for nearly two years.

African workers, of course, are excluded by law from the registered trade union movement. They too will be hit by the CoI rises which will come in the wake of the Budget.

Granted, Howrd had to be ruthless with departmental spending requests. But did he really have to be so niggardly when it came to African pensioners? He has increased White pensions by R5 to a maximum of R72 a month (Last year White pensions went up R7). But Africans get a smaller increase than last year — R3.50 against R3.75 — to a new maximum of R18.50. Would it have been difficult to give them more?

The next year is going to be very little, if any, increase in general living standards. Everyone — bar the successful profiteer — is going to pay the price for government's prodigality in the past.

When all is said and done, the real brunt of this Budget is going to be borne by SA's unemployed Africans. Various estimates from the universities put the figure at anywhere between 1m and 2m. Coming in the midst of an economic recession, this massively deflationary Budget is going to slow down even further the country's already parlous slow rate of job-creation for Africans — particularly in the Bantustans.

This crucial and disturbing fact should not be overlooked.
DR. LAWRENCE MCCRYSTAL seems to lack a clear understanding of the causes of inflation. He has demonstrated this clearly in remarks attributed to him in last week's Sunday Times. He was commenting on the views of Professor Milton Friedman who recently visited South Africa.

Inflation is a monetary phenomenon if there were no money and all transactions were barter transactions there would be no inflation. Inordinately large increases in the money supply causes inflation. All other so-called causes are effects of inflation. The trade unionist demands higher wages to protect his members' incomes. The business man requires higher prices to protect his return on investment and his ability to invest in new machinery.

Money supply increased dramatically over the past five years and so has the rate of inflation. Dr. McCystal speaks of "an inflationary attitude of mind" as being the origin of the problem. Have our attitudes and spending habits really changed dramatically over the past four years to cause the quadrupling of the rate of inflation? I doubt it.

Dr. McCystal cites the Arabs and oil prices as another cause. If petrol prices go up and the money supply is held constant, consumers will either buy less petrol or less of something else.

Indeed, the prices of some other goods and services might be driven down by decreasing demand. It is only when the money supply is increased that consumers can continue to purchase oil-based products without cutting back elsewhere

Under these circumstances, inflation certainly will occur. But notice that the money supply first had to be increased.

Through recorded history, inflations have always been associated with large increases in the money supply. I fail to see why South Africa should be any different in this respect or why indeed, Professor Friedman needs to have a depth of knowledge of South Africa's special conditions before he can point to the obvious.

An anti-inflation manifesto campaign will in the short-term, curb the rate of price increases. But the only permanent solution to inflation is to cut back the rate at which the money supply is growing.

Neither businessmen nor trade unions can directly affect the rate of money supply growth. Only the Government has this power. Any attempt to implicate these parties in an anti-inflation campaign only serves to draw attention away from the real causes of the problem.
Tell workers about those profits—TUC

Financial Staff
WAGE restraint has brought home to the average worker the need to overcome the problem of inflation, Mr E. van Tonder, president of the Trade Union Council, told employers in Cape Town this week.

"He is better off with wage restraint and sincere co-operation by employers in keeping prices to a reasonable level and not exaggerating increases," he said at a symposium held by the Cape Employers' Association.

The majority of trade unions, Mr Tonder believed, were better off supporting the wage restraint aspect of the Government's anti-inflation programme.

"But it was difficult to explain away imported inflation and rising prices over which employers had no control," Mr Tonder said.

GREEDY
"The average worker, even in the more sophisticated sectors of industry, still regards employers as greedy money makers," Mr Tonder added.

"He sees you 'pocketing millions' while paying him a mere subsistence wage or salary.

"His understanding of company balance sheets is frighteningly limited. He sees only one item—gros profit—and interprets this to be the amount pocketed by employers."

TAXATION
"He does not consider taxation, the replacement of equipment or the shareholders' return on their investment.

The worker needed much closer co-operation from his employer, who should take him into his confidence about the company's financial situation," Mr T. V. Allman, vice-chairman of the Western Province Area division of TULSA, told the conference. "It is easy to see if trade unions in their wage demands are observing the pay-restraint formula.

"But how can we be sure that employers are observing it and absorbing 30 percent of rising costs?"

"Employers who are cooperating in the anti-inflation programme should hold seminars for their workers and explain their financial position.

"If that kind of rapport could take place between employer and worker it would go a long way towards achieving mutual confidence in the country's present situation."

1. 150 A
2. 325
3. 751
Kaapstadse komitee is open en wakker

Ons ondersteun die Manifes. Want ons kan inflasie slegs saam bekamp.

'n Jeugsimposum en 'n simposium vir die publiek onder die voorwitters van die Dr Jan Smuts Marais is twee van die aktiwiteite wat reeds deur die Kaapstadse streekkomitee van die kollektiewe Aksebeweging teen Inflasie gereeld en aangeleë is.

Die komitee het ook reeds suksesvolle onderhandelings gehad met die Direkteur van Onderwyse in Kaapstad.

Die komitee het reeds heelwat bereik en gresar steun gekry van die kant van die kamer van Nabierlike- en die Kaapstadse Kamer van Commerce. Die Kamer van Nabierlike van die Kaapstadse Kamer van Commerce bereik ook te maak van die vergadering van alle belanghebbende te beëindig deur die probleem met die verhandelingen van die aflusting van goeder by winkels te bespreek.

Versoek

Die komitee het ook 'n brief aan die Registraar van Finansiele Instelling geneem om onmiddellik 'n anklage te gee aan die verhoog van premies van terreinen en verzekering.

Die akkedisponent geneem die initiatie te versoek om die inflasieprobleem te bespreek en te hooelte tot in verband met die inflasieprobleem.

Casino

Die kaapstadse komitee is in gesprek met die kamer van nabierlike en die Kaapstadse Kamer van Commerce.

McCrystal outlines CAM campaign

Visiting American economist Prof Milton Friedman's categoric statement that inflation is caused only by a lack of control of the money supply has led him into a heated clash with Dr Lawrence McCrystal, prominent South African economist and chairperson of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation.

During his recent visit to South Africa, the Chicago economist integrated a lively debate in the local media when he attributed South Africa's and the world's inflationary problems purely to government's lack of control of the money supply.

Prof Friedman held that because governments had failed to control the money supply, this was responsible for inflation, and therefore they could solve the inflation problem.

Controversy

The Friedman-McCrystal controversy came to a head when Prof Friedman stated that the Anti-Inflation Manifold was nothing but a smoke-screen to cover up the government's failures. Dr McCrystal responded by stating that Prof Friedman was "talking nonsense."

Dr McCrystal explained the inference of Friedman's article as ill-considered statement, as the headline-mad men of PCI, ASSEN, AHI, TUCSA, SARS, the NDMF, the Chamber of Mines, the GMA, and so on, who helped to draft the manifestos, were either not eligible to an ornamental degree, or they were prepared to allow their organisations to do a cover-up job for the government. This is an insulting and preposterous suggestion.

Concerned

The Collective Action Movement against Inflation has in letters to the authorities concerned expressed its concern over the expenditure the South African Broadcasting Corporation and the South African Railways incurred with the official openings of the Auckland Park Centre and Richards Bay, respectively.

CPI rise was expected

As forecast earlier this year, the Consumer Price Index has risen at this stage. This was to be expected in the anti-inflation campaign as a result of inflation and various other cost-raising factors. A spokesman for the Collective Action Movement against Inflation said recently:

"This will probably be somewhat prolonged by the steady rise in the general level of prices. The public should be made aware of this fact and be encouraged to be more vigilant in their spending."

The spokesman urged readers to write to the Anti-Inflation Abwechslung against Inflation in Pretoria, VOR (Post Office 091).
McCris toul outlines CAM campaign

Visiting American econo mist Prof Milton Friedman’s categorical statement that inflation is caused only by a lack of control of the money supply has led him into a headlong clash with Dr Lawrence McCrystal, prominent South African economist and chairman of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation.

During his recent visit to South Africa, the Chicago economist instigated a lively debate in the broad media when he attributed South Africa’s and the world’s inflationary problems purely to governments’ lack of control of the money supply.

Prof Friedman argued that because governments had failed to control the money supply they alone were responsible for inflation, and therefore, they alone could solve the inflation problem.

Controversy

The Friedman-McCrystal controversy came to a head when Prof Friedman stated that the Anti-Inflation Manifesto was nothing but a smoke screen to cover up the government’s errors. Dr McCrystal retorted by saying that Prof Friedman was ‘talking nonsense’.

Dr McCrystal explained: ‘The inference of Friedman’s, at best ill-conceived statement, is that the hard-nosed men of FCI, Assorem, AHI, TUCSA, Surfrain, the NDMF, the Chamber of Mines, the GMA, and so on, who helped to draft the manifesto, are either unable or unwilling to run a fantastically, or they are prepared to allow their organizations to do a cover up job for the Government. This is so insulting and preposterous a suggestion different from the constructive action necessary for the practical handling of an inflationary situation. This cannot merely be thrown away by stating that the actions which gave rise to it should never have been taken’.

Dr McCrystal concluded: ‘The crop może rozen in 1976 we take the simplest view of the academic monetarists that all we need to do is to control the money supply and all will come right, or do we need with the practical decision-makers and work on a broader canvas, which includes the monetary authorities, but covers, in addition, wages and salaries, and structural aspects relating to such matters as productivity, and thrift and efficiency at all levels of our society?’

The Anti-Inflation Manifesto takes the latter structural approach.

The Collective Action Movement against Inflation has in letters to the authorities concerned expressed its concern over the expenditure of the Black Cross Corperation and the South African Railways. They have written to the official openings of the Auckland Park Centre and Richards Bay, respectively.
VIR ONMIDDELLIKE VESTELLING

AKSIEPROGRAM TEEN INFLASIE

JERSEVERKLARING UITGEBEIR DEUR DIE MINISTER VAN EKONOMIESSE SAKE

Na comleeiding van berigte dat Tucsa homself verduag ontrok het uit die anti-inflasie program het el mat mnr. Arthur Grobbelaar persoonlik in verheding getree en hy het ny moegdeel dat die Eerste Minister se oproep aan die private sektor en werkgewers en werknemers om in gelyke mate van discipline toe te pas met bes- trekking tot die verhogings in hulle verdienste as wat van werkm- nemers van die openbare sektor verwag word, vatebraas die inter- pretasie dat dit n'aflyking van die riglyne van die Gesamentlike Aksieprogram verteenwoordig.

Op in verskoring van ny dat hierdie oproep hoegenaamd geen verandering of aflyking van die vaste ondernemings in die program verteenwoordig nie en nie as sulks deur werknemers of werkgewers geinterpreteer moet word nie, het mnr. Grobbelaar ny moegdeel dat Tucsa hou soos in die verlede aan die program gebonden beskou.

Duidelijkskalfse moet el byvoog dat die Eerste Minister se verklaring betrekking het op werknemers in die openbare sektor en werknemers en werkgewers wat nie kragtens die program gebonde is nie.

UITGEBEIR DEUR DIE DEPARTEMENT VAN INLICITING OP VERSOEK VAN DIE MINISTERIE VAN EKONOMIESSE SAKE

KAAPSTAD
23 APRIL 1976
Anti-inflation plan in danger

24/4/76

Labour Reporter

The anti-inflation campaign remains shaky despite the dramatic reversal in the leading labour signatory’s decision to withdraw from it.

The 200,000-strong Trade Union Council of South Africa resumed its support of the anti-inflation manifesto after receiving satisfactory assurances from the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Heurns.

But the general secretary of the 200,000-strong Confederation of Labour, Mr. Walle Grobler, still regards the manifesto as being “in jeopardy”.

WITHIN SPIRIT

Before receiving Mr. Heurns’ assurances, Mr. Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of Fasa, said the only thing that could save the manifesto was “strong, straightforward statements by employer organisations that they will negotiate within the spirit of the manifesto.”

Later yesterday, the Minister of Economic Affairs assured Mr. Grobbelaar that the Prime Minister’s call “was” in no way a change or deviation from the fixed undertakings in the programme and should not be interpreted as such by employers or employees.

SHOP WORKERS

Heavy increases in the basic wage rates of shop workers and a yearly escalation of not less than 10 percent to compensate for rises in the consumer price index are being sought by three trade unions—the National Union of Distributive Workers, the National Union of Commercial and Allied Workers and the Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union.

Natal’s 4,000 White railway artisans have rejected the salary increases announced by the Prime Minister because “they are absolutely contrary to the anti-inflation measures and serve to widen the gap between the higher and lower income groups.”
Inflation—businessmen are not the culprits

As a businessman I feel that the time has come to speak up and say, "enough is enough."

As a staunch follower of, and believer in, a free enterprise capitalist economic system, I am becoming increasingly perturbed by local publications, television and radio broadcasts and by the opinions of various members of the public.

Insinuations and accusations have been leveled at the South African businessman. He is the ogre who is making excess profits and who is exploiting the people and is therefore anti-South African. Should he achieve a return on capital invested in excess of 15 percent he is almost criminal. He must also absorb 50 percent of the increase in any prices or expenses. The worthless anti-inflation smoke-screen document says as much. We have been told that he is exploiting the masses. And more.

We have been listening to the opinions, accusations and generalisations of a certain "economist" over the radio and television and he has, in my opinion, done considerable harm in promoting naive theories and in damaging the pro-capitalist faith in the public once held possessed.

Yet, with the Euroco scandal, the Government and its deals that have aroused a little interest, excess 1976 Government spending, wage increases and inefficiency in the civil service, inefficiency in Government-controlled and semi-controlled enterprises, support of the television manufacturers cabal and much more, little is heard. The finger still points to the businessman.

The efforts of this "economist" in his accusations and generalisations of the "guilt" of the businessman as a whole is causing the public to lose confidence in the businessman, resulting in the Government stepping in as the protector of the exploited masses and legislating for more control over private enterprise.

This smacks of socialism.

Speaking personally, I am sick and tired of being told that I, as a businessman, am the cause of our present economic ills, the exploiter of the masses and the possible future victim of a Government-sponsored witch-hunt or inquisition.

It is high time that ASSOCOM and the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut stood up and told the Government to keep its hands off the businessman and free enterprise.

Naturally it is popular, especially for a politician, to look for scapegoats for inflation. It cannot be stated clear enough, however, that there is only one instance responsible for the existing inflation, and that is the Government itself.

If the Minister and his colleagues would care to study the financial results of the big clothing retail chains, as published, they would find out that the average profit on sales is between 4 and 6 percent.

As far as the small independent retail trade is concerned, the situation is by no means better.

The Minister has asked the Price Controller to report on the advisability of "fixing the maximum retail profit on all clothing." What does the Minister mean? Profits as the result at the end of the year? Or doesn't he differentiate between mark-up and profit?

If the Minister wants to peg the maximum mark-up on clothing, my question is: does he intend treating every retailer on the same basis? The one who pays R6 per square metre rent the same as the one who pays R0?

I am convinced that Mr Heunis could do a bigger contribution to our fight against inflation by attacking our bureaucracy.

What about Saturday work for civil servants — something which is common practice in the retail trade?

Claus Koek
Windhoek.
‘Stagger time to beat inflation’

Own Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — Staggered starting and finishing times for industry, commerce and schools could do more for South Africa’s economy and productivity than all the anti-inflation measures together, the Urban Transport Conference was told yesterday.

Mr L R Dickson, general manager of City Tramways, said a “co-ordinated and ambitious scheme” to stagger starting and finishing times was being tackled in Pretoria.

Mr Dickson said lower company profits would not necessarily mean lower bus fares.

“Nowhere in history has the removal of the profit motive on a large urban public transport system brought lower overall costs. The reverse is very much the case.”

Mr F A Loots, MEC, in charge of roads in the Cape, said co-ordinated activity, between local authorities, transport media and the public had become imperative.
Inflation pact: Heunis plea to artisan body

John Patten, Political Correspondent

CAPE TOWN—The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, today appealed to the 20 000-strong Railway Artisan Staff Association to reconsider its decision announced yesterday to withdraw from the joint action programme against inflation.

"If reports of the association's withdrawal are correct, then I wish to say its action will not be in the interests of the workers or of the anti-inflation programme in general," Mr Heunis said.

"I would appeal to them to reconsider their decision, because with the anti-inflation programme we are achieving results.

The Minister stepped into the dispute between the association and the Minister of Transport, Mr Louwrens Muller, at a critical time when their deadlocked pay negotiations began to threaten national solidarity in the fight against inflation.

Not only did the Artisan Staff Association — angered by the refusal of Mr Muller to consider pay increases greater than the 10 percent hike already announced — decide to withdraw itself from the anti-inflation campaign, but it also made it clear it would 'do its utmost to persuade the South African Confederation of Labour to follow suit.'

The Artisan Staff Association's change of heart would seem to be enough to reverse the decision now, without any persuasion of other members of the confederation, observers say.

The union's president, Mr Jimmy Zurch, and the Minster of Transport "would not and could not depart from the 10 percent pay increase scheduled for July 1."
JOHANNESBURG — The Artisan Staff Association, representing 20,000 railway workers, has withdrawn from the anti-inflation campaign and will do its utmost to persuade the S.A. Confederation of Labour (200,000 members) to follow suit," it was announced by ASA president Mr. Jimmy Zurich here yesterday.

It was also said that the Minister of Transport, Mr. S. L. Muller, "would not and could not" depart from the 10 percent increase with effect from July 1 and the possible further increase of 5 percent in January.

Mr. Zurich's statement says his executive committee had a "strong confrontation" with the Minister at their meeting in Cape Town on Tuesday.

"The confrontation, on the modus operandi for future salary negotiations, ended in the extraction of a declaration that there would not be any future salary announcements until the Minister had completed the round of negotiations with the Railway unions.

"The association is disgusted not only with the modus operandi followed in this instance, but also with the inequity of the 10 percent salary handout," Mr. Zurich said.

He added that the union demanded a rise of 18.55 percent for the bulk of its membership.

"This was far below the 21.11 percent to which they were entitled," he added.

The claim varied giving the lower paid workers greater increases in accordance with the spirit of the manifesto.

"Our claim therefore: all the criteria for self-restraint, responsibility, the ability of the employer to pay and the manifesto formula. The Minister, however, shielded behind the Cabinet decision as announced by the Prime Minister," Mr. Zurich said.
Post Office's year of productivity

The Post Office - one of the leading organisations in the public sector - is making a large contribution towards the fight against inflation and is proud of its internal discipline, which is based on service.

The Post Office has decided that the most effective way to keep the wolf of inflation from the door, is to demand full service for a just reward. Every worker, regardless of rank or position, were to ensure that his daily work output was commensurate with his daily remuneration - it would considerably contribute to the wellbeing of our country.

In other words, a full day's work for a full day's pay.

There are 87,000 people employed by the Post Office, and a main objective is to motivate every worker to attain maximum productivity. The 'giving of one's all' should become a matter of personal pride to every individual. For example, the seemingly small matter of starting work punctually each morning forms the cornerstone of a productive day.

With this in mind the Post Office has declared 1976 six years of maximum productivity with every individual expected to contribute his utmost. For Post Office workers it must be a matter of honour that every working day will be utilised for work.

As soon as employers' output fail to equate with their remuneration, inflation is advanced. But the Post Office is determined that their workers will do an honest day's work for a full day's pay.

What a way to run a business.

The Collective Action Programme against inflation will continue for a further six months after the present campaign ends on March 31st.

This decision was taken after a meeting of the representatives of the Anti-Inflation Manifesto in Cape Town on February 18th.

The Minister of Economics Affairs, Mr. Chris Heunis, said after the meeting that the same principles would apply, but that as a result of trade union representations it was decided that workers earning less than R250 a month would not have to make any wage increase sacrifices.

Mr. Heunis also said that while in the past the emphasis had been on saving it was now also increasingly on efficiency and productivity.

He said it was unlikely that the factors that had affected the economy recently could be dealt with quickly enough to ensure real growth in 1976.

Complicated

He said the recession that has troubled South Africa's trading partners since 1971 has been made worse by the huge increase in the price of oil. Angola has further complicated the economic situation and it was obvious that further spending must increase, he added.

"It has become more necessary than ever for all South Africans to live within their means this year," he said.

The anti-inflation programme was necessary last year, it was a great deal more so, in 1976.

This year, Mr. Heunis restated the Government's view that keeping its own expenditure in the coming financial year, below the expected percentage rise in costs and prices.

Verwoerdburg

The success story of Verwoerdburg's new advertising campaign has been praised by Prof. Louis Weyers, member of the Collective Action Movement and chairman of the Coordinating Consumer Council.

Prof. Weyers said the advertisement was setting an example for the whole country with the recent establishment of its local committee.

The committee is making a special appeal to domiciliaries to re-cooperate in the campaign, particularly in the thousands of dollars given by the Department of Economic Affairs.

Previous winners of the award were the daily newspaper Pretoria News and Beeld.
Majority supports inflation campaign

An overwhelming majority of South Africans are aware of the negative impacts of inflation, and the campaign is of benefit to South Africa, and have actually done something to contain the inflation moist.

A survey by the leading market research company in South Africa to determine the impact of the campaign against inflation among all races in the country revealed that an impressive 78 per cent of Whites interviewed, 66 per cent of Indians, 68 per cent of Coloureds and 57 per cent of Blacks are aware of the anti-inflation public campaign, while 76 per cent of the Whites interviewed, 72 per cent of both Coloureds and Asians and 49 per cent of Blacks are aware of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation.

The campaign value of the campaign, which was launched in November last year, is supported in that of no fewer than 96 per cent of all Whites interviewed gave a solid "yes" to the question "Do you think it is good for South African's benefit to have a publicity campaign against inflation?.

The campaign is equally well supported by Blacks, Coloureds and Indians. Of the Blacks interviewed, 81 per cent came out in support of the publicity value of the campaign, 86 per cent of Coloureds and Indians also approved of the campaign.

Vital

"Probably one of the most vital questions that must be asked is "Have you personally done anything to fight inflation?""

A solid 79 per cent of Whites and 60 per cent of Coloureds and Indians answered affirmatively while 28 per cent of the Black group surveyed were able to answer.

An important aspect of the battle against inflation is the necessity for people to budget.

Proof that the value of this message has reached its mark is the fact that especially Whites was revealed by the survey in which 77 per cent of the Whites interviewed stated that they had budgeted.

Die inflasie-koers is nog te hoog

Hoewel die inflasie-koers in Januarie vannag laer was as in Desember, en heewat onder die 15,2 percent van Januarie 1977, is dit nog te hoog teen 13,5 percent, volgens dr Lawrence McRostie, voorstaller van die Kollektiewe Asbeheer Tealelsensies.

Die inslafet-koers is in die kromme van 'n brommede.

**Belangrike wapen**

Flatselkomitees van verbruikers kan 'n belangrike wapen in die stryd teen inflasie wees, volgens Prof Lewers, voorstaller van die verbruikerskomitee van die Kollektiewe Asbeheer.

**Verslaap**

"Een wil beklemtoon dat dit nie in hierdie stadium op groot skaal geslaag is nie, maar ons moet probeer om groter verslaap in die navolking van die Kollektiewe Asbeheer te bevorder."
Be a business watchdog, says Hennessy

ECONOMIST CAUTIONS ANTICIPATING INFLATION

President anti-inflation measures will boost costs

Lower living standards will prevail as boom turns

By Eugene Nudo

President anti-inflation measures will boost costs

By Eugene Nudo
Seven Sounds Inflation Warning

The success of the system's operation depends on various factors related to its infrastructure and technology. The system must be able to handle data and information effectively, ensuring that all components function as expected. The system must also be robust and adaptable, capable of handling unexpected changes or challenges. It is crucial that the system is maintained regularly to ensure optimal performance. The system must be scalable, allowing for growth and expansion as needed. The system must also be secure, protecting data and information from unauthorized access. It is essential that the system is user-friendly, allowing for easy interaction and use. The system must also be cost-effective, ensuring that the investment is worth the cost. It is crucial that the system can handle the expected load and capacity. The system must also be reliable, ensuring consistent performance and output. It is essential that the system is compatible with other systems and technologies. The system must also be flexible, allowing for customization and adaptation. The system must also be efficient, ensuring that resources are used effectively. It is crucial that the system can handle the expected load and capacity. The system must also be scalable, allowing for growth and expansion as needed. The system must also be secure, protecting data and information from unauthorized access. It is essential that the system is user-friendly, allowing for easy interaction and use.
VIR ONMIDDELLIKE VRYSTELLING

GESAMENTLIKE AKSIEPROGRAM TEEN INFLASIE

PERSVERKLARING UITGEBREIK DEUR DIE MINISTER VAN EKONOMIESE SAKE

Na aanleiding van persberigte waarin gemeld was dat die Vakbondsraad van Suid-Afrika en die Konfederasie van Arbeid gevra het vir 'n onmiddellijke samesprekking tussen al die ondertekenaars van die Gesamentlike Aksieprogram teen Inflasie ten einde te versêker dat elk van hierdie verskillende groepe hulle onderskeie verpligtigings ingeval die Aksieprogram getrou sal eerbiedig, het ek vandag met die twee vakbondorganisasies ooreengekoms dat ek hulle verteenwoordigers op 12 Mei om 7.30 v. in Kaapstad sal ontmoet vir 'n volledige bespreking van enige bedenkinge wat hulle mag hé vir soevere dit die eerbiediging van die riglyne van die Aksieprogram deur ander ondertekenaars van die Program mag betref ten einde te bepaal watter stappe daar van die Regering se kant gedoen kan word om die vakbondorganisasies se standpuntes te bevredig.

Ek het ook met die vakbondorganisasies ooreengekoms dat ek na my samesprekings met hulle verteenwoordigers 'n vergadering van die Voortsettingskomitee insake die Anti-inflasieprogram sal behoort ten einde aan alle ondertekenaars van die Aksieprogram 'n geleentheid te gee om enige aspekte van die program waaroor daar by hulle bedenkings mag bestaan, volledig te bespreek en om oorweging te skenk aan alle moontlike stappe wat gedoen kan word om te verseker dat die verskillende ondertekenaars van die Aksieprogram hulle onderskeie verpligtiging in verband met die Gesamentlike Veldtog teen Inflasie getrou sal nakom.

UITGEBREIK DEUR DIE DEPARTEMENT VAN INLIGTING OP VERSOEK VAN DIE MINISTERIE VAN EKONOMIESE SAKE

KAAPSTAD
5 Mei 1976
Heunis to meet unions over inflation 'misgivings'

CAPE TOWN. — The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Chris Heunis, is to invite delegates of the Trade Union Council and the Confederation of Labour in Cape Town next Wednesday to discuss any 'misgivings' they have on the extent to which signatories are honouring the directive programme of action against inflation.

In a statement issued yesterday, Mr. Heunis said he had decided to do this after press reports that the two bodies had asked for an immediate discussion on the matter.

'Take discussions would be held,' said Mr. Heunis, 'to determine jointly what steps the Government could take to satisfy the viewpoints of the trade union organizations.'

Mr. Heunis said after the talks he would call a meeting of the Continuation Committee of the anti-inflation programme to give all signatories a chance to discuss fully any 'misgivings' about the programme.

The committee would also consider all possible steps that may have to be taken to ensure that the various signatories faithfully carry out their respective commitments in the anti-inflation campaign.
Unionists welcome Heunis meeting

Trade union organisations have welcomed the announcement by the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, that he will meet them on May 12 to iron out any misgivings about the anti-inflation campaign.

Mr Heunis' announcement follows a suggestion by trade union organisations calling for such a meeting.

It indicates the seriousness with which the Government views the dissatisfaction of some groups with the collective campaign against inflation.

In addition Mr Heunis announced a meeting of the continuation committee of the campaign, to be held on May 28, and at which all the signatories of the anti-inflation manifesto will be present.

Mr Attie Nieuwoudt, president of the Confederation of Labour, said today he was looking forward to meeting the Minister because "there is a lot at stake and because inflation affects everyone."

He said one of the points certain to be raised was the recent increases approved by the Government for civil servants.
Anti-inflation plan attacked by Cloete

JOHANNESBURG — A general upturn in the South African economy can be “fairly confidently predicted” about the start of next year, writes Dr Johan Cloete in National Bank Business Brief for May, but with neither the stagnation nor balance of payment problem under control.

Dr Cloete, the bank’s chief economist, is also critical of the anti-inflation campaign so far, describing the wages and prices policy as “wishy-washy”, and advocating “really tough and, if necessary, compulsory controls over all wage and price increases.”

He said “very little seems to have been accomplished” by the anti-inflation campaign launched last September, when the inflation rate was 12.2 per cent. Six months later inflation was still running at 11.5 per cent.

Having regard to the fact that the index for food prices (which has a weight of 28 per cent in the overall consumer price index) rose by only 1.1 per cent between September and March, “The slow rise in food prices and not the anti-inflation manifesto must be given most of the credit for holding the inflation rate,” he said.

“We are now faced with the unpleasant prospect that we cannot be certain that even by the beginning of next year the inflation rate will have been brought down to a single figure, which is probably essential, if we are to have any sustained growth during 1977 and thereafter,” Dr Cloete said.

To achieve a longer and more sustained economic upswing in 1977 and after, “we should from now on apply really tough and, if necessary, compulsory controls over all wage and price increases.

“We simply must force the inflation rate down to five or six per cent by the end of this year, and the only way this can be done is by a tough wages and prices policy.”

Failure to do this, and persistence with present policies, “will merely destroy growth completely and needlessly, create unacceptable levels of unemployment, and still leave us with an unacceptable inflation rate by the end of the year,” Dr Cloete said — SAPA
LEADERS of the Trade Union Council of South Africa and the Confederation of Labour, today met the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr J. C. Heunis, in a bid to avert the crisis that threatens the action programme against inflation.

Both bodies have said they would withdraw from the agreement unless other parties, including employers, played a fuller part.

Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, general secretary of TUCSA, Mr Attie Neuwoudt, president of the confederation, claim that salary earners are having to make the biggest sacrifice for the action programme.

One of the delegation's chief grievances was the difficulties caused for trade unions by the 'inadequate' 10 percent increase granted to the Civil Service, which may be seen by private sector employers as a precedent.

They felt employers were keen to meet the terms of the manifesto as far as keeping down wage increases was concerned.

They sought assurance that commerce and industry would be compelled to make comparable sacrifices.

An aide of Mr Heunis said the Minister would not make a statement.
Angry railmen pull out of inflation pact

By CLIVE EMIDON

Labour Correspondent

IN AN angry statement rejecting the Government's handling of their wage demands, the seven Railways and Harbours trade unions and staff associations have refused to take any further part in the anti-inflation campaign.

They state that as responsible trade unions they recognise the necessity for the campaign but because of its one-sidedness, seen by the workers as unreasonable and unjust, Railways staff refuse to accept it.

Mr Neels Botha, who released the statement as chairman of the Federal Consultative Council of SA Railways and Harbours Staff Associations, said the Minister of Railways, Mr Lourens Muller, had been asked for a clear policy statement regarding their grievances.

The council is writing to the Prime Minister, Mr Vorster, to petition him not to make general announcements in future regarding wages for State employees which include the Railways.

The seven unions and staff associations, which have a total membership of nearly 90,000 Whites, say Railways personnel could not have made a greater contribution to the anti-inflationary campaign.

The Government's decision to give only a 10 per cent pay rise at this stage "is seen as a method to force the aims of the anti-inflation campaign on a section of the population least able to cope."

The notice that a further five per cent may be given in January would be 15 months too late to absorb the rise in living costs of the third quarter of 1975.

The unions ask "Is the State busy creating a second poor White problem out of its own workers such as existed in the 1930s and 1940s?"

The unions say they were completely opposed to the manner in which their pay rises were announced.

They would not be linked to public servants and the Post Office, as was done, and they had received an undertaking from the Minister this would not be the case.

The rises were due to come into effect only three months after they were announced, and would be absorbed by new price rises.

They viewed the manner in which the rises were announced as a "smack in the face" which said nothing for future dealings with demands on personnel in the future. This came at a time when there had been good relations between the administration and personnel.
Unions to keep up inflation battle

The expected confrontation between right-wing trade unions and the Government over inflation fizzled out yesterday when the Confederation of Labour decided to remain signatories to the anti-inflation manifesto.

Only two unions openly supported the “pull-out move.”

“A statement issued by the executive committee of the confederation said that after thorough consideration it had decided not to withdraw from the anti-inflation campaign “at this stage.”

“Nevertheless we are highly concerned about the recent salary adjustments in the public sector which certainly were not made in the spirit of the manifesto.”

“We again call on the Government not to repeat this procedure,” the statement said.

The confederation also expressed its dismay at rising prices “If the Government and other signatories to the manifesto cannot contain these price increases in future, the confederation certainly cannot continue its part in the fight against inflation.”

The confederation urged the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, to call a meeting of the continuation committee of the Collective Movement Against Inflation early next month to give workers a chance to voice their feelings.
Licence fees protest by Dr McCrystal

PRETORIA. — The proposed increase in licence fees in the Cape Province can only have a harmful psychological effect on the general climate in which the public is becoming increasingly dissatisfied about the various price increases taking place.

"The fact that the Natal Provincial Administration can accommodate a cut-back in the Treasury's subsidy without having to increase taxes and licensing fees shows what can be done if the necessary determination is there the appropriate expenditure according to revenue," he said.

Dr McCrystal's statement has been echoed by the Cape Town Chamber of Commerce, yesterday appealing to critics not to scrap the Anti-inflation Manifesto and warned that if they did so mandatory wage and price controls would follow.

The appeal follows threatened rejection of the Manifesto (an agreement to limit wage claims and profits to combat inflation) by all sectors in a wave of disillusionment this month when it becomes apparent that the programme of action against inflation was failing.

With inflation still raging at more than 10 percent, the critics claim public sector spending as a major cause of tax and price rises, and contend that without Government commitment the programme of collective action is a farce.

The Anti-Inflation Manifesto was a step forward in developing consensus between all sectors, including the news media, and it would be "far more sensible to build on this foundation rather than tear down as present critics seem determined to do," said Mr Drake in a statement to the Cape Times.

"If the Manifesto does not work I predict price and wage controls..."
Heunis on talks with unions

The Argus Parliamentary Staff

THE Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr J. C. Heunis, has given details of his recent discussions with representatives of the Trade Union Council (Tucsa) and the South African Confederation of Labour on Government pay hikes and the anti-inflation campaign.

He said the trade union representatives contended that the pay increases for employees in the public sector constituted a violation of recognised negotiating rights and procedures of the railway trade unions. They also claimed the increases were unacceptable to the trade unions because they were inconsistent with the guidelines for wage and salary increases embodied in the Collective Programme of Action against inflation.

The increases for railway and postal workers should not be coupled with those of employees of the public service, because they were independent organisations.

MEETING

Mr Heunis said these points were put at a meeting attended by himself, the Minister of Transport, Mr S. L. Muller, and the Minister of Labour, Mr S. P. Botha.

The trade union representatives were told that, although it was Government policy not to interfere in normal circumstances with recognised negotiating rights, the Government still had overall responsibility in exceptional circumstances to decide on the particular type of action it regarded as necessary in the national interest. They were also told the 10 percent pay increases would be implemented for all public sector employees from July 1, but Mr Muller was willing to negotiate with the railway unions after October 1 on further, possible pay increases after January 1 next year.

The Government had taken note, the representatives were told, that pay increases for railway and postal employees should not be linked to those of the public service.

But it was pointed out that in particular circumstances it might be essential for the actions of the Railways, the Post Office and the public service to be co-ordinated as when general economic conditions or wider policy objectives demanded this be done.

Mr Heunis gave this information in reply to questions by Mr Gordon Waddell (PRP, Johannesburg North).
UNION CRITICS GET ANSWER

26/5/76
Parliamentary Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. J.C. Heunis, yesterday threw some light on criticisms by trade union leaders over the anti-inflation campaign.

Answering Mr. Gordon Waddell (PRP, Johannesburg North), Mr. Heunis said the Confederation of Labour charged that the recent Government announcement of wage and salary increases for public sector employees was a violation of the recognised negotiating rights and procedures of the railway unions.

The Confederation pointed out that its members were still bargaining with the Transport Minister when the announcement was made.

The increases were unacceptable, the Confederation said, since these were inconsistent with the guidelines for wage and salary increases embodied in the collective programme of action against inflation.

The Confederation also objected to the Railways and Post Office pay increases being coupled to those of the public service.

The Minister said that, although it was not its policy to interfere, the Government still had an overall responsibility in the national interest.

The wage and salary increase, of 10 percent, he said, would be implemented for all employees in July.

"But the Minister of Transport, with the concurrence of the Cabinet, was prepared to negotiate with the railway union after October 1, about further possible wage and salary increases, which could, in the light of economic and financial conditions, be granted to their members after next January," Mr. Waddell said.

Finally, Mr. Heunis pointed out that under special circumstances it might be necessary for the Railways and Post Office increases and those of the public service to be coordinated.

Commenting afterwards, Mr. Waddell said:

"It sounds very well for the Government to express such sentiments. But they must be seen against the extensive and substantial rise in price increases they have granted since the collective programme against inflation was launched. This reflects the fact that reality cannot be postponed indefinitely."

"For that programme to redeem its chance of success, the sacrifices must be seen to be asked for on an equitable basis."

"Even then, at best, it is a palliative. The cure to the disease lies in tight control of the money supply."
Baragin Breakers...
THE MANIFESTO:

Strong support from ASSOCOM

Mr Raymond Parsons, Executive Director of the Association of Chambers of Commerce, recently addressed the Nigel Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The controversial economist, while agreeing that the Manifesto was not the perfect answer to South Africa’s problems, pointed out that the critics and sceptics had not offered any practicable alternatives. He stressed that the manifesto included little ‘which cannot be justified as worth doing for its own sake’.

“The critics of the Manifesto have not offered a practicable alternative. Despite its faults, the Manifesto is very much a case of “always keep hold of a horse, for fear of finding something worse”. There is too much preoccupation in public debate with the short term wage and price guidelines in the

Ons boekie bly gewild by almal

The boekie “Wat is Inflasie/What is Inflation” se gewildheid neem steeds toe en daar is besluit om nog 20 000 eksemplare te druk. Deurdat al hoe meer instanies die swaarde teen inflasie opmeen, word die aanvraag na hierdie boekie daagliks groter. Sommige instanies het reeds op eie initiatief die boekie gereproduereer en aan hulle lede uitgestuur – daar is geen kopiere mlegs

Ongeveer 20 000 eksemplare is reeds aan organisasies, diverse ver en organisasies, deur die land versprei, wat weseel van munuswetlike, koöpklamers, handelsverenigings tot motorfirmas en ander privaat instanies

’n Versoek het gekom van die Instituut van Bestuur vir 1500 eksemplare, wat aan hulle lede verskaf word

Munuswetlike verenigings het ook groot bestelling-groepies

“Wat is Inflasie/What is Inflation” is gratis op aanvraag beskikbaar van Kollektiewe Aksie Beweging, Posbus 3443, Pretoria 0001

Payed as you Earn!

A Durban based computer company have given staff an increase to keep pace with inflation, but in return the working day has been lengthened.

Mr Dieter Munch, managing director of Nxtdorf Computer, said increases of between 13 and 16 per cent had been given to 50 employees and their working day lengthened by 30 minutes. This adds up to a little more than an extra working day each month for every employee

It is Wrong

“It is wrong to say that commerce and industry have not played their part in the fight against inflation. Many responsible businessmen have carried out their obligations, especially the larger companies. Just as workers earning less than R200 per month are excluded from sacrifices in terms of the Manifesto, so there are small businessmen who have simply been unable to fully absorb the required 30 per cent of increases in unavoidable costs. The price and wage restraints have helped to limit the inflation rate over the past few months, but whether they can continue to do more good than harm after September 30 is what the signatories will have to decide at their top level meeting on August 9.

“In any event, we must be careful not “to throw the baby out with the bathwater”. Of the 76 clauses in the Collective Action Programme, only 13 clauses deal with the controversial wage and price guidelines – of the remaining 63 commitments, no less than 46 are undertakings by the Government. Some of these have already been implemented, others will take some time to show results, but they should certainly not be abandoned lightly. They deal with fundamental elements in the fight against inflation, such as labour policy, productivity and controlled State spending.

“Many tax payers still do not realise what the new tax rates will mean to their take home pay after July 1, 1976. In an era of unpleasant surprises, a properly organised but simple personal or household budget would act as a shock absorber.
If you don't understand the manifesto you'll make these signatures worthless.

On October 7th, 1979, these 25 people made a pledge to fight inflation.
They did this by bringing a series of practical measures to be introduced in the public and Government sectors.
And they signed on your behalf.

They have now become known as the Manifesto Group.
Which is everybody's problem, including your own, to increase efficiency and decrease wastage in day-to-day living and working.
They will mean that manufacturing will be freed by a slower rate of increase in production costs.

Thereby slowing the consumer price increases.
Another promise was made by Commerce and Industry to absorb increases of 20% of all avoidable cost increases.
These are only two promises which, if kept, will go a long way towards lowering the inflationary picture we now face.

But there are many more, and they all promise to preserve our free enterprise system and encourage.

Vasbyt. And make your promises stick.

Our competitive agent
And unless you read the Manifesto
3 in this issue, you'll know the promises pledged on your behalf.

Monthly Inflation Percentages
1973-1979
Die vinnigste pad van B na A is 'n gebreekte belofte.

En dit sluit aan.
Weet reeds manlike "Die nemen praatleke ondernemings wat deur die staat en privaats- sek se onbevaart moet word. Byvoorbeeld, die handel en mensebehoefte waarin die onbeweeglik, ook dit. Het betrook on 'n van alle onbeweeglike konstvoegings...."

Die sal die onteruggang van die mensekring beter bedryf en meer van die verhoogde produksgeskepse geeboen word.

Daarbo, is dit van die (die) ondernemings in durendes waarop daar nummer van gerekom in.

Vasbyt. Leef u beloftes na.
Alberton draai briek aan en publiek speel saam

Die Albertonse Stadskomitee brei inisse. Met sorgvuldige beplanning van begrotings het die stad meer as R2 miljoen bespaar uit totale begrotings van R9 miljoen gedurende die jaar.

Die voorraad van Alberton se bestuur, onder leiding van die Stadskomitee, het die eie begroting en besparings eenhede gevestig. Met sorgvuldig beplanning van die jaar se begroting het die stad meer as R2 miljoen bespaar.

Die ouderdom van Alberton se besparings is 90 jaar, en die stad is bekend vir sy besparings en besparende tradisie.

Die Stadskomitee het besluit om die besparings en besparende tradisie verder te bevorder en om die publiek daarin te betrek.

Afrox Spells it out

Creating awareness of the Anti-Inflation Campaign among staff is critical. This can be done effectively and attractively by visual means. The accompanying visuals produced by Afrox for their staff is an excellent example.

Geskrap

Tweedags het die raad versigtig gekyk na alledie kapitele en verskeie party het besluit om besparings te maak. "As een en een besluit, en ander is gekrap terwyl ander deelname langer sal neem. Al hierdie stappe saam geld."

"As een besluit in die beplande opstelling van die burgerkontrole en die stad vir 'n jaar uitgestel, sonder om gereeld te beweeg, is ons beter om te bespar."

Johannesburg Seeks Support

At its last meeting CAM's Johannesburg Regional Committee decided to give active attention to efforts to encourage recycling of waste material and to seek municipal support for its efforts.

The committee will invite a number of representatives from municipalities around the Johannesburg area to attend a meeting to discuss recycling and also to see a presentation of the Habitat Council's slide show "Recycling for Survival."

The committee also plans to collaborate with the National Development and Management Foundation to arrange presentations of its 'Productivity Package.' The 'Productivity Package' has been specially prepared for the Collective Action Movement and deals with general measurement of productivity standards, setting objectives, implementing objectives and keeping productivity alive.
Anger over labour's pay 'sacrifices'

Dissatisfaction and anger over the sacrifices demanded from workers, and particularly from Government employees, is expected to be expressed at the two-day congress of the Confederation of Labour.

The biennial congress, opening in Johannesburg tomorrow, will reflect the views of about 200,000 WAPES.

About half of the confederation's membership is Government employees, who will get only 10 per cent extra next month after going two years without any increase.

But the secretary of the confederation, Mr Wallie Grobler, does not expect the congress to reverse the unanimous decision taken by the executive committee last month to continue with the confederation's present commitments under the anti-inflation manifesto.

"I expect a heated debate on inflation, with emphasis on the question of the continuation of the campaign after September 30," Mr Grobler said today.

That aspect is expected to be discussed in the debate on a motion by the Railways Salaried Staff Association that, "as the formula of the manifesto has not been complied with by the authorities, congress review its continued participation in the anti-inflation campaign."
McCrystal... looking to the power of the people

FM.
23/4/76

Friedman: government is responsible for inflation

Restrain the money supply and you will control inflation. That is the key. By comparison putting bricks in your cistern and buying meat wholesale is so much eyewash

Get the message?

Uncertainty as to the real causes of inflation, like the poor, will always be with us. That is because prices, like most other economic variables, are determined by human beings. The reasons for whose actions are generally not subject to scientific verification.

The Renowned Chicago Economist Milton Friedman, claims it is all a question of the money supply, over which the government alone has control. "There is no doubt," he conceded during his recent visit, "that businessmen are greedy, that labour is grasping and that consumers are spendthrift. All that is true. But none of that produces inflation for one very simple reason: neither the businessmen nor the labourers nor the consumers have a printing press in their basement on which they can turn out those pieces of paper that you call money."

"The government," he went on, "and the government alone. has that printing press. And the government, and the government alone, is responsible for inflation."

To which the Great Durban Economist Lawrence McCrystal, tersely retorts "Bunkum."

Fortunately, SA is still a free country (at least for economists) and the public is at liberty to choose the Durban School rather than the Chicago School if it so wishes. Those who prefer to put bricks in their cisterns rather than advocate balanced budgets are entitled to say so.

This newspaper has consistently been on the side of Milton Friedman and the monetarists and sees no reason to change its view. Without a rapid increase in the money supply, there can be no rapid inflation. And only the government can ensure that there is no rapid increase in the money supply.

So if the Minister of Finance fulfills his role as custodian of the currency and follows policies that ensure that the money stock rises only moderately, roughly in line with real expansion, there can be no inflation.

Now of course some people will say that's begging the question. The Minister of Finance is a politician and if policies requiring large increases in the money supply to make them possible are considered politically desirable, they will be pursued. And quite naturally the Minister of Finance, aided and abetted by the vociferous Minister of Economic Affairs, will seek to blame the resultant inflation on others—producers, shopkeepers, oil sheiks, trade unions, and so forth.

As Friedman himself points out, "The populace at large is a source of inflation.
Anti-Inflation chief speaks out

Lawrence McCrystal, Chairman, Education and Publicity Committee of the Anti-Inflation Campaign.

It is a pity that you should have cast what was potentially an important leading article (McCrystal v Friedman, FM last week) in such emotive terms and based it upon a misquotation from a Press report. Free of such efforts at clever journalism as you displayed, the debate between us could be highly profitable.

My reference to Prof Friedman's talking nonsense was in relation to his claim that the Anti-Inflation Manifesto is nothing but a smokescreen to cover up government's errors. The inference of Friedman's, at best ill-considered, statement is that the hard-nosed men of FCI, Assocom, AHI, Tuessa, Salsa, the NDMF, the Chamber of Mines, the GMA, and so on, who helped to draft and signed the Manifesto, are either naive and gullible to an infantile degree, or they are prepared to allow their organisations to do a cover-up job for government. This is so insulting and preposterous a suggestion as to be breath-taking in its implications. This applies equally to your article, since you imply the same as Friedman. Your position is, however, less defensible since you are presumed at least to have studied the Manifesto.

My statement with regard to Friedman was made with the full backing of the Education and Publicity Committee of the Collective Campaign against Inflation — a committee whose members are drawn largely from the private sector.

Now let's examine the substance of the claim of Friedman and his academic cohorts, including the FM, that all that needs to be done is to control the money supply and all will be well.

No one connected with the Anti-Inflation Campaign has, to my knowledge, since the signing of the Manifesto, denied the role of lax control of the money supply and over-spending by government as being major causes of our inflationary problems.

These issues are explicitly covered in the Manifesto. I quote from it: "The Government undertakes to ensure that . . . the money supply does not increase excessively in relation to the actual or expected increase in the gross domestic product."

"The Government undertakes to persist, as far as possible, with its policy of refinancing state deficits by means of unjustified bank credit." So what's new Mr Friedman, FM, et al?

The Manifesto has been available for all to study since October 1975. But you, Friedman, et al have, for some myopic reason, chosen to ignore its contents. Let me state the matter explicitly: Everyone connected with the Manifesto recognised that inflation and the excessive growth of the money supply are related. That's why the clauses quoted above are in the Manifesto.

But having accepted that, it is a vastly different matter from the constructive action which is necessary for the practical handling of an inflationary situation, the causal factors of which both inside and outside the country, have operated over a long period during which major structural changes have taken place. This cannot merely be theorised away by stating that the actions which gave rise to them should never have been taken. Unless we wish to see tremendous damage done to our body economic, we must use every available sensible measure to treat the existing situation and avoid its recurring.

US fails too

All major Western countries, with the exception of Western Germany, have been unsuccessful in this regard. If it were as easy as you say it is then the US, which has had the benefit of Friedman's advice for many years — several of his "proteges" are apparently holding high offices in the US financial administration — should have been able to solve the problem on a permanent basis. But it hasn't.

You will argue, of course, that if government had controlled the money supply then the Manifesto would not have been necessary. To avoid an ultimately sterile academic argument about whether this is so or not in a time of cost-push inflation, let us turn to some successful decision-makers, since I am sure your readers are more interested in the real world than that of academic models.

I refer to the statements by two of the architects of Western Germany's success in keeping inflation well down while all around them countries were being engulfed in inflationary problems — Dr Ludwig Erhard, former Chancellor of Western Germany, and Dr Karl Schiller, former Minister of Finance of Western Germany, as quoted in Inflation — How to Curb Public Enemy Number One, by Dr Anton Rupert. While both these men accord a firm monetary policy a high degree of importance — as does our Anti-Inflation Manifesto — neither claims that this is the sole means of controlling inflation — nor does our Anti-Inflation Manifesto.

The crisp issue, then, is do we take the simplistic view of the academic monetarists that all we need to do is to control the money supply and all will come right. Or do we side with the practical decision-makers and work on a broader canvas, which includes the monetary aspects, but covers, in addition, wages and salaries, and structural aspects relating to such matters as productivity, and thrust and efficiency at all levels of our society? The Anti-Inflation Manifesto takes the latter practical approach.

As you say, it's a free country. Those who choose to shout from the Olympian heights of universities and financial journals that only they are right and everyone else is wrong, are free to do so. The signatories of the Manifesto have chosen to stop the finger-pointing and to get down to the practicalities of the situation. Since the Newspaper Press Union is also a signatory to the Manifesto, how about the FM doing the same? Or have your years of cynical journalism made such impossible?

As a last point — your equating "buying meat wholesale" with the terms of the Manifesto showed a cynical disregard for the contents of the Manifesto, and you know it. If you had directed your attack at the first phase of the publicity campaign (which ended before Christmas last year), you would at least have been accurate in your aim. You destroyed your case by ignoring the fact that the publicity aspect is only one part of the Manifesto — there are three other more important parts. No one in his right mind would try to fight inflation purely with a publicity campaign. What the education and publicity campaign is designed to do is to create a climate, provide motivation, and explain what is happening, as a back drop to the Manifesto.
Executive greed
devastating

Personal greed is far more apparent at senior executive levels than among those on lower wages.

This is the view of Mr. S. E. Dawson, president of the South African Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors.

He told a contractors' seminar in Johannesburg today that while the civil engineering industry identified completely with the anti-inflation campaign, it could not be said that all of its senior executives fully accepted their responsibilities in that area.

"There is little doubt that personal greed is the most devastating problem we have to deal with," he said.

"If we do not return some semblance of stability into the national economy, "a development which, if given the opportunity, will drag down the economy, into a bottom from which it will have the greatest difficulty in ultimately extracting itself," said Mr. Dawson.

Mr. Dawson is chairman of the Group 5 company, says that he only accepts two-thirds of his authorized salary -- which gives him R18,000 a year.

"I consider I am overpaid," he said.

Mr. Dawson says that he gets no charity fees from the company, but the engineers' federation pays him no honorarium.
Jumping the rails

F. M. 30/4/76

At least one of the six Railway unions affiliated to the Confederation of Labour, the 22,000 member Artisan Staff Association (ASA), will ask the Confederation to withdraw from the anti-inflation programme. Despite Tusca's decision to remain a signatory, the programme could thus be in jeopardy.

The ASA's decision results from the Prime Minister's announcement of a pay-rise of only 10% for public servants. This fell far below the expectations of the Railway unions, whose members have gone without increases for nearly two years. The fact that Vorster's statement was made in the midst of union negotiations with Minister of Transport Lourens Muller, and thus pre-empted them, was hardly likely to improve the Railwaymen's tempers.

Their bitterness is understandable. The CPI has risen by at least 21% since their last wage increase and their demands (FM March 19) were carefully framed to comply with the Manifesto's guidelines. While they will receive another 3% next January, "the CPI has begun to rise again and the 5% will probably not cover even its increase between now and January," ASA general Secretary Wallie Grobler, who is also honorary secretary of the Confederation, told the FM.

"The Cabinet is fully aware of how the CPI affects us," he adds "Our members are extremely angry, and we will argue strongly that the Confederation should pull out of the Manifesto."

First out, then in

The Railwaymen were not the only people to take umbrage. When Vorster called on employers and employees in the private sector to "discipline themselves in a like manner," Tusca assumed that its member unions were also suddenly required to limit their wage demands to 10%.

Charging that government had reneged on the Manifesto, Tusca decided to withdraw. A subsequent phone call from Minister of Economic Affairs Chris Heunis persuaded Tusca to change its mind.

Heunis tells the FM: "I explained to Mr Grobler that the wording of this appeal by the Prime Minister did not envisage any departure whatsoever from the specific commitments which the employee organisations had assumed in terms of the anti-inflation programme...Mr Grobler accepted my explicit assurances in this respect."

Grobler's view now is that, "Our member unions are still entitled to demand wage increases of anything up to 40% in terms of the Manifesto's guidelines. We have received an assurance from the Minister that we will be able to make these demands without government opposition. We will continue to do so and will remain signatories to the Manifesto."

Government is also concerned that people are not playing the game. "Positive evidence has been obtained," says Heunis, "that employees and employers not committed to the Manifesto are not observing its wage and price guidelines."

AVERAGE PUBLIC SECTOR PAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Central Govt</th>
<th>Provincial Admin*</th>
<th>Postal employees</th>
<th>SAR &amp; H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whites</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africans</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The figures for Africans in Central Govt includes qualified personnel such as teachers. The GPO and SAR & H figures refer mainly to labourers.)

Source: Department of Statistics
December 1975
1 January 1976

"The mere fact that these persons do not completely dissociate themselves from support for the campaign against inflation is frequently being advanced by certain members of the employer and employee groups who are committed to it as a reason why they should likewise not be expected to observe the guidelines."

"It was solely with the object of countering the psychologically adverse effects of the behaviour of these uncommitted groups on the faithful observance of the guidelines by the committed groups in the private sector that the Prime Minister's statement included an appeal to employers and employees in the private sector to discipline themselves in a like manner to that of employees in the public sector."

If the Confederation does withdraw from the programme the effect will be considerable. Would Tusca see any point in remaining the only union federation submitting to the programme's restraints? Even if Tusca were to do so, the credibility of the programme would certainly be damaged if it lost the Confederation's support.

If the programme does collapse, government will have itself to blame. The FM has argued consistently that the Railways pay issue was sensitive enough to wreck union participation in the programme (FM March 26) By ignoring

now envisaged for this particular purpose, and the extent of these increases, are still being considered by the government."

Heunis adds that it is not possible at this stage to say how the pay increases will be financed. "A more realistic picture will be available later in the year when there will be greater certainty about the performance of the economy in general, as well as about the financial performance of the SAR & H and the GPO."
Parkeer-en-stapveldtog in Bloemfontein

Bloemfontein se Streekkomitee van die Kollektiewe Aksebeweging het die gelukkige Meimaan met 'n uitstekende parkeer-en-stapveldtog vereniging gekom om brandstoffsparing te weeg te bring en terselfdertyd die inwoners van die stad fiets-kweekhuis te maak.

Inwoners van Bloemfontein as deur modieuse wees, sekerheid, stadsbystand en na haalbaarheid na haalbaarheid in te stap met 'n brandstoffsparing toe dat die Stadstasie buitengewoon ontwikkel is, daarom is die rubberomvoering met drie keer drie gratis gelede en daarna teen betaling van 'n normale tarief toegelaat.

Trade Union Panel

The first meeting of the Trade Union Panel of the Collective Action Movement, a new trade union, was held in Johannesburg in June. The meeting was attended by Mr A Boshoff, SA Electricans Union; Mr M J F Schoon, Associated Engineers Union; Mr P C Goodevance, S HBO; Mr A Malherbe, SA Bank Employees Union; and Mr P A Minne, Mineworkers Union.

The union leaders expressed the view that announcements of future increases should be better motivated in future and also requested that more publicity be given to instances where representations for price increases had been turned down or only partially satisfied. The committee continued to advise that training facilities for white workers be increased.

Big demand for booklet

Requests for the booklet "What is Inflation/Whit is Inflasie" continue to be received from all over the country. Over 600 copies have already been distribut-
ed. This bilingual booklet has proved to be popular among organisations which are taking large quantities for distribution to their members. They range from municipalities, chambers of commerce and industry, trade associations to car firms and other private companies.

One of the major requests came from the Master Builders and Allied Trades Association which is now distributing 800 copies to its members in the building industry.

Another request was for the Ford Motor Company in Port Elizabeth for 150 copies for distribution among senior staff members.

Recipients are invited to reproduce the contents of the booklet. Copies are still available on request from:

The Collective Action Movement against Inflation
PO Box 3443
PRETORIA
0003

Mail slogan

This slogan 's appearance has appeared in the 's work of the past five months. It is use at the same major post offices in the Republiek.
Cape Town, Pretoria, Eastern Cape, Durban, Pietermaritzburg, Bloemfontein, Johannesburg, Pretoria. Originally the date was 'til the first and then the caption.

Steen struyten teen inflasie

"Ons moet aanvaar dat die resessioneer is toestand wat dusver op papier aangetoon is, nou tot die gewone man deurgedring het," het die president van die Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut vandeemal gesê. Mr Albert Marais het by die jaardag van die Preotise Afrikaanse Sakegalerie gesê almal moet nou help om ons ekonomie weer op stroom te kry.

Mnr Marais het gesê alles wat in 'n modderige munte beklit mag ook oor die land geby sorg om die inkomste van onse produuse te verhoog.

The Post Office - one of the leading organisations in the public sector - is making a large contribution towards the fight against the Inflation.

According to Mr L F Ribe, the Post-Office General, steps taken to fight inflation included a conference of postal officials held in Pretoria on 10 and 11 November 1975 during which it was decided to:

- Declare 1976 as a productivity year at the Post Office.
- Postpone the construction of certain capital works which will not adversely affect the expansion of essential infra-structural services.
- Critically examine all buildings planned for construction during the next two years with a view to making changes to effect savings, to cut out luxury and to limit needs to what is essential.
- Set a target cutting down and overtime expenditure by 10 per cent, on the provision and maintenance of essential infra-structure, if possible, and other services are not adversely affected.
- Weight by 5/6 the norma for the creation of new posts with a view to improving productivity and to limit to a minimum the number of personnel.
- Make an urgent appeal to all personnel to make the most economical use of material, stocks and stationery and to see that unecessary use and wastage do not occur.
- Speed up provision of self-service facilities in all developing residential areas which justify a postal delivery service, in an effort to save labour, and
- Carry on giving special attention to training methods with a view to making better use of manpower and increasing productivity.

Mr Ollie Rademeyer, of the Institute of Personnel Management, was invited to speak at the seminar on the professional approach to productivity improvement in industry, and he addressed the Port Elizabeth regional committee of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation, which was held on 9 June.

The seminar discussed the increase of productivity through better personnel management, financial control, quality control, safety at work, and the use of new production techniques and methods and integration of productivity programme, by Peace makers of the Colletive Action Movement against Inflation.

Among the speakers were Mr Harry Davids, of the SA Society for Quality Control, Mr C Thomas, Director of the Department of Organisation and Methods at the Port Elizabeth City Municipality, and Dr I H Visser of the National Productivity Institute.

The seminar was chaired by Mr Lawrence McCarry, Chairman of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation.

New NCW supports campaign

At its annual congress in Johannesburg in September this year, the National Council of Women of South Africa (NCW) will be discussing the dangers of inflation and the need for consumer education to meet and control the present situation. Mrs Joan S Mason, the National President, said that after an enlightening address to the congress Prof B R Wolmarans, Head of the Department of Business Economics at UNISA, in which the facts of the situation were clarified, the congress in plenary session adopted unanimously a motion calling for the Anti-Inflation Campaign.

"We wish this to be known as widely as possible," she said.

SEMINAR IN E.P.

A seminar on the professional approach to productivity improvement in industry, which is sponsored by the Port Elizabeth regional committee of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation, was held on 9 June.

The seminar discussed the increase of productivity through better personnel management, financial control, quality control, safety at work, and the use of new production techniques and methods and integration of productivity programme.

Among the speakers were:

Mr Ollie Rademeyer, of the Institute of Personnel Management, in Johannesburg.
Mr C Thomas, Director of the Department of Organisation and Methods at the Port Elizabeth City Municipality.
Dr I H Visser of the National Productivity Institute.

The seminar was chaired by Mr Lawrence McCarry, Chairman of the Collective Action Movement against Inflation.

New NCW supports campaign

At its annual congress in Johannesburg in September this year, the National Council of Women of South Africa (NCW) will be discussing the dangers of inflation and the need for consumer education to meet and control the present situation.

Mrs Joan S Mason, the National President, said that after an enlightening address to the congress Prof B R Wolmarans, Head of the Department of Business Economics at UNISA, in which the facts of the situation were clarified, the congress in plenary session adopted unanimously a motion calling for the Anti-Inflation Campaign.

“We wish this to be known as widely as possible,” she said.
Tucsa wants wage curbs removed

Own Correspondent

THE COUNTRY'S two largest trade union organizations — the Trade Union Council of South Africa and the SA Confederation of Labour — will demand drastic amendments to the anti-inflation programme at the August 9 meeting of the signatories to the manifesto. Both want the curbs placed on wage increases by the programme removed.

They are set to pull out of the campaign — a move which would effectively destroy the concerted fight against the price spiral — unless this and other amendments are made.

The president of the SA Confederation of Labour, Mr A I Nieuwoudt, said this week that the continued support of the confederation would depend on the scrap ing of the commitment that trade unions should claim only 70 percent of the rise in CPI in wage increases.

No measure

He said employers could be relied on to enforce this commitment — most of them eagerly — but there was no way of measuring whether commerce and industry were making a comparable sacrifice.

There was no doubt, he said, that a disproportionate part of the inflation fight was being shouldered by wage and salary earners.

"Those in the lower income categories just cannot make this sacrifice. Their living costs have rocketed in the past 12 months, and they are not getting adequate compensation. The result is that they have to adjust to lower living standards," Mr Nieuwoudt said.

Meanwhile the national executive of Tucsa started a three-day meeting in Johannesburg on Tuesday. Among other issues the executive are discussing is Tucsa’s attitude to a continuation of the programme.

This will be outlined at the signatories' meeting next month.

Tucsa is expected to take a tough line on the incomes issue at the confederation.
'Every rand helps in inflation war'

STAR
4/8/76

Pretoria Bureau

An appeal to bear in mind that every rand or man-hour saved could assist in the fight against inflation was made by the Minister of Public Works, Mr. A. L. Schlebusch, at the Interbou exhibition at Milner Park, Johannesburg today.

He added that better planning and accounting procedures were essential so that projected future expenditure could not only be calculated accurately, but could be effectively controlled.

"We must avoid the situation of escalating costs far outstripping the budget for a building, as has happened in so many cases in recent years," he said.

The builder could make a significant contribution by more accurate tendering and more meaningful cost adjustment procedures.

The client could help by giving more precise descriptions of his requirements and by limiting those requirements to the essentials.

Mr. Schlebusch said the Government should play an important role in helping reduce expenditure, improving productivity and benefiting the national economy through exercising some form of control over factors such as safety, health and energy conservation.

The introduction of national building regulations was an example of what he had in mind for a Government role.

He urged the delegates to the Interbou conference to remember that South Africa's aim was not to become a world leader in the production of mansions and skyscrapers, but to be among the leaders in producing comfortable and economic homes and offices that were pleasant to work in.
Heunis in urgent talks

New CoL blow to consumer

Cape Times Staff

WITH YESTERDAY’S announcement of a 10 percent rise in doctors’ fees giving further impetus to the steep rise in the cost of living, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, last night called the signatories to the Anti-Inflation Manifesto to an urgent meeting in Pretoria.

Only a few hours notice was given of the meeting, which is seen as a last-minute bid to iron out the grave dissatisfaction which are known to stand in the way of a further extension of the anti-inflation programme.

The signatories will meet again in Pretoria on Monday, and it is at this meeting that a decision will be taken on a third phase of the coordinated anti-inflation fight when the current phase closes at the end of September.

Mr Heunis was expected to stress the vital importance of continued sacrifices from commerce, industry and the trade unions in an effort to slow down the price spiral.

He was at yesterday’s Cabinet meeting, where the worsening plight of the economy was due to be reviewed, and he was expected to convey to the signatories last night the Government’s concern at the state of the economy and the wish that the campaign should be continued.

The meeting took place against the stark background of shrinking gold revenue, foreign exchange reserves still on the way down on forecasts from the South African Reserve Bank and other authoritative sources that the recession has not yet hit bottom.

Stumbling block

A major stumbling block to agreement on a programme extension is the trade unions’ dissatisfaction with the wage restraint provision.

The unions claim the private sector is not making the same sacrifice and that increased costs are being fully loaded on to consumer prices.

Both the Trade Union Council of South Africa and the SA Confederation of Labour have stated they will withdraw from the inflation fight unless satisfactory guarantees that all involved are making similar sacrifices.

Latest jolt

The latest jolt to the embattled consumer is the news that medical fees have been increased by 10 percent, effective from July 1.

The fees hike was agreed at a meeting of the Federal Council of the Medical Association of South Africa in May and covers all doctors who have contracted out of medical aid schemes.

Dr C E M Viljoen, general secretary of the Medical Association, said yesterday that the increase conformed fully with the requirements of the Anti-Inflation Manifesto that 30 percent of any increase in the consumer price index would be absorbed.

The increase had followed the Government decision to raise all public service salaries by 10 percent with a further five percent promised, Dr Viljoen said.

Last increase

The last increase in medical tariffs was two years ago when large numbers of doctors contracted out of the medical aid schemes’ agreement in protest against poor fee structures and an unwieldy administration which slowed payment.

This means that medical fees for contracted-out doctors have increased by more than 20 percent in two years, matching a similar rise in the consumer price index.

As South Africans dig deeper into their savings in what has been described by economists as “a highly in-

Continued on page 2
Anti-inflation deadlock...

Own Correspondent

PRETORIA. — Final agreement on a formula for a third phase of the country's co-ordinated anti-inflation programme has still not been reached after two urgent meetings last week of the signatories to the anti-inflation manifesto.

However, the signatories will meet in formal session in Pretoria today under the chairmanship of the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, hoping for a last-minute compromise on an extension of the programme beyond the end of September, when the current phase ends.

The trade union representatives at today's meeting are expected to attack the Government's failure to curb State spending and price rises over which the State has full control.

The meeting is being held only a few days after the announcement of big hikes in railway rates by the Minister of Transport, Mr Muller.

It was claimed that the higher rates will be a prime cause of new and strong inflationary pressure.

Although neither the Trade Union Council of South Africa nor the SA Confederation of Labour would comment yesterday on the new tariffs, both organizations are angry with the Government because of its unfulfilled commitment to slash spending and for the apparent ease with which the price control administration grants price rises.

Also under attack today from the union representatives will be the across-the-board increase in basic food prices this year — increases which are expected to culminate in a higher bread price from the beginning of October.

At the two urgent unscheduled meetings of the signatories last week, Mr Heunis stressed the vital importance of the continuation of the campaign.

However, no formula satisfying commerce and industry and the trade unions was agreed on and there is a strong possibility that unless the demand by the unions that the wage restraint provisions are modified or scrapped is accepted, unions will withdraw from the programme.
Wage, price restraints extended

PRETORIA. — Signatories to the Anti-Inflation Manifesto yesterday decided to extend restraints on wages and prices in their present form for two months after the expiry of the present period on September 30 while a study group investigates the whole question.

Long-term measures in the manifesto, including those for increased production and productivity, Government fiscal and financial action and legislation, are to be extended indefinitely.

Announcing this after a meeting of the manifesto signatories here yesterday, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Chris Heunis, said the decisions had been taken unanimously.

'Realistic'

The investigation into continued wage, salary and price discipline is to be undertaken by a study group of representatives from the public sector, commerce, industry and labour unions.

Mr. Heunis described the decision as realistic and in the national interest, and said there had been a genuine feeling that strict wage and price discipline should continue in some form or another.

The study group would make its recommendations, based on an evaluation of existing and expected economic conditions, before the end of November, when a decision on the form and extent of any continued measures would be taken.

"The meeting expressed the very strong opinion that discipline is required in terms of price and wage reaction. It also decided that it would have to investigate what economic conditions are, and what they are expected to be in the short term, before taking a final decision," Mr. Heunis said.

The committee had also decided on a complete reassessment of South Africa's economic priorities.

"I think the order of these priorities might have changed since we met last time," Mr. Heunis said.

It might be found, for instance, that the balance of payments situation was a very high priority.

"We will have to look at whether we can sustain on the long-term growing unemployment, with the disruptive effects this could have on the social and political stability of this country."

Mr. Heunis said he was completely satisfied with the outcome of the meeting and was pleased with the attitude adopted by all sectors, including labour representatives. — Sapa
Vir onmiddellijke vrystelling

PERSVERKLARING UITGEREIK DEUR SY EDELE J.C. HEUNIS,
MINISTER VAN EKONOMIESE SAKE

AANSTELLING VAN DIE STUDIEGROEP INSكهIE DIE ANTI-INFLASIE-
PROGRAM

Soos ek tydens 'n persoonlike bly op 9 Augustus 1976 aange-
kondig het, het die Voortsettingskomitee inskehie die
Implementering van die Anti-inflasieprogram by sy vergader-
ing op daardie datum besluit dat die langtermyn maatreëls
wat in die program beliggaam is, na 30 September 1976,
wanneer die huidige program ten einde loop, vir 'n onbepaalde
tyd voortgesit moet word.

Hiedie maatreëls behels hoofsaaklik die verhoging van
produksie en produktiwiteit, met spesiale verwysing na die
beter opleiding en benutting van arbeid; staatsoptrede op
finansiële, fiscale en ander terreine; en staatsoptrede met
betrekking tot wetgewing en regulasies wat 'n inflationistiese
uitwerking het of mag hê.

Wet betref die bepaling van die anti-inflasieprogram wat
voorsiening maak vir die toepassing van 'n uiterste mate
van selfbeheersing by verhogings van lonke, salarisse en
prysse, het die Voortsettingskomitee gevoel dat daar sterk
redes bestaan het vir die voortsetting van hierdie maat-
reëls in een of ander gewysigde vorm na 30 September 1976
wanneer die huidige program ten einde sou gelaap het.

Aangesien/...
Aangenesien die Voortsettingskomitee egter van mening was dat die aard en omvang van enige sodanige gewysigde vorm van loon-, salaris- en prysdisciplines alleen behoorlik bepaal kon word nadat 'n grondige studie van alle aspekte van die huidige ekonomiese omstandighede van die land gedoen was, het hy besluit om die bestaande riglyne van die anti-inflasieprogram met betrekking tot verhogings in lone, salarisse en prysse onveranderd vir 'n verdere tydperk van hoogstens twee maande tot 30 November 1976 te verleng ten einde dit moontlik te maak om so 'n grondige studie te voltooi.

Verder het die Voortsettingskomitee besluit dat 'n studiegroep, bestaande uit verteenwoordigers van die ouderdom, sektor, die handel, die nywerheid en die vakbondswese, benoem moet word om die beoogde ondersoek in te stel en daaroor aan die Voortsettingskomitee verslag te doen tesame met aanbevellings oor gewysigde loon-, salarisse- en prysdisciplines gebaseer op die studiegroep se evaluering van die posisie, sodat die Voortsettingskomitee voor die einde van November 1976 'n finale besluit in hierdie verband kan neem.

Ek het nou besluit om die volgende persone as lede van die voormelde studiegroep te benoem:

Mnr./...
Mnr. G.W.G. Browne  Sekretaris van Finansies
Mnr. G.J.J.F. Steyn  Sekretaris van Handel
Dr. S.S. Brand  Adjunk-economiese Raadgewer van die Eerste Minister
Dr. B. van Staden  Suid-Afrikaanse Reserveweersbank
Mnr. F.F. de W. Stockenström  Uitvoerende Direkteur, Die Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut
Mnr. R.W.K. Parsons  Uitvoerende Direkteur, Vereniging van Kamers van Koophandel van Suid-Afrika
Dr. H.J.J. Reynders  Uitvoerende Direkteur, Suid-Afrikaanse Gefedereerde Kamer van Nywerhede
Dr. E.P. Drummond  Direkteur, Federasie van Staals en Ingenieursnywerhede van Suid-Afrika
Mnr. G. de C. Malherbe  Adviseur van die Federasie van Bouwywerhede (S.A.)
Mnr. A.I. Nieuwoudt  President, Suid-Afrikaanse Konfederasie van Arbeid
Mnr. J.A. Grobbelaar  Algemene Sekretaris, Vakbondsraad van Suid-Afrika
Dr. L.P. McCrystal  Ekonomiese Raadgewer van die Nasionale Ontwikkelings- en Bestuurstigting van Suid-Afrika

Die studiegroep sal so vroeg doenlik met sy werkzaamhede begin, gedagtig aan die besluit wat die Voortsettings-komitee by sy vergadering van 9 Augustus 1976 geneem het dat finaliteit oor enige wysigings van die bestaande loon-, salaris- en prysdisiplines van die anti-inflasieprogram op 30 November 1976 ten laatste bereik moet word.

Die/...
Die studiegroep is gevra om sy verslag met aanbevelings aan my voor te lê waarna ek dit na die Voortsettingskomitee vir oorweging en finale besluite sal verwys.

UITGEREIK DEUR DIE DEPARTEMENT VAN INLIGTING OP VERSOEK VAN DIE MINISTERIE VAN EKONOMIESE SAKE

PRETORIA
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Impasse on wage, price curb

Own Correspondent

PRETORIA — Trade union and employer representatives on the wages and prices fact-finding committee of the anti-inflation programme are deadlocked on the issue of wage and price curbs, it was learnt here this week.

The committee is due to report back to the full continuation committee before the end of November when the extended second phase of the Government's co-ordinated fight against the price spiral runs out.

The country's two biggest trade union organizations — the Trade Union Council of South Africa and the SA Confederaion of Labour — threatened earlier this year that unless satisfactory guarantees of adequate price curbs were given by employers, they would withdraw from the programme.

Both organizations are represented on the committee.

According to the anti-inflation manifesto the unions undertook to sacrifice 30 percent of increases justified by the rise in the consumer price index and employers 30 percent of price rises justified by higher production costs.

The unions claim that their sacrifices are easily enforced and measured but that there is no satisfactory method of ensuring that employers are keeping to their part of the bargain.

— Economists have repeatedly stated that without the full and honest co-operation of the unions and employers the Government might, as well abandon its co-ordinated fight against inflation.

Another union grievance is that the Government has not made the expected effort to hold back price rises.

The unions claim the Government has authorized increases this year in the price of all foods which fall under its control, including a four-cent increase in the bread price.

They also want a review of the profit formula used by the Price Controller when dealing with applications from industry for price rises.
FROM INFLATION
SOCIAL THREAT
In his opening address and at the Press conference Mr. Hounds gave a sombre summary of the state of the economy. Since the beginning of 1976 he said, the decline in the growth rate had assumed, far more, serious proportions than was ever envisaged when the anti-inflation manifesto was signed, with a consequent increase in the inflation rate.

Company turnovers and profits had dropped appreciably, because of the decline in domestic spending.

The Minister emphasised that politically unsettled conditions in southern Africa had caused a decline in the inflow of foreign capital. Thus, had resulted in a serious overall deficit in the balance of payments.

"Above all," a new set of circumstances affecting the political situation in southern Africa had developed which demand extreme efforts as well as sacrifices, to ensure the country's military preparedness will be adequately intensified.

"Mr. Hounds said it was vitally important that South Africa should take a new look at its economic priorities. The order of the priorities, he said, could have changed since the introduction of the campaign last October.

On top of the priority list was the balance of payments problem. The threat of unemployment was another concern, which would have to be looked at carefully, and which could affect the country's political stability.

The Minister said the long-term measures incorporated in the anti-inflation manifesto would be continued indefinitely.

They were: The raising of productivity, with special attention given to better training, and use of labour; State action in financial, fiscal and other relevant areas; State action in conjunction with legislation and regulations which have inflationary effects or could have inflationary effects.
Workers in South Africa were warned today that future pay increases would only be possible through increased productivity.

The warning was given at the Transvaal Municipal Association Congress at Warmbad by Dr Lawrence McCrystal, chairman of the 'Collective Action Movement Against Inflation'.

"Any salary or wage increases which are not offset by harder work and more productivity are nothing more than inflationary steps," Dr McCrystal said.

"People must forget the idea that they are entitled to more pay purely because they have long service with a firm."

"I believe that wage and price disciplines should form part of the continuation of the anti-inflation programme which concerns South Africa's balance of payments."

DIFFICULT PATCH

"This is causing a serious problem at the juncture of our economy and it is not possible for us to resume a rapid rate of economic growth until the balance of payments situation has eased," Dr McCrystal said.

"An important element in the balance of payments was the inflow of foreign capital."

"We need foreign capital to develop our country and to tide us over the difficult patch which we are experiencing at present. However, foreign lenders are reluctant to lend to a country which they feel is going to experience a higher rate of inflation than that in the lender's country."
Mercury Correspondent 21/10/76

STELLENBOSCH—South Africa is on the brink of serious unemployment and the Government should meet the threat with contingency plans, according to senior researchers at the Bureau for Economic Research of the University of Stellenbosch.

And while the danger of unemployment among blacks was stressed by the African Handbook, it noted that Black unemployment could increase by the end of 1977 to 2.000.000 when an economic turning point should be reached and an upswing begin.

The present unrest, caused by strikes and wage stoppages increased their unemployment. The accompanying poverty and starvation increased the stress on the community, the Journal warned.

One of the Stellenbosch researchers, M. O. J. Smuts, said it must become a matter of policy to construct a budget for 1976 which would stimulate the economy rather than depress it and raise the demand for labour.

Mr. Smuts views support the demand by leading politicians and trade unions that the Government should be ready to ban labour-intensive schemes to avert unemployment rising to a critical level.

Mr. Smuts, a U.D. spokesman on labour, said in the present disturbed climate it would be madness to allow significant unemployment to develop among urban Africans.

She indicated that it was essential for the Government to develop new skills among urban Africans.

Mr. Smuts agreed with the Reserve Bank and commercial banks that the economy was still on the way down. "It is unlikely that indicators of recovery will appear before the middle of next year at the earliest."
Heunis to chair wage talks

Cape Times 29/11/76

Own Correspondent

PRETORIA - A concurrence has been reached by the trade union and employer on the wage and price
reform to be incorporated in the next phase of the Government's coordinated fight against inflation, it was
announced in Pretoria yesterday.

The special committee, which investigated the issue
- it included representatives of the Trade Union Council of South Africa and the SA
Confederation of Labour - will report back to the joint ministerial committee on November 16.

It is at this meeting that a decision is expected to be taken to extend the
programme for 12 months.

The Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. Chris Heunis,
will be chairman at the

Collapsed
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PM says: look after your job

Mercury Correspondent 11/11/76

NIGEL — The Prime Minister warned all South African workers over the weekend to look after their jobs because the days of choosing and walking from one job to another were over.

Addressing about 650 people in his constituency, Mr. Vorster intimated that the country's problems stemmed from three factors: the world's economic recession, the increased foreign pressure and the internal unrest.

He predicted that foreign and internal pressure on the Government to drop its separate development policy would increase and that Nationalist supporters would be tested as never before in the days and months ahead.

The whole world opposed the policy and it was still the objective of South Africa's enemies to get a resolution accepted under Section 7 of the UN Charter which encompassed violence and sanctions.

After painting a bleak picture, Mr. Vorster said he would be failing in his duty if he did not tell old and young to look after their jobs.

He was thankful that the unemployment figure among Whites and Coloureds was so small.

It was difficult, he said, to establish the unemployment figure among Africans; but for those who wanted to work there was still work available — on the mines, in forestry and on the farms.

On Rhodesia he issued a serious warning to the negotiators in Geneva saying that a settlement could only be reached within the framework of the five-point U.S.-British proposals.

A great responsibility rested on Britain, the United States and the so-called five front-line presidents.

Of United Party and Progressive Reform Party discussion to form a united opposition he said that if South Africa wanted social upheaval and political chaos it should put the "Progs" into power.
Heunis rejects wage and price recommendation

Own Correspondent

PRETORIA. — The major recommendation of the anti-inflation campaign's study group on wage and price restraints has been rejected by the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis.

This means that tough bargaining on the vital issue will continue at next Tuesday's meeting of the campaign's continuation committee in Pretoria. Chairman at the meeting will be Mr Heunis.

The recommendation of the sub-committee, reached after protracted and difficult negotiation between the trade union representatives and employers in the group, was that for the first six months of the extended campaign unions in their wage demands should sacrifice eight percent of what was justified by the rise in the consumer price index and for the following six months four percent.

Employers agreed to knock 15 percent off their increased costs when fixing prices for the first six months and 7 percent for the remaining six months.

Although the Minister will not comment, it is obvious that he assessed the recommendation as being far too limited to make any real contribution to the anti-inflation campaign.

Mr Heunis, it is reliably understood, wants the 30 percent wage sacrifice, which was incorporated in the first 42 months of the anti-inflation fight, to be incorporated in the extended programme.

Earlier this year the Trade Union Council of South Africa and the SA Confederation of Labour threatened to withdraw from the programme because of the 30 percent wage sacrifice.

The two organizations claimed that although employers were more than happy to impose the sacrifice on their workers, they were not making a comparable sacrifice.

The wage and price...
Pay rises cut by half

The Argus Correspondent: JOHANNESBURG — Pay increases have been cut by up to half as a result of the economic slowdown combined with the anti-inflation manifesto, according to a recent survey.

And prospects for the coming year indicate a continuing slow-down in increases.

Worst affected are hourly paid workers of races other than White whose increments have slumped by 50 to 55 percent. The increases of White artisans are also down by about half.

Women, in clerical and secretarial jobs are 40 percent down on the previous year's increases while salaried workers on the whole got a third less.

That is the conclusion of Mr Olof van Schalkwyk, director of Contact Personnel Services, on the basis of a survey of almost 90 medium to large companies employing a total of 215,000 people.

According to the survey — for the year up to mid-September — the lowest ranked Black workers now get about 66c an hour or R29.70 a 45-hour week. Their average wages rose by about 15 percent compared with a rise of 23 percent over the year before.

"Projections for the year ahead indicate a continued slowdown although salary increases of 10 to 12 percent are commonly budgeted to cater for any sudden surge in pay demands," Mr van Schalkwyk said.
SA economic slowdown: Plea to State

THE United Party's chief spokesman on financial matters, Mr D. D. Baxter, MP, today called on the Government urgently to temper measures aimed at slowing down the economy with others aimed at countering the worst features of a slowdown, such as growing unemployment.

In a statement Mr Baxter expressed concern at the continuing deterioration in the economic situation.

Inflation at a rate far higher than that experienced in most other countries remains with us and, judging by what is happening to the wholesale price index, which reflects prices still to be felt by the consumer, may well get worse.

The position is certainly not helped by the inexplicable and extraordinary decision of the Government to raise the prices of butter and cheese when there is a surplus of these foodstuffs.

RACIAL UNREST

"Our balance of payments is barely under control and our foreign reserves are at a dangerously low level."

"The worst feature is the general decline in productive activity, bringing in its wake lower standards of living and rising unemployment, which are dangerous developments, as they can only exacerbate racial and social unrest."

"We find ourselves in the extraordinary position of being in the throes of a deep depression at the same time as the Government is applying measures such as the credit squeeze, high taxation and cutting back capital works, which have the effect of deepening the recession still further."
Price rise is inexplicable, says Baxter

The United Party's senior spokesman on economic affairs, Mr David Baxter, MP for Constantia, has added his voice to those expressing concern about the continuing deterioration of the South African economy. In a statement released to the Cape Times he said:

"Inflation at a rate far higher than that experienced in most other countries remains with us, and judging by what is happening to the wholesale price index, which reflects prices which still have to be felt by the consumer, may well get worse. The position is certainly not helped by the inexplicable and extraordinary decision of the Government to raise the prices of butter and cheese when there is a surplus of those foodstuffs.

"Our balance of payments is barely under control and our foreign reserves are at a dangerously low level. But the worst feature is the general decline in productivity, bringing in its wake lower standards of living and rising unemployment, which are dangerous developments as they can only exacerbate racial and social unrest," he said.

"We find ourselves in the extraordinary position of being in the throes of a depression at the same time as the Government is applying measures such as the credit squeeze, high taxation, and cutting back capital works, which have the effect of deepening the recession still further. Normally we should be seeing steps taken at this time, this is stimulate the economy, and it is therefore justifiable to ask why this is not being done.

"The answer is simple. We are now paying the price for past financial mismanagement. We are paying the price for a Government which, when the price of gold was high and things were going well, went on a spending spree, put its head in the sand, and was completely unprepared for the setbacks of a lower gold price, of higher oil prices, of a slowdown in world trade, and the need to provide for higher necessary defence spending.

"I believe that it is a matter of urgency that the measures being applied at present which slow down the economy should be tempered with others designed to counteract the worst features of a slowdown such as growing unemployment. We need carefully designed stimuli to labour-intensive industries. The clothing industry is one such industry which is at present in the doldrums. All impediments to employment in the industry, such as apply under the Employment and Planning Act, should be removed. Even though they may be less productive, we should encourage, at least temporarily, labour-intensive methods in certain areas in preference to mechanisation. This would certainly be possible in some public works and local authority activities, and would have the secondary beneficial effect on our balance of payments in that it would reduce the demand for imported machinery.

"This is a time when dynamic and imaginative leadership in economic and financial matters is vital. It is disturbing that it is so woefully lacking," Mr Baxter added.
Govt’s anti-inflation campaign to continue

Own Correspondent

PRETORIA — The Government’s anti-inflation campaign is certain to be continued for another 12 months after the end of the second phase on November 30, according to signatures to the Manifesto.

The continuation committee of the campaign meets in Pretoria next week to discuss the content of the new programme.

The general secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, had discussions with the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis, on the report and recommendations of the wages and prices fact-finding committee appointed in September by the continuation committee.

Full agreement has now been reached between trade union representatives and employers on the wages and cost sacrifices to be incorporated in the new programme.

Grave threat

The report of the study group deals with the current state of the economy, the need for discipline in wage and price increases, and the grave threat of soaring unemployment unless there is a swift reversal of the current recessionary trends.

It is understood that the sacrifice workers will be called on to make will not be as drastic as the 30 percent imposed on them during the first 12 months of the campaign.

The trade unions also insisted on more definite assurances from employers that they would also be making sacrifices.

Lack of restraint

At next week’s meeting of the continuation committee, the Government will again be asked for the lack of restraint in granting price increases.

The trade unions want the price controller to exercise tighter control over the prices of products on the controlled list. And against the background of the increase in all-round food prices this year, will they approve of the Government’s price policy?

The unions will want assurance that the farming community is not making a sacrifice.
That's the word from inflation fighter  

SOUTH AFRICA is on the verge of beating inflation. Four more months of keeping on the clamps will bring the economy through to more prosperous times.

That in essence was the message from Dr Lawrence McCrystal, publicity chief of the Anti Inflation Campaign, on the eve of next week's meeting of the continuation committee.

"I feel the campaign should go on. The thing is starting to bite. We must hold down wages and prices and when the time is ripe, drop them altogether. If I am right, and we have pushed inflation down to a six to eight percent rate by the end of March, then maybe that would be the time to drop them."

McCrystal believes that the end of the battle against inflation is nearly won. "I believe that the inflation rate will come down fast because unemployment is rising, business is as tight as a drum, and the money supply is under control. Government spending is coming down and we are not importing as much inflation as we did before. We have all the ingredients now which we have contended are necessary to combat inflation."

But he stressed that now was not the right time to start restimulating the economy. "We cannot raise our economy from a base of 11.5 percent of the way up," he said, if would be out of control in six or twelve months.

"However, we should start restimulating in those areas that have a high labour content; a low import content and which are capable of enhancing the productive capacity of the country."

One unhappy aspect of the campaign, McCrystal admits, is the failure to push the inflation rate below the 10 percent level by the end of the year.

"We did not foresee the extent of the continuing effect of last year's devaluation."

But he does not take this as a sign of the campaign's failure. He argues that at the time of last year's 18 percent devaluation the inflation rate was around the 14 percent mark. He estimates that without the campaign, inflation would now be soaring along at around 18 percent because of the devaluation. Since it has been reduced to a current 11.5 percent, the campaign has been an unqualified success.

"And the fact that people will have substantially less to spend on presents this Christmas is a result of what we wanted to achieve."

Mccrystal is in general pleased with the support that the campaign has received. He acknowledges that the Government has cut money supply to a rate lower than the inflation rate and has kept spending on a tight rein. "The only area that we haven't had the same amount of support is defence — but that is essential to the stability of the country and I cannot comment further."

The private sector too had basically supported the campaign, he said, "although we know that there are firms in all sectors that are kicking over the traces and pushing on more than 70 percent of cost increases to the consumer."

And McCrystal defended the line the Anti Inflation Campaign had taken.

"I am diametrically opposed to freezing wages and prices — the concept is not a happy one. To impose more controls on the economy is not the way to get ourselves out of the hole — we need less controls. We should continue the guidelines as they are until, hopefully, March."

And he attacked the monistalist philosophy. "The monetarist school says we must keep the clamps on the money supply, and on government spending and all will be well. In effect that is working purely from the demand side. My view is that price is determined by supply and demand, and to assume that the impetus is coming only from the demand side is myopic."

By FINANCE EDITOR CHRISTOPHER MORRIS

"And the supply side is affected by wages and prices. So to combat inflation, you need a package of monetary and fiscal controls and of price and wage controls."

"My job is to see that everybody is playing the game, the Government and everybody else. And if I know that the Government is playing the game to the best of its ability, I must say so.

"I'll be damned if I'm going to let anybody tell me I am a Government stooge simply because of this."

McCrystal sees the need to bring inflation down as vital, in the light of the essential need for growth. With the country's rate of population increase, he estimates an annual growth rate of between 5.5 and 6.5 percent will be needed over the next 25 years to absorb new entrants on to the labour market.

"So we have to bring our inflation rate down fast. We cannot afford to take two or three years to beat the problem with unemployment levels of two or three million as a result."

"But I believe the end is in sight. Our balance of payments will be much healthier by March next year and so will our inflation rate. If the gold price continues to hold up and we can keep the clamps on imports, I believe that we will soon see the light of day at the end of the tunnel."

TO WIN!

Lawrence McCrystal
By EUGENE HUGO
Political Correspondent

A FORMIDABLE force for reform has emerged within the National Party to pressure the Government into producing a new blueprint for South Africa’s future.

Mr Vorster now faces a countrywide network of Afrikaner Nationalist academics, intellectuals and businessmen demanding drastically changed race policies.

The clamour for a new dispensation, amid what is openly labelled by Nationalists as South Africa’s “crisis of survival”, is presented as spontaneous, but evidence is there that it has been organised at least on a sectional provincial basis.

This force for change within the National Party apparently has the blessing of the powerful Broederbond and now includes:

- An influential group of Stellenbosch University professors, most of them Broederbonders and some of them Theron commissioners.

Staunich

- The editor of Die Burger, Piet Cillie, who is about to join the Stellenbosch group and whose newspaper has long been Mr Vorster’s staunchest supporter.
- Professor Gerrit Viljoen, chairman of the Broederbond, which is generally regarded as the Afrikaner Nationalist think-tank, and a number of his executive members.
- Transvaal Afrikaans newspaper editors, the most prominent of whom is Die Transvaler editor Wilmo de Klerk, recently elected to the executive of the Broederbond.
- A group of Rand Afrikaans University lecturers — one of them the vice-principal of the university.
- The Potchefstroom professors, backbone of the Afrikaner Nationalist organizations, who are said to be in touch with Mr Vorster to demand changes in the separate development policy.
- Businessmen such as Dr Jan Marais, who has just returned from a prolonged overseas trip to call for a specific blueprint and programme of action.
- Verduurkap Nationalist MPs and senators such as Denis Worrall, Barend du Plessis, Louis Nel and Henno van der Walt.
- People in the wings such as National Party managing director, Dawid van Vlaminck, and former leader of the South African legal team at The Hague.
- Diplomats including Washington Ambassador Pik Botha, who has made it clear he would like speedier moves away from discrimination and issues such as South West Africa resolved as soon as possible.

The main pressure for change is emerging from South Africa’s academic clique, who can speak more freely in a situation in which they see the Government fast losing the initiative.

Evidence of a degree of collaboration emerged when I learned this week that before publishing his remarkable Dawie column, which called for freedom for all races in one society as an alternative to separate development, Piet Cillie met Stellenbosch professors at the Langeheaven centre.

Harangue

I understand Mr Cillie was harangued over Die Burger’s long silence after the paper was regarded in Afrikaner Nationalist circles in the late Fifties and early Sixties as the powerhouse of verligtheid. Immediately after Mr Cillie’s column appeared, there was a flood of supportive letters in Die Burger congratulating him on his analysis of the Afrikaner concept of freedom within the crisis of survival, academics including Professors Ben Vorster, Sampe Terblanche, Julius Jeppe, Willy Esterhuysen and Johan Deegmar have made it clear they look to the Cabinet committee investigating constitutional moves away from the Westminster system to develop a new blueprint which upholds the principle of freedom in South Africa’s plural society.

Further evidence of pre-planned moves can be seen in the organisation of the Afrikaner Nationalist Beweging Congress in the Transvaal at which Professor Eric Theron delivered his long-awaited attack on the Government for rejecting aspects of both agreements and demanded that the Immorality Act and Mixed Marriages Act be dropped from the Statute Book.

Group

I understand there are now suggestions that a reformist group should be established within the National Party, possibly under the leadership of Wimpi de Klerk, which will give Mr Vorster little option but to accelerate moves to establish a just society.

"Trust Bank" chairman Jan Marais said this week, “I have never said and will never suggest a capitulation to our enemies. What I believe in is a specific blueprint and programme of action which is practical, legal, moral, just, feasible and a mobilisation of South Africans of all races to work for it and fight for it if necessary."
Plan to end restraints welcomed

The Argus Political Staff

THE proposed termination of short-term anti-inflation wage and price restraints at the end of March next year has been welcomed by the United Party's chief spokesman on economic affairs, Mr H. A. van Hoogstraten, MP for Gardens.

But he warned today that South Africa's present rate of inflation — still above 10 percent — was 'disastrous' for the people of South Africa.

Mr van Hoogstraten was responding to yesterday's announcement by the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr J. C. Haines, that the Anti-inflation Continuation Committee had decided to end the short-term wage and price measures, imposed under the Anti-inflation Manifesto, on March 31.

Best Regulator

The United Party has always expressed the belief that the best regulator of the economy is the free market system, and the sooner market forces are allowed to operate without let or hindrance, the better for the economy in general, Mr van Hoogstraten said.

In retrospect, he said, it could not be seen that the anti-inflation campaign had achieved any really successful results.

At the time of its inception, all parties to the campaign had cooperated in good faith, but circumstances prevailing in both the political and the economic fields had militated against its hoped-for achievement.

'Certainly the present inflationary rate, which is in excess of 10 percent, must be seen as disastrous for the people of South Africa. What the Government should be aiming at is an inflation rate in the region of 4 to 5 percent,' Mr van Hoogstraten said.

These figures had been achieved in the United States and in Germany.

Unless South Africa could contain inflation at these levels, the success of South Africa's export drive, on which the country's balance of payments problems depended, would be severely threatened.

(Quoted by P. J. Latchbang 198)
Pay curbs to be lifted in March

PRETORIA — The fight against inflation is to continue, but the wage and price restraints are to end in March, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Heunis said here last night.

He was speaking after a meeting of the anti-inflation campaign's continuation committee.

Mr Heunis said after March wages and prices would be freed to find their own competitive levels.

The expectation was that the downward trend in the inflation rate would continue and there might well be no need for the continuation of the short-term wage and price restraints after the end of March, he said.

However, the long-term aims — among them higher productivity and the expansion of labour training — would be continued.

The continuation of the short-term measures means that trade unions have agreed to forgo 30 per cent of wage increases justified by the level of the consumer price index, and employers should forego 30 per cent of cost increases when fixing new prices. — DDC.
In March—Hennins
Price Restorations &
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Decision on anti-inflation measures

PRETORIA. — The Anti-Inflation Control Committee yesterday decided that the short-term measures of the Anti-Inflation Manifesto should remain in force until the end of March 1977, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, announced here yesterday at a press conference.

The committee had also decided that after the end of March 1977 the short-term measures should definitely be terminated and that price and wage restraint should then be left to the market mechanism.

Replying to questions, the Minister said it was expected that the inflation rate would be less than 10 percent before the end of March 1977 if nothing unforeseen happened before then.

"Continued fall"

The Minister said it was expected that a drop in the inflation rate being experienced at present would continue. The figure for the first quarter of this year was 0.1 percent; it then went up to 1.3 percent during the second quarter but in the third quarter it dropped to 10.8 percent.

Announcing the decision that the short-term measures would remain in force until the end of March 1977, the Minister said that the measures would not apply to persons earning R300 a month or less.

With the exception of the South African Federation of Civil Engineering Contractors, the decisions taken by the committee yesterday were unanimous by all the signatories to the original manifesto and all those who subsequently subscribed to the principles of the programme.

The Minister said the committee had decided that the long-term measures of the anti-inflation programme such as "increased productivity" training programmes, the cutting back of public expenditure, etc. should automatically be extended.

The Minister said the work of the Anti-Inflation Education and Publicity Committee would continue until the end of March next year.

— Supra
Inflation rate is easing

Financial Editor

SOUTH AFRICA is beginning to enjoy some success in its fight against inflation. Figures issued today show that the increase in the consumer price index last month was among the smallest for the past three years.

The Department of Statistics reports that its consumer price index (April, 1970 = 100) rose from 179.3 in March to 180.5 last month—an increase of 0.68 percent.

Smaller increases recorded in the past three years were in February this year (0.48 percent—the result of a surprise drop in food prices), in January, 1974 (0.15 percent), and in March and April, 1974 (both 0.60 percent).

In contrast, price rises of more than 10 percent in a month were recorded on several occasions in 1974 and 1975 and on three occasions this year.

Last month’s rise of 0.66 percent in the consumer price index compares with a rise of 0.84 percent in September and 1.23 percent in August, also indicating a declining trend in the rate of inflation.

In October, last year, the increase in the consumer price index was 0.97 percent.

IN FOOD PRICES

The consumer price index for food rose from 160.5 in 1974 to 161.4 last month, an increase of 0.57 percent. This compares with a rise of 0.74 percent in September and 0.27 percent in August.

In October, last year, the food price index dropped by 1.72 percent.
Disappointment at pay freeze

PRETORIA — The temporary public sector wage and salary freeze announced by the Cabinet here is expected to burst in a wave of new demands from all sectors after the short term anti-inflation measures run out at the end of March.

Yesterday, leaders of Railway, Post Office and State Department staff associations expressed bitter disappointment at the decision to reject the promised five per cent January increase.

The president of the Public Servants’ Association, Mr. D. de K. Venter, said, “We are deeply disappointed. We can only hope the economy will improve and that increases may be possible in the first half of the new year.”

The General Secretary of the Union of South African Railways and Construction Employees, Mr. John Grobbelaar, said, “There will be a lot of dissatisfaction. However, we’ll just have to bite on a bullet, and live more frugally.”

Commenting on his meeting with the Economic Advisory Council, the Prime Minister, Mr. Vorster, said yesterday that although the lowest point in the domestic recession had not yet been reached, certain steps had been taken to see changes had been set in which should ensure a healthy economic revival in the foreseeable future — DDC/SPA.
EAST LONDON — The city's ratепayers are going to have to fork out a ten per cent increase in rates and a 12.5 per cent surcharge on water to balance the city's budget for next year.

This follows the 10.3 per cent increase in rates which ratepayers have paid this year, and Eves's two increases in electricity charges with a third one of 28.7 per cent due from January 1, which will mean an electricity increase of about 60 per cent in less than a year.

The city's total budget for next year is R16,634,712 of which R13,823,792 will be spent on operating the city, and the rest being for capital expenditure and repairs.

The operating expenditure is R16,634,712 more than last year, but as the head of the finance portfolio, Mr D. Armit, said in his budget speech, R5,851 would be spent on the increased cost of electricity for which the council would not demand, and R34 million for the council's running expenses.

Mr Armit also pointed out that the council's capital expenditure was R1.4 million down on last year.

"Municipal budgeting becomes more and more difficult for each year and although strict anti-inflationary steps have been taken, overall costs are still increasing," he said.

Mr Armit spent last night's meeting on the budget, and it was decided to follow a directive from the State treasury and divide all potential sources of increased income had been investigated.

"Our problem was that the total budget showed an increase of 38.5 per cent compared with an increase of 28.8 per cent, which left us with a deficit of 8.3 per cent.

"We then met with all department heads and after cutting expenditure, we came up with a shortfall of R1.3 million and in order to balance the budget we had to increase rates by 10 per cent and add 12.5 per cent to the water charges.

Another R5,500,000 was taken from general reserves to balance the shortfall, leaving only about R20,000 in reserve.

Eves's London ratепayers will pay 51 cents in the rand on rate valuations and

47 cents in the rand on improvements which will bring in an income of R14,125 on a ratio between rate and buildings of 12 to 1.

This means that a property in Cambridge which was rated at R14,270 this year will pay R6,500 next year, while a property in Vincent Gardens paying R5,485 this year will pay R8,517 next year.

An industry in Wilmont paying R13,569 for rates this year will pay R2,308 next year, and a boatfront hotel paying R3,517 this year will pay R9,246 in rates next year.

In his budget speech, Cllr Armit said a study had to be made of all the costs of providing local health services which amounted to R14,957.

"According to the population of the city is decreasing, we are still providing health services to all who attend the clinics from the surrounding areas. These services are not the sole responsibility of the East London ratепayer.

Cllr Armit said that when making the capital estimates for the city, the amount of capital available for the city should first be established in mind.

To approve the capital estimates first and then to find the finance afterwards is not sound financial practice.

Cllr Armit suggested that there were too many branch libraries and that the municipal administration section should be curtailed. He said the department's budget should improve the productivity of their departments and that, as an experiment, no conference should be attended by the councilors or officials.

"Personally, I am concerned that we have to recommend the rate and water increase, but with inflation running at about 15 per cent, these measures were unavoidable," Cllr Armit said.

Cllr D. J. Card and Cllr J. Zuljman said spending should be done on a systematic basis and both called for a discussion on priority planning for the council's next Action Committee meeting.

Cllr J. H. Bezuidenhout said all heads of departments should be asked to make a blanket cut to prevent the rate increase.

Cllr J. O. Orpen said there should be a blanket cut to prevent the rate increase.

The loss of the municipal lottery to gain more money for the municipality and so raise the ratepayers from further increases.

Cllr B. Boleyn, explaining to councillors who were against reducing the expected income from housing rentals by R12,356, said the reduction was for the people who are not affected by the increase.

"We all feel the pain of inflation, but we must also do our bit. Let us all do our bit to make a difference.

Boleyn said the municipality would have to find another way to finance the service.

The cut was agreed to and the budget was passed.
Costs Go Up: Shock for City in Month
Water shock

(Continued from Page 1)

cused recently by some councillors for inflationary practices by putting up electricity costs to draw capital from revenue.

The council is obviously reluctant to resort to the only alternative source, raising huge loans. It cannot afford the interest rates on borrowed capital, and would also have to scrap much of its capital programme for the next five years to pay for the water scheme.

More expensive water may come as another slap in the face to consumers, but the council was warned last week that it may be necessary.

In his gloomy budget speech Mr Bill Peters, chairman of the executive committee, said: "In the present economic climate no possibility exists of the city being able to finance a scheme of this magnitude from its normal sources of capital funds."

He said the Government had made it clear it could neither provide the capital needed by the city for the project nor could the Treasury give assurances on any sources of short-term funding.

The Secretary for Finance, Mr G W G. Browne, suggested that the City Council ask the local authorities it supplies to share the cost on a pro rata basis.
Executives lose positions as SA inflation spirals

The deepening of SA’s economic crisis has now affected staff at all levels in the motor industry. Management officials have announced that 24 staff members would leave the company. The firm had found it necessary to downsize. The new director, Mr. Johnson, described the decision as a result of the company’s financial situation. The employees at all levels in the company were affected. The company is facing severe financial difficulties.
CUT-PRICE EGG YEAR WAIT

...and smashing goes on and on at Kraaifontein

CONSUMERS will have to wait almost a year before cut-price eggs appear on the market.

This was the message this week from Mr. Harri-nus Oosthuizen, chairman of the Egg Control Board, in the wake of the announcement that the board and chain stores had agreed in principle to try and sell surplus eggs cheaply in South Africa instead of exporting them at a loss.

Meanwhile more than a million eggs a day will continue to be smashed at the board's Kraaifontein plant to turn them into frozen products for export.

But, according to Mr. Oosthuizen, as soon as there is final agreement on a way to sell the surplus eggs locally, the Kraaifontein plant can be expected to operate on a "greatly reduced level".

He said: "We'll be selling only large and extra large egg surpluses locally. Small and medium size eggs, and those too large for normal packaging, will continue to be exported to those countries where we can sell at a profit."

Mr. Oosthuizen confirmed this week that the board had held discussions with consumers and agriculture spokesmen from the various chain stores groups about selling surplus eggs locally.

PROBLEMS

The discussions follow reports in Weekend Argus about the activities at the Kraaifontein plant and strong calls by consumers and agriculture spokesmen to the board to get rid of the surplus locally.

Mr. Oosthuizen pointed out that there were a number of problems that would have to be overcome before final agreement to sell surplus eggs in South Africa was reached.

The chain stores are forming a committee to look into the matter and it will be working in co-operation with the board.

For example surpluses do not occur regularly — they are more inclined to see-saw and be on a short-term basis, instead for only a few days in a month. There can also be surpluses of different ages as chickens lay small eggs to start with and bigger eggs later.

Any final decision will have to be taken by the board which will be sitting at the end of January to discuss the problem.

By David Albino

"The real problem with surplus eggs comes in about September and October, as it will probably only be then that cheaper eggs could become available on the market."

Mr. Raymond Ackerman, head of a large chain store group, said this week he was "thrilled" by the co-operation and foresight shown by the senior officials of the board.

"During the problems over butter and cheese prices recently we had to try and explain that businesses were not just sitting on the sidelines and criticizing, but that we wanted to help sell surpluses."

"The board has now agreed to allow super-markets to try and get people to eat more eggs during the months of the surplus."

We agreed to cut into our profit margins if they would cut into theirs and the producers."

The move to sell surplus eggs locally was welcomed this week by Mr. Myburgh Streecher, chairman of the United Party's agricultural group, who has been in forefront of a campaign to end the export of surplus eggs at a loss.

"This is a wise decision," he said this week.
Inflation still high

PRETORIA — The South African Reserve Bank, in its quarterly bulletin issued yesterday, said that the rate of inflation during the third quarter of 1929 was "still at an unacceptably high level" and that all efforts to contain inflation must continue.

The bank listed among those efforts containing the rate of increase in the money and near-money supply and, therefore, also the rate of increase in domestic credit expansion, including bank credit to the Government sector.

The curtailment of Government spending and all the other short and long-term measures included in the anti-inflation manifesto.

The bulletin said that the increase in the quantity of money and near-money during the third quarter amounted to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of two per cent, compared with a rate of increase of 18 per cent in the second quarter and 15 per cent in the first quarter.

Labour, as representing the Legislative Assembly, had to take stock of it but not at the advent of — SAPA.

But compromise, which, carried to the Nationalist Party clearly not strengthened the Labour Party; paradoxically, power had weakened it, because new disappointments and divisions had arisen from the Nationalist-Labour coalition.

When the unexpected flag storm burst on the political scene in May 1929, this disunited Party was confronted with yet another divisive issue.

It was unquestionably vulnerable to SADF attacks on the question, not only because of the Party's existing weaknesses but also because of the Party's racial composition.

The Labour Party was very largely composed of, and relied upon the support of, English-speakers. Though the number of Afrikaners in the Party had increased as farming

49. 19 March 1926.
50. Ibid. Italics in original.
New fuel meeting

Rise to cost SA R114m?

The Star Bureau

London

The Shah of Iran still insists that 15 percent must be the minimum increase in the price of crude oil. If the Shah and his fellow “hawks” in the oil-price debate (Iraq and Algeria) get their way, South Africa’s oil account will rise by at least R114-m.

But if the Saudis and their allies in the Arab Gulf states win the day (they want no more than 5 to 10 percent) the extra amount South Africa will have to find will be between R44-million and R100-million.

But the betting here and in Europe is that when the 13 Ministers of the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (Opec) meet today in Doha, the capital of Qatar, they will settle for a rise of between 8 and 10 percent.

In terms of South Africa's oil bill this would mean a rise of at least R114-m.
The squeeze between the 'Shah' and the Opec meeting — and the expected outcome is R70 million to R100 million a year.

With gold at 135 dollars an ounce, South Africa can cope with the increase better than most other countries, but at the cost of development growth.

The gold industry estimates that South Africa's current imports of oil, almost all of which come from Iran, is 143 million tons a year.

A 'marker' on the basis of Saudi Arabian crude — the 'marker' for other grades — at R10 a barrel, South Africa's oil payments run at about R1.3 billion a year.

With oil demand hitting record levels, even higher than the production which preceded the 1973 price increases, the Opec nations are apparently in a strong position.

Irish, the second biggest producer, after Saudi Arabia, pumped a record million tons a day in September.

But much of this was the result of forward buying and stockpiling by Western countries in anticipation of a price increase this month following the mid-month freeze.

Hence the 'Saudi Arabian's have been warning against a big increase.
SA prices to follow oil costs ... UP

Staff Reporter

SOUTH Africans face price increases for most goods next year because of the decision by 11 OPEC countries yesterday to raise the oil price by 10 per cent from January 1.

The countries intend to raise the price by another five per cent in mid-1977.

The other two members, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, said they would raise their prices by only five per cent and would boost production.

A leading economist said last night the price of a litre of petrol would rise by 10c.

Professor J. L. Sadie, head of the bureau for economic research and professor of economics at the University of Stellenbosch, said the 10 per cent increase would mean South Africa may spend an additional R150-million.

Saudi Arabia's decision would not soften the blow for South Africa because most of its oil came from Iran. Prof Sadie said.

Mr S. O. Goodwin, president of Assafoam, said South Africans would have to tighten their belts again in 1977.

"Small, steady increases will have to follow right across the board for consumers since commerce cannot absorb any more increases," he said.

Mr Arthur Grobbelaar, secretary of the Trade Union Council of South Africa, said the increase would retard South Africa's economic recovery and its effects would filter through to the average South African fairly quickly.

The decision by the 11 countries was irresponsible, President Ford said yesterday. He said the action should remind Americans of the need to take urgent action to conserve and develop US energy resources, UPI reports.

The West German Government said yesterday the two-tier oil price may reduce German exports.
Food price spiral pauses

Inflation slowdown

The inflation rate soared to 14 percent in 1974 and eased only as far as 11.7 percent in 1975.

Over the Witwatersrand, food prices as a whole actually came down by a fraction in November. The national average was flattened by the counterweights of minor increases elsewhere, such as in Cape Town and Durban.

Economists still consider double-digit inflation as unacceptably high, but at least the cool-down last month was an encouraging sign.

The big damper on the immediate outlook, however, is the threat of new rounds of price increases in items that span cars to canned fruit.

Michael Chester, Financial Editor

The price spiral in the cost of the family food basket came to a standstill last month, according to the Department of Statistics in a cost-of-living review released today.

The price tag on the whole basket – butter and milk to dressed chicken and sirloin steak – managed to miss an overall increase between October and November, though food prices as a whole were still 8.3 percent higher than a year ago.

A marginal increase in the price of wheat, put at 0.1 percent in the official count, was cancelled out by a drop in vegetable prices.

The check in food price rises helped to cool down the pace of inflation to only 0.3 percent for the entire consumer price index between October and November.

As a result, the cost of living rise was held to 10.4 percent over that of a year ago – still double the rate of the United States and West Germany, but at least lower than in Britain and Australia.
Cost of living moves up, but only a fraction

Staff Reporter

SOUTH Africa's cost of living index is maintaining its recent slower rate of increase.

For the third month in succession, the index rose by less than a point last month — in fact, by only half a point, in comparison with regular monthly rises in the past few years of a point more a month.

Latest official figures released yesterday by the Department of Statistics show that the index, based on a base of 100 in 1970, increased in November to 151. It was 190.8 in October.

However, the November figure this year is nearly 20 points up on the November figure for last year of 133.9.

On the encouraging side, the index for food stabilised at 191.4 the same as in October.

Also stabilised was the index for liquor at 170.2, cigarettes and tobacco at 193.4, medical services at 194.4 and other items such as personal care (170.9), communications (156.9), education (207.9), reading matter and stationery (293.1) and recreation, amusement and sport (194.8).
done to provide for Bantu farm children in the Western Cape, because in terms of official policy they are not really there in de jure terms. It is therefore left to the individual farmer/s to provide facilities for Bantu education, with little support from the State.

(On my own farm, it has taken 6 months to obtain recognition from the Government. Schoolbooks will only be available next year, and to be paid for by the pupils. Teachers' salaries will be subsidised as from next year, and a grant for the erection of an

Hike hits inflation fight

PRETORIA — Trade unionists, motoring organisations, commerce and industry predicted yesterday that the latest petrol price hike would deal a damaging blow to the Government's fight against inflation.

The South African Consumer Council said there would be consumer resentment since only a quarter of the increase reflected the new higher crude oil prices.

The president of the Association of Chambers of Commerce, Mr S. Goodwin, said: "We must be prepared to face this increase and accept it."

"No doubt part of the thinking of the Government is that the increase will dampen demand, but based on past experience any such effect is likely to be only temporary.

The president of the South African Chamber of Industries, Mr P. J. Cronje, said the increase was inevitable.

Energy price increases had a ripple effect through the economy and an adjustment of this magnitude would deal a heavy blow to the motorindustry and further depress motor vehicle sales, Mr Cronje said.

The Automobile Association said it was regrettable the Government had resorted to further fuel taxation to finance the Sasol II project because this would increase the cost of living.

The Randala Touring Club called on the Government to give its "immediate attention" to alternative transport systems.

The director of the South African Agricultural Union, Mr P. Cilliers said the increase would result in a rise of agricultural production costs which would have to be passed on to the consumer.

The president of the Border Chamber of Industries, Mr P. Barman, said he was shocked at the whopping increase which affected an everyday commodity.

"It means distribution costs will go up as will selling costs and motoring costs which will affect the already depressed motor industry.

"It will add fuel to inflation and the only logic I see behind the size of the increase is that the Government hopes it will reduce demand and save foreign exchange," Mr Barman said.

The president of the East London Chamber of Commerce, Mr J. S. Peters, said the large increase would once again burden all sections of the community, especially the salary and wage earner who was already hard pressed to make ends meet.

"I appreciate that increases by the oil producers must be passed on, but I am surprised at the tremendous increase in excise duty," Mr Bell said.

The MP for East London City, Mr Harland Bell, said it was inevitable the Government would increase the petrol price, but an increase of 17 per cent was staggering.

"One thing is for sure — there will be no early election," Mr Bell said.

The managing director of Malcomess Toyota, Mr Cyril Phillips, said he believed people had become numb to price increases.

"This increase in the petrol price will probably hasten the trend away from six cylinder cars to four cylinder cars which are not so thirsty, but there will be no drastic change Commerce must still go on and there will always be a demand for new vehicles" — SAPA-DDC

Whaler goes down

DURBAN — The whaler, Colin Frye, which was being towed in tandem by the deep sea salvage tug Anguilla, from Durban to Maputo, sank shortly after nine o'clock yesterday morning — DDC

contravened an article of GATT, and the resultant request of the farmers to close down the prison was complied with.

The future

We all know that world population is increasing geometrically and that the area of arable land remains constant. In South Africa arable land forms only 13% of total area. As the demand for food increases, the efficiency of use of arable land will become critical.
Can we get expansion without too much inflation?

WHAT is the economic outlook for the world in 1977? Will the year see real recovery and lower unemployment? Unfortunately growth rates are now turning downwards again and inflation edging upwards. Fortunately, one factor which would have been disastrous to rich and poor nations alike, the threatened swing in oil prices by the Opec nations, is unlikely to come to pass thanks to the Saudi Arabians — the world’s biggest pro-ducers — deciding to limit their increases to 5 percent.

Another factor still to be determined is how President - elect Jimmy Carter’s policy will affect the United States economy.

Will he follow the Ford Administration’s hardline approach, which saw unemployment at nearly 8 percent but inflation brought down from 9 percent to 6 percent, or will he fulfill his promise to stimulate the economy as he is being advised to do by governments elsewhere who see U.S. expansion as a pre-requte for international recovery?

Poor get poorer

The problem of whether expansion can be achieved without an unacceptable rise in inflation if it cannot is likely to be one of the main preoccupations of the world economy in 1977. For a great number of people in the world, 1976 was a year of continuing inflation, unemployment and recession — was a bad year.

After half a decade of deepening gloom the effect that international food shortages could only get worse, 1976 was the year the famine ended. Production of all major food commodities reached record levels. More important, most of the chronically deficit countries had excellent harvests.

The result was that during much of the year world commodity prices declined. This was bad news for some exporting countries (notably the U.S., the world’s biggest food importer, where world surpluses and reduced prices helped to slow down general economic recovery), but for most of the world it was good news.

A year ago most economists were guardedly optimisitic about recovery. The 1974 recessions precipitated by the huge oil price increase late 1973 and early 1974 had been quite remarkable. It looked predictable that this recovery would continue into 1976 and beyond. But something has gone wrong. Since the middle of the year international economic conditions have reversed the trend. Recovery is unlikely to continue.

The reason is not difficult to see. It is one factor which a whole array of factors, the recession of the mid 1970s from the Great Depression of the early 1930s: it is the re-emergence of the desire for profitability of depressed economies with inflation.

This is a unique international experience, and there is no general agreement as to how to solve the problem. On the one hand there are the hardliners who say the only solution is to reduce production. On the other hand there are those who fear that if their rates are reduced, the result will be a rise in the disease. But, in the case of rising inflation —

Franklin Roosevelt

The revolutions were John Maynard Keynes and Franklin Roosevelt.

Cambridge (U.K.) economists Keynes and Keynesian economics changed the course of economics. Classical economics (i.e. the British one) emphasized the importance of supply and demand. Keynesian economists emphasized the importance of demand for goods and services.

In 1972 the American average rate of inflation was less than 2 percent. In 1975 it shot up to more than 10 percent, mostly because of increased government spending. Milton Friedman, a leading exponent of deflation, has been critical of the Kennedy administration.

The British Government is likely to continue its policy of increasing employment. The American government is likely to continue its policy of reducing employment.

The European Community is likely to continue its policy of increasing employment. The U.S. government is likely to continue its policy of reducing employment.

Chicago school

This has led to the renunciation of Milton Friedman, who has been critical of the Kennedy administration for more than 30 years. The leader of the Chicago school of economics, in an old school classical economist, more specifically, in current usage, he is a monetarist: he believes government intervention in the economy should be confined to regulating the growth of money supply, i.e. the sum of bank notes in circulation, the level of credit available from banks and the rate of direct government spending (i.e. that the rate of growth of money supply is the determinant of the rate of inflation).

But the recession, in turn, increased inflation, and the problem of government interference in the economy is likely to continue. The problem is that Friedmanism, at least in the short term (and possibly in the long term if Keynes was right) leads to austerity and more unemployment.

Governments in the 1970s spent their way out of recession, as recommended by Keynes. Today many governments are doing the very opposite, as Friedman advocates.

What worries today’s Keynesians is that unemployment will not be accompanied by a rise in prices. They argue that government spending, even with a rise in the prices of goods, will reduce unemployment.

Friedmanists claim this is a short-term patch-up solution. They argue that government spending, even with a rise in the prices of goods, will reduce unemployment and public expenditure over rising unemployment will stop governments taking the strong medicine necessary for long term recovery.

Something of a watershed has now been reached. The soaring inflation of 1974 has been largely punctuated. Today the accent is on real recovery and reduced unemployment.

The world scene, inevitably, is a mixed one. Oil exporting countries are busy buying raw materials, exporters like Australia, New Zealand, and South America, EU African countries, are in difficulty.
Inflation—It's a Way of Life
SA on the right road to beating inflation—McCrystal

Own Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG. — Dr Lawrence McCrystal, above, chairman of the publicity campaign of Anti-Inflation Programme, claimed yesterday that South Africa was finally on the right road to beating inflation.

The programme is due to end in March. Although the country will probably have to be satisfied with an inflation rate of seven percent this year, this compared well with the 14 percent rate before the campaign started, Dr McCrystal said.

The publicity committee's main task was to prepare the country's consumers, businessmen and the Government for the proper state of mind in which to fight inflation. "This we have done. The things that should have been done years ago have now been done," he said.

Dr McCrystal listed these as:

• The imposition of a tight restraint on the flow of cash in the economy;
• The restraint on public sector spending at all levels;
• Reorientation of priorities towards wealth-generating projects rather than grandiose non-productive schemes like opera houses and rural highways.

Dr McCrystal said he calculated the effect on the cost of living from the latest petrol price increase would be no more than one percent.

This is because the business environment is now such that the businessman will absorb the bulk of the cost increases instead of passing it on to the consumer as he would have done a year ago, he said.

But Mr Eugene Roelofse, consumer champion and the SA Council of Churches ombudsman said yesterday it was nothing to be proud of to halve the inflation rate if it meant stagnating the economy and throwing tens of thousands of workers out of their jobs.

"And if businessmen are going to fall over themselves to absorb part of the rising costs, why didn't the motor trade set an example by selling old stocks of petrol at old prices? Why didn't sugar retailers sell their old stocks at old prices? Why didn't the cool drink manufacturers tell the price controller that the increase granted to them was not part of the increased cost of sugar but four times as much?" he said.

"I applaud Dr McCrystal's confidence for the economic future, but unfortunately do not share it," Mr Roelofse said.
Inflation cut not so great, says Roelofse

By MIKE DUTFIELD

The inflation rate has been halved following action by the Government's anti-inflation committee - but it's nothing to be proud of, according to consumers' champion Eugene Roelofse.

Dr. Lawrence McCrystal, the committee's publicity chairman, said inflation was likely to run at about seven per cent this year compared to 14 per cent before the campaign began.

"The publicity committee's main task was to put the country, consumers, businessmen and Government into the proper state of mind to fight inflation," he said.

"This we have done. The things that should have been done years ago have now been done," he said.

Dr. McCrystal listed these as:

- Tight restraint on the flow of cash in the economy
- Restraint on public sector spending at all levels
- Reorientation of priorities towards wealth generating projects rather than grandiose, non-productive projects such as opera houses and unused rural highways
- Dr. McCrystal calculated the rise in the cost of living caused by the latest petrol price increase would be no more than one percent.

"This is because the business environment is now such that the businessman will absorb the bulk of the cost increases instead of passing it on to the consumer, as he would have done a year ago," he said.

But Mr. Roelofse, the SA Council of Churches' ombudsman, said halving the inflation rate was nothing to be proud of if it meant stagnating the economy and throwing tens of thousands of workers out of work.

"If businessmen are going to kill over themselves to absorb part of the rising costs, why didn't the motor trade set an example by selling old petrol stocks at old prices?" asked Roelofse. Why didn't sugar retailers sell their old stocks at old prices? Why didn't the cool drink manufacturers tell the Price Controller that the increase granted to them was not part of the increased cost of sugar - but four times as much?" he asked.